
 
SALE 34 PART 1 - 11.00am SATURDAY 20th APRIL 2024 (lots 1-394) 

  

COINS & BANKNOTES   
Australian Coins 

 
1 1920 Penny with 6 pearls & "Dot above top scroll" variety. aVF Retails $500+ $300 
2 1925 Penny. aVF $120 
3 1925 Penny with "broken N" variety. aVF Retails $450 $200 
4 1927 Florin - Canberra. PCGS slabbed MS63. $100 
5 1927 (2017) Canberra Florin finished in 24 carat gold in pres card. Retails $75 $25 
6 1932 Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $150 
7 1933 Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64BN. $120 
8 1934 Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63RB. $100 
9 1942 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $50 

10 1942 Sixpence "struck through". VF $30 
11 1943 (M) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $40 
12 1945 (M) Sixpence. PCGS slabbed MS63. $40 
13 1946 Penny. VF $50 
14 1947 (M) Florin. PCGS slabbed MS63. $40 
15 1950 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63RB. $30 
16 1951 Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64RB. $30 
17 1951 (P) Halfpenny with dot. PCGS slabbed MS63RB. $40 
18 1951 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $40 
19 1951 Sixpence "struck outside collar". Fine Unc $220 
20 1951 Florin Jubilee. PCGS slabbed MS63. $30 
21 1951 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS62. $60 
22 1952 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63RB. $40 
23 1952 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS62. $60 
24 1953 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $30 
25 1953 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64BN. $30 
26 1953 Halfpenny with massive misstrike. EF $150 
27 1953 (M) Florin. PCGS slabbed MS63. $30 
28 1954 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63RB. $30 
29 1954 (M) Florin. PCGS slabbed MS62. $40 
30 1954 Florin Royal Visit. PCGS slabbed MS63. $30 
31 1956 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS62. $60 
32 1957 Penny with "straight clip". VF $50 
33 1957 (M) Threepence. PCGS slabbed MS66. $40 
34 1957 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS62. $30 
35 1960 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64RB. $30 
36 1960 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $20 
37 1960 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS64. $30 
38 1961 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64RB. $30 
39 1961 Shilling with "clipped edge". VF $50 
40 1961 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS63. $30 
41 1962 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64BN. $30 
42 1963 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS63BN. $30 
43 1962 Sixpence with "clipped edge". VF $30 
44 1963 Florin. PCGS slabbed MS63. $30 
45 1964 (P) Halfpenny. PCGS slabbed MS64BN. $30 
46 1966 1c to 50c (round silver) in RAM stapled pres card. Small stain & staples rusty otherwise good cond.            

Also same set in green BP wallet. (2 items) $30 
47 1966 1c to 50c (round silver) in RAM card with the original Disclaimer. VG cond. Vendor paid $60 from Edlins 

Auctions. $40 
48 1966 1c to 50c (round silver) in RAM blue wallet. VG cond. $50 
49 1966 50c round x 50 in EF to Unc cond in individual coin protectors. A useful group to tuck away! (50) $400 
50 1966 50c round x 100 in EF to Unc cond in individual coin protectors similar to above. A rarely seen accumulation in 

such fine cond. (100) $800 
51 1966/84 1c Glider in bulk weighing 4.4kg. $80 
52 1966/84 2c Frill Neck Lizard in bulk weighing 2.7kg. $50 
53 1966-2003 50c commems x 25 from round silver to Year of the Volunteer. All framed with a guide chart of issues. 

Perfect for the coin den! $40 
54 1966-2005 "Fifty Cent Commemorative Coin Collection" in 4 commem folders containing 28 diff EF-Unc coins with 

background info & attractively presented. A "Downies" product originally costing vendor $200. Exc cond. (4 folders) $80 
55 1969, 1970, 1971 & 1972 1c to 50c Unc sets of 6 in RAM red wallets plus additional 1969 in blue wallet. 1970 with 

50c Cook. Total retail $400 (5) $70 
56 1970 50c Cook in RAM cases x 25 in exc cond. Retail at $5 ea. (25) $30 
57 1973-1979 1c to 50c Unc sets of 6 in RAM red wallets bar 1977 in purple with 50c Silver Jubilee. Majority in good 

cond, odd tarnishing on copper. Total retail $330 (7) $60 
58 1976 2c Frillneck Lizard misstrike resulting in off centre with raised double lip. Unc. $100 
59 1977 2c Frillneck Lizard "bitten edge". Unc. $75 
60 1978 2c Frillneck Lizard "clipped edge". Unc. $75 
61 1980 50c Coat of Arms with "Double Bar" variety. PCGS slabbed MS64. $40 



62 1980, 1981 & 1982 1c to 50c Unc sets in RAM red wallets, latter in green with 50c C/wealth Games plus additional 
1980 with the "double bar" variety. Total retail $120 (4) $30 

63 1982 1c to 50c Proof Set with 50c Brisbane Commonwealth Games plus 1988 Bicentenary Proof set. Both in RAM 
packaging, the former with foam box. (2) $30 

64 1984-1988 "One Dollar Last $1 Note - First $1 Coin" pres pack plus the same for $2 & $5 notes & coins. Produced 
by Sherwood. Exc cond & unopened. Retail $200+ (3 packs) $50 

65 1984-1988 Coin & Banknotes as above. (3 packs) $50 
66 1984-2021 complete RAM annual uncirculated sets in original RAM folders. Apart from yellow plastic on 1984, all       

in exc cond. Total retail $1200+ (38) $500 
67 1986 1c to $1 Unc RAM set in sealed folder with the "incorrect 1985 10 cent" error. McD Cat. $300 $100 
68 1988 $5 Parliament House proof in RAM box plus 2 more in the Commonwealth Bank commem bags. (3 items) $25 
69 1988 50c First Fleet Bicentenary in complete $10 RAM coloured paper rolls x 2. Slight outer wear. (40 coins) $30 
70 1988 Bicentennial Coin & Note RAM grey folder with $2, $5 & $10 notes & Unc coins. Exc cond. Retails $175 $70 
71 1988 Masterpieces in Silver Bicentennial Proof set of 4 in RAM case/box with "1988 13th Sydney International Coin 

Fair" ribbon. Retails $150 $75 
72 1988 Masterpieces in Silver Bicentennial Proof set of 4 in RAM case/box. Retails $150 $60 
73 1988, 1989 & 1990 "The Holey Dollar & The Dump" silver issues in Perth Mint pres packs. Packs in worn cond but 

contents exc cond & Unc. Total retail $260 (3) $90 
74 1990 $5 Anzac 75th Anniv Aust & NZ boxed proof coin pairs plus additional $5 in RAM folder. Total retail $85 (2 

items) $30 
75 1990 $5 Kookaburra 1oz silver issued at the Albany Stamp & Coin Fair in Perth Mint black pouch. Retails at $100+ $50 
76 1991 Masterpieces in Silver "25th Anniversary Of Decimal Currency" in RAM case/box. Minor out box wear, 

contents fine. Retails $220 $90 
77 1992 Year of Space, 1994 $5 Enfranchisement of Women & 2002 $5 Queen Mother Proof coins in RAM boxes.   

Exc cond. Retail $30ea (3)  $30 
78 1992 $5 Year of Space Silver Proof in RAM case/box with "Adelaide Coin Fair 5-6 September 1997" imprint on 

inside lid of box. Unfortunately the usual problem of the box sticking to the outer case has resulted in adhesion to 
the outside case. The coin, outside of box & inside of case are fine. Label indicates the vendor paid $350! $50 

79 1992-1999 & 2001 $1 silver proof dollars in individual RAM boxes for 1992 Olympics, 1993 Landcare, 1994 $1 Note 
Anniv, 1995 Waltzing Matilda, 1996 Parkes, 1997 Kingsford Smith, 1998 Florey, 1999 The Last Anzacs & 2001 
Army plus extra 1995 with "Sydney Coin Fair Issue 1-2 April 1995" ovptd box. Retail $30 - $60ea. (10 items) $240 

80 1993 $1 Kangaroo 1oz silver RAM plus 2015 & 2016 "Mob of Roos" with "B" & "P" Privy Marks for the latter & "P"   
for the former x 2. Exc cond. Total retail $120 (5 items) $50 

81 1993 Masterpieces in Silver - The Explorers. Set of 5 in RAM packaging. Usual case damage due to sticking on 
outer box but contents Unc. Retails $250 $100 

82 1993 Masterpieces in Silver - The Royal Ladies. Set of 5 in RAM packaging. Most attractive. Retails $300+ $100 
83 1994 Masterpieces in Silver - The Explorers. Set of 5 in RAM packaging. As usual, pres case stuck to outer box  

but coins fine. Retails $200 $75 
84 1994 Year of the Family 6 coin set in RAM Unc folders, the 50c with the "wide date" variety x 5 plus one normal.      

Exc cond. Total retail $300+ (6 items) $120 
85 1995 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver proof like coins in individual capsules x 2. $100 
86 1996 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with the gold Ducat privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
87 1996 $5 Bradman, 1998 $5 RFDS, 2000 $5 Phar Lap & 2002 $5 Sundra Strait Battle proof coins in RAM boxes. 

Exc cond. (4 items) $60 
88 1997 $1 Kingsford Smith with "A" (Adelaide Show), "B" (Brisbane Show), "C" (Canberra), "M" (Melbourne Show)     

& "S" (Sydney Easter Show) Mint Marks x 4 of each plus an extra of the first 4. All Unc cond in RAM wallets.         
Retail $10-15 ea. (24) $100 

89 1997 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with Threepence privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
90 1997, 1998 & 1999 "Coins of the…." series for "Harbour City, Melbourne & Snowy Mountains each containing            

2 x $10 silver coins. Exc cond in RAM boxes. Retail $60+ ea. (3) $60 
91 1998 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with the gold 1887 Jubilee Sovereign privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
92 1998 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with the gold Shield Sovereign privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
93 1998 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with the gold Sovereign privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
94 1998 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver with World Vision privy mark in Perth Mint case. Retails at $150 $75 
95 1998 $5 Royal Flying Doctor bimetallic coin & $2 Phonecard wallet plus 2012 50c "Bombing of Australia" in RAM 

card/sleeve & 2016 50c Aust at War for Vietnam, Gulf & Afghanistan. All in exc cond. Total retail $100+ (5 items) $50 
96 1998 Masterpieces in Silver - Milestones. Set of 9 in RAM packaging. Exc good & still shrink-wrapped. Retails $250 $70 
97 1999 Masterpieces in Silver - Memories. Set of 6 in RAM packaging. Outer box wear but contents fine. Retails $200 $60 
98 1999-2001 $10 "The Past", "The Present" & "The Future" Millennium bi-metal proof coin set of 3 in individual RAM 

cases. Light outer box wear but coins & cases in exc cond. Retails $500+ $90 
99 2000 "The Sydney Olympic Silver Coin Collection" in jarrah wood pres case comprising 16 x $5 silver commem 

coins (31.63g silver) in a joint Perth Mint & RAM venture. Stunning presentation in exc cond. Retails $1000+ $360 
100 2000 $1 "Australia's First Victoria Cross" Unc RAM pack. Exc cond. Retail at $220 $80 
101 2000 $1 "Australia's First Victoria Cross" as above. $80 
102 2000 Sydney Olympic Coin Collection. Royal Aust Mint & Perth Mint collection of $5 x 28 coins in presentation 

album featuring a variety of sports. Retails at $300. Reserved at the coin face value of $140. (28) $140 
103 2000 Sydney Olympic Silver Coin Collection in wood pres case with 16 x $5 silver coins (31.635g ea.). A joint 

venture between RAM & The Perth Mint. Complete with booklet & COA. Retails $1200 $600 
104 2001 $1 Army Cent. Silver proof coin in RAM case plus 2022 $1 "Happy Birthday" 1oz silver coloured coin in               

Perth Mint folder. Both in exc cond with a total retail of $180 (2 items) $60 
105 2001 $2 Kookaburra 2oz silver in Perth Mint case. Slight discolouration around edges. Retails at $150 $50 
106 2001 $20 Bi-Metal Millennium Coin in Perth Mint box. Exc cond. Vendor paid $300. $75 
107 2001 20c & 50x "Centenary of Federation" 20 coin set in RAM Folder. Exc cond in original box. Retails $250 $60 



108 2001, 2002 & 2003 $5 Finale Hologram Silver coins in separate RAM case/box. Vendor paid $665 for these. (3) $150 
109 2002 $5 silver proof & $5 Commonwealth Games 3 coin set in RAM cases/boxes. (2 items) $40 
110 2002 50c QEII Accession 50th Anniv Unc on RAM pres card. Exc cond. Retails $200 $50 
111 2002 50c QEII Accession 50th Anniv 1oz Silver Proof in RAM cases/boxes x 2. Ex cond. Retail $75 ea. (2) $40 
112 2002, 2004, 2005 & 2006 Six Coin Proof sets in RAM boxes commem Year of the Outback, Australia's Coins, 

Peace & 40 Years of Decimal Currency. All in exc cond. Retail $450+ (4 items) $180 
113 2002-2014 Australian Wedding Coin Collections in RAM cases & matching boxes. Aside from some box wear             

on 2002 set, all in exc cond appearing unopened. Retail $1500+ (13 items) $500 
114 2003 $5 Rugby World Cup Selectively Gold Plated proof in RAM case/box. Most attractive. Vendor paid $85 $40 
115 2003 Year Set Fine Silver Proof set of 6 in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200+ $60 
116 2004 $5 "Adelaide to Darwin Railway" Silver Proof in RAM case/box with interesting history. Retails $100+ $50 
117 2004 $5 Steam Railways, $5 Tasmania Bicent & $5 "Sydney to Athens" Olympics Silver Proof coins all in RAM 

case/boxes. Exc cond with a combined retail $180+ (3 items) $60 
118 2004-2015 $1 AAT Commem 1oz Silver Proof Coins in individual Perth Mint boxes for "Mawson Station", "Leopard 

Seal", "Edgeworth David", Davis Station", "Humpback Whale", "South Magnetic Pole", "Husky", "Killer Whale", 
"Emperor Penguin", "Aurora Australia", "Wandering Albatross & "Elephant Sea". Exc cond & a most attractive 
group. Retail $1200+ (12) $500 

119 2005 $1 60th Anniv of WWII & 2008 $1 90th Anniv End of WWI 1oz Silver Proof coins in Perth Mint cases/boxes. 
Exc cond. Retails $200+ (2 items) $70 

120 2005 $1 90th Anniv of Anzacs with joint Aust & NZ 1oz silver coloured proof coins in pres tin by Perth Mint. Exc cond 
with COA. Retails $120+ $40 

121 2005 $1 Kookaburra Silver Proof with coloured backdrop in Perth Mint case with COA. Exc cond. $40 
122 2005 & 2006 $1 Kangaroo selectively gold plated 1oz silver coins in RAM boxes. Ex cond. Retail $100ea. (2) $80 
123 2006 $1 "Figures of Note" 1oz silver set of 5 for QEII, Banks/Macarthur, Farrer/Chisolm, Greenway/Kingsford Smith 

& Lawson/Hargrave. Attractive presentation. Retails $275 $100 
124 2006 $1 1758 Pillar Dollar Antique Finish Silver coin in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $100 $30 
125 2006 $1 Aust Pre-decimal Coins 1oz silver with miniature coins encased in outer coin. Exc cond in Perth                            

Mint case/box. Retails $175 $40 
126 2006 $1 FIFA World Cup Germany 1oz silver Holey Dollar & Dump Perth Mint boxed sets x 2. Retail $90 ea. (2) $50 
127 2006 $15 Grey Kangaroo 1/10oz gold coin in Perth Mint wood case & outer box. Exc cond. Retails $400+ $240 
128 2006 $15 Year of the Dog 1/10oz gold coin in pres case. Retail $350 $240 
129 2006 $5 Commonwealth Games Baton Relay & 50c School Student Design Silver Proof coins in separate RAM 

boxes. Exc cond. Retail $150 (2) $60 
130 2006 $5 Commonwealth Games Baton silver proof plus same again Unc & $5 C 'wealth Nations. All in RAM 

packaging. Vendor paid $115. (3 items) $30 
131 2006 $5 Sydney Harbour Bridge 1/25oz gold coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200+ $90 
132 2006 50 Years of Aust TV 1oz silver rectangular lenticular coloured coins in Perth Mint boxes x 2. Exc cond.                   

Retail at $85ea. (2) $50 
133 2006 50c QEII Royal Visit & 80th B'day Unc coins in RAM wallets. Exc cond. Retail $50 ea. (2) $30 
134 2006 50c QEII Royal Visit & 80th B'day Unc as above (2) $30 
135 2006 50c Selectively Gold Plated Silver Proof coins in RAM wooden case with COA. Most attractive. Retail $300+ $100 
136 2006 Commonwealth Games $50 tri-colour, $5 City of Sport & $5 C/wealth Nations set on RAM box. Exc cond. 

Vendor paid $350. $120 
137 2006 & 2007 "Discover Australia" 1oz silver tinted colour proof sets of 5 in Perth Mint wood cases with COA's for 

each coin plus single 2007 $1 Port Arthur 1oz silver. All in exc cond. Total retail $800 (3 items) $200 
138 2006 & 2007 $1 selectively gold plated "Subscription Coin" in RAM boxes. Exc cond. Retail $150ea (2) $80 
139 2006 & 2007 $1 Year of the Dog & $1 Year of the Pig 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint cases/boxes. Exc cond. 

Retail $80ea (2 items) $60 
140 2006 & 2007 x 2 Kookaburra Perth Mint Gilded 1oz Silver Editions. Attractively boxed. Total retail $240 (3) $90 
141 2006, 2007 & 2008 RAM 6 Coin Unc sets in sleeves ovptd with "World Money Fair Berlin" for each year with show 

logo. Exc cond. Retail $200+ (3) $60 
142 2006-2017 $1 range Unc in Ram pres cards for 2006/07 Ocean Series (5), 2007 Year of the Pig (2), 2007 Polar Year 

(2), 2007 The Ashes (2), 2008 Rugby, 2008 Year of the Rat , 2011 Census, 2012 Bluebell, 2013 Black Caviar, 2013 
Korean War (3), 2014 $1 Coin Anniv (2), 2014 Bull Ant, Butterfly, Blow Fly, 2015 "Unlikely Hero's (5 diff), 2015 AFL, 
2015 & 2016 "P" Possum frosted coloured coins plus 2015 NRL, 2015 Lighthouses (3) & 2017 Beersheba. All in exc 
cond. Retail from $8-$15ea. (37) $120 

143 2007 $1 APEC head to tail roll of 20 in RAM wrapping. Exc cond. $30 
144 2007 $5 75th Anniv of Sydney Harbour Bridge Silver Proof in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $75+ $30 
145 2007 $5 Sydney Harbour Bridge 1/25oz gold coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200+ $90 
146 2007 $5 Year of the Lifesaver Silver Proof in RAM case/boxes x 2. Exc cond. Retails $75ea. (2) $60 
147 2007 & 2008 $1 Year of the Pig & $1 Year of the Rat 1oz silver proof coins in RAM cases/boxes. Exc cond.               

Retail $90ea (2 items) $70 
148 2007 50c Royal 60th Wedding Anniv, 2015 50c 50th Anniv of Royal Australian Mint gold plated & 2017 Royal 70th 

Wedding Anniv. All in RAM pres cards. Exc cond. Retail $30 ea. (3) $30 
149 2007 50c Year of the Pig 1oz silver & aluminium bronze Two-coin set in Perth Mint ANDA Show Special packaging. 

Exc cond. Retail $120+ $30 
150 2007 Int Year of the Surf Lifesaver Six Coin Proof Set in RAM boxes x 2. Exc cond. Retail $140 ea. (2) $80 
151 2008 "Year of the Mouse" Lunar 1oz Silver 3 Coin set in Perth Mint box. Exc cond. Retails at $350 $150 
152 2008 $1 AFL 150th Anniv 1oz Silver Proof plus 2 x matching $1 aluminium bronze Unc. All in Perth Mint packaging. 

Total retail $120+ (3 items) $30 
153 2008 $1 Aust Olympic Team & 2008 $1 Rum Rebellion plus 2011 Aust C/wealth Coinage 1oz coloured Silver Proof 

coins in Perth Mint cases/boxes. Exc cond. Total retail $250 (3) $75 
154 2008 $1 Christmas Island 50 Years as an Aust Terr. 1oz Silver Proof in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $90 $30 



155 2008 $1 Coat of Arms & 2008 $1 Year of the Rat 1oz Silver Proof coins in RAM cases/boxes, the former x 2.                  
Retail $75 ea. (3 items) $60 

156 2008 $1 Coat of Arms coloured 1oz Silver Proof in attractive Perth Mint red pres box. Retail $100 $40 
157 2008 $1 HMAS Sydney II & $1 HSK-8 Kormoran 1oz Silver Proof coins in Perth Mint pres case complete with   

ships colour badges. Stunning presentation. Exc cond. Retails $180 & vendor paid $229 $60 
158 2008 $1 Kookaburra 1oz silver gilded in 24 carat gold x 2. Both ANDA Coin Show Specials with Perth Mint COA & 

box ribbons. Exc cond. Retail $180ea. (2) $100 
159 2008 $1 Olympic Team 1oz silver proof in Perth Mint case/box with COA. Exc cond with vendor paying $95. $30 
160 2008 $1 Reg Mombassa silver, selectively gold plated & $1 1921 Kookaburra Penny "Subscription" coin. Both in   

RAM packaging. Exc cond. Total retail $100ea. (2 items) $50 
161 2008 $1 Scout Cent in Unc RAM rolls of 20 x 2. RAM paper with Scout logo in blue. Retail $40ea (2 rolls) $50 
162 2008 $1 The First Fleet & $1 World Youth Day/Pope coloured 1oz Silver Proof coins in Perth Mint cases/boxes.  

Exc cond. Retail $90 ea. (2) $50 
163 2008 $1 The First Fleet 1oz Silver Proof coin set in large .33oz Silver Medallion in wooden presentation case with 

Perth Mint box & COA. Vendor paid $425 & now retails $750 $240 
164 2008 $1 Turtle & $ 1 Kangaroo Dreaming 2.5g gold rectangular coins in Perth Mint folders. Vendor paid $350 for 

the pair. (2 items) $300 
165 2008 $1 Turtle & $ 1 Kangaroo Dreaming as above but 1oz silver rectangular coins also in Perth Mint folders.  

Retail $90 ea. (2 items) $60 
166 2008 $10 Rugby League Cent 1/10oz Gold Proof Coin in RAM wooden case/box. Exc cond. Retails $400+ $240 
167 2008 $10 Scout Cent 1/10oz Gold Proof Coin plus the matching $5 Silver Proof in matching RAM boxes. Exc cond. 

Total retail $500 (2 items) $280 
168 2008 $10 Year of the Rat 1/10oz Gold Proof in RAM wooden box. Exc cond. Retails $400+ $240 
169 2008 $15 Year of the Mouse 1/10oz Gold in Perth Mint case/box.  $240 
170 2008 $25 Kangaroo at Sunset Gold Proof 1/5oz Coin in RAM wood case/box. Exc cond. Retails $1200+ $500 
171 2008 $5 Kangaroo 1/20oz Gold Proof in capsule. $120 
172 2008 $5 Koala 1/25oz gold proof coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200 $90 
173 2008 $5 Koala 1/25oz gold proof coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200 $90 
174 2008 $5 Rugby League Cent Silver Proof in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $150+ $30 
175 2008 $5 Rugby League Cent Silver Proof in RAM cases/boxes x 2. Exc cond. Retails $150+ea. (2) $50 
176 2008 America's Cup Victory 25th Anniv 50c coins in "Winged Keel" shaped RAM wallets x 2 plus 1oz silver proof   

coin in Perth Mint folder complete with part of Australia II's Sail. An attractive group. Total retail $120+ (3 items) $40 
177 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Legal Tender Stamp Coin in presentation folder & box. Limited to 8,000 and quickly 

sold out from AP & Perth Mint. Numbered 6016. Exc cond. Cost $90 when issued. $40 
178 2008 Int Year of Planet Earth Six Coin Proof Set in RAM boxes x 2. Exc cond. Retail $110 ea. (2) $70 
179 2008 Year of the Mouse 2oz, 1oz & ½oz silver 3 coin proof issue in RAM case/box with COA. Exc cond. Retail $500 $120 
180 2008 Year of the Planet 6 coin set in RAM wallet with World Money Fair Berlin sleeve. Exc cond. Retails $75 $30 
181 2008/2009 $1 Bilby, $1 Wombat, $1 Frilled Lizard from the "Land Series" x 2 of each plus $1 Rock Wallaby & extra 

Wombat pad printed coloured coins in RAM sleeves. Exc cond. Retail $25 ea. ($200) (8) $40 
182 2008-2013 $1 Inspirational Australians (No 2011) for MacKillop, Steve Irwin, Fred Hollows, Douglas Mawson & Slim 

Dusty. Attractively presented on RAM cards. Exc cond. Retail $25 ea. (5) $30 
183 2009 "Home Delivery" & "Early Posting Box" ½oz silver proof Stamp-Coins with matching stamps in Perth Mint Pres 

cases. Exc cond. Retail $60 ea. (2 items) $40 
184 2009 "Isaac Nichols" & "First Post Office and Early Posting Box" Two-coin Sets in Perth Mint pres cases/boxes with 

1oz silver & Aluminium Bronze coins in each. Most attractive. Total retail $160+ (2 items) $50 
185 2009 Int Year of Astronomy Unc RAM packs overprinted "ANDA Special Release 2009" with logo for the Brisbane, 

Melbourne & Sydney shows. VG cond. Retail $150+ (3) $50 
186 2009 Fine Silver Proof Year Set. Unopened in original RAM shrink wrapped packaging. Retails at $275 $90 
187 2009 1c to 20c Pattern Set of 5 Silver Proof coins in Perth Mint pres case/box. Attractive presentation in exc cond. 

Vendor paid $169 & now retails $500 $120 
188 2009 50c The Reef series with Leafy Sea Dragon & Lionfish ½oz silver coins in individual Perth Mint boxes.          Exc 

cond. Vendor paid $55 ea. (2) $40 
189 2009 50c 40th Anniv of Moon Landing Unc coins in RAM cards x 4. Exc cond. Retail $55 ea. (4) $60 
190 2009 $1 1852 Adelaide Assay Office Gold Ingot Subscription Coin selectively gold-plated silver proof in RAM box. 

Exc cond. Retails $120+ $40 
191 2009 $1 50 Years of Aust TV with "B" (Brisbane), "C" (Canberra), "M" (Melbourne) & "S" (Sydney) plus "TV" 

Television Mint Marks x 2 of ea. Also 3 extra "C" Canberra examples. All Unc cond in RAM wallets. Retail $10-15 
ea. (13) $40 

192 2009 $1 Aust Citizenship with "B" (Brisbane), "C" (Canberra), "M" (Melbourne) & "S" (Sydney) Mint Marks x 3.        
All Unc cond in RAM wallets. Retail $10-15 ea. (12) $40 

193 2009 $1 Int Year of Astronomy & 2009 $1 World Master Games 1oz silver coins in Perth Mint boxes. Exc cond. (2) $40 
194 2009 $1 Mythological Chinese Character set of 4 1oz silver rectangular coins for " Wealth", "Longevity", "Success" & 

"Fortune" in Perth Mint individual sleeves. Exc cond. Retail $600 (4) $120 
195 2009 $1 Steve Irwin - Inspirational Australian Unc coins on RAM pres cards x 5. Exc cond. Retail $25-$30 ea. (5) $40 
196 2009 $1 Swimming Australia & 2010 $1 FIFA World Cup South Africa 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint boxes.             

Exc cond. Retail $60 & $150 respectively. (2) $40 
197 2009 $5 Int Year of Astronomy silver proof meteorite coin in RAM case/box. Exc cond & most attractive containing 

actual meteorite scrapings. Retails $250+ $60 
198 2009 $10 Ken Done Kangaroo 1/10oz Gold Proof in RAM wooden box. Exc cond. Retails $500 $240 
199 2009 $15 Kangaroo Dreaming 2.5g gold rectangular coin in Perth Mint sleeve. Exc cond. Retails $350 $200 
200 2009, 2010, 2011 & 2016 Anzac day "Lest We Forget" in matching Perth Mint sleeves plus 2014 One Hundred             

Years of Anzac & 2005 Gallipoli in RAM sleeves x 6. Exc Unc cond. (11 items) $50 



201 2009-2014 20c Aust Remembers set of 6 for Nurses, Lost Soldiers of Fromelles, War Historians, Merchant Navy, 
Army Chaplains & Comforts Fund. Exc cond on RAM cards. Retail $120. (6) $30 

202 2010 50c Royal Engagement x 2 & 2011 50c Royal Wedding. All Unc in RAM cards. Exc cond. Retail $30 ea. (3) $30 
203 2010 50c Royal Wedding selectively gold-plated silver proof coin set in RAM case/box x 2. Retails $150 ea. (2) $120 
204 2010 "Year of the Tiger" Lunar Series II Silver Coin set of 4 1oz silver typeset in Perth Mint box. Retails at $500+ $200 
205 2010 "Year of the Tiger" Lunar Series II Silver Coin set of 4 1oz silver as above. $200 
206 2010 $2 FIFA World Cup South Africa .5g gold coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $250 $80 
207 2010 Fine Silver Proof Year Set. Unopened in original RAM shrink wrapped packaging. Retails at $295 $100 
208 2010 & 2011 $1 & 20c 2-coin sets for Burke & Wills & Australian Wool in RAM folders plus 2012 $1 Sydney Swans 

AFL Premiers x 2. All in RAM folders. Total retail $95 (4 items) $25 
209 2010-2011 $1 "Celebrate Australia" group of 11 x 1oz silver proof coins for "Heard & McDonald Is", "Blue 

Mountains", "Western Australia", "Tasmanian Wilderness", "Queensland", "Great Barrier Reef", "Victoria",  
"Northern Territory", "NSW", "Tasmania" & "South Australia. 8 with "The Perth Mint Coin Show Special" and the 
respective city & show dates with neighbouring ANDA logo & another for the ANA World Fair of Money, Boston. 
Exc cond. Retail $80-$90 ea. (11) $320 

210 2011 "Year of the Rabbit" Lunar 1oz Silver 3 Coin set in Perth Mint box. Exc cond. Retails at $350 $150 
211 2011 50c "50 Years of Triple Zero" coloured Unc coins in RAM pres cards x 4. Exc cond. Retail $200 each. ($800) $200 
212 2011 50c The Reef series ½oz silver proof coins x 5 for "Starfish", "Surgeonfish", "Hawksbill Turtle", "Manta Ray" & 

"Octopus". All in exc cond in Perth Mint cases/boxes. Retail $50ea (5) $100 
213 2011 $1 $1 Duntroon Cent. & $1 Navy Cent 1oz silver proof coins boxed with accompanying badges. Another 

attractive Perth Mint pair. Retails $120ea (2) $70 
214 2011 $1 Air Series for "Kookaburra", "Crimson Rosella", "Birdwing Butterfly", "Major Mitchell", "Flying Fox" & "Sacred 

Kingfisher". Exc cond on RAM pres cards. Retail $180. (6) $30 
215 2011 $1 Capital Bridges group of 6 frosted coins in  "Special ANDA Release" RAM sleeves incl the Narrows Bridge, 

Perth. Limited to 2000 with vendor having paid $80 for the Derrick Bridge Adelaide issue & 2 x "Princes Bridge, 
Melbourne". Ex cond. Retail $60-$70 ea. (6) $150 

216 2011 $1 Famous Battles - Gallipoli 1oz Silver Proof Coin in Perth Mint case/box x 2. Exc cond. Retails $90ea (2) $50 
217 2011 $1 Kangaroo at Sunset coins in both the Perth Mint & RAM packaging, the latter with the F15 Privy Mark plus 

the "High Relief" version from RAM. Exc cond. Total retail $230 (3 items) $75 
218 2011 $1 Ram's Head Silver proof coin in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $50 $30 
219 2011 $1 Royal Wedding coloured 1oz silver proof in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $90 $30 
220 2011 $1 Treasures of Aust for "Pearls" & another for "Opals" 1oz silver proof in attractive Perth Mint cases/boxes. 

Exc cond. Retail $150 ea. (2) $100 
221 2011 $1 Zuytdorp Shipwreck Silver Proof in RAM case/box. Vendor paid $82 $30 
222 2011 $2 Kangaroos Miniature .016oz Gold Coin in Perth Mint card. Fine & unopened. Retails $150 $50 
223 2011 $2 Year of the Rabbit 2oz silver coloured coin in "Perth Mint Coin Show Special ANDA Perth" box & COA.  

Exc cond. Retails $200+ $90 
224 2011 $5 Koala 1/25oz gold proof coin in Perth Mint case/box with COA. Exc cond. Retails $180 $100 
225 2011 $10 Ram's Head Gold proof coin in RAM wood case/box. Exc cond. $340 
226 2011 $15 Year of the Rabbit 1/10oz Gold in Perth Mint case/box.  $240 
227 2011 Fine Silver Proof Year Set unopened in shrink wrapped RAM packaging. Retails $295 $100 
228 2011, 2012, 2013 & 2014 RAM 6 Coin Unc sets in special "Limited Release" sleeves for the annual "World                    

Money Fair Berlin". Exc cond. Retail $500+ (4) $200 
229 2011, 2015, 2017 & 2018 Unc sets in RAM folders, the latter for the 50th Anniv of the RAM. Retails $200+ (4) $100 
230 2011-2015 Six Coin Proof sets in RAM boxes incl gold plated 50c in the 2012 set & the 50th Anniv of the RAM gold 

plated coin in the 2015 set. Total retail $1000+ (5 items) $400 
231 2011-2017 $1 Pictorial Unc Coins on RAM pres cards for 2011 Census, 2012 Co-operatives, 2012 Year of the Farmer, 

2013 Benevolent Society, 2013 Sydney Opera House, 2014 "Medi-mazing", 2014 "G" for George, 2015 Lighthouses, 
2015 AFL, 2015 NRL & 2017 Beersheba. Exc cond. Total Retail $200+  (11) $50 

232 2011-2017 20c range Unc in RAM pres cards for 2011 The Ashes (2), 2013 Parl House, 2013 The Ashes (2), 2015 
Cricket World Cup (6), 2015 "Coo-eeMarch", 2015 Parkes (3), 2015 Netball (2), 2015 Magna Carta (3), 2016 Dirk 
Hartog (2) 2016 Burma Railway, 2016 Afghanistan, 2017 Victory Medal (2) & 2017 SS Vyner Brooke (3) plus 2009 
(2), 2010, 2011, 2013 & 2014 from the "Australia Remembers" set. All in exc cond. Avg retail $15ea. (35)  $120 

233 2011-2017 50c range Unc in RAM pres cards for 2005 C/wealth Games Student Design (4), 2010 Melbourne Cup 
(2), 2011 National Service, 2012 Ballet, 2012 Kokoda Trail, 2013 Surfing, 2013 Bathurst, 2015 Richie Benaud, 2015 
50th Anniv RAM (coloured), 2013 100 Years of Stamps plus a round 50c in Sherwood/Downies sleeve. All in exc 
cond. Avg retail $15ea. (15)  $75 

234 2012 1c to $2 Miniature Gold Proof Coins Set of 8 at .5g gold each in RAM case. No 0060 of 2000 sets. Exc cond. $360 
235 2012 20c & $1 "Australian Wheat Fields of Gold" 2-coin set. Unc in RAM wallet. $30 
236 2012 50c Diamond Jubilee & 2015 50c "Longest Reigning Monarch" Unc coins in RAM wallets. Retail $40ea. (2) $30 
237 2012 $1 Animals of the Zoo for "Corroboree Frog", "Sumatran Tiger", "Orangutan", "Asian Elephant", "Tree Kangaroo" 

& "Western Lowland Gorilla". Exc cond on RAM pres cards & most attractive. Retail $180. (6) $30 
238 2012 $1 Australian Open for Men's & Women's Tennis in RAM folders & $5 AO Men's Champion coin plus                

2000 $5 Olympic Coins for Tennis, Hockey, Weightlifting, Basketball, Sailing, Athletics & Taekwondo on RAM cards. 
Total FV $42 (10 items) $60 

239 2012 $2 Remembrance Day coloured "C" Mint Mark in RAM pres wallet. Exc cond. Retail $700 $300 
240 2012 $2 Remembrance Day coloured "C" Mint Mark in RAM pres wallet. Exc cond. Retail $700 $300 
241 2012 $2 Remembrance Day coloured coin in Downies/Sherwood illust folder. Exc Unc cond. Retails $750 $300 
242 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance - "Greater love hath no man" PNC with $2 red poppy coloured coin with "C" mintmark 

& M/S tied by gold Canberra pmk. Mc12/23, Cat. $950 $300 
243 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance - "Greater love hath no man" PNC with $2 red poppy coloured coin with "C" mintmark 

& M/S tied by gold Canberra pmk. Mc12/23, Cat. $950 $300 
244 2012 Fine Silver Proof Year Set unopened in shrink wrapped RAM packaging. Retails $350 $100 



245 2012 & 2013 5c to $1 with coloured 50c Arms in former & 20c Platypus in the latter & both with "World Money Fair 
Berlin" RAM sleeves. Exc cond. Retails $300+ (2) $100 

246 2013 $1 Polar Animals set of 6 coloured coins for Puffin, Weddell Seal, Rockhopper Penguin, Humpback Whale & 
Walrus all Unc in individual RAM wallets. Retail $30 ea. ($180). (6) $30 

247 2013 $2 QEII Coronation coloured coin. aUnc Worthwhile at this reserve. $30 
248 2013 $5 Parliament House 25th Anniv silver proof triangular coin in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $100+ $40 
249 2013 £2 kangaroo & Map silver ingot in commem folder issued by Aust Post & RAM (RRP $39.95) plus similar for 

2007 50 Years of Christmas Stamps but reproduction ingot of the 3d val in gold plated zinc & the original pair MUH 
also in commem folder x 2. Total retail $120+ (3 items) $30 

250 2013 Fine Silver Proof Year Set. Unopened in original RAM shrink wrapped packaging. Retails at $425 $150 
251 2013 & 2015 50c "Royal Collection" issues for 60th Anniv of QEII Coronation, 2013 "First Born" Duke & Duchess of 

Cambridge & same for the 2015 baby plus 2017 70th Anniv Royal Wedding. All in exc Unc cond on RAM cards. Total 
retail $250 (4) $50 

252 2014 50c AIATSIS coloured coin in RAM card. Exc cond. Retails at $300-$400 $120 
253 2014 50c Australia At War set of 6 for "Australian Flying Corps", "The Western Front", "Gallipoli Campaign",                   

"Battle of Cocos", "German New Guinea" & "Boer War". Exc cond in RAM pres cards as issued. Retail $180 (6) $60 
254 2014 50c Australia At War set of 6 as above. Retail $180 (6) $60 
255 2014 $1 "Bright Bugs" colour printed set of 6 for Stag Beetle, Cuckoo Wasp, Blow Fly, Grasshopper, Ulysses Butterfly 

& Red Bull Ant. Exc cond on RAM pres cards. Retail $150 (6) $30 
256 2014 $5 Victoria Cross for Valour Silver Frosted Unc on RAM card. VG cond. Retail $120 $30 
257 2014 Fine Silver Proof Year Set. Unopened in original RAM shrink wrapped packaging. Retails at $450 $150 
258 2014, 2015, 2016 & 2019 $1 Lunar coins for Horse, Goat, Monkey & Pig, the latter with 3 designs. All in RAM 

cards. Cost vendor $120+ (4 items) $30 
259 2014-2016 "Australia At War" 50c coloured coin boxed set of 18 in RAM presentation folders. Excellent cond. & most 

attractive. Retails $800+ (18) $200 
260 2014-2018 50c "The Anzac Spirit" 100th Anniv Coin Series by Perth Mint. Set of 15 x ½oz silver proof coins attractively 

boxed with COA's. Incls the "Billy Can" storage canister unopened. Retail $1500+ $400 
261 2014-2018 $1 "The Anzac Spirit" 100th Anniv Coin Series by Perth Mint. Set of 5 x 1oz silver proof coins individually 

boxed with COA's plus extra "2014". Exc cond. Retail $150 ea. (6) $200 
262 2014-2022 range of $1 commem & colour coins from both the RAM & Perth Mint. Wide range of topics & events 

noting 2014 WWI Shrine, 2015 Anzac Cent (2), 2015 Lighthouses, 2015 Anzac (4 coin set), 2016 "The Spirit Lives", 
2016 Aust First Mint (2), 2019 Cricket, 2019 Bounty,  2019 Versailles, 2019 Beijing Int Coin Expo, 2019 Rum 
Rebellion, Mutiny On the Bounty & Eureka Stockade plus 2020 Citizenship, 2020 Qantas (2), 2021 Mob of Roos, 
2021 Hero's of the Sky (4 coin set), 2022 Downies Anniv, 2022 CWA & 2022 Wallal. All on RAM pres cards/wallets 
in exc cond. (24 items) $120 

263 2015 "ANZAC to Afghanistan" 14 x 20c/25c coin collection in RAM Official Folder. Exc cond. $40 
264 2015 "ANZACS Remembered WWI 1914-1918" 14 x 20c coin collection in RAM Official Folder. Exc cond. $40 
265 2015 "ANZACS Remembered WWI 1914-1918" as above. $40 
266 2015 $1 Sydney New Year's Eve, 2020 $1 "Going To Tokyo" Olympic, 2018 Invictus Games & 2022 $1 Royal 

Shows Bicent coloured coins, the first 2 frosted. All in RAM folders. Retail $140+ (4 items) $50 
267 2015 50c 50th Anniv of the RAM coloured Unc coins on RAM cards x 5. Exc cond. Retail $80 ea. ($400). (5) $100 
268 2015 50c Australia At War set of 6 for "Crete", "Greece", "El Alamein", "War in the Pacific", "Empire Air Training 

Scheme" & "Tobruk". Exc cond in RAM pres cards as issued. Retail $150 (6) $50 
269 2015 $2 "Lest We Forget" coloured coins in Downies illust folders x 2. Exc Unc cond. Retail $100 ea. (2) $70 
270 2015 $2 Remembrance Day coloured coins in Downies illust folders x 2. Exc Unc cond. Retail $80 ea. (2) $60 
271 2015 $2 Remembrance Day "C" Mint Mark coloured in RAM folders x 2. Exc cond. Retail $150ea ($300) (2) $100 
272 2015 $2 Remembrance Day "C" Mint Mark coloured in RAM folders x 2 as above. (2) $100 
273 2015 with Ehrengast Privy Mark (4), 2016 (2), 2017 (3) & 2018 World Money Fair Berlin "Special Release" $1 Mob 

of Roos coins in RAM wallets. Exc cond. Retail $30ea. (10) $80 
274 2015 Fine Silver Proof Year Set in RAM case/box. Ex cond. Retails at $550 $180 
275 2015 & 2017 $1 Mob of Roos with "P" Privy Marks. Unc on RAM pres cards. Retail $20 & $30 respectively. (2) $30 
276 2016 20c x 2 & 50c QEII 90th B'day sets of 3 Frosted Unc  in RAM pres cards with the different portraits x 6.                     

Most attractive. Retail $70ea ($420). (6 packs) $80 
277 2016 50c 50th Anniv of Decimal Currency round gold plated in "Special Release" RAM pres cards x 4. Exc cond. 

Retail $75 ea. ($225) (4) $80 
278 2016 50c Australia At War set of 6 for "Afghanistan", "Korean War", "Malayan Emergency", "Indonesian 

Confrontation", "Vietnam War" & "Gulf Wars". Exc cond in RAM pres cards as issued. Retail $180 (6) $60 
279 2016 $1 "Mob of Boxing Kangaroos" coloured Unc in a medal setting in RAM packaging complete with ribbons. 

Basketball, Athletics & Swimming represented with 2 of each plus an extra of the latter 2. Exc unopened cond. Retail 
at $90 per set plus extras. (8) $50 

280 2016 $5 50th Anniv of the Battle of Long Tan plus 2003 $1 Korean War (2), 2003 $1 Vietnam for Service & 2015 $1 
Anzac Cent  with both Brisbane & Sydney Mint Marks x 2 of ea. All Unc in RAM packaging. Exc cond. Total retails 
$140+ (8 items) $40 

281 2016 Australian Paralympic Team coloured Unc in RAM folders x 3. Exc cond. (3) $30 
282 2016 WWII 75th Anniversary - The Rats of Tobruk 1oz Silver Proof Coin in Perth Mint case/box. Retails $120+ $40 
283 2016 "Fifty Years of Decimal Currency" Proof & Unc sets if RAM boxes. Exc cond. Total retail $500+ (2 items) $180 
284 2016 & 2017 50c "The Western Front" series for Pozieres, Fromelles, Bullecourt & Passchendaele x 2 of ea.                    

Exc cond in RAM pres cards. Retail $30ea. ($240) (8) $80 
285 2017 Ships of the First Fleet Penny & 10 halfpennies collection all gold plated & embellished with an image of each 

ship in colour enamel. Attractive presentation with a detailed booklet listing the diff ships, crews & naming the 
convicts on board each. Retails $150 $40 

286 2017 50c Sir Jack Brabham Coloured Unc coins x 2 in RAM cards. Exc cond. Retail $50ea. (2) $30 
287 2017 $2 Lest We Forget" coloured coins in RAM pres folders x 3. Exc cond. Retail $100 ea. (3) $100 



288 2017 $2 Remembrance Day - Rosemary in RAM wallets x 2. Some corner wear on each card but coins Unc. These 
retail at $120 ea. (2) $60 

289 2017 "Possum Magic" Ram set of 8 incl 3 x $2 coloured & Limited edition 1c x 6 collections unopened in RAM 
folders. Retail at $60ea. (6) $150 

290 2018 "WWII Coins of Conflict" set of 9 Pennies, each 24 carat gold plated & finished with enamelled colour images 
celebrating various event & campaigns. Attractive presentation. Retails $150 $40 

291 2018 $1 "Lest We Forget April 25" red poppy coin. This coin was a bonus addition to the 2014-2018 ANZAC Spirit 
100th Anniv 50c ½oz silver series. This was the only way to obtain the coin so it is rarely offered. Unc in a small 
square sachet as issued. $100 

292 2018 $2 Eternal Flame coloured coin with "C" Mintmark in RAM folder plus 2013 $1 "Lest We Forget" & 2007 $1 
Aust Peacekeeping also in RAM packaging. Exc cond. (3 items) $30 

293 2018 $2 Repatriation coloured coins Armaguard roll of 25. $75 
294 2018 $2 Repatriation as above but re-rolled by Cotton & Co. $75 
295 2018 "Armistice One Hundred Year On" Proof set in RAM box. Exc cond. Retails $250 $80 
296 2018 "Armistice One Hundred Year On" as above. $80 
297 2018 Cook’s First Pacific Voyage 250th Anniv 24 carat gold plated Penny collection with 9 pennies featuring a full 

colour enamel reverse. Retails $125 $40 
298 2018 Holden Commodore set of 10 Aust Pennies plated in 24 carat gold with full colour enamel pictures of each 

model on reverse. Official Licensed Holden product with COA. Retails $180 $50 
299 2018 Holden Torana set of 9 Aust Pennies plated in 24 carat gold with full colour enamel pictures of this iconic 

Holden car in pres case. Official Licensed Holden product with COA. Retails $150 $40 
300 2018-2022 $2 coloured coin selection on album page. Noted 2017 Possum Magic (2 designs), 2018 Eternal Flame 

(3), 2019 Squiggles, 2022 Olympics - Courage, 2021 Wags the Dog, 2021 Ambulance (2), 2022 Frontline Workers, 
2022 Honey Bee, 2022 "A" & "S" C/wealth Games (2 of latter), 2022 Matildas (with green & yellow) & 2022 Vegemite 
(2 in 2 designs) plus a couple of standard. Majority appear Unc. (23) $50 

301 2019 Great Aussie Coin Hunt $1 A-Z set of 26 in unopened Tube plus the accompanying RAM/Aust Post folder. 
Retail $170 $50 

302 2019 Great Aussie Coin Hunt $1 A-Z set of 26 as above. $50 
303 2019 "The Great Air Race" Centenary set of $1 x 8 on pres cards in RAM commem tin. Stunning presentation.                 

Exc cond & in original box. Retails $160 $50 
304 2019 Holden HSV set of 9 Aust Pennies, each finished in "Black Nickel" & enhanced with the promotional images 

used by Holden in colour enamel used to showcase these cars of the HSV stable. Attractively presented in black 
case. Official Licensed Holden product with COA. Retails $180 $40 

305 2020 "People Who Shaped Australia" set of 9 Pennies gold plated & finished with enamelled colour images of 
Flinders, Lalor, Bligh, Banks, Phillip, Macarthur, Hargraves, Melba & Paterson. Attractive presentation. Retails 
$120. Attractive presentation complete with information booklet. Retails $150 $30 

306 2020 Dick Johnson/DJR Team Penske set of 10 Aust Pennies plated in 24 carat gold with colour enamel images of 
all 10 Drivers Championship Winners from 1981 to 2020.Official Licensed Product in pres case. Retails $150 $40 

307 2020 50c Skippy coloured coin. PCGS slabbed MS67. $40 
308 2020 $1 Year of the Rat, 2021 $1 Ginger Meggs Cent & 2022 Year of the Tiger 2 coin sets plus 2020 "Eureka" & 

2022 Aust Dinosaurs Privy Mark 4 coin sets. All in RAM cases/sleeves in exc cond. Retail $150+ (5 items) $50 
309 2020 $2 Olympic 5 coloured coin set in RAM folder plus 2021 "The Wiggles" 6 coin set incl 4 x $2 coloured. Both sets 

in RAM folders but former with damaged cover, coins fine Unc. (2 items) $30 
310 2020 Aust Lunar Series III-Mouse 1oz silver proof coins in Perth Mint pres boxes with COA x 3. Retail at $140ea. (3) $150 
311 2020 Qantas Centenary box set of 11 x $1 RAM coloured commem coins in RAM box. Incls the $1 coloured  

copper coin to honour the origins of Qantas's iconic Kangaroo Symbol which was inspired by the Australian             
Penny. Most attractive. Retails $200+ $90 

312 2020 "6th Portrait - A New Effigy Era" Proof set in RAM box. Exc cond. Retails $200 $70 
313 2020/21 20c ACDC coloured set of 7 presented in individual "record sleeves". Exc cond. Retail $120 (7) $40 
314 2021 Baby Coins Proof Year set in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200 $60 
315 2021 "One Flag Many Nations" 6 coin proof set on RAM box with $2 coloured coin. Exc cond. Retails $160 $50 
316 2022 $2 "A" Commonwealth Games in 3 unopened bags of 25 as released through Woolworths. Total 75 x $2 Unc. 

Reserved at the FV. $150 
317 2022 $2 Matildas coloured coins x 30. Unc as received from bag of 25 at Woolworths with 5 more added.                              

Total 30 x $2 Unc. Reserved at FV. $60 
318 2022 $2 Socceroos coloured coins x 16 plus Commonwealth Games "A", "U" & "S" set of 3 x 3 sets. All Unc as 

received from bag of 25 at Woolworths. Total 25 x $2 Unc. Reserved at FV. $50 
319 2023 "Baby Coins" Unc set of 6 plus token in RAM case/box plus 2021 "Hero's of the Sky"  $1 RAAF set of 4 also              

in RAM case. Both in exc cond. Total retail $100+ (2 items) $40 
320 2023 "Baby Coins" Proof set of 6 plus 2023 $2 Pictorial in the RAM "Tooth Fairy Kit" with "Make-up Drawer" packaging 

with mirror, glitter etc! Total retail $200 (2 items) $70 
321 2023 "Happy Little Vegemites" 6 coin Unc & Proof sets. Both RAM boxed & unopened. Retail $180+ (2 items) $100 
322 2023 "Happy Little Vegemites" 6 coin Unc & Proof sets as above. (2 items) $100 
323 2023 50c Sydney Opera House 50th Anniv plus the 2023 50c AAT Emperor Penguin & Humpback Whale coloured 

pair all on RAM pres cards. Also 2019 Eureka Stockade. Total retail $90 (4 items) $30 
324 2023 $1 "Aussie Big Things" ten coin proof set in RAM/Aust Post case/box plus the tube of 10 Unc with pres folder. 

All in exc cond. Total retail $240+ (3 items) $80 
325 2023 $1 Creatures of the Deep set of 5 with "S" mint marks on RAM pres cards & the 20c Edward the Emu & Diary 

of a Wombat pair plus 2023 $2 Vietnam War coloured coin. All on RAM pres cards in Exc cond. Total retail $120+ (8) $50 
326 2023 $1 Koala 1oz silver coloured coin with limited edition Perth Mint "Perth 2023 National Stamp and Coin 

Exhibition" pres folder. Exc cond. $90 
327 2023 $1 Newborn baby ½oz silver proof coloured coin in Perth Mint pres box. Exc cond. Retails $100+ $30 



328 2023 $1 Quokka 1oz silver proof in Perth Mint case/box plus 2008 $1 gold gilded 1oz silver in case but no outer box. 
Also 2023 $1 Anzac Day & 2023 $1 Citizenship x 2 in PM sleeves. (5 items) $40 

329 2023 Baby Coins Proof Year set in RAM case/box. Exc cond. Retails $200 $60  

Australian Bulk Coins 
 

330 KGV, KGVI & QEII Halfpenny coins in bulk weighing 5.7kgs $180 
331 KGV, KGVI & QEII Penny coins mixed in bag weighing 6kgs $200 
332 KGV, KGVI & QEII Penny coins in bulk in bag weighing 6.3kgs $220  

World Coins 
 

333 Cook Is 2006 $1 "Fire Engines of the World" set of 5 1oz silver coins in individual pres cases with COA's.            
Exc cond. Retail at $400 (5) $150 

334 Cook Is 2007 $1 Sputnik 50th Anniv coloured & 2007 $10 Sydney Harbour Bridge 3D silver 1oz coins in Perth         
Mint boxes. Exc cond. Retail $90 & $150 respectively. (2 items) $50 

335 England 1944 Penny with minor "clipped edge" VF Unusual. $30 
336 New Zealand 2007 10c to $5 Tuatara 6 coin proof & Unc sets plus additional $5 silver frosted proof. Exc cond. (3) $100 
337 New Zealand 2008 $1 Haast Tokoeka Kiwi 1oz silver proof & Unc in RBNZ packaging. Total retail $150 (2 items) $40 
338 PNG 1977 proof set of 8 to K10 & & BVI 1977 Silver Jubilee silver proof set of 6 to $1 in Franklin Mint cases. (2) $30 
339 Tuvalu 2007 $3 Wise (Barking) Owl 1/25oz Gold Coin in Perth Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $250+ $100 
340 Tuvalu 2013 Perth Mint struck 1oz silver proof coins from the "Ships That Never Sailed" series all in individual wooden 

pres boxes. Featured ships incl $1 "The Demeter", "The Flying Dutchman", "The Jolly Roger", "Nautilus", "The 
Pequod", "The Chimera", "Gloria Scott" & "Thunder Child". Exc cond with COA's. Retail $175-$200 ea. (8) $200 

341 United Kingdom 1980 QM 80th B'day Crowns x 2 & 1981 Royal Wedding Charles & Di Crowns x 5 plus 2012               
£2 Olympics "Handover to Rio" all  in Royal Mint wallets. (8 items) $30 

342 United Kingdom 2007 & 2008 "Brilliant Uncirculated Coin Collection" in Royal Mint folders plus 2008 "Emblems of 
Britain" Unc set in matching packaging. All in exc cond. (3 items) $90 

343 United Kingdom 2007 £5 Diamond Wedding Crown in Royal Mint sleeves x 5. Exc cond with 4 still sealed in original 
packaging. Retail $50ea (5) $80 

344 United Kingdom 2007 Proof 12 Coin in Royal Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
345 United Kingdom 2008 Proof 11 Coin in Royal Mint case/box. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
346 United Kingdom 2008 Royal Shield of Arms 7 coin Proof Collection in Royal Mint case/box with COA. Exc cond. 

Retails $120 $40 
347 United Kingdom 2009 Royal Shield of Arms 12 coin Proof Collection with 50p Kew Gardens in Royal Mint case/box 

with COA. Exc cond. Retails $750+ $120 
348 United Kingdom 2014 "70th Anniversary D-Day" 24 carat gold layered commem coloured Crown set of 6 in display 

case. Complete with COA's. Exc cond. $50 
349 World Assorted in 3 coin albums & box from a variety of countries appearing to be a random mix of copper & silver 

in average cond. (c400) $40  

Australian Banknotes 
 

350 1926 Ten Shillings Kell/Collins. Fine. Vendor paid $175 for this note from Downies auction in 1999. Renniks 05, 
Cat. $1050 $100 

351 1949/52 Ten Pounds (£10) Coombs/Watt actual note from "The Brisbane Budgerigar Banknote Hoard". Comes  
with the background story. Cost vendor $69 but the story attached is worth a lot more! $50 

352 1988 $10 Fraser/Johnston notes ovptd "26 JANUARY 1988" & consecutively numbered AA231213212                                  
to AA231213215 in commem folders x 4 plus another numbered AA23069201. All Unc in exc cond. (5) $75 

353 1988 $10 Fraser/Johnston with first prefix "AA 00 060469" in pres folder. Unc. Vendor paid $200 in auction for this. $75 
354 1993 $20 Fraser/Cole ovptd "80th Anniversary First Commonwealth Note 1913-1993" in red with "M005435" serial 

number in commem folder. Exc cond. Vendor paid $110 & this retails $250. $70 
355 1994 $20 Last Paper & First Polymer Two Note Folder embossed "First Day of Issue 31 October 1994". Last Prefix 

is ADK 613005 with polymer numbered AA94001950. Exc cond. Retails $200 $50 
356 1995 $5, $10 & $20 "Low Numbered Uncirculated Note" folders with $5 & $10 having matching "AA95002034" serial 

numbers. Exc cond. (3) $60 
357 1995 $50 Last Paper & First Polymer Two Note Folder embossed "First Day of Issue 4 October 1995". Last Prefix         

is FAB 996880 with polymer numbered AA95001879. Exc cond. Retails $350 $90 
358 1995 $50 Last Paper & First Polymer Folder as above but notes numbered FAB 996924 & AA95001923. Retails $350 $90 
359 1995 Waltzing Matilda 100th Anniv $10 Evans/Fraser polymer banknote with matching numbered $10 commem 

Phonecard folder. Both numbered "WM 95004099". Exc cond & most attractive. Retails $150 $40 
360 1996 $5 "Signatures" folders in both the "Deluxe" & "Premium" format, the latter with serial numbers in red for both 

the Macfarlane & Fraser polymer notes. Exc cond. Total retail $150. (2) $40 
361 1997 $5, $10, $20, $50 & $100 "Uncirculated Note Set Deluxe - Low Numbered Notes" NPA folders with each note 

numbered AA 97004149. Exc cond. Retail $750 with similar selling In Ace Auctions No. 29 for $275+BP. (5) $250 
362 1997 $5, $10, $20, $50 & $100 as above but the "Uncirculated Note Set Premium - Low Numbered Notes" NPA 

folders with each note numbered AA 97000458 in red. Exc cond. Retail $900+ (5) $300 
363 1999 $50 Evans/Macfarlane miscut note with top of note having a 1mm row of orange bars rather than the usual 

3mm, especially noticeable above the "KK 99993355" serial number. EF $100 
364 2001 $5 Macfarlane/Evans Cent of Federation ANDA Stamp & Coin Show set of folders for Perth, Hobart, Brisbane, 

Sydney, Adelaide & Melbourne Shows. Identical series with diff prefixes & matching "1551" folder numbers. (6) $100 
365 2008 $50 Stevens/Henry polymer note with partial Doctor blade type flaw appearing next to Cowans face but 

smearing black ink carried across the reverse. VF $100 
366 2008 $50 Stevens/Henry radial note with serial number HG 08774477. F $120 
367 2009 $50 Stevens/Henry with large ink smudge to the right of Unaipon. F $150 
368 2011 $100 Stevens/Henry First Year Prefix AA 11620323. Unc. R621cf, Cat. $220 $120 



369 2014 $50 Stevens/Parkinson with a noticeable ink fade possibly as a result of missing colour? VF $280 
370 2017 $10 Lowe/Fraser bundle of 100 Unc notes in consecutive numbers. Superb cond. Reserved at the Face Value 

of $1000. R326, Cat. $2000 $1,000 
371 2018 $50 Lowe/Fraser First Prefix for Next Generation Series, AA183949737. Unc R526F, Cat. $85 $60 
372 2020 $50 Lowe/Gaetjens First signature prefix AA200480309. Unc R527F, Cat. $120 $50 
373 2020 $50 Lowe/Kennedy First Signature Prefix, AA205949814. Unc R528aF, Cat. $175 $80 
374 2021 $100 Lowe/Kennedy Normal Prefix, BC202199732 Unc R628b $120  

World Banknotes 
 

375 Canada 1954 $5 QEII Bank of Canada "Devil's Face" note because highlighted areas of the Queen's hair gave the 
illusion of a grinning demon behind the ear. These notes were subsequently withdrawn & re-issued. Unc. $30 

376 Cocos Keeling Is. 1902 5 Rupees Currency Notes with Cocos Coat of Arms & King G Clunies Ross printed 
signature. Face value in red. Excellent cond. $30 

377 Germany £20 WWII "Operation Bernhard" Counterfeit watermarked note with full history incl the plan to flood the 
British economy with these notes. Vendor bought from IS Wright in 2010 for $300+BP. $75 

378 Germany 1923 10,000 Milliarden (Ten Billion Mark) Inflation note. Fine cond. Vendor paid $140+BP in auction in 
2005. $40 

379 Japan 1942 £1 "Japanese Government" Occupation Currency for Australia. Original note with background info incl. 
Unc.  $25 

380 World A-Z range of banknotes with several highlights noting 1940 50pf Star of David WWII Ghetto note, South 
Africa (Boer War) 1900 10 Shillings from the Mafeking Siege (VG+) & cost vendor $125, Austrian 1919 10,000 Kr 
being the re-issue of the highest value Imperial note following the war, Aust 1933/38 One Pound KGV (Purchased 
from Sherwoods for $75 in 1995) & Germany 1922 Emergency Issue demanding the return of Australian New 
Guine plus 1935 100 Marks first note to feature a Swastika. Also a 1991 "Operation Desert Storm" Allied Safe 
Conduct Pass on Iraqi 25 Dinars note & the 1981 Nepal2 Rupee "Dribbling Chin" error  with normal for comparison. 
Mixed cond but an interesting group. (100+ $150  

Australian Medallions 
 

381 1893 "World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, USA 1892-1893" inscribed commem bronze medal with his bust on 
one side & personifications of Chicago, standing and pointing to a scene of the Exposition buildings in the 
background. Exc cond. $50 

382 1897 Queen Victoria Coronation 60th Anniversary bronze medal. The obverse side depicts Queen Victoria with the 
inscription "Victoria successfully completed the sixtieth year of her reign, 20 June, 1897" translated from Latin. The 
reverse side depicts a younger Queen Victoria with the inscription “Length of days is in her right hand and in her left 
hand riches and honour" again translated from Latin. Comes in its original red pres case with gold crown & "1837-
1897" in gold. $120 

383 1897 Queen Victoria Coronation 60th Anniversary medal as above but in silver. Also with the original red pres case. 
Exc cond. $150 

384 1905 HMS Victory image on star shaped medal with "British and Foreign Sailors Society" on reverse & made              
from "Copper from Nelsons Ship E.R. VII". A fund was set up known as "The Nelson Centenary Memorial Fund"             
& the King, who took a great interest in the Society, allowed his initials, E.R. VII, to be stamped on the souvenirs. 
Excellent cond. $100 

385 1905 HMS Victory image on smaller medal with ring for clasp at top. "British and Foreign Sailors Society" has been 
abbreviated to B.F.S.S. Also in exc cond. $75 

386 1965 Winston Churchill bronze illust medal in original "Spink & Son, 5-7 King Street, St James London" pres case. 
Attractive. $30 

387 2010 "Sands Of Gallipoli - Men of Valour Collection" Medallion pair with vile of sand from the beach at Gallipoli & a 
Victoria Cross reproduction. Most attractively packaged with COA. Cost vendor $119. $50 

388 2014-2018 Selection of WWI commem medallions all in original packaging & unopened plus "Service to Australia" 
WWII Anniv medallion in Aust Govt Dept of Veterans' Affairs box. Former cost vendor $150+ (22 items) $100 

389 2015 "Sands of Gallipoli - Gallipoli Centenary" gold & silver plated medallion set of 6 in timber presentation case 
with sand from the Gallipoli landing beach. Exc cond. Cost vendor $225 $75 

390 2015 "Sands of Gallipoli - The Spirit" frosted silver & coloured medallion set of 6 in timber presentation case also 
with vile of sand from Gallipoli beach. Exc cond. Cost vendor $260 $90 

391 2015 "Sands of Gallipoli" Two different commem medals recognising the Gallipoli campaign in 1915 each with the 
Rising Sun badge. Attractively boxed with small vials of sand from the beach at Gallipoli incorporated into each. Exc 
unopened cond. (2 items) $30 

392 2015 Gallipoli Cent set of 10 bronze coloured medals in pres case incl "Lone Pine", "Hill 60", "The Nek", "The Landing" 
& "The Evacuation". Most attractive & collectable. (10) $50 

393 2017 "Battle for Australia" WWII 75th Anniv set of 10 coloured medals in pres case. Events incl "Attack in the Bismark 
Sea", "Defence of Darwin", "Victory at Milne Bay", "Attack on Sydney Harbour" & "Battle of Savo Island" amongst 
others. Exc cond. Retails $250+ (10) $50 

394 2018 & 2019 Happy Diwali 1oz Coloured Silver Gilded Proof Medallions in Perth Mint pres boxes with COA's. This 
lot consists of 2 x 2019 issue & the 2018. Retail $150ea. (2) $150  
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395 Europe collections in stockbooks & cover albums. Best noted is Switzerland, with 1938 Aarau M/S CTO & 1943 
Cent sheetlet of 12 imperfs plus a trial prints set of 6 blocks of 4 in different colours, recess printed. Scandinavia is 
well represented but little value pre-1930. France, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg (1949 UPU MUH), 
Liechtenstein, Austria, Portugal & Italy plus other western Europe worth a look too. Russia in 2 stockbooks is nearly 
all CTO post-1960. Generally clean with a few early covers of Switzerland. Allow time to view! (1000s) $200 

396 Great Britain "box lot" with collector's accumulated addressed FDC's (largely 1980's), stamps on Hagners & in 
stockbook with some QV to KGV cancellation interest with later also used except for 1970's-1980's which are MUH 
incl commems, some in blocks & Regionals plus some used). Odd non-GB item noted incl South Korea 1988 
Olympics set & M/S's MUH. $75 

397 Carton of Channel Islands & IOM in stockbooks incl 1 for blocks with covers in "Turkish Delight" tin & 6 FDC albums 
plus deep box. Overall in excess of 500 covers mixed addr/unaddr largely from 1970's-1980's but noted Jersey 
1942 ½d green pair on handstamped FDC & lots of RAF covers with Channel Islands & special flight connections. 
The blocks album covers 1972-1984 Guernsey & Jersey, the other with pairs of 1969 defins to £1 plus 1970 "Battle 
of Flowers" & most other commems MUH. Later defins incl £5 QEII x 2. M/S's not complete but Jersey incls 2020 
£2 Beethoven. Useful used but main value in MUH & covers. $100 

398 Don't be fooled by the shoebox of decimal used on top! Noted another shoebox of WA pmks on pre-decimals sorted 
in envs plus an album with some swans & odd revenue incl a 1/- Hospital Fund & 5c WAGR Parcel Stamp ovptd 
"BULLSBROOK" plus some "Customs Duty" etc while another shoebox has WA commercial mail incl a bundle of 
early Albany originating covers with a variety of local business printed envs. Also Queensland pmks from the decimal 
period sorted in another shoebox. Amongst some covers was an env with lots from Tasmania Stamp Auctions & "The 
Stamp Album" with postal bid wins of Papua & PNG totalling $32 & $95 respectively plus an env with PNG Emergency 
ovpt single vals. Must be some "gems" lurking in here! (1000s) $75 

399 Collectors clean-out with Ceylon QV to KGVI used, Aust 1998-2015 decimals used, various Perth pmks & slogan 
cancels & GB pre-decimal used (duplicated) plus Stock books containing many countries noting Hong Kong, Jamaica, 
Nigeria, Japan, Ireland, West Germany, DDR, Hungary, Russia, Romania & China. (1000s) $30 

400 Large box of mainly Australian contents incl Aust Post 2009 & 2011 Yearbooks with all stamps in place (FV $170), 
large cake tin with decimals off commercial mail, stockbooks with decimals to 2014 lightly duplicated, Australia 
Territories & some pre-decimal Aust in another stockbook. 1970's-1980's FDC's & a few aerogrammes plus a 
plastic tub with mainly off paper. (1000s) $100 

401 World Retired Dealers stock of sets & singles in 4 long boxes of stockcards. Noted useful Australia pre-1950 odds & 
sets MLH/used with later to 1988 incl CTO & MUH sets plus a wide range of British Commonwealth incl many 1970's-
1980's PNG, Samoa & Tuvalu. Great Britain, New Zealand & elsewhere well represented noting Br. Solomons RSW 
& KGVI to 10/- with later thematic sets incl those of New Caledonia, Monaco, Russia post 1960, Switzerland, 
Netherlands & Sweden before USA from 1870's to 1930's in mixed cond. Over 1000 stockcards with singles or sets 
on all. Cond post-1950 is fine throughout with earlier variable. (1000s) $200 

402 Large box with World "A-F" in SG Senator album incl Aust to 5/- kangaroos & KGV to 5d plus more on Hagners noting 
early used & MLH Italy incl Parcel Post STC £200+ eg SG 44/46, cat. £47, Hagners of "Priority" mail S/A's with 
stamps on piece on Hagners incl PNG cut-outs from FDC's, WA pmks on PSE cut-outs etc, Aust 1990's to mid 2000's 
good to F/U commems incl S/A's & Int Post arranged in quality stockbook plus numerous Hagners with useful dup 
noting vals to $5 Heritage & Kangaroo Paw (100s), PNG & Aust Terrs MUH, MLH & CTO with vals to $4 & odd Aust 
PD MUH & Bahamas  1964 "New Constitution" set of 16 MUH (Cat. £38) all in the same album! African Animals 
thematic MUH & used plus Scout & Girl Guiding thematic collection on Hagners (STC $100+), album of misc covers 
noting 1935 Airmail to NZ, 1962 C/wealth Games Village Perth pmkd FDC, Paquebot cover, GB 1949 Express KGVI 
PSE with added 5/- addressed to Perth (Custom Forms states "Razor Blades!), 1952 Aust to S. Africa FFC & 1938 
NSW 150th Anniv Exhib cover with matching Regd label plus Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1953 QEII defins to 10/- F/U on 
cover & a taxed Bechuanaland QEII env. Another album with Southern & Rhodesia/Zimbabwe FDC's noting £1 QEII 
& odd FFC (approx. 100). Also old Lincoln album (poor cond) sparsely filled & no obvious highlights, world commercial 
mail in 2 Cumberland albums with GB Regd to £3 Castle, Myanmar Yangon GPO Regd, Mauritius Regd & Japanese 
locally used etc,  Aust Post joint issue pres packs, World colour postcards dating from 1905 incl some "Greetings" 
types & US b&w photo cards, PNG Year packs & Lighthouse s/book of GB Machins used. South Africa & Homelands 
mixed MUH & used on 20+ DS Hagners in Binder with slipcase, Airmail vignette/label collection from a range of 
countries (600+) & 1958-1989 range of NZ ($10 Kiwi FDC) & Aust covers noting 1941 Red Shield Huts Censored 
cover plus others incl 1894 2c US PSE (faults), 1954 KUT Regd FDC's to 50c etc. Additional L/house stockbooks of 
Namibi, KUT & Tanzania, latter with vals to 20/- MUH. A "superior" box lot worthy of careful viewing! $200 

403 Box of Great Britain 1990's-2000's Benham Silk covers with many full sets noting Greetings Stamps & S/A booklet 
issues. High cat val & most attractive with the usual Benham quality! Reserved at only 10c each! (approx. 300) $30 

404 Shoeboxes full of envs in bigger box with Aust used sorted incl some pre-decimal on pieces arranged by pmk town 
names, the majority being fine complete cds strikes. Another shoebox of late 1960's decimals used with various 
varieties all annotated on the outside fo the respective env. Useful for packet making or fine used re-sellers or even 
the optimistic postmark collector! (1000s) $50 

405 Box with 17 Chinese stockbooks of worldwide stamps plus FDC albums. Noted Nauru 1970-1987 MUH & GB QV to 
1970 used. Strength in quantity only! (1000s) $40 

406 Postage Dues of Australia & Victoria are the with main value in this lot with duplicated MLH & used noting values to 
5/- incl 1902/04 2/- green MLH (SG D20, Cat. £140) plus others on leaves & Hagners. Also a PW FDC album of 
Australian Territories to 1982 with MUH plus a few used incl AAT 1966 to $1 x 2 MUH & an SG springback binder 
with KGV imprint blocks MLH with additional loose between pages. (100s) $120 

407 AAT Pre-dec set of 7 & 1966 Defins set to $1 Mock Sun MLH plus Cocos 1963 set of 6 to 2/3d also MLH amongst 
other Aust & world in several stock books plus bags of on-paper Aust noting $5 Kangaroo Paw x 12 & $10 Waratah 
x 9 all fine used on Hagner. Noted attractive sets of Christmas Is 1963 & 1972 defins on sets of FDC's, Aust 1987-
2000 Aerogrammes pmkd FDI with many still in original wrapping (100+), Great Britain 1970's-1990's FDC's with 
odd pres pack, All contents of this large tub is as donated by retired or non-collectors on our various valuation days. 
The funds raised from this lot go towards the excellent work done by the volunteers at Native Animal Rescue in 
Malaga. This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to them directly, so please bid generously. $50 



408 Aust low FV decimals in blocks of 4 MUH, Aust & World on/off paper plus Aust 1927-1963 used with more pre-decimal 
& decimal sorted into envs. Incls some Replica cards, Aust Post Grand Prix covers, Maxicards, Aerograms & some 
Cupex ’87 souvenir covers. (1000s) $30 

409 Collectors "cleanout" of his excess Australia housed in plastic storage tub. Heavy duplication in 9 stockbooks plus 
odd album. Ranges from 1913 to 2016 with strength in KGVI & QEII noting vals to £1 & $5. Mostly sorted in 
catalogue order. Very mixed cond but we are sure "pickings" with time & patience! (1000s) $50 

410 Great Britain 1990's-2000's Royal Mail FDC’s (100s), bag of world coins, Aust & World on/off paper (1000s) plus 
more GB FDC's dating back to the 1960's but also incls Regionals (40). Another "collectors clean-out"! $50 

411 World carton lot with a diverse mint & used range in various receptacles incl Australia 1966-2002 used on leaves 
(c80% complete incl Navigators to $4 & Int Post to $10), loose accum of postcards strong in recent pre-stamped from 
Italy & few other countries, general A-Z Foreign, ex-Philas auction lots with good Portuguese Colonies incl Macau 
dupl used, French Africa & stockpages with Alderney MUH sets & Guernsey to 2005 £1 QEII used incl 1941/44 set 
of 3 MUH. Finally, Lebanon 1940's-1960's with pickings, Afghanistan, Bhutan & shoebox of commercial mail to 
collector from auction houses & Poland in glassines. (1000s) $100 

412 Southern Africa collection remainder with South Africa 1947-1984 range of FDCs incl 1947 Royal Visit (+ S.W.A.), 
1949 UPU, Voortrekker Monument, 1952 Landing of von Riebeck, Southern Rhodesia/Rhodesia to 1968 with 1950 
Diamond Jubilee, 1953 Cecil Rhodes & 1953 Coronation. Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 1969-1985 FDC's, early South Africa 
with some bi-lingual pairs & a small selection of Cape of Good Hope & Transvaal 1884-1898 plus MUH & used 
Rhodesia. (100s)  $30 

413 New Zealand in 2 stockbooks & ring binder with a few covers. Duplicated throughout, strong in 1970's-1980's with no 
high cat items evident. Sighted Arms $4 (5), $6 & $8 (3 ea.) amongst the pickings. (100s) $40 

414 Great Britain box lot with pre-decimal & decimal used plus MUH decimal issues noting £5 The Story of The Times 
booklet etc (FV £200+) & a selection of FDC's from 1968 to mid-1980s. Also incls some World used in envs and on 
paper. Conservative reserve. $40 

415 Foreign accumulation in open box noting stockbook of USA with 1976 Bicentennial M/S set of 4 MUH (3 ea) & other 
1970's MUH. Earlier mainly used without any obvious highlights, stockbook of Israel to 1990's mixed 
MUH/MLH/used with some 1948-1960 but only odd tabs. Also a stockbook with Iran, South Vietnam, Tuva & other 
Asian material, shoebox of USA postal stationery incl PSE's/cards of 1970's. Needs a careful sort & tidy. (1000s) $50 

416 World Junior collection to early 1950's in 2 well-used springback binders. One album all foreign with odd better 
noting Netherlands 1946 10g F/U (lower vals faulty), Hungary 1951 Livestock set MLH & Italy 1946 50l green 
Airmail used with the other album containing British Commonwealth incl S.W. Africa 1937 Coronation pairs on FDC, 
modest Australia noting KGV 1/4d CofA wmk used, Aden 1939 to 1r MLH with similar short sets MLH from other 
countries. Also Solomons KGV 2/- MCA wmk MLH, Canada 1897 QV "4 leaves" 8¢ F/U, Falkland Deps & Fiji RSW 
MLH, GB ½d QV "Govt Parcels" used & KGVI 10/- dark blue plus NZ 9d Rafter Panel "Official" used, Nyasaland 
UPU set F/U, Pitcairn RSW MLH & Southern Rhodesia 1940 MLH. Clean lot but mixed cond. (1000+) $50 

417 World A-Z mainly used in Chinese stockbooks noting GB to KGVI & QEII £1 vals, Bahamas QEII to $2 surcharge 
MUH, USA early blocks of 4 MUH on Hagners, odd better China single F/U, Aust decimals used & CTO to mid 1980's 
incl 1971 Christmas block of 7, 1972 Beef, UPU Specimen pair, etc MUH, small Space thematic coll, Norf0lk Is to 2/- 
Ball bay, 1953 defins, 1966 Defins to $1 ovpt plus 1961 10/- Tropic Bird ovptd "SPECIMEN" MUH, Fish CTO, 1974 
UPU set & M/S MUH (Total retail on NI these $250+), PNG incls £1 Fisherman F/U & £1 QEII ovptd "SPECIMEN" 
amongst others. Usual bags & envs of world & Australia used noting some MUH M/S's & vals to $5 used. Various 
material as donated to the Cancer Council on our road trips. This lot is being sold commission free with all funds 
going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $100 

418 British Commonwealth range with mostly used but incls some mint in large Lighthouse stockbook incl Dominica 
KGVI to $2.40, stockbooks of PNG 1950's-1980's incl £1 QEII, boxes with FDC's & packs, largely to 1980s plus odd 
later. Also small stockbook of Singapore with some small receptacles of used off paper. Best of all is Sudan 1948 
defin set of 16 on FDC Regd Khartoum (stamps Cat. £60 plus premium on FDC). Finally a few circuit sheet 
remnants. An enjoyable "winter play"! (1000s) $80 

419  Australian decimal off paper in stockbooks & bundles (1000s), Aust 1989-1995 FDC's & GB FDCs noting 1994 -1997 
Greetings panes. GB 1986-1994 used incl more Greetings pane. Also NZ 1979-1997 FDC's. Pickings with care. $40 

420 Great Britain 1970's-2000's Royal Mail FDC's all with neat typed addresses. Mixed Tallents House or alternative pmks 
noting some earlier. Also incls Benham & Cotswold Covers from the 1980’s – 1990’s plus stockbook of G.B. pre-
decimal commem. Conservative reserve against their original cost. (100s) $75 

421 British Commonwealth & World in 8 albums of various sizes from a few KGV but the majority appear KGVI & QEII. 
Some lightly toned MUH/MLH Malay States with Singapore 1960's in stockbook. Pickings with care & time. Well 
worth reserve. (1000s) $50 

422 World oddments on Hagners in 8 binders (one with slipcase) with no obvious highlights as majority used & few 
complete sets. One binder with slipcase. Also a stockbook of Newfoundland & Canada. An overcapitalised lot           
with competition likely to come from those ignoring the stamps & assessing the value of the Hagners! (1000s on 
approx. 350-400 Hagners) $100 

423 Netherlands 1852-1949 on pages, Aust pre-decimal used in “SANAX” tin plus decimal used blocks & AAT, Cocos, 
Christmas Is on Seven Seas pages (mainly 1970's). Used Netherlands & Netherlands Indies on Hagners plus a 
binder of Dutch commercial envs incl addressed to Swiss Red Cross which appear to come from German P.O.W. 
camps & another binder of mainly Dutch first flight covers. Noted volume of World perfins with some Aust & GB, 
Framas with 01c to $1.20 vals & sparse NSW & Victoria on Seven Seas pages. An enjoyable "winter sort". $50 

424 New Zealand duplicated used on/off paper in 6 food containers with lids plus 2 stockbooks & a few covers. Nothing 
of significant val sighted with 1970's-1980's mostly F/U incl some FDI cancels. Useful for "gap filling"! (1000s) $30 

425 Collector's "clean out" noting stockbook of "Stamps on Stamps" theme, USA & Canada PO covers & packs of 
1970's, Aust 1950's addressed FDC's before decimal covers & PSE's. Also 1946 Victory & 1953 Coronation 
omnibus near complete MLH but some stained, others of little val. An enjoyable sort! (approx. 10kg) $60 



426 Australia 1913-1965 used on Seven Seas pages noting £1 grey 3rd wmk, KGV simplified, 5/- SHB (damaged), Vic 
Cent. in both perfs, MacArthur, 1935 ANZAC, £1 Bass & £2 King (CTO & off centre). Also 2016 Aust. Territories 
collection plus more Aust MUH/MH pre-decimal before. 1966-2006 decimals used, NZ 1909-1997 used with some 
private mail companies. Noted Aust. pre-decimal FDC's (69) &  Maxicards (170+), Norfolk Is MUH & PNG 
MUH/MH/Used. All Aust pre-decimal in very mixed cond but Hagners alone would equal reserve! $50 

427 British Commonwealth "box lot" containing a clean mounted collection in 4 Stanley Gibbons Senator albums in exc 
cond (these now selling at $50+ each after SG discontinued their production!) No obvious highlights in the 100's of 
stamps within. Also a biscuit tin with loose off paper mix from commercial mail noting NZ, Falklands, Hong Kong, 
Canada etc. An "over capitalised" storage system!  $100 

428 USA in 2 stockbooks with majority appearing common used plus world off paper in cake tin. Also several bags with 
off paper Australia & PNG 1980's duplicated used. Value in quantity! (1000s) $30 

429 Balance of consignment lot with nothing of high value noted but incls Isle of Man used & FDC's, Aust 1929-1989 
duplicated used, GB decimals used incl Machins & Regionals, NZ used, a binder of S.W.A., Br Solomon Is, Brunei, 
Ceylon/Sri Lanka & Zimbabwe used etc (100s) $30 

430 "Buying & Valuation Road Trip" donations to the RSPCA from those who bring collections and then no longer want 
them. Noted tray & small box of of envs/glassines with sorted Aust pre-dec & early dec used, bags of modern decimals 
incl S/A's & Int Post on/off piece, US & NZ earlies used in stockbook, latter with vals to 4/- &10/- plus later Health 
M/S's MUH. Also World used & CTO sorted in plastic bags (1000s) plus a few packs of clear Prinz mounts. No 
guarantee as to the find of a lifetime but plenty to sort! This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to 
the RSPCA, so please bid generously. (1000s) $50 

431 Stockbook of Aust 1990's-2000 used with vals to $20 F/U (2 of the latter) plus M/S's, se-tenant strips etc with odd 
earlier incl 1966 Navigators & 1971 Christmas block of 12 MUH, 1930's commems is small s/book with numerous 
WA CDS pmks, album of Norfolk Is with 1947 Ball Bay set of 15 MH/MLH & later 1953 defins F/U plus 1966 $1 Tropic 
Bird with both sizes of ovpt MUH & 1960 2/8d Local Govt FDC. Also stockcards of AAT used, bundle of Albany  
"Whale Post" S/A cinderellas & a Norman Bros "St. John's Church of England, Albany" b&w postcard unused in 
excellent condition. Random stockcards & glassines noting odd Aust kangaroos & KGV amongst others incl 2  small 
bags & env of 2d KGV, modern WA pmks on cover/piece plus a few stockbooks with more Aust decimals good to 
fine used priced for retail sale. (1000s) $50 

432 Tray with 106 packets of 50 off paper sorted by country, loose commercial covers of Australia, Christmas Is, USA & 
France plus assorted covers & sheets of Philippines with odd M/S. Also multiples of Malaysia, NZ, 1989-1993 
Russia, PNG 1980's sets in blocks, NZ, Norfolk Is, UN & Tokelau. Incls 2 stampless Official letters from Basutoland 
to S. Africa (1881 & 1932), 2 covers from Denmark to Singapore incl Registered (1920) & 1972 & 1973 Thursday 
Island taxed covers. Lots to sort! $75 

433 Packets of used plus some covers of Great Britain with Chinese & "Boots" stockbooks of similar with odd better 
noting 2006 Victoria Cross M/S MUH, a few Lundy 1950's, Ireland odds & GB £6 Beatrix Potter prestige booklets x 
2, £1 "Stamps for Cooks", £3 Wedgewood & 2016 90th B'day packs with set & M/S. (100s) $40 

434 Australia, Great Britain & NZ plus various other British Commonwealth odds incl some MUH/MLH plus world on/off 
paper in various receptacles. Highlight is large 3 ring binder with range of higher value on paper incl Aust M/S's to 
$10 along with 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists sheets incl Cathy Freeman. Useful to the "gap filler"! (1000s) $50 

435 A "Superior" box lot with quality Australia/NZ noting WAGR & VR Railway Parcel stamps (150+), 1966/80 decimals 
MUH (low vals) & used/CTO to $4, Telegram Forms 1963/65 used in Qld, NZ fiscals (QV), India fiscals from QV to 
KGV incl a few Ceylon, Jamaica QEII 6d & 1/- MUH multiples with Judicial ovpts (14 ea), WA Swans incl Spiro 
Forgeries plus a duplicated Fremantle range of cds's etc. Also Hagners of MUH & used Framas incl "ink splodges", 
QEII 1966-1970 postal stationery with 1971 Emergency Mail Service sheetlets. Conservative reserve - viewing 
recommended! (1000s) $200 

436 British Commonwealth with stockbook of QEII MUH/MLH plus another with Birds (250 MLH & used) & an "as new" 
22 ring red album with 45 leaves. Also 3 volumes titled "Seaplanes & Float Planes" with literature (c200 items). 
Combined from a vendors lots with suggested reserves of $185. (100s) $90 

437 500+ Great Britain 1980's-1990's (1998) range of Benham Silk Covers incl Prestige Booklet Panes plus an album of 
G.B. PHQ Cards. Also a Stanley Gibbons Zoom Digital Microscope & Prinz Ultraviolet Lamp. A useful lot! $60 

438 Medium sized box with Iran 1880's-1940's high catalogues range (identified reprints excluded but others are 
probably present), Lighthouse Hingeless album for Saar without stamps but near new cond incl extra set of leaves 
for all issues to 1934, Austria 1940's-1950's range with mostly MUH, 1980-1985 Germany & West Berlin 
Ersttagsblatt cards (50 diff), Netherlands PD range plus 1933 Airmail cover to South Africa. Also Netherlands Indies 
accumulation, Latin America, several Australia 1950's Flight covers & some decimals MNG. (100s) $100 

439 Box lot formed by consolidating a vendor's stockbooks, albums & Hagner with original reserves totaling $720. 
Comprises Barbados (100) MLH/used in Hagner album with slipcase, Cumberland album of Egypt 1936/52, Iraq 
1921/58 & Pakistan 1951/70, SG Indian States album in pristine cond. with 38 MUH stamps, S.America (c300) in 
stockbook, Famous People in stockbook with c260 MUH & 120 used, Malaysia in printed album (560 MLH/used), 
Sabah 1964 to $10 MUH, Nabha State on card (17 KGVI) MUH/MLH & MEF 1942 PD's used. A conservative reserve 
& an enjoyable lot for an evenings "play"! (100s) $200 

440 Interesting start to this tub with a 1942 Ackland Catalogue/price list plus a couple of WA pmk guides incl 2006 PMC 
cat, Aust used decimals duplicated in s/books incl S/A's & AAT plus a bundle of Hagners with similar to $4 Navigators. 
Old-time hand made album with World in alpha order noting Aust kangaroos to 9d used & a "Strand" album of world 
with majority used part sets etc. (1000s) $50 

441 A mixed lot with currency from various countries, 15 packets of Lighthouse mounts, 1974 Falkland Is "coinage" 
presentation pack & publications re Falklands & Antarctic theme. Also FDC album with a few Montserrat & GB 
covers from 1960's-1990s plus Senator album pages, phone cards from several countries, a couple of GB "1st" S/A 
booklets & more. Diverse! $100 

442 Australian lot in open box of stockbooks, folders, bags etc with duplicated pre-decimal & early decimal used plus 
postcards, booklet panes, M/S's etc to the 1970's noting some MUH. Conservative reserve with viewing 
recommended. (1000s) $50 



443 Large tub noting WA pmks on pre-dec issues, AAT 1980's-1990's issues plus FDC's with base cancels, matchbox 
labels album PTSA $50, 1ist 1966-1988 used on Hagners with dupl, 6 Hagners of "OS" & State perfins incl on KGV, 
Aust Terrs also on Hagners & C/W Coronation omnibus sets used plus 6 pages of GB Revenues. Incls "A Class - 
Allied Datestamps of NZ" by Craddock & "Datestamps of NZ" by RM Startup books plus ACSC/BW Spec Cat in 4 
ring binder. Mixed world in packets on covers etc. Needs time to sort. (1000s) $60 

444 Australia & Territories in square pastic tub noting 1996 PO Yearbook, stockbooks of common Australia etc, 6 packs 
of new Hagners & stockpages, 2 x mid 2010's coin & banknote catalogues, box with CTO 1990's in AP packaging 
incl some M/S's & maxicards. Also some envs with & without stamps with numerous US Navy cachets & postmarks 
related to various campaigns & ships with some photos incl an arial shot of the USS Ranger aircraft carrier. Finally, 
a Hagner binder with mix of MUH (FV $40+) & used. Needs reorganising. (100s) $90 

445 Latin America collection with mainly early to middle period issues of most Central & South American countries in 2 
stockbooks plus very untidy Bolivia, Colombia (incl Bolivar State) & Guatemala accum in 2 further battered 
stockbooks. Mixed cond with some toning, Mixed MUH/MLH/used. (100s) $100 

446 Main value in KA-BE album of Norfolk Island & Davo album of Nauru MUH. Other albums incl Australia used 
decimals, Berlin & "Bund" in stockbook plus Hagners of middle period Bulgaria & France heavily dupl common used 
plus scattered others. (1000s) $100 

447 Useful pickings in this "Consignment remainder" lot noting North Borneo MLH/used short sets & oddments on 3 
Hagners (c120), Kenya in s/book noting 65c rhino Harrison imprint block of 35 MUH (SG 27, Cat. £50) plus KUT 
F/U with odd mint incl 10/- KGVI & QEII £1 MUH (SG 180, Cat. £20) amongst others STC £100+, a couple of 1980 
Perth "CANCELLED cheques with Revenues, Aust 1927 2/- Canberra/HMS Renown booklet ACSC B38 (faults), 
Cocos 1969 1c to $1 defin FDC's with violet pmks plus odd bags of used World & Aust incl s/book & 28 double 
sided Hagners of GB used incl a few QV Penny reds, 10/- Jubilee, Seahorses to 5/- (6) & later QEII with vals to £5 
Castles & £10 Britannia. Also various commem covers & FDC's, AAT, PNG & Cocos used in quality stockbooks, 
Aust early decimal FDC's (84) & 1970's packs (FV $40+). All in 1960's suitcase. (1000s) $100 

448 Retired Dealer lot of sets & singles on stockcards in 3 long boxes plus long box of 50¢ defins with WA 2005-2010 
cds's (100s). Strong in 1970's-1980's MUH sets of GB, Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Fiji, New Zealand, Norfolk Is, 
Pitcairn & Samoa. Useful foreign too in mainly alphabetical order from Albania to Turkey with a wide range of many 
countries mixed MLH/used. Some pre-1950 in mixed cond otherwise good to fine. Light dupl in 1970's-1980's MUH. 
Approx 1000 stockcards all containing at least one stamp, most with sets of 4 or more. (1000s) $200  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The conservative 
reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth taking the time 
to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers here at Ace 
Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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WORLD COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 
 

462 Aden & States 1937-1966 MUH/MLH on Hagners missing RSW & later omnibus issues. Value in 1939/48 to 10r 
MLH, 1951 surcharges MUH, 1953/63 to both 20/- MLH incl all catalogued perfs & shades & 1964/65 new wmk to 
1/25d (excl 5¢) MUH plus Seiyun 1954 set MLH & 1964 values MUH, comprehensive South Arabia ovpts (49) MUH 
(Cat. £127), Hadhramant 1955 to 10/- MLH, 1963 ditto, South Arabia ovpts on 1963 set to 10/- MLH with further 
ovptd Churchill Kennedy set of 6 before South Arabia 1966 ITU sets perf & imperf MUH, Churchill Paintings MUH, 
World Cup 1966 sets both imperf & perf MUH plus MS78a (Cat. £65) & 1967 Space Research set & M/S MUH.  
Cat. £900+ (260 + 2 M/S's) $180 

463 Antigua 1937-1980 MUH/MLH on Hagners with KGVI defins to £1 MLH incl shades to 2/6d, 1953/62 to $4.80 
noting latter MUH with others MLH to $2.40 incl used. Also 1966 perf. 11½ x11 to $5 MUH, perf. 13½ 2¢ to $5 MLH 
& 1970/75 to $1 MUH with a good coverage of commems plus a few Anguilla & Barbuda MUH, the latter incl ovpts 
on Antigua to $10. Cat. £400+ (Antigua c300 + 10 M/S's, Anguilla 78, Barbuda 21) $90 

464 Ascension 1937-1997 MUH, MLH &used collection on Hagner pages in matching binder missing only 1948 RSW & 
odd later omnibus issues otherwise complete MUH/MLH with most 1960's-1980's also used. Noted KGVI to 10/- 
MUH/MLH incl all perfs, 1956 to 2/6d marginal MUH, 5/- & 10/- MLH & 1963 Birds to £1 MLH with all later defin sets 
complete MUH, as are commems & M/S's. Magnificent with viewing highly recommended. Cat. c£1400 (750+) $400 

465 Ascension & St Helena 1993-1998 FDC collection in SG Malvern cover album. Most to 1995 with typed S/A address 
labels, the later all unaddressed. Noted Ascension 1996 Birds to £3 on 3 FDC's & St Helena 1993 Birds to £5 on 2 
FDC's plus many M/S's & odd other commem e.g. St Helena 1986 "Royal Viking Sea" cruise covers with 1989 
"Stamps on Stamps" theme to 59p. (Ascension 40, St Helena 39) $50 



466 Austria 1945-2021 collection in 3 KA-BE albums & one Lighthouse with slipcase. The 1945-1955 mixed MUH/MLH 
with odd item having stained perfs while 1956 onwards appears all MUH & fine throughout missing Costume white 
papers & a handful of other items but mostly defins. Superb albums & very little outlay needed to complete the 
collection. The 2002-2021 issues have a face value of €1450 (A$2400+ while the pre-Euro FV exceeds 7000sch 
(c$700) with early 1950's Airs & high cat. commems all present. No ovpts on Germany. Rarely seen their creative 
issues in hingeless albums incl cloth, ceramic & metal issues! (2500+ stamps plus 117 M/S's & sheetlets) $1,000 

467 Austria Useful earlier range incl stray Lombardy & Venetia 1864 15s used, pulled perf at top (Cat. £200) & 1919/21 
20k, perf. 11½ MLH but faults (Cat. £190) with a few post 2000 issues however the main value is in 1938-1996 
period incl 1945 Graz ovpts to 80pf MLH, 1947/48 Currency Revaluation MUH, 1948/52 1s claret Costume MUH, 
1950 Carinthian Plebiscite MUH & 1950/53 Bird Airs (excl 2s) used plus many other better issues. Cond. varies at 
first then mainly fine with most late 1950's-1990's being MUH. Cat. £5,500+ (1900+) $340 

468 Bahamas 1937-1981 MUH/MLH on Hagners with 1938/52 to £1 incl shades of most vals incl 5/- x 4, but not the 
expensive ones!, £1 x 2 MUH/MLH, 1942 ovpts to £1 incl 2/- x 3 & 3/- x 2 MLH, 1948 to £1 MUH/MLH, 1954/63 
MLH, 1964 ovpts MUH to £1, 1965 to £1 both MUH & F/U plus 1966 new currency ditto with same for 1967 plus  
the whiter papers MUH (excl 15¢). Also 1971 to $3 MLH, 1972/73 wmk change set of 6 MUH, 1976/79 new wmk 
(SG 460/73) MUH & the "a" numbers (chalk surfaced paper) with 1980 to $5 MUH & commems c90% complete incl 
M/S's. Fine throughout with post-1965 nearly all MUH & some sets dupl used. Cat. £1500+ (500+) $340 

469 Bahrain 1942-1966 on Hagners comprising 1942/45 set of 13 MUH (Cat. £160), 1948/49 to 10r on 10/- MUH (Cat. 
£100), 1948 Olympics MLH, 1950/55 to 10r on 10/- MUH (Cat. £120) & 1952/54 to 1r on 1/6d MLH plus 1955/60 
castles in both printings MLH. Also 1957/60 MLH, 1960 defins MLH while 1957 set of 3, 1966 defins & Trade Fair 
sets are all MUH. Total cat. £440 (105) $100 

470 Bangladesh 1971-1996 MUH & MLH with the majority the latter. Arranged on Hagners in matching binder. Approx 
70% complete for period. Not often seen in such quantity. (417 & 20 M/S's) $50 

471 Barbados 1937-1981 MUH/MLH on Hagners in binder with a few used sets 1960's-1970's too. Noted 1938/47 to 
5/- MUH/MLH incl shades & perfs, 1950 to $2.40 MUH, 1953/61 to $2.40 incl shades, 1964/65 new wmk to $2.40 
MUH, 1965 to $2.50 MUH, 1966/69 changed wmk to $5 MUH ( latter MLH), 1970/71 to $5 both MLH & used, 
1972/74 changed wmk to $5 MLH & used & $5 inverted wmk MUH (2) plus 1974 Orchids to $10 & used & 1975 
wmk changes to $10 MUH. Also 1979 Birds to $10 & 1981 surcharges all MUH with commems well covered noting 
M/S's with some both MUH & used. All fine & a useful lot to build on. Cat. £500+ (100s) $120 

472 Basutoland & Bechuanaland 1937 to 1965 MUH/MLH on Hagners, the former with KGVI to 10/- marginal MUH 
(tinge of toning on 10/-) before 1954/58 to 10/- MLH, 1961 surcharges to 50¢ incl 2 types of 2½¢ & 25¢ with others 
MLH, 1961/63 to 1r MLH & 1964 new wmk set of 5 MUH. Incls PD's noting 5¢ on 2d types I & II, 1965 New Constitution 
& 2 Lesotho sets MUH with the Bechuanaland incl 1938/52 & 1955/58 to 10/- MLH, 1961 surcharges to 25¢ & 
Pictorials to 2r MLH. Fine throughout. Cat. £700+ (172) $150 

473 Bechuanaland 1884/97 "BRITISH BECHUANALAND" ovpts on CGH incl 1886 3d claret MLH, wmk anchor ½d, 1d, 
2d & 6d used plus most later types to 2d plus 1885 "Military Telegraphs." ovpt on 1/- block unused on piece before 
1888 "lilac & black" to 6d with 3d MLH & 2/6d used. Incls Sept/Nov surcharges on 1d, 2d, 6d & 1/- all used, 1891 
ovpts on GB to 1/- & "Protectorate" ovpts on GB ½d, ditto with "Fourpence" (SG 53). Noted a few others plus 
unused GB 1d postcard ovptd "BRITISH BECUANALAND". Total SG cat. £750 (50 + card) $180 

474 Belgium Railway Stamps on leaves, in bag & Lighthouse stockbook. Nothing scarce but 100's of different stations 
represented on clear rectangular cancellations plus few common "normal stamps" incl Belgian Congo. Rather untidy 
but a good basis for research or a new collecting field. (100s) $50 

475 Belgium & Netherlands Both incl Colonies with largely used in overfilled Schaubek binder. Some useful odds & 
part sets in the £10 or £20 cat. val range with better noting 1953 Red Cross MLH (Cat. £70), Ruanda Urundi 
1942/43 to 100f set of 22 MLH (Cat. £60), Luxembourg 1935 1f75 charity used (Cat. £75), 1947 Patton MLH (Cat. 
£23) & 1949 UPU MLH (Cat. £34). Also Netherlands 1950 charity set of 6 MLH (Cat. £75) & a  good range of lesser 
sets of 1940's-1950's with some used. Modest used range to 1991 & common Colonies but noted Jap Occ of Java 
set (excl 10¢) MLH (Cat. £100). Cond reflected in conservative reserve. (1000s) $100 

476 Belgian Congo Postcards b&w selection with 17 different unused noting Belgian Occ. of German East Africa ovpts 
on 10¢ "Palm Trees" orange-brown. These rarely seen postcards are from a numbered series of 50 & are in very 
good cond. (17) $50 

477 Bermuda 1937-1981 MUH & MLH range on Hagner pages in matching binder noting KGVI dupl to 1/- incl shades, 
1953/62 to £1 incl 10/- x 2, 1962 to £1 MLH & 1970 surcharges to $2.40 MUH plus 23 commem sets & M/S. No 
post-1946 omnibus issues. Cat. £400+ (210+) $100 

478 Bhutan & Nepal Used on leaves in Erriner binder, the Bhutan 1962 to 1990 with 91 postally used, mainly part sets 
while the Nepal ranges from 1907 to 1999 better with 160+ used incl 1963 FFH set & odd useful earlier. (250+) $30 

479 British Antarctic Territory Range of covers in SG Malvern album plus some AAT from 1992-2010  with some signed 
or special event commem covers incl plus 2008-2010 base pmkd sets of 4 before. (37). BAT from 1984 to 2000 with 
majority addressed on labels incl some signed noting 1984 to £3, 1993 to £5 & 1998 to £5 plus all commem sets & 
M/S's incl 4 registered. Also "Last Day" Faraday PO (1996), Brahant Island PO opened by Sir Rex Hunt (1984), 1996 
Quark Expeditions & a 1970 signed cover cancelled Argentine Islands, latter with faults, all other covers fine. (90) $100 

480 British Antarctic Territory 1963-1995 MUH/MLH range on Hagners with first QEII set incl both £1 MLH while 
surcharges are MUH. 1971 Treaty set MLH & used, Explorers to $1 incl wmk & perf changes MUH, Marine Life 
defins to £3 & 1990 Fossils to £3 plus all commems to 1994. Also 1995 Geological Structures MUH. Fine 
throughout. Cat. £600+ (220 + M/S) $150 

481 British Honduras 1937-1969 plus a few later Belize on Hagners. Majority MLH noting 1938/47 set to $5, 1953/62 
to $5 incl shades & perfs to 10¢ & 1962 Birds to $5 before later odds to 1986 incl Diana 21st b'day M/S & set of 6 & 
1986 IYP, the latter MUH. Cat. £430 (114) $80 

482 British Indian Ocean Territory 1968-1996 MUH on Hagners with ovpts on Seychelles to 10r, Marine Life defins         
to 10r (SG 16/30, excl 17), 1975 Birds to 10r & commems complete to 1976 before 1996 Sea Shells, Turtles, QEII 
70th B'day & 1997 Golden Wedding with both sets incl M/S plus "Exercise Ocean Wave" sheetlet & "Hong Kong 
'97" M/S. Cat. £250+ (123 + 5 M/S) $80 



483 British Virgin Islands 1937-1981 neatly arranged on Hagners with majority defin sets incl 1938/47 to £1 MUH 
(Cat. £75), 1952 to $4.80 MUH (Cat. £55), 1956 & 1962 to top vals MLH though $4.80 & $2.80 on $4.80 vals MUH 
& 1964/68 to $2.80 all marginal but have light hinge traces. Finishes with 1966 surcharges MUH & a few 
commems. Cat. (defins only) £360+ (91) $90 

484 British West Indies Range of "Saints" MUH & MLH with odd used in Hagner album. 1937 to early 1970's (missing 
RSW & UPU sets). St Kitts incls KGVI defins to £1 with paper, shade & perf vars MLH, 1952 to $4.80 MUH & 
1954/63 to $4.80 MUH. St Lucia 1938/48 to £1 incl perf changes in mixed MUH/MLH to 6d with higher vals all 
MUH, 1949/50 to $4.80 MUH & 1953/63 to $2.50 MLH before St Vincent 1938/47 to £1 MUH, 1949/52 to $4.80 
MLH, 1953/63 to $2.50 MLH incl shades & 1964/65 in new wmk with both perfs (excl 20¢ & 25¢ perf. 12½x14) 
MUH & 1965 Pictorials to $5 MUH. Clean lot with defins alone cat. £900+ (100s) $200 

485 Brunei 1906-1994 MUH & MLH range on Hagners starting with ovpts on Labuan (7 vals to 10¢ MLH), 1909 to 50¢, 
1908/22 to $5, 1922 Exhibition (7, heavy toning), 1924/37 to $1 (excl 50¢), 1947/51 to $10 (2 of latter), 1952/58 to 
$5 in both shades MLH, 1962/72 to 50¢ MUH (excl 2¢), 1975 to $10 MUH + wmk change to $10 (excl SG 260/62) & 
1985 to $10 MUH plus commems approx. 90% compete noting M/S's & strips with many marginal. Also a few 
"bonus used" not counted in total of 500 + 20 M/S's. Excellent lot seldom offered so close to complete. Cat. £1500 
(not incl heavily toned 1922) $340 

486 Canada QV to 1973 patchy range on 47 double sided Hagners with sparse pre-1940 before a duplicated range of 
later with QEII MUH & used. (100s) $50 

487 Canada 1990's MUH on 21 "as new" DS Hagners with vals to $8 plus various strips & se-tenant blocks with odd 
booklet & a few M/S's. Approx FV C$160 (A$180) (400+) $40 

488 Canada Accum to 1992 in 4 vols with main val (Est $150) in Davo album with mounts added. Cond varies with some 
stained perfs noted on MUH/MLH. The 3 other vols incl 1980's MUH plus earlier with KGVI coils, 7¢ "Pence" booklet 
pane MUH & 1930 FFC Siscoe to Armos before useful "back of the book" noting a few low val blocks. (100s) $200 

489 Canada, New Brunswick & Newfoundland on Hagners in matching binder, the former with 1860/63 1¢ (4), 2¢ (4), 
5¢ (13) & 12½¢ mixed MLH & used in average cond before Newfoundland from 1857 imperf 1d MLH & 5d used 
(doubtful if original) with later pickings incl 1865/70 13¢ Schooner MLH (Cat. £130), 24¢ QV MLH & used, 12¢ 
cream (fault) & white papers used, 1863/73 & 1876/79 vals used & 1880/96 range incl 10¢ black MLH & used (2) 
plus 1876 1¢ & 2¢ roulettes MNG. Also 1897 set to 60¢ used plus MNG/MLH set of 14 & 1897/1918 vals to 4¢ MLH 
typical gum disturbances, 1910 to 15¢ MLH (excl 10¢), 1911/16 Coronation set MLH (hingeing varies), 1919 
Contingent (excl 15¢) MLH & used (incl 15¢) & 1920 surcharges on 15¢ & 35¢ MLH plus 1923 scenes to 12¢ used 
with a 1928/29 range incl 28¢ used & 30¢ MLH. Finally 1931 no wmk 15¢ & 50¢ Airs MLH, 1932 defins part sets to 
48¢ MLH & used, 1933 5¢, 10¢ & 30¢ Airs used (Cat. £110), 1933 Gilbert 7¢ to 32¢ MLH (excl 14¢ & 24¢) & 1937 
"Long Coronation"  set with perf varieties (basic set MLH + MLH/used extras) before later MLH/used complete with 
a few dupls. Noted 1939 PD's to 5¢ MUH pairs plus 4¢ & 10¢ MLH. Cond varies as expected for this period but 
large cat. val. Viewing recommended. (100s) $260 

490 Canada - Provinces Collection in illustrated Minkus album with page showing Minkus & Scott Cat. numbers 
alongside each other. Better Newfoundland with 1857 1d 4 margins fine MLH, 1860/63 3d triangular on thin paper, 
4d, 6d (2), 8d, 1/- (2) all MLH, 1865/70 10¢ black & 12¢ in 2 papers & 13¢ blue, all part o.g. before later 1896 MLH 
with evidence of sweating. Continues with 1897 400th Anniv set MLH with hinge remnants (Cat. £325), 1897 to 5¢ 
MLH (Cat. £150), 1915 300th Anniv to 15¢ (Cat. £475) MLH, engraved 6¢ to 10¢ MLH (Cat. £250), 1911 
Coronation (excl 8¢), 1919 Caribou, 1920 surcharges, 1923 Pictorials & 1928/31 defins (DLR & Perkins Bacon 
sets) plus 1932/38 Pictorials to 48¢, 1933 10¢ & 30¢ Airs & Gilbert set of 14. Later complete (mainly MLH ) incl 
1939 PD's while a second collection contains MLH/used with about 50% of those present in main collection incl 
PD's used (Cat. £180) & a few New Brunswick incl 1860/63 set of 6 MLH. Also Nova Scotia 1860/66 set of 6 MLH, 
PEI 2d, 3d, 1¢, 3¢, 6¢ & 12¢ & British Columbia 25¢ (SG 31 used, Cat. £200). Noted a few extras of Nova Scotia, 
plus 1851 3d blue on bluish paper with close margins used (Cat. £17). Apart from odd variable gum, this collection 
which will impress. Total cat. £3,500+ (c440) $400 

491 Ceylon Majority used from QV to KGVI with dupl on 8 Hagners. Mainly common but some useful F/U. (c240) $30 
492 Ceylon 1937-1975 plus a few Sri Lanka to SG 646 on Hagners noting the KGVI MLH & used to 5r with a few perf 

vars. Value in later MUH/MLH with 1958/62 to 10r MLH & 1964/72 10r MUH plus better used noting 1951/54 10r 
(Cat. £27). Dupl in used, especially defins. Mainly fine, the used being a mix of cds & machine cancels. (100s) $30 

493 China 1952-1981 range on Seven Seas Hingeless pages incl 1952 Agragrian MNG as issued with other earlies 
while 1981 Year of the Cock is MUH. 1955 Five Year Plan set of 18, 1956 Congress, Athletic Meeting, 1958 
Aviation Sports & 1961 Table Tennis are all F/U. Total SG cat. £100+ (85) $60 

494 China 1990's MUH blocks & M/S's plus 1997 "Terracotta Warriors" booklet. Unsorted bundles of single issues on 
cards with pictorial/commem cachets plus a few FDC's & commercial covers incl A4 size x 30. Noted 3 x 2002 
World Cup "Hong Kong China" sheetlets of 10 ($1.40 x 10). Majority fine. $50 

495 China 2003 Lilies & UNESCO M/S's & Gulangyu Island Sheetlet with 3 strips & the M/S plus 2003 Ancient Bridges 
in 4 sheetlets of 8 & Classical Literature in 3 sheetlets with blocks of 4 of each val with M/S. Also Meteorite Shower 
sheetlet of 9, "Master of Nets Garden" sheetlet, Ancient Books, Buildings & Folktales all in sheetlets of 8 & Kongtong 
Mountain sheetlet containing 2 blocks. All fine MUH. SG Cat. £260+ (18) $60 

496 China MLH & used accumulation on old album leaves with no obvious highlights but may repay closer  
investigation of Junks, Sys etc. Includes some Taiwan, Mongolia & French Indochina plus odd others incl             
modern Butterfly booklet. (c500) $50 

497 Cook Islands Ex dealer MLH & used duplicated stock on 4 large double-sided stockleaves with the pre-KGV in 
usual mixed cond. Noted MUH/MH incl 1892 set & extra 1d, 1½ & 2½d (2) vals before solid Torea/Queen Maken 
Takau to 1/- & ovpts on NZ to 7½d. Incls most Pictorials from 1920 incl 1933 single wmk MLH blocks to 6d, 1936 
2/-, 3d Admirals & 5/- Arms with later KGVI to 3/- incl some blocks & 3/- Niue used x 19. Divided pages with SG cat. 
numbers annotated on centre strip in order to SG 145. (100s) $100 

498 Cyprus 1881 "Half Penny" 13mm ovpt on GB 1d red plate 218 MLH (gum cracks) plus Br. Guiana (37) odds MLH 
on Hagner noting $2 KGVI (stained). Total Cat. (incl Cyprus) £100+ $20 



499 Cyprus 1881-1992 MUH, MLH & used mixed range in Hagner album with ovpts on GB of 1d red (plates 215 to 218 
MLH), 2½d plates 14 & 15 each with large & small "C" in ovpt, 4d sage-green MLH, 18mm "Half-Penny" on 1d pl.216 
MLH (Cat. £80) with 1882/86 30p pale mauve MLH (Cat. £85) & 1894/96 6pi & 9pi MLH (Cat. £50+). Incls a few used 
QV incl 1882 4pi (small thin) & 12pi (942 BN) with desultory KEVII/KGV MLH/used noting vals to 2½pi, 1934 Pictorials 
to 45pi MLH (18pi is used), 1938/51 to £1 MUH/MLH plus used to 45pi (excl 2½pi), 1955/60 to £1 MUH & 1960 ovpts 
to £1 MLH before 1962 Pictorials to £1 also MLH but 1966/69 to £1, 1976 to £1 & 1989 to £3 are all MUH . 
Comprehensive commems & M/S's (excl 1963 Scouting). Clean throughout & cat. £1300+ (400+) $180 

500 Cyprus QEII collection with 1955/60 defins, 1960/61 ovpts & 1962 defins MLH before mainly MUH (some CTO) to 
1992 with many sets plus M/S's. Generally fine. Cat. £720+ (550+) $120 

501 Cyprus & Great Britain Mainly used in old peg binder with the former from 1881 to 1967 with KGVI, QEII 1955, 
1960 & 1962 defins to £1 used (Cat. £280) plus some shades & a few low vals MLH. The earlier issues with better 
oddments incl 1881 2p CC wmk used, 1924/28 12pi (SG 114, Cat. £65) used & £1 fiscally used. GB from 1864/79 
1d reds (190 - many with perfs cut off, incl 225!). Incls many in good to fine cond noting Pl.219 (Cat. £85). Later 
generally to 1/- incl 1887 & KEVII/KGV/VI, with 1939/48 set of 6 to £1 before mixed MLH/used QEII with a few 
varieties in commems noting 1964 Botanical 1/3d phos used (Cat. £20), 1966 3d Christmas "missing T" in imprint 
(Cat. £45) & 1967 EFTA 1/6d with  "Broken undercarriage leg" on aircraft (Cat. £40) plus odd inverted wmks with 
vat vals to £5. Also some Regionals MUH & odds of Pakistan at back. Pages are well used but most stamps in 
Hawid mounts so fine. (100s) $150 

502 Denmark 1906-2015 Christmas charity labels MLH/used in chronological order to 1959 on Hagners with later in 
large blocks or full sheets from 1962. Good basis for expansion with 36 complete sheets (all different) plus several 
large blocks & various singles incl affixed to 12 mailed covers. $50 

503 Dominica 1908-1977 mainly MUH/MLH on Hagners incl 1908/20 to 1/- with shades MLH, 1938/47 to 10/- MLH incl 
both 2½d shades, 1951 to $2.40 MUH, 1954/62 to $2.40 MLH & 1963/65 to $4.80 MLH plus 1975 to $10, 1976 US 
Bicentennial, Olympics sets, 1977 M/S all MUH. (145) $50 

504 Falkland Islands 1937-1999 FDC/cover collection in SG Malvern cover albums. Noted 1937 Coronation set on 
Foxbay FDC plus 1962 Radio, 1963 FFH, Red Cross, 1964 Battle, 1968 defins (to 1/- only) & 1965 Omnibus issues 
all on FDCs. Also 1968/69 sets on addressed FDC's noting the 1982-1997 range incl signed "World Record Flight 
Falkland Islands to United Kingdom" (1985) plus 1993 (P)2 M/S, RAF set & M/S. The Tourism, SS Great Britain & 
1994 Marine Life to (P)3 (on 3 covers) before later sets & M/S's incl Reg'd (Foxbay) & 1990, 1995 & 1996 QEII 
Birthday covers with Foxbay, Stanley & Mount Pleasant cachets incl M/S for each P.O., ditto for 1996 Capex sets  
& M/S. Others incl 1996 Beaked Whales, 1997 Penguin & Ferns sets for same P.O', 1997 Golden Wedding set & 
M/S with most sets & M/S to 1999 (Sept) pmkd Foxbay, Stanley & Mount Pleasant. All fine with majority 
unaddressed. (126) $140 

505 Falkland Islands 1999-2001 FDC's unaddressed plus odd earlier noting 1984 HMS Endurance with cachet 
commemorating 2nd Anniv of Argentine invasion plus 1992 Rifle Shooting Team, 1996 Refuelling Changeover, 
1982 signed covers x 4 diff, 1973 Joint Declaration of Bueno Aires, 1997 Quark Expeditions & more. All in quality 
SG Malvern album with a conservative reserve opening at a $1ea. (45 covers) $45 

506 Falkland Islands & Dependencies 1878-1996 collection of MUH/MLH in large Lighthouse Hingeless album. 
Excellent coverage from QV to 1/- incl shades, 1898 2/6d & 5/- MLH, KEVII to 1/- & KGV 1912/20 to 5/- incl both 
colours of latter plus 1921/28 to 3/-, 1929/36 to 5/-, 1933 to 1/- MUH/MLH noting 2/6d marginal MUH, 1935 Silver 
Jubilee MUH & 1938/50 to 2/6d plus 10/- MUH. Later all MUH (excl 1955/57 set used & 1960 Birds MLH) incl 
1972/25 wmk changes. Missing only 1974 Churchill, 1978 Chichester, SJ, 1979 Hill, 1980 London 80 & 1983 
Liberation M/S's. Some other gaps but incls 1989/90 Ships to £5 with "1991" imprints & then virtually complete to 
Capex'96 M/S incl 1991 PD's. Dependencies incl 1944/45 sets with extra 6d (shade), 1946 thick & 1948/49 thin 
maps MLH, 1946/48 omnibus pairs used, 1954 Ships to £1, 1963/69 to £1 (excl £1 Blue Whale), 1971 Surcharges, 
1972/76 wmk & glazed paper changes, 1977/78 new wmk to 50p on 10/-, 1980 to £3 & ditto to 50p with imprint 
dates, plus 1987 Birds to £3. Missing a few later commems but incls 1994 Whales & Dolphins to £5. Huge cat. 
value. (Falklands 627 + 8 M/S, Deps 300+) $500 

507 Falkland Island Dependencies Comprehensive MUH/MLH to 1994 on Hagners in binder from ovpts on Falklands 
set of 32 + 3¢. The 4 blue-black centred 6d types (total cat. £130+), Maps with both thick & thin sets, the latter with 
"dot in "T" of "South" variety on 4d, 6d & 9d before 1954/62 Ships to £1 incl 1½d shades, all MLH. South Georgia 
1963/69 marginal MUH to both £1 vals (Cat. £200) with surcharges in all wmks MUH, the top 4 vals marginal plus 
Dependencies scenes to £3 & marginal set with imprint at base. Also all commems noting 1987 Birds defins to £3 & 
1994 Whales & Dolphins also to £3, all MUH. Fine throughout. Cat. £800+ (c350 & 2 M/S's) $200 

508 Faroe Islands 2001-2022 Year albums (missing 2005 & 2007). Attractive productions with English language 
alongside Danish & German in the commentary. Enormous catalogue value with a total PTSA of $860 which    
equals less than $1 per £4! $340 

509 Fiji MLH & used starting with 1871 1d blue Cakoobau MLH (SG 10, Cat. £65) before a modest range of 1878/99 
mainly used noting 1/- x 3 & 5/- with 1901 cds plus odd earlier incl 1872 6¢ on 3d yellow-green (thinned), 1878 2d on 
3d green MLH, various ½d vals with 1d & 2d unchecked for perfs. KEVII (19) incl vals MLH/used to 1/- , KGV heads 
(23) incl 2/-, 2/6d script wmk MLH & 5/- MCA used. 1935 Silver Jubilee set is MLH with KGVI to £1 incl Die & colour 
changes, RSW MUH & 1954 10/- & £1 MUH plus lower vals mixed MLH/used. Finally 1959/63 to £1 MLH/used, 
various 1960's commems, 1968 defins to £1 & 1969 to $2 complete MUH with a few early 1970's incl birds & flowers 
to $2 MUH (25¢, $1 used). Variable cond pre-1900, thereafter generally fine. (100s) $100 

510 Fiji 1878/80 1d pale & dull ultramarine shades, perf. 12½ x 3 MLH & 3 used, 2d on 3d green x 5 MLH, 2d green            
x 2 mint & 6 used (1 stained) plus 6d rose used with wing margin,. All mounted on 2 "Oriel" leaves. Cond varies. 
Cat. £400+ (20) $70 

511 Fiji 1937-1990 MUH, MLH & used with duplication in Hagner album starting with a page of postal stationery cut-
outs from c1900. No RSW but otherwise appears complete MUH/MLH. KGVI defins to £1 incl shades, dies & perf 
vars complete MUH while 1954 defins to £1 are MLH. 1959/63 & 1962/67 to £1 MUH with latter used to 5/- before 
1968 to £1 & 1969 to $2 all MUH & used. Later defins & commems MUH or used, often both, incl M/S's. Clean 
throughout. Cat. £900+ (100s) $150 



512 Fiji Assorted range on Hagner noting 1871 Cakoban 1d mint, 1872 2¢ on 1d used (Cat. £65), 6¢ on 3d used (Cat. 
£85), KGV to 4d MLH, 5d & 6d used plus 2/- & 2/6d MLH & 5/- MUH. Also 1876/77 "VR" ovpt on 4d & 6d used with a 
few others to KGVI low vals MLH. (40) $60 

513 France 1849-1938 with some dupl. Noted 1849/52 15¢  Ceres used with a couple of small thins (Cat. £1300), 40¢ 
used (thinned) & 1f used (faults) plus another 1f with 3½ margins on 1852 cover (faults & the cover appears 
"philatelic" in origin) before a range of later imperf & perfd Ceres & Louis Napoleon issues. Also Peace & 
Commerce incl 1877/80 5f used & 1898/1900 2f mint, 1917/19 War Orphans 25¢ + 15¢, 35¢ + 25¢ (rounded 
corner) & 1f & 1f used, 1925 5f Paris Philatelic Exhib MLH, 1926/27 5f + 1f War Orphans MLH & 1927 Philatelic 
Exhibition se-tenant pair with label. Continues with 1927 Air ovpts MLH (5f has gum faults), 1928/31 Sinking Fund 
Pictorials MLH, 1929 Philatelic Exhib Le Havre ovpt expertised Ceremuga on back (several thins), 1929 & 1930 
Sinking Fund surcharges & 1936 10f South America Flight used. Some later PD's plus a few Revenues & Colonies. 
Mixed cond. but fine pickings remain. Conservative reserve. Cat. £12,500+ (500+) $600 

514 France Small stockbook with better fine used noting 1943 National Relief Fund, 1957 ditto, 1949 Stamp Cent strip 
MLH, 1920 3f mauve & red MLH (Cat. £70), 1929 2f Arc de Triumph MLH (Cat. £48) & 1935 2f green Breton River 
Scene MLH (Cat. £46) plus envelope of 1960's-1970's MLH in glassines with 1930's-1960's used. Also a "Junior" 
collection mounted (48 stamps) showing relevant philatelic terms on common stamps, the best being Tierra del 
Fuego MLH. Useful pickings. (100s) $80 

515 France Yvert-Tellier album & loose leaves, with pre-1920 in mixed cond but later generally F/U with many 
highlights noting 1929 20f Pont du Gard types I & II, 1936 Unemployed Intellectuals Fund, 10f Atlantic Crossing, 
1937 Museums Fund & 1938 50f Ader plus 1946 & 1948-1951 charity sets. Also 1954 Airs to 1000f with useful later 
to 1969. Cat. of better & pre-WWII commems is well over £900. (100s) $200 

516 France 1968-1987 Very fine to F/U in catalogue order noting PhilexFrance '82 & 1986 Cinema M/S's plus a wide 
range of Charities & Pictorials incl se-tenants. No defins or PD's. Conservative reserve. (100s) $100 

517 France 2005-2006 commem illust Souvenir Philatelic Folders containing "Deluxe" sheetlets. Various themes 
present. All fine & different with MUH contents. (25) $40 

518 French Southern Antarctic Terr. 1980 & 1982-mid 1986 Defin & commem sets complete. Fresh & fine MUH.                     
SG 138/48 & 167/218, Total cat. £250+ (63) $100 

519 French Southern Antarctic Terr. 1990, 1991, 1993 & 1994 year sets complete MUH bar a couple in 1994.                      
Fine MUH & a most attractive range. SG 259/84 & 306/34 (bar 323 & 325), Cat. £375 (51) $150 

520 French Southern Antarctic Terr. 1996-1999 (Research bases) Defin & commem sets almost complete for each 
year. Fresh MUH with many useful thematics. SG 347/405 (excl SG 364/65, 368, 370 374/76 & 396), Total cat. 
£480+ (50) $180 

521 Gambia 1938-1981 & Ghana 1958-1959 with former to £1 MLH incl 1963 to £1 & ovpts to £1 MUH plus commems 
from 1961. Ghana is extensive with dupl & defins to £1 (1959/61) & 1965 surcharges MLH before commems, M/S's 
& PD's appearing complete MUH or MLH. Clean throughout. Gambia Cat. £400+, Ghana Cat. c£100 (100s) $100 

522 Germany 1871-1980's MLH & used in thick Devon album with plenty of pickings incl 1872 ½g orange-vermilion & 
orange-yellow good used (Cat. £145) before a few States incl Bavaria to 20mk, "Deutsches Reich" ovpts to 10m 
MLH or used, 1922 Munich Exhib used (Cat. £30), Air 3, 10, 25 & 100m used, 1923 100m used (Cat. £18), 1924 
200pf F/U (Cat. £120), 1924 Charity set of 4 MLH (Cat. £46), 1925 Exhibition MUH & 1928 12pf orange tete-beche 
pair MLH (Cat. £36) plus 1935 Costumes MLH (Cat. £50) & 1937 Hitler's birthday M/S CTO (Cat. £19). Also 1937 
ships MLH (Cat. £20), 1938 Brown Ribbon MLH (Cat. £34), Winter relief used (Cat. £30) & 1945 SS/SA MUH/MLH 
(Cat. £30+) plus Officials MLH/used with Post WWI zones incl UPU pairs MLH. Noted odd better West incl Rontgen 
used (Cat. £25), 1952 Youth Hostels 20pf used (Cat. £26), Reis (Cat. £23) & 1957 30pf Relief Fund used (Cat. £28) 
before average used later to 1992. Cat. vals of those listed totals £700+ (1000s) $100 

523 Germany 1904 cover to NZ with 5pf Germania & handstamped "Vianeapel" in violet plus Hagners of German 
States, Bavaria & Wurttemberg in mixed cond before German Empire 1872-1900 dupl with wide range of cds 
strikes plus some "Lost Colonies" labels. Arranged on 13 Hagners. (100s) $40 

524 Germany Mostly used in peg fitting album noting Berlin 1949 UPU set MLH (Cat. £1000 as MUH), Bell "clapper to 
right" 30pf used (Cat. £65) & 1953 Uprising 30pf used (Cat. £50) before DDR 1949 UPU MLH & used, 1950 Bach 
set used (Cat. £40) & 1952 Famous Men (Cat. £24). Desultory later noting a few occupation ovpts from WWI, 
Danzig, Memel, Saar, Upper Silesia set of 17 F/U (Cat. £33), WWII Bohemia & Moravia & a few PO's abroad plus 
"Lost Colonies" labels set of 10 (4 thinned). Cond varies but well worth reserve. (100s) $100 

525 German Colonies Ranges of all Colonies with some modest duplication. Noted PO's in China 1898 3pf 48 degree 
ovpts MLH, perf fault at top (SG 1a, Cat. £225), vals to 3m for Marianas, Marshall Is, New Guinea & Samoa mostly 
MLH with other pickings MLH &used. Mainly fine. Cat. £1500+ (300+) $200 

526 Germany-DDR 1949-1990 in 3 Davo hingeless albums. Extensive but cond to 1960's is rather mixed with mint 
varying from MNG or with paper adhesions to fine MUH. 1952/53 Portraits is actually the 1948 Russian Zone issue 
but noted pickings incl 1950 Debria MUH & M/S MLH, 1950 Academy of Sciences (excl 50pf) MLH, 1953 Marx M/S 
with 6 vertical stamps both perf & imperf MUH, 1954 Stamp Day M/S MLH & 1963 Russian Space Flights M/S 
MUH. Mainly fine from 1970 being mostly used with some MUH. Cat. £4900+ (3000+) $240 

527 Gibraltar 1937-1997 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners noting KGVI defins to £1 incl most perfs MLH or used, some 
both. No RSW or later omnibus types but otherwise a good range with 1953/59 to £1 MLH incl shades, 1960/62 to 
£1 MLH, 1967 to 1/- only, 1982 Aircraft to £5 MUH, 1987 Cannons to £5 MUH & 1993 to £3 & 1995 imprint (8) to £2  
with 2 MUH sets. Virtually all commems, M/S's & sheetlets from 1973 to 1997 fine MUH. Clean lot with high thematic 
appeal in naval uniforms, crests, badges, wildlife, ships etc. Cat. £750+ (700+) $160 

528 Gibraltar 1986-1997 MUH c80% complete in illustrated SAFE "Dual" album. All fine. (205 +23 M/S's) $80 
529 Gibraltar & Singapore 1992-1997 FDC's with 44 of the former & 51 for the latter. Many with typed address labels to 

1995 then all unaddressed. Noted Gibraltar 1993/95 defins to £5 & Singapore Transport to $10 with $10 M/S on 
separate FDC. Clean throughout. (96) $60 



530 Great Britain 1840 1d blacks x 50 good to fine used selection from vendors "investment" portfolio. Incls 
intense blacks x 6, blacks x 42 & a grey-black (worn plate) x 2 all with a mix of black & red Maltese Cross 
cancels, the majority being three to four margins. Some with plate numbers pencilled on reverse but not 
checked. These incl plates 4 x 3, Plate, 5, 6, 7 & 8 plus 2 x 1b. A rare opportunity to buy a group of these first 
world issued stamps in VG cond. Reserve close to his purchase prices. SG 1, 2 & 3. Total cat. £20,000+ with 
plate number premiums. (50) (Front cover) $7,500 

531 Great Britain 1840-1993 range attractively presented in an "as new" SG Senator album (incls some blank pages) & 
SG Simplex both in original boxes. Starts with 1840 1d blacks x 2, one with bold central Maltese Cross cancel with 4 
clear margins, the other with red MC & 3 margins, other QV sparse to 5/- vals (2) in mixed cond plus some Officials. 
KEVII to 5/- good to F/U, KGV to 10/- Seahorse used, KGVI mixed MLH & used with 1939/48 & 1951 high vals to £1 
in good to F/U cond with 1948 SW £1 MLH. QEII with mixed Wildings, Castles to £1 MUH & F/U, 1970's also to £1 
MUH, Machins MUH with odd Cylinder Blk, reprint & coil plus high vals to £5. Some later issues in glassines still to 
be mounted noting £1 Machin with elliptical perf & £3 Castle in blocks of 4 & singles plus £10 Britannia pair all MUH. 
Useful pickings for the "gap filler". FV £100++ ($190+) $280 

532 Great Britain 1841-1983 with sparse QV used but noted embossed with touching to clear margins good used & 
later Jubilee vals to 1/-MLH (1/- green used), KEVII to 1/- simplified MLH plus 5/- & 10/- good used before later 
KGV to 1/- MLH with 2/6d & 5/- Seahorses used & mint (2/6d MLH, 5/- MNG) before 1934/36 to 1/- MLH. 1924 
Wembleys MLH & 1925 used. 1948 £1 RSW good used & 1951 Festival set MUH. QEII with high degree of 
completeness MUH incl Lifeboat, Red Cross & Compac Phosphors MUH. Schaubek Album in vg cond & many 
useful pickings at this reserve. (100s) $200 

533 Great Britain 1864-1879 1d red plate 171 used arranged on leaves. Mounted in letter order rows from A to T with 
cond ranging from poor to fine. Complete for the plate plus 7 duplicates neatly written up. (240) $40 

534 Great Britain 1902-1951 MLH/used oddments in Hagner binder noting KEVII incl 16 vals to 1/- MLH plus c50 to 
2/6d in very mixed cond before KGV  with 60 used to 1/-, 2/6d (5), 5/- (6) & 10/- (4) plus 12MLH to 2d & KEVII MLH 
& used sets. KGVI used to 1948 £1 & 1951 £1 brown, latter x 3. Others in mixed cond. Reserve reflects cond. 
(300+ incl dupl) $40 

535 Great Britain 1925-2008 MUH/MLH/MNG range in Lighthouse stock book starting with 1924 1d Wembley & 2/6d 
KGVI plus 10d & 1/- KGVI defins all MUH with other vals MLH incl 1d inv wmk. QEII Wildings to 1/6d MLH with 
some wmk varieties, Castles to 10/- MUH. Other early commems MUH/MLH before a range of Machins with vals to 
£2 but all MNG. Pickings in a quality album. (100s) $30 

536 Great Britain 1937-1970 in Devon album with MUH, MLH & used. Noted KGVI wmk varieties & 5 booklet panes, 
RSW £1 MUH & F/U & 1951 Festival high vals MUH before QEII Wildings in multiple crown wmk imprint blocks to 
1/6d, 1957 phosphor graphite set MUH & 1955 Castles SG 536/9 MLH (Cat. £250) plus both Waterlow & DLR sets 
F/U, latter also 1959 to 10/- MUH & 1962 to £1. Various booklet panes, Regionals & commems incl Red Cross 
phosphors & later MUH make this a useful lot. The MUH/MLH PD' s alone Cat. £750. (1000+) $240 

537 Great Britain 1952-1984 MUH/MLH range of QEII on Hagners in binder. Useful Wildings with Tudor & St Edwards 
Crown incl wmks, latter plus set to 1/6d MUH, 1957 Graphite set of 6 MUH & 1960 phosphors before commems to 
198. Missing the 1962/65 phosphor sets otherwise appears complete MUH with odd used. Machin defins pre-
decimal only. 60+ pre-decimal commem sets & 95 decimal sets MUH plus the Wildings. (100s) $60 

538 Great Britain 1953-1988 Aged SG Senator album with MLH pre-decimal commems before MUH decimals with a FV 
£88 (A$170) plus a stockpage with a few extras. Incls some Regionals & a "Greetings" booklet. (100s) $50 

539 Great Britain 1970-1999 Machins & PD's MUH & used in bulging "Devon" album. Starts with average range of 
single MUH & used before 250+ booklet panes & coil strips MUH incl many from Prestige booklets. Also incls 
Regionals plus high vals incl Castles & £10 Britannica. A clean lot, well worth estimate. $160 

540 Great Britain 1971-1995 commems with MUH & used, sometimes both plus booklet panes incl "1st" Gold QEII 
pane of 10 (3) & Prestige booklet panes (c20). 150+ MUH sets & M/S's housed in Devon album. Clean lot. (1000+) $80 

541 Great Britain 1994-2002 FDC collection in matching Royal Mail albums noting 1996 £2 Football Legends & 1997 £5 
Royal Wedding PNC's plus all the Millennium issues. Neat, typed addresses in exc cond. (110+ in 2 vols) $100 

542 Great Britain 1997-2007 "Smilers" sheets incl 2000 "Stamp Show" x 4 (SG LS1) with light duplication of others up 
to 2 of each (24) plus 1997-2005 commem sets (29) all housed in A3 file. List of contents available by request. 
Total SG cat. £600+ (24 Sheets) $150 

543 Great Britain Davo "GB" branded stockbook in "as new" cond with MUH/MLH odds & sets with minor pickings incl 
1935 Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 1/- & Wildings to 1/3d plus useful Guernsey & Jersey from Arms MUH to 1990's, IOM 
sets & defins to £5  with 2 diff plus blocks & M/S's. (100s) $60 

544 Great Britain Fiscals starting with embossed cutouts in scarlet from 1880's to 1950's noting vals to £9 (116 singles, 
9 multiples on pieces, 2 to 4 on each). Other embossed in colourless, blue, green & pink titled Bill, Chancery Fee 
Relief, Insurance, Legacy & Succession, plus a perfd QV range with Inland Revenue 1d (3), 6d (5), Police Courts, 
Civil Service, Common Law Courts & KEVII Judicature Ireland, County Courts Ireland, Ireland Oetty Sessions, Isle 
of Man 6d & 1/- Contract Note. Noted other QV/KEVII with Foreign Bill, District Audit, Consular Service & some 
QEII decimal Land Registry 15p pairs & a strip handstamped "Expedite". Finally Ireland KGV/"Harp" types followed 
by embossed, Talyllyn Railway 1p Railway Letter, 1971 10p City of London Delivery label & a 1967 car license 
sticker with cds. Fascinating accum needing study & reorganisation. (100s) $100 

545 Great Britain QV used range on Hagners incl 1840 1d blacks x 4, 2 of which have 3 margins, one has 2 margins & 
the other none. A couple with bold black Maltese Cross cancels with another in red, the other indistinct. The later 
QV is mixed postal & fiscal low vals in very mixed cond along with an 1853 cover with an 1841 blued paper 1d red 
tied by barred obliterator (both cds in red on reverse of cover). Duplicated with a few neat cds examples. (168) $180 

546 Great Britain QV to QEII used on leaves & Vario sheets in binder with most items "flagged" with cat. details. Incls 
1d red plate numbers from 74 to 216 with duplication (72) plus some 2d blues & a 2 margin 1840 1d black. Also 
some QV low vals MUH/MLH in multiples & a range of PD's to £5 from the 1970's. High cat. value but mixed cond 
in the earlies however remains a "Fossickers Delight"!  (100s) $120 

547 Great Britain QV-QEII Revenues mounted on leaves in binder. An impressive lot with strength in impressed duty 
types plus "Contract Note", "Estate Duty", "Foreign Bill", "Special Adhesive", "Law Courts", "Police Courts", "District 
Audit" & other purposes. (500+) $150 



548 Great Britain Decimal Machins incl Regionals to 1995 on Hagners in matching binder with vals to 50p plus a good 
range of 97 commem sets from 1984 British Council to 1991. Also 14 booklets & "Castles" high vals set to £5. Fine 
MUH throughout. (600+) $120 

549 Great Britain Prestige Booklets 1994-2002 small selection incl 1994 Northern Ireland, 1995 Nat Trust, 1997 BBC, 
1998 "Breaking Barriers", 1999 World Changers, 2000 Queen Mother, 2000 Trees, 2001 Submarines & 2002 "Across 
the Universe"  plus the set of 3 1998-2000 QEII Profile/Portrait. Exc cond. Total FV £130 (A$250) (12) $50 

550 Greece 1870's-1880's Hermes head imperf used accum consisting 10l (69), 20l blue (68) & 20l rosine (98). Noted 
various shades. Cond varies but incls fine 4 margin examples & noted shades. Also incls range of later issues on 
old leaves. Simplified Cat. £1700+ (350+) $70 

551 Greece 1938-1962 range with some MUH/used but mostly fine MLH noting 1946 Restoration of Monarchy 
surcharges, 1954 2400d to 20000d Ancient Greek Art, 1955 Pythagorean Congress, 1957 Royal Family, 1959 
Coins & 1960 Olympics plus other useful sets. Cat. £1050+ (240+) $120 

552 Grenada 1937/51 ½d, 1d, 1½d & 2d perf. changes on black leaves F/U plus neatly cancelled CTO 1½d blue green, 
1d deep sepia & 2d bright orange blocks of 4 perf. 12½ & 2½d deep blue perf.12¾x12½ & & 3d perf.13½x12½. No 
sterling face vals above 3d (except for 10/- RSW). Later complete for period. Total cat. val c£90 (71) $30 

553 Hong Kong 1938-1997 MUH, MLH & used accum in 2 Hagner albums starting with KGV "SPECIMEN" ovpts MLH 
to $10 (10 vals to 50¢ plus $3, $5 (2) & $10) gum faults & counted as only $20 of total estimate. Main val in MUH/MLH 
with KGVI to $10 (latter x 2 MUH) incl shades & perfs also MUH/MLH before 1941 Cent MLH & used, 1954 to $10 
MLH incl shade of $10 & other extras, 1962 to $20 MUH & 1966/72 $1.30 to $20 wmk sideways MUH plus 1973/74 
to $20 & 1976 $5 no wmk. Also 1982 to $50 marginal, 1985/87 no wmk to $50 (excl 20¢), 1987/88 to $50 with both 
"heavy & light chin shading" sets with 1989/91 imprints to $50 incl all from $1.80 to $50 & 1982/96 to $50. Missing 
1948 RSW & later omnibus issues, the 1975 Festival M/S & some PD's otherwise c99% complete incl M/S's. Most 
defins also with duplicates not counted in overall cat. val & reserve. Cat. £4000+ excl KGV Specimens. (1000+) $800 

554 Hong Kong 1970's-2000 MUH stamps & M/S's with duplication on Hagner & Vario sheets in box with covers with 
blocks, packs, booklets & Framas again with duplicates especially in the 1980's-1990's M/S's. Some large blocks 
show foxing but generally a clean lot with Chinese New Year sets from 1968 noting later sheetlets & Defin packs 
with sets to $50 x 2. Good lot for the re-seller with conservative reserve. (100s) $100 

555 Hong Kong Duplicated lot mainly used in catalogue order with annotations in Lindner stockbook. Duplication is 
heavy in late QEII defins noting birds $20 x 28 & $50 x19 but lighter in commems with better incl 1941 to $1, 1965 
Churchill, various CNY $1.30 vals & 1974 Festival all used plus MUH 1970's sets & oddments. Cond varies but 
STC $3500+ (1000+) $150 

556 Hong Kong FDC collection in binder starting with 1966 Churchill Reg'd to England, then 1993-1998 range addressed 
on S/A labels to 1995 with later unaddressed. Comprehensive for period incl defins to $50, sets & M/S's. (65) $40 

557 India QV/KGV range of Revenues mounted on leaves. Strength in QV with Foreign Bill etc. Should be viewed to 
appreciate the "Stamp Office" range of designs & sizes. Not seen by us before. (c70) $40 

558 India 1986-1998 Range with majority MUH. Some used but not incl in reserve with main value in over 700 diff 
commems. Fine lot on 36 DS Hagners. $50 

559 India Majority used & common to 1930's with vals to 5r. Odd better later noting 1949 15r used, 1955 Five Year Plan 
to 10r MLH (Cat. £100), 1957 to 90np MLH (Cat. £32), 1958/63 to 10r MLH (5r MNG) & 1963 Wildlife MLH plus a 
wide range of commems MUH/MLH/used with dupl. Many Officials at back again with mainly used but noted 1937/39 
KGVI 5r & 10r MLH & used (Cat. £82) & KGV 2r wmk inverted used (SG O118w, Cat. £25). Odd pickings. (1000+) $60 

560 Ireland 1922-1974 MLH & used in SG stockbook. Arranged in cat order flagged with SG & Scott Cat. Numbers for 
each. Good range of ovpts on GB to 1/- MLH/used plus "Saorstat" 2/6d MNG. Basic later range to £1 with defins only. 
(152) $40 

561 Israel Collection to 1965 well written up in 4 albums starting with German PO's in Turkish Empire 1900 1pi on 20pf 
& 2½pi on 50pf each tied to piece with Jerusalem cds then 1918-45 Palestine range noting 1921 Czech postcard 
with special Karlovy Vary cds in Hebrew, 1940 Censored cover to South Africa with misdirected detour to New York 
plus a range of 1948 ovptd Jewish National Fund precursor issues (29) plus 1948 Nahariya-Haifa Emergency labels 
set MLH & on cover. Strong Israel from 1948 coins to 50m MLH with 2 of each & 250m MLH & set used x 2, excl 
one 500m. 1949 Stamp Anniv M/S MLH, 1949/50 coins tete-beche pairs MLH plus 1949 30pr tete-beche pair & 
National Flag issue with full tab on Airmail cover. Finally, 1949 UPU tete-beche set MLH, 1950 Airs with full tab mint 
(5pr is without tab but incls extra 100pr value with full tab) followed by an extensive range with MUH/MLH incl many 
upper right corner plate blocks with odd used plus comprehensive FDC's from mid 1956 with tabs. Generally fine. 
Cat. £4300+ with covers cat. as used stamps only. (1400 stamps + 140 covers) $340 

562 Italy Range of mostly early issues with dupl. Noted 1862 20¢ used on piece, 40¢ x 2 MNG (faults), 80¢ postally 
used but perfs trimmed on 2 sides, (Cat. £2,250), 1863 15¢ MLH, faults (SG 6), 1863/65 5¢ MNG (Cat. £2000 as 
MLH) & 1890/91 Postage surcharges used plus other pickings. Cat. £9000+ but cond is very mixed. (105+) $150 

563 Italy 1863-1950's accum with 1863/65 2l (2 used), 1869 10¢ PD's used, 1879/82 30¢ F/U but adherences to gum 
(SG 35, Cat. £2750), 1890/91 surcharges in quantity used incl 2¢ on 5¢ MLH plus numerous 20¢ on 30¢ shade 
variations incl some surcharges on PD's used. Various other useful items. Variable cond but many fine pickings. 
Conservative reserve. Cat. £14,000+ (640+) $500 

564 Italy 1865-1945 with a few early issues used otherwise MLH with some MUH. Incls 1879/87 10¢, 20¢ & 2l, 1889 5l, 
1890/91 20¢ on 30¢, 1890 2¢ surcharge, 1891/97 5¢ x 2, some faults (SG 55), 1901 10¢, 25¢ & 5l, 1905 15¢ on 
20¢, 1906 15¢ (SG 74), 1910 Plebiscite sets & 1910 10l plus 1913/28 Pneumatic Post (excl 15¢ claret. Also 
1924/27 surcharges, 1922 40¢ Philatelic Congress ovpt, 1923 Black Shirt Fund, 1924 Trade Propaganda ovpts 
(excl 10¢), 1926/28 Airs, 1931 75¢ St Anthony perf.12 used (corner fault) & 1932 Virgil incl Airs. Continues with 
1932 Fascist March postage set, 1933 Balloon Flight strip (SG 378), 1934 Football Airs, 1937 Augustus with most 
values incl Airs, 1938 Italian Empire (excl 25¢ & 3l Airs) & 1945 (Dec) PD's (excl 50¢ & 2l) plus many other useful 
sets, part sets & odds noting a few Sardinia incl 1855/63 80¢ with SG 60 used (fault at lower left) plus some 
material not listed in SG notably 1924 Money Order set MUH (20¢ & 2l MLH). The latter with an Italian retail of €345 
for MUH. Cat. £10,800+ (530+) $600 



565 Italy 1991-1998 appearing almost complete MUH. Some toning at first but majority fine & fresh. Incls 1991 & 1992 
National Football Champions issues in sheets plus 1992 Discovery of America sets of M/S's from Portugal, Spain & 
USA. Cat. £1,350+ (500+) $150 

566 Italy Starts with a few Neapolitan Provinces incl 1861 ½t with good to large margins with embossed head omitted 
MNG (not listed in Cat.) & 5g with good margins & head inverted MLH but faults on back (SG 15a, Cat. 
£1600)before Italy 1862-1951 largely used with 1863/65 2l x 2, 1890/91 surcharges incl PD's, 1910 Plebiscite 
issues (excl SG 84), 1911 Jubilee, 1912 Mazzini, 1923 Fascist March & 1928 Duke of Savoy to 5l, 1930 5l & 2l50 
(faults) plus 1937 2l55 + 2l Augustus MUH before a good range of early post-war incl 1951 Gymnastics used (Cat. 
£1800) but doubtful cancels so not incl in total cat. figure. Numerous "back-of-book" with Airs, PD's, Officials, 
Express Letter & Pneumatic Post issues plus Parcel Posts incl 1884/86 set used. Finally, Italian Social Republic incl 
1944 War Propaganda set with GNR opts MLH & a range of Venezia, Guilis & Istria MLH plus a few States. Cond. 
varies hence conservative reserve. Cat. £12,500+ (950+) $700 

567 Italian States Range of all States excl Parma & Romagna. Mixed cond with some fine & others still presentable 
e.g. Papal States 1852/64 6b black on lavender with 4 margins (closed at top) but attractive despite thin at base 
MLH (SG 22, Cat. £1,800). Potential at this reserve. Cat. £12,500+ (107) $220 

568 Italy & Colonies Selected sets & others in large black leaved stockbook. Noted 1934 World Cup (Aegean Islands 
ovptd set of 9 MLH), 1935 Bellini Cent set of 11 F/U (Sassone Cat. €2000), 1934 Tripolitania Airs (Rome-
Mogadiscio MUH/MLH, SG £180), 1930 Virgil Airs F/U (SG £730, Scott $US1,200), 1945 30¢ blue & 100l carmine 
defins MLH, ditto + 25l all MUH (Cat. £1200+), 1933 Holy Year, 1935 Bellini Airs & 1934 Military Medal set of 11 
used plus 1932 March on Rome MUH/MLH. Also 1930 Ferrucci blocks MUH, 1932 Garibaldi (Italian Colonies) set 
(excl 1l25) incl both Express, all F/U, 1937 Child Welfare set of 16 F/U (Sassone Cat. €2850), 1932 Dante (Italian 
Colonies) set of 18 F/U plus other single MUH/MLH & used with many cat. over €100. Noted 1912 Dodecanese Is 
ovpt (13 diff islands) on 20¢ MLH no wmk (SG Cat. £1700). Fine throughout with a conservative reserve. Total cat. 
€17,000 (208 stamps) $2,600 

569 Italy, Italian Colonies, San Marino & Switzerland Arranged in SG Devon album with majority used. Useful 
pickings noting Italy having a few Sardinia imperfs, 1890 2¢ on 1l25 Parcel Post MNG (Cat. £65), 1911 Jubilee 2¢ & 
5¢ MLH (Cat. £36), 1912 St Mark Campanile F/U (Cat. £85), 1913 surcharges used (Cat. £20), 1932 2l75 Fascist 
March used (Cat. £46), 1938 2l75 Proclamation  (Cat. £44) & 5l (Cat. £55) plus 2, 3 & 5l Airs used (Cat. £140). Also 
1948 100k & 200k St Catherine used (Cat. £90), 1949 UPU MLH (Cat. £120) & 1951 55l Triennial Art Exhib used 
(Cat. £65) before average used to 1988 plus a few San Marino & colonies plus Liechtenstein. Good Switzerland 
noting 1945 Peace to 1f MLH, 1945/48 National Fete sets with most Pro Juventutes MLH/used mixed to 1972. 
Vatican incls 1929 10l (Cat. £30), Express Letter part (Cat. £57) & 1933 2l75 purple good used (Cat. £100) with 
later odds incl 1981-1984 MUH sets. Avge to fine throughout. (1000s) $200 

570 Jamaica QV to 1964 with odd later noting mainly used low vals duplicated on Hagners. Incls 1964 £1 strip of 3 & 
single F/U & 1962 ovpts incl 3d to 1/- MLH.  Possible "starter" lot.. (c300) $30 

571 Jamaica 1953-1986 largely MUH on Hagners with nearly all commems & M/S's (200 + 3 M/S) plus Malawi 1964-
1975 (81 + 4 M/S's) & Maldives (c27 used + 2 M/S) with value in the latter to 1980. Clean lot with thematic appeal. $50 

572 Japan Pre-1880 range on Hagner from 1871 brown imperf x 4 (3 are faulty) before a perfd range incl 15s & 45s 
birds "imitations" & range of other defin values to 30s. A few probably genuine but "sold as is". (30) $30 

573 Kuwait 1923-1959 range with duplication incl 1923/24 ½a, 2a & 3a blue inverted ovpts MLH, the 2a & 3a with 
Ceremuga guarantee h/s's but are toned on back. Incls various KGVI to 10r on 10/- MLH & used plus 1953 
Coronation x 6 sets MLH. Mixed cond in places but well worth reserve. Cat. £700+ (180+) $70 

574 Liechtenstein 1912-2006 used on leaves in Errimar binder. Strong in pre-1960 noting 1924/25 to 1½f (Cat. £225), 
1925 85th B'day (Cat. £70), 1929 Accession (Cat. £225) & 1930 Pictorials to 60r plus 1f50 & 2f (12 vals Cat. £400+) 
before Air set of 6 (Cat. £350), 1933 90r green (Cat. £150) & Prince Francis (Cat. £190). Also 1933/35 defins to 
1f50, 1935 60r on 1f (Cat. £100), 1934/36 Birds excl 20r (Cat. £220), 1937/38 Pictorials to 1f50 (Cat. £180) & 1941 
10f Madonna & Child (Cat. £200). Incls many 1940's-1950's sets & singles cat. from £50 to £75 each. Progressively 
less complete from 1960 to end. A superior lot in mainly fine to very fine used cond throughout. Incls a few PD's 
&Officials. Total cat. £3000+ (100s) $500 

575 Liechtenstein 1912-2013 used in 2 stockbooks. Incls 1955 2f Prince Francis Joseph II otherwise rather patchy 
range to 1964 with main value in later F/U or CTO sets to 2013. Cat. £280+ (900+) $200 

576 Luxembourg 1859-1991 used on leaves noting 1859/63 12½¢ rose with 2 margins (Cat. £225), 1882 & 1891 to 1f, 
1906 5f (Cat. £90), 1921 to 5f, War Monument Fund set (Cat. £25), 1923 10f (Cat. £20), 1926 & 1927 Charities & 
Exhibition sets (Cat. £150), 1928/38 Child Welfare complete F/U (Cat. £1340) & 1946-1950's Charity sets (Cat. 
£250+) plus 1951 United Europe (Cat. £130), Europa 1956 (excl 3f) & 1957 with later sets. Also noted 1950 10f & 5f 
War Orphans (SG 538, Cat. £65), 1947 Patton (Cat. £70) & 1949 UPU (Cat. £50). Odd Official & PD complete this 
clean collection. Total cat. £2000+ (100s) $400 

577 Malaya-Straits Settlements Modest mainly used selection on Hagner & stockcards with a few QV low vals & 
KEVII/KGV to $5 but high vals are fiscally used. Incl ovpts on Labuan 8¢, 4¢ on 12¢, 16¢ & 18¢ used plus a few 
F.M.S. incl fiscally used $1, $5 & $25 (faults) & a few MLH F.M.S "tigers" noting 4¢ x2 blocks & 5 singles, 8¢ blue x 
2 singles, 3¢ brown x 2 & 20¢ CA wmk MUH. (c100) $40 

578 Malaya-Straits Settlements KGVI to $5 MLH, MPU PD's to 50¢ MUH (7), BMA to common $5 MUH/MLH & 
Federal complete MLH before Malaysia 1963-1998 incl 1965 birds to $10 MUH with patchy later. Incls some used 
with better from 1981 MUH to 1998 incl M/S's. Noted several Hagners of Jap Occ of Malaya complete the lot. 
Housed in Hagner binder. (c260 incl blocks) $100 

579 Malayan States 1949-1965 MUH/MLH defins on Hagner pages in matching binder comprising Johore 1960 $5, 
Kedah 1950/55 to $5, 1957 & 1959/62 sets (latter with $5 in both perfs), Kelantan 1951/55 to $5, 1957/63 incl both 
perfs of $2 & $5, 1961/63 to 20¢, Malacca 1949/52 to $5, 1954, 1957 & 1960 sets to $5, Negri Sembilan 1957 to  
$5 incl both perfs, Pahang 1957/62 incl both perfs & $5 shade, Penang 1949/52 (excl 12¢) to $5, 1954, 1957 & 
1966 to $5 & Perak 1957/61 to $3 incl both perfs plus Perlis 1957/62 to $5. Also Selangor 1949 to $5, 1957/61 to 
$5 & 1961/62 to 20¢ & Trengganu 1949/55 to $5 & 1957/62 to $5. Clean throughout with a mix of MUH & MLH.  
Cat. £2100+ (100s) $400 



580 Malta 1860-1956 MLH/used in Schaubek hingeless album noting 1899 2/6d & 10/-, 1907 5/- all MLH, 1914 2/- used, 
1922 5/- Self Government ovpts MLH, 1922/26 mixed MLH/used to 2/6d with "Postage" 2/6d MLH before 1926/27 to 
3/- & 1928 ovpts to 2/6d & 1930 to 1/6d all MLH. Also 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1948 RSW MLH, KGVI 1938 vals to 5/- 
& 1948 to 10/- mostly MLH. Finally, 1956 QEII to 2/- & PD's to 1/6d. (200+) $150 

581 Malta KGVI to 1989 with odd earlier in Hagner album. Missing omnibus issues but incls 1938 to 10/- MLH, 1947 
ovpts MUH, 1956 to £1 MUH, 1965/70 to £1 MUH & 1973 to both £2 vals MLH plus 1981 to £13 marginal MUH. 
Commems nearly complete incl M/S's. Odd used duplicate & a few PD's. Clean lot. Cat. £400+ (100s) $80 

582 Malta 2000-2008 range of unaddressed FDC's plus 2 postcards all in display sleeves in binder. Items show cat. 
number & price in pencil on each cover. Total cat. value for F/U without premium for cover is £680 (99) $75 

583 Nepal Extensive collection/accumulation incl 1881-1930 "Primitive" issues (91) with a wide range of printings, 
papers & shades incl some MNG pin-perfs. These cat. £1200+ on a simplified basis but the specialised cat. val 
would be much higher. Range of 1907-1946 defins with multiples incl 1941/46 2p error of colour sheet of 40 MUH 
with some faults in margins (Cat. £460) before 1957-1975 collection well written up in thick album incl numerous 
MUH, multiples & FDC's. More material in an additional 2 stockbooks plus on leaves with loose covers, etc. Also 
noted autographed 1970 photos of the King & Queen of Nepal. Cond. varies at first then mainly fine. Cat. £4,500+ $400 

584 Netherlands 1864-1982 used range on leaves with average pre-1910 but later better noting 1913 Centenary to 1g 
(excl 25¢) plus 5g, 1932 Tourism (Cat. £70), Seamen's Fund (Cat. £45), 1940 "100" on 3¢ green (Cat. £50) & 1946 
to 10g plus most Charity sets from 1934. Also a few PD's, International Court of Justice & Hagner of duplicates. 
Generally fine throughout. Cat. £1000+ (100s) $180 

585 Netherlands Collection to 1956 with some dupl incl 1852/63 imperf 10¢ (5 used) & 15¢ used, 1864 perf set used 
with extra 10¢ & 15¢, 1867/69 to 25¢ used, 1869/76 set used, 1872/91 to 2g50 used, 1893/98 1g MNG & 1898 
Coronation used plus several better 1899-1923 values MLH but with faults. Incls 1913/19 Official ovpts (excl 1¢) 
MLH/used, 1913 5g Cent F/U, 1920 2.50 on 10g Cent (2 used), 1923 1g Accession MLH, 1923 Culture Fund with 
various early Welfare issues before 1932 Tourist Propaganda F/U,. Also most 1940 surcharges to 100 on 3¢ MUH, 
1942 Legion M/S MLH (minor faults), 1946 Queen Wilhelmina to 5g MLH, 1952 ITEP MLH (excl 20¢) & F/U (excl 
2¢) plus a few Colonies. Cond. varies in places. Simplified Cat. £7000+ (650+) $400 

586 Netherlands Indies Duplicated range starting with 1868 10¢ used, some per faults but presentable (SG 2, Cat. 
£300) through to 1949 noting 1870/88 to 2g50 with perfs & shades, 1902/09 2½g fine MNG, 1912 1g & 2½g on blue 
paper used & 1941 Relief Fund used plus Netherlands Antilles 1949-1990 range of mostly MLH or MUH sets. Cond 
varies. Cat. £2,200+ (1100+) $200 

587 Netherlands-New Guinea MLH/used collection with light dupl on Hagners. Noted first defins to 5g used & later 
defins to 80¢ MLH plus commems complete MLH or used. Extras incl butterflies in F/U blocks & 1962 SPC corner 
blocks MUH plus 10 covers incl 1956 Charity on Biak regd & 1958 KLM to Biak. Also 1957 Paquebot to USA 
address, 1959 Flowers FDC, 1957 Child Welfare set + 95¢ additional franking on Biak regd cover to Netherlands. 
Many useful. (163 + 10 covers) $60 

588 New Hebrides Group arranged on Hagners from 1897 1d local to 1968 with 1910 1d, 1911 mixed MLH/used to 5/-, 
1925 to 5d used, 6d MLH & 1d surcharges on 1/-, 2/-, 3/- MLH plus 1938 low vals, 1957 to 5f MLH & 1963/72 to 3f 
MUH with a few others. French New Hebrides with 1908/25 vals to 1f (latter MLH, others used) & 1949 UPU MLH. 
Generally good to fine. (101) $40 

589 New Zealand 1871-1872 Chalon selection in good to fine used written up on 3 leaves. Comprises 1871 wmk large 
star 1d brown, perf.10, 10x12½ & compound, perf.12½ incl MLH example of worn plate (SG 132a), 2d vermilion incl 
retouch x 6 shades, 6d blue x 3, 1872 2d vermilion no wmk (or portion of Wiggins Teape script) MLH, "NZ" 6d (SG 
108), "Lozenges" 2d vermilion MLH & used (Cat. £4,350), completing this remarkable group. Total cat. £10,000+ (20) $1,900 

590 New Zealand 1882-1950 MLH & used accumulation in album & loose in tin with the main val in the album noting 
1906 Christchurch Exhibition MLH (Cat. £275), KGV to 1/- MLH (odd foxed) & ovptd "OFFICIAL" to 1/- used (excl 
8d). Also 1935 Pictorials in plate blocks to 3/- MUH/MLH, 1940 Centennial blocks MUH/MLH & a single used set, 
ditto ovptd "Official" before a few Govt Life. KGVI to 2/- ovptd "Official" MLH with various Healths incl 1940's blocks. 
Tin contains many mint multiples incl 3/- Mt Ergmont (2 blocks), 2/- KGVI (3) & more. Majority fine. (1000+) $240 

591 New Zealand 1957-1966 Health Miniature Sheet MUH stock arranged on Hagners comprising 1957 wmk upright 2d 
+ 1d M/S x 7, 3d + 1d x 3, wmk sideways 2d + 1d x 5, 3d + 1d x 5 (one creased), 1958 pair x 13, 1959 x 8, 1960 x 3, 
1961 2d + 1d x 5 & 3d + 1d x 3 & 1962 x 2 plus 1963 x 5, 1964 x 6 & 1965 4d + 1d (one only). Also 1966 x 6 sets. All 
fine MUH. Total cat. £650+ $120 

592 New Zealand 1957-1971 range of Health M/S's in MUH/MLH cond (22) noting 1964 MUH plus other 1959-1966 birds 
issues. Conservative reserve. (22) $30 

593 New Zealand 1967-2005 used range in quality VST 64 page stockbook. Strong early with vals to $2 but patchy in the 
modern issues. Noted $10 Kiwi x 2 & $20 Mt Cook F/U x 2. Useful pickings in the fine used cds examples. (100s) $40 

594 New Zealand 1990-1997 MUH in Hagner binder appearing almost complete with 70 sets, 33 M/S's, 9 booklets  & 
singles incl $20 Mt Cook. (100s) $80 

595 New Zealand 1993-1998 FDC's in quality album with majority unaddressed noting $20 Mt Cook amongst the range 
of sets & M/S's incl S/A's & panes of 10 "letter rate" se-tenants. Conservative reserve. (96) $50 

596 New Zealand 1995-2020 selected FDC's from the "Limited Edition" Series with various reproduced signatures 
related to the issue. Incls Wahine, Native Tree Flowers, "Predator Free", Navy Anniv, Tuia & "Reconnecting" plus 
Ross Dep Aircraft, Historic Huts & "Through the Lens". Exc cond. Retail $400+ (18) $75 

597 New Zealand Accum in open box & packets noting 1988/98 standing order MUH (FV approx. NZ$480), decimal 
used on Hagners (Est $50), 1930's-1960 MLH/used on Hagners (minor pickings), Tokelau 1948-1988 MLH on 
leaves before postmarks on QV SSF 1d range, 1d Universals & low val "Arms". Also noted a shoebox on/off paper 
& 1939 to 1972 commercial mail. Diverse & "priced to clear". (1000s) $200 

598 New Zealand Assorted Social Security & other fiscals on Hagners with main val in Arms noting 22/-, £6, £8, £9, 
£10, £15, £35, £40 (2) & £100 with attractive fiscal cds's. Also noted KGV Mortgage Indemnity Fee 1/- yellow (6), 
orange, 1/- Bird & "Fine Paid" 9d olive, 5/- green, Denoting on QV 2/6d brown  x3. Other Arms types incl 15/- (2), 
30/-, £30 & pair of £35 all neatly cancelled. A few others incl Unemployment Relief to £1 (10), NZ Railways to 6d x 
4 & 1945/46 Social Security 9d, 2/6d, 3/- & 5/- overlapping on pieces. $120 



599 New Zealand Balance of consignment noting KGV 6d Official vertical pair with mixed perfs (SG O102ab, Cat. £75) 
one unit stained, "Hygeia" & "Pathway" Healths MLH, 1937 perf. 14x15 6d Govt Life MUH (Cat. £35), 1929 Anti-TB 
Health MUH, 1958 Hanokes Bay Centennial MUH x 20 sets, 1953 5/- defin MUH (Cat. £32), KEVII 1/- MLH (Cat. 
£60), 1938 5/- Arms Official MLH (disturbed gum) & 1906 "3", "4", & "5" Christchurch Exhibition labels (all MNG & 
faulty) plus 1941 9d Māori Rafter top marginal block MUH. Useful group at this reserve. $50 

600 New Zealand Fiscals range in small stockbook incl £4/10/- Arms single & £35 pair plus single, £100, £25 (2), £15 (4) 
& £10 (4) & 22/- pair all with fiscal "Stamp Duties" cds. Also "long" QV 2/- to £1, 1910 & 1920 Tokomaru Farmer's 
Co-operative Company cheques, a rough 1868 "I.O.U." with 1d Stamp Duty affixed & a separate page with 22 QV 
Stamp Duty incl £3 & £7. Cond. varies but well worth reserve. (c100) $100 

601 New Zealand Mixed MUH, MLH & used in Hagner album starting with mixed MLH/used odds before MUH/MLH from 
1953 to 10/- plus 1957-1975 Health M/S's MUH, 1960 defins to £1 MUH/MLH with 1967 to $2 MUH & 1969/70 to $2 
also MUH. Later defins MUH & commems complete incl 1969 Cook set with M/S MUH. Incls some used on facing-
page of the double-sided Hagners. (100s) $100 

602 New Zealand MUH/MLH/used from 1st sideface QV to 1/- (used) to 1950 in Hagner album. Numerous pickings incl 
1898 ½d marginal block MUH, 2/- perf.11 F/U & on laid paper with fiscal oval cancel (Cat. £250 postally used), 
wmkd Pictorials to 2/- with majority mostly good to fine used before 1906 Christchurch Exhib ½d, 3d, 6d used 
(Exhib cds on 3d, 6d) & KEVII MLH & used to 1/- incl perfs & shades. KGV recess to 1/- used with dupl & 4d, 1/- 
MLH, before surface printed to 3d with perf & wmk varieties, 1920 Victory used, 1925 Dunedin MLH (4d stained), 
1926/27 2/- & 3/- used & 1931 2d Smiling Boy used with later healths MLH/used. 1931 Airmails used with extras, 
1934 7d Trans-Tasman MUH plus MLH (3) & used (2), 1934 Airs MLH & used & defins sorted by perf to 3/- with 
both MUH/MLH & used. KGVI 1938/44 MUH (Cat. £36), 1940 Centennial used & 1947/52 defins simplified to 3/- 
MUH with later complete in both MLH & used. Last page is Ross Dependency with 1957, 1967 & first two decimal 
sets all MUH. Cond. mixed in used but very high cat. val & well worth reserve. (800+) $400 

603 Newfoundland Used range on 9 Hagners from 1861 2¢, 10¢ (2), 12¢ & 24¢ with later pickings incl 1897 to 60¢, 
1910 3¢ Guy MLH, 6¢ Bacon MLH, 1919 36¢ Contingent MLH & 1¢ to 10¢ used with dup. Also "Three Cents" 
surcharges on 15¢ & 35¢ MLH, 1923 Scenic MLH to 11¢ & 20¢ plus used 15¢, 1937 "Long" Coronation (11 MLH) & 
1931 Airs no wmk x 2 sets MLH before KGV 25¢ & 5¢ Inland Revenue fiscals & much dupl in low val defins. (360+) $75 

604 Norway 1856 to 1997 with some later odds to 2009 incl 1867/68 2sk orange & 3sk used (well centred but perf 
faults), 1871/75 shilling set used noting 2sk is the dull blue (SG 35, Cat. £275), 1877/79 set (excl 25 ore) used incl 
35 ore grey-green, rounded corner for accuracy (SG 60, Cat. £275), 1878 King Oscar & 1925 Polar Flight used plus 
1930 Tourist Fund MLH & 1941 Oslo University F/U. Also 1953 Tourist Fund MLH with 1955 Stamp Exhibition ovpts 
MUH plus many other useful sets & odds. Some variable cond. amongst early issues but overall majority fine with 
many MUH sets from 1960. Total Cat. £3900+ (1150+) $300 

605 Pitcairn Is. 1940-1990 MUH, MLH & used range on Hagners with 1940/51 set MUH, 1957/63 MLH, 1964/65 to 8/- 
MUH, 1967 surcharges to 45¢ MUH & 1969/75 to $1 MUH with later appearing complete simplified incl M/S's, plus 
some commems & defins both MUH & F/U. Missing RSW & later omnibus types. (502 + 12 M/S) $80 

606 Poland MUH, MLH & used in large quality Lighthouse stockbook opening with a good range of 1958/98 MUH incl 
costumes se-tenants imperf plus a few M/S's to 1998. Odd MLH before several pages used from 1919 with light dupl 
& some better incl 1953 Marx 70th Anniv & 1960's commem/thematic sets with a few M/S's & covers in chronological 
order to 1999 plus "back of the book". A worthwhile lot. (c1500 + 40 covers) $90 

607 Portugal 1940 Portuguese Centenaries, 1941 Costumes (stain spot in top selvedge), 1945 Navigators & 1947 
Regional Costumes Miniature Sheets. All stamps are MUH except for the Costumes that is lightly stuck. Please 
inspect with care. Rarely offered! Cat. £970 (4 M/S's) $120 

608 Samoa Ex dealer 1970's-1980's stock consisting of mainly dupl MUH sets & M/S's noting a few earlier incl 1967 
Birds to $4. Housed on 32 Hagners (some double sided) in Hagner binder. (100s) $40 

609 Sarawak Superb collection in Hagner album from 1869 3¢ mint plus one thinned & another postally used with an 
imperf gummed proof believed taken from the original proof sheet retained by the Brooke family! 1871 3¢ x 4 (one 
MLH) plus 4 used incl "dot after "E" of Three" variety before 1875 set of 5 both MLH (3 vals with gum) & used, 1885 
3(CE) rose carmine "Receipt Stamp" (Barefoot Cat. £15) MUH, 1888/97 "Postage & Revenue" to $1 MLH & used 
(Cat. £1200) with 4¢ mint only. Also 1889 "One Cent" & "One cent" (2) surcharges MLH plus latter used, 2¢ on 8¢ 
MLH (2), 5¢ on 12¢ MLH, 1895 engraved set MLH & used with imperf colour trials on 2¢ in black (pair), red brown, 
brown, green & 6¢ in black (pair). Continues with 1899 surcharges MLH/MNG plus 2¢ on 3¢ with break spot on "K" 
leg, 1899/1908 to $1 MLH with shades of 2¢, 4¢, 12¢ & $1 noting used various to 50¢ & 5¢ green & grey green 
prepared for use but not issued. 1918 no wmk to $1 MLH (cond. varies) & unissued 1¢ slate-blue & slate, 1922/23 
new colours, 1923 surcharges + closer bars on 2¢ on 12¢, 1928/29 wmkd set to $1 MLH, 1932 to $1 MLH (natural 
gum cracks) plus the Waterlow Progressive proof card showing 50¢ duty & key plate blocks of 4 with punched hole 
at centre of each block. Also 1934 to $10 MLH ($2 & $3 thinned), 1941 additional vals, Jap Occ seals/revenue 
blocks/strip & pair (vals to 50¢), 1945 BMA ovpts to $4 MUH plus same vals MUH/MLH, 1947 Cypher ovpts to $5 
MUH & used, 1950 to $5 MUH (mostly marginal ) & 1955/59 to $5 MUH & used. Finally 1964/65 new wmk (excl 2¢, 
15¢) MUH with some extras used of 1955 & earlier issues. Apart from a few with thins or gum faults as noted above 
this is a fine collection with conservative reserve. Cat. £4000 plus colour trials & progressive proof (100s) $800 

610 Seychelles 1938-1992 MUH/MLH range incl "Zil" 1981-1991 MUH in on Hagners in Seven Seas binder noting 
1938/49 to 5r complete simplified MLH (Cat. £550), 1952 to 10r MLH, 1954/61 to 10r MUH, 1962/68 to 10r MUH, 
1969/75 to 15r MUH plus low values dupl used & 1977 Marine Life to 20r plus imprint date additions MUH. Also 
commems near complete incl M/S's. No RSW or later omnibus types. Fine lot with many marginal MUH. Cat. £900+ 
(c650 + c150 "Zil") $200 

611 Sierra Leone 1937-1964 & 1981 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners together with Somaliland range from 1937-1960 
noting (S.L.) KGVI mixed MLH/used to 2/-, 1956 to £1 MLH incl shades of 10/-, 1963 commems, ovpts decimal 
currency, surcharges & freeforms plus S/A's, foils etc before a smaller range of Somaliland with 1942 1r, 3r & 5r 
MLH & 1951 surcharge vals to 5/- on 5r MLH. Fine throughout. Priced to clear. (235 S.L., 34 Somaliland) $40 



612 Singapore 1948-1991 MUH, MLH & used range in Hagner album with value in MUH/MLH incl KGVI Perf. 17½x18 
set MLH (Cat. £475), 1955/59 to $5 MLH, 1962/66 to $5 MUH (Cat. £70) & used, 1968/72 to $10 MUH (Cat. £60), 
1969 Raffles MLH (fibre adherences) & used, 1970 Expo M/S MLH (fibres on corners) & 1971 Festivals M/S MLH 
ditto plus Satellite & Art sets MUH, 1972 Shipping M/S (fibres on corners) before solid MUH thereafter, some with 
additional used. Incls all defins MUH (excl $2 to $10 Shells). Clean lot with very few missing. (100s) $150 

613 Singapore 1970's-1980's lightly duplicated mixed CTO/MLH on c30 Vario sheets in 4 ring binder plus FDC's for 
similar period with commem sets & M/S's appearing nearly all different. A clean lot. $50 

614 Solomon Islands 1937-1986 MUH & MLH in Hagner album with KGVI to 10/-  MUH/MLH (no RSW or UPU), 
1956/63 to £1 MUH/MLH, 1963/64 wmk change MUH, 1965 to £1 MLH & surcharges to £1 all MUH marginal with 
both wmks before 1968 to $2, 1972/73 to $5 & 1975 & 1976 defins to $5 all MUH/MLH plus later comprehensive 
incl M/S's. Odd CTO amongst the 38 M/S's. A clean lot rich in thematics. (100s) $80 

615 Solomon Islands 2012-2018 range of 200 different M/S's with a varied cross section of thematic subjects. All fine 
MUH. Total FV is SBD $7400 (A$1230) (200) $200 

616 South Africa-Anglo-Boer War 1899-1902 used GB & CGH (½d) with "Army P.O. 50" cds on 1/- GB & CGH            
½d with Orange River Colony ovpt plus other GB incl 5d pair with both ½d colours & 1d lilac & 1887 3d GB with                
1902 "Army Post Office Standerton" cds. Also page of "Orange River Colony" ovpts to 2½d & "British South              
Africa Company" to 4d in mixed MLH & used cond. Incls a page of P/S cut-outs with QV, KEVII & KGV (3 ea.)            
& CGH 1d QV fiscal. (34) $80 

617 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1864-1910 "balance of consignment" MLH & used written up on leaves by 
Barratt-Lennard. The MLH incl 1876/77 "ONE PENNY" surcharges & 1879 "THREE PENCE" (SG Cat. £1240), 
1882 "One Half Penny" & block of 4 (SG 47, wmk CA), 1884/90 to 5/- (Cat. £400 + shades), 1893/1900 to 5/- & ditto 
for 1902/04. Comprehensive used with 1880 "3" surcharge inverted (SG 37c, Cat. £48), 1891 "2½d" with horizontal 
serif (SG 55b) & a good range of place name cds's with a pair of SG 24 using the triangular obliterator normally 
found only on the triangulars. Also 5 postcards incl unused with ovpts for Orange River Colony (2) & British 
Bechuanaland. The MLH alone are Cat. £3000+ (323 + 5 postcards) $1,000 

618 South West Africa 1923-1987 with MLH/used duplicated in Lighthouse stockbook with KGV ovptd bilingual pairs to 
1/3d MLH & singles to 2/6d before later ovpts mixed with pairs & singles to 1/- plus Airs incl 4d SG 70 MLH x 2. Noted 
Pictorials to 20/- singles, Airs 3d & 10d MLH pairs & used singles, 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH with various 1933-1938 
charities plus large & small "War Effort" incl some with advertising tabs. Finally 1954 Animals to 10/- MLH & to 5/- 
used with common later. Vendor STC £2800+. Good to fine. (100s) $200 

619 Spain 1937-1940 selection of covers & cards all with Censor markings noting 1937 (Sept) to Western Australia with 
Red Cross label on flap, 1938 uprated postcard to a different WA address & yet another (1940) to WA. Other 
destination addresses incl Buenos Aires, London & Isle of Wight. Mixed ordinary, Registered & Airmail with a Strong 
Spanish Civil War content. Individually PTSA $345 (7) $50 

620 St Helena 1937-1997 MUH with a few CTO on Hagners in matching binder. No RSW or UPU but otherwise a 
comprehensive lot in fine condition noting 1938/44 to 10/- MLH with another set missing 1d green & 3d blue, 1961/65 
to £1 MUH, 1971 decimal defins MLH, 1976 to £2 MUH & CTO & 1984 ditto plus booklet before 1986 Explorers to £2 
MUH & CTO, 1993 Birds to £5 MUH before commem sets & M/S 's close to complete MUH. Lovely lot worthy of 
building on. Cat. £500+ (100s) $120 

621 Switzerland 1850-1989 MLH/used in old Davo album with 1850 2p & 10p, 1852 15rp imperfs (cut close), imperf 
Helvetias incl 45rp green before later defins, Airs & commems. Well covered with majority good to fine used incl 20 
M/S's with some x 2. STC £2,500+ (100s) $200 

622 Switzerland 1862-1991 used on leaves with "Seated Helvetia" odds to 50¢, "Standing Helvetia" simplified to 3f, 
1908/40 Type to 3f, 1914/18 & 1928/31 to 10f & 1923/40 Airs (excl "Pilot" & 40¢ "wings") with a good coverage of 
later incl most National Fete, Pro Juventute & Pro Patris sets plus a few League of Nations, Officials & PD's at back. 
Majority fine. (100s) $150 

623 Thailand 1883-1979 used on leaves in binder noting 1883 1att & 1sik & 1889 1a or 1sio red before a good range of 
1889/1905 surcharges plus 1905/09 set, 1912 to 10b, 1917 10b & 1926 set of 6 (Cat. £275). Also 1928 to 10b & 1941 
to 10b (Cat. £120) with a solid range of later to 20b incl many better commem sets with 1967 Birds, Orchids & 1968 
Fish. (100s) $200 

624 Tristan da Cunha FDC range in "Collecta" cover album with those unaddressed comprising 1982 Sharks, 1984 
Sharks, Livestock 1995 Transport, WWII set & M/S, QM M/S, Seals, 1996 UN, 70th B'day, "On The Map", World 
Heritage, QV Portrait Presentation, 1997 Flags & Signals, Island Livestock, Princess Diana M/S, Marine Life M/S, 
Golden Wedding set & M/S & 1998 Lobster set & M/S, plus 1993 sets with 4 diff & 1994 defins to (P)5 on 3 covers & 
post-WWII Naval Vessels. Fine throughout. (29 covers) $30 

625 Tristan da Cunha 1952-1997 comprehensive collection with MUH, MLH & CTO on Hagner pages in green 
matching binder. Noted 1952 ovpts to 10/- with 1954 & 1960 sets all MUH before 1961 to 25¢ MUH, 1963 ovpts 
MUH, 1965/67 to £1 MLH, 1971 surcharges MUH, 1972 to £1 in both MUH & CTO plus 1977 to £2 both MUH & 
used. Ditto for 1983 before 1988 to £2 & 1995 to £5 MUH. Most commems of 1970's & 1980's are present in both 
MUH & CTO with later mainly MUH only. A lovely collection. Cat. £600+ (100s + 43 M/S's) $150 

626 Turks & Caicos Islands 1882-1960 MUH/MLH on Hagners with 1882/85 ½d in 2 shades, 1887/89 6d & 1/-, 
1889/93 1d shades x 3, 2½d, 1893/95 ½d Die II, 4d & 5d plus 1900/04 ½d & 2d with 1905/08 set of 3 & 1909/11 to 
3d. Also 1913/21 to 1/- (excl 4d), War Tax 1d & 3d (2) 1917 ovpts & 1918/19 range of types (11) before 1922/26 to 
3/- & 1928 to 2/- all MLH. 1938/45 to 10/- marginal MUH incl shades of 2½, 2d & 5/- plus 1948 Cent MUH, 1950 to 
10/- MUH & 1957/60 MUH (Cat. £120). QV with odd toning or hingeing fault but later fine. Cat. £680 (136) $150 

627 USA 1851-1965 with majority used at first while issues from 1950 are mostly fine MLH. Incls 1862/66 2¢, 1869              
2¢ to 10¢ plus 15¢, 1893 Columbus 2¢ to 30¢ used, 50¢ & $1 MNG, some with faults (these treated as used in  
total cat.), 1898 $1 Trans-Mississippi (small tear at top), 1901 Pan-American Expo used (8¢ MLH) plus many            
other pickings. Cond. of earlier issues varies then mainly fine. The total cat. £3800+ does not incl cat vals less             
than £10. (800+) $200 

628 USA 1864-1871 group of documents incl Fire Insurance policy, Land Contract & Indenture plus various receipts in 
good cond with copperplate writing & mostly having 2¢ fiscals affixed but also 5¢ x 3, one 50¢ & one $1. (14 items) $40 



629 USA 1939-1944 Censored mail to England or India on 20 covers from New York, Port Chester & Pittsburgh, all with 
"Examiner" or "Opened by Examiner" tape. Variety of issues, pmks & b/s's. (20) $30 

630 USA 1976 Bicentennial PO book containing set of 4 M/S's & other issues MUH (hard cover) plus Hagners with 
"Farley's Follies" imperf ungummed sheetlets incl "Century of Progress" sheets of 25, Byrd Expedition (4), Omaha 
(3) & 3 other Exhibition sheets together with 1976 M/S set of 4 CTO on Interphil FDC's. $30 

631 Vietnam 1951-2008 range of sets, part sets & many odds priced on sheets. Mainly fine with some modest 
duplication. Majority used with a few MUH. Cat. of pre-1977 material (Independent State, South & North Vietnam & 
NLF) is £800+ alone. (1000+) $60 

632 Vietnam 1999-2010 MUH range with some duplication incl 2005 60th Anniv of Republic folders with sheets of 54 
Provincial Costumes x 18 (total cat. £290) & a small stockbook with imperfs ovptd "SPECIMEN", 2009 Fish M/S's x 
5 & defins in pairs. $60 

633 Zimbabwe Range of MUH & used in cat order in large Lighthouse stockbook starting with 1980 set to $2 MUH & 
F/U, 1985 to $5 MUH & used & 1995 to $10 used with most commem sets to 2000 incl many in both MUH & used. 
Strong thematic appeal with room for expansion! (100s) $40 

634 Americas Useful early to middle period ranges of most Central & South American countries plus USA incl 1873 
12¢ blackish-purple used (SG 164, Cat. £140) & other pickings noting some Canal Zone also. Mixed MLH & used 
with cond varying in places. (3100+) $200 

635 Antarctica KA-BE Hingeless album with slipcase. Range of MUH issues starting with AAT 1957-1999 incl "Capex" 
M/S (retails $50), BAT 1993 defins to £5, 1994-1998 commems & M/S's complete plus 1998 Birds to £5, 1999 
Discoveries & Fishes before Ascension 1993-1998 complete excl 1993 M/S. Also St Helena 1993-1996 complete 
with Tristan da Cunha 1993/96 the same. All fresh in superb album. (400+) $180 

636 Antarctica Postcards in small album noting b&w "Rotary Photo" showing Capt. Scott & his Exploration ship "Terra 
Nova" & "Ponies on Arrival in Antarctica" with both of these unused & pre-1920. Also "Little America" cancelled 
cards (1934) & signed by Robert A.J. English, Captain of the Ice Breaker S.S. "Bear of Oakland", Byrd Antarctic 
Expedition II (b&w photo on picture side) with another card showing a photo of whales at sea similarly signed.            
Also AAT FDI maxicards with cancels commemorating the 1911/14 Australasian Antarctic Expedition plus 4 other 
modern cards using Tristan da Cunha (2 cards), B.A.T. & Falklands adhesives. Lovely material for a collection on 
this theme. (18 items) $80 

637 Antarctica Ross Dependency FDC's x 14 plus 6 maxicards incl 3 signed & a 1958 Registered with 1957 set. Also 
South Africa (2), TAAF 1962-1999 range (14), Belgium, USA 1934-1999 covers incl pictorial cachets (9), Canada 
1989 Rainbow Endeavour (signed North Pole balloon flight), Russia (1) & Ukraine x 4 incl one with BAT 1p SS 
Fitzroy "last day of issue" cds. Continues Norway 1996 cover mailed from June Arctic-Spitzbergen cruise, Argentina 
with 1982 "Las Malvinas" & 1994 Wildlife Preservation plus 1994/95 Temporary PO's with pictorial cachets, Chile 
1995, Belgian Antarctica Expedition "The Last Summit" cover with Mount Vinson 5140m cachet in red signed by 
climbers with 5 other mixed Chilean covers. Finally Denmark 1980 Paquebot addr to Argentina with Port Stanley 
cds, Falkland Deps 1955 to 1/- with Deception Island cds, Ascension 1991/92 "Homeward Round the Horn" silk 
cover, 1994 S.S. Sagafjord Maiden Voyage Cunard Lines covers of BAT, Bahamas & Falklands Is with different 
addresses & Falklands "Trans-Antarctic Expedition" cover to NZ with Shackleton cds plus Sth Georgia & the 
Sandwich Is 1991-1997 covers (8) with various pictorial cachets. An attractive group. (80) $300 

638 British Commonwealth QV to KGV MLH & used range on old New Imperial pages in binder. Incls a few 1935               
Silver Jubilee sets MLH but defins are generally odd vals or short sets. Noted a few better items cat. £10 & over 
have been noted in pencil. A good "starter" lot for those considering the challenge! (640+) $200 

639 British Commonwealth QV-KGV selection on 3 Hagners with QV/KEVII Revenues incl CGH QV 2/6d, Sierra 
Leone QV 1d, 3d, 6d & 1/- MLH & St Vincent QV (6) with different formats & all used plus Transvaal KEVII 1d 
Customs Duty MLH. Second page with MLH selection of all different "WAT TAX" or "WAR STAMP" ovpts from 13 
Colonies while last page contains 1935 Silver Jubilee minor varieties annotated on 5 low vals F/U. (66) $40 

640 British Commonwealth QV-KGVI with the majority from the latter period. MLH in 48pp stockbook noting Ceylon 
KEVII to 75¢, KGV to 2R, Falklands QV 1/-, Gibraltar QV to 2p, KGV 2/6d & Silver Jubilee set, Jamaica QV to 2/-, 
Malta imperf PD's to 1/6d before New Hebrides KEVII ovpts on Fiji to 1/- & N. Borneo Red Cross 4¢ ovpts to 25¢ 
(12). Also Nyasaland KGV 2/- & RSW 10/-, ditto St Helena with others in alphabetical order to Virgin Is. Lacking in 
complete defin sets but remains useful with majority in fine cond. (1780+) $500 

641 British Commonwealth "A-F" countries 1953-1981 MLH & used on album leaves in 4 ring binder. Despite many 
part/ broken sets highlights abound incl Abu Dhabi 5r MLH, Ascension 1956 5/- F/U, Bahamas 1954 to £1 MLH, 
Barbados 1953 to $2.40 used & 1965 to $2.50 MLH, Basutoland 1954 to 10/- MLH, Bechuanaland 1961 to 2r MLH, 
Bermuda 1970 surcharges to $2.40, Solomons 1966 to $2 on £1 F/U, & 1968 to $2 MLH, 1972/73 to $2 MLH & 
"British" obliterated to $5 used before Fiji 1954 10/- used, 1968 to £1 used, 1969 to $2 MLH & used plus later near 
complete to 1985 MLH. Clean lot with 1960's "omnibus" sets for all countries, MLH or used. (100s) $100 

642 British Commonwealth "B-N" countries in large black-leaved Lindner stockbook. Duplicated used noting Cape of 
Good Hope triangulars x 16 plus a forgery all flagged by vendor with the prices he paid (total $980) & assessed at 
$200 in valuing this lot. Mostly part sets & odd better high val defins e.g. Gibraltar 1960 10/-, Jamaica KGVI 10/- & 
Malta 1956 £1 plus a good range of Mauritius 1980's to Rs25 finishing with 2 pages of Nepal. Majority good to fine. 
(1000s) $300 

643 British Commonwealth "G" Countries noting Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1937-1975 (excl RSW, UPU) with majority 
MUH, Gilbert Is ovpts to $1 plus 9 commem sets all CTO before Gold Coast 1937-1952 incl 1938, 1948 & 1952 
sets to 10/- MUH/MLH plus a few used duplicates & 1951/52 PD's MUH. Also Grenada 1937-1977  with no omnibus 
RSW or UPU but noted KGVI sets to 10/- & $2.50 before 1953 to $2.50 MLH & 1964 new wmk (excl 6¢) MUH. 
Finally Guyana 1966 ovpts to $5 MUH. The total cat. for just the defins on these countries is £750. All neatly 
arranged on Hagners in matching binder. (100s) $160 

644 British Commonwealth 1945-1964 "N" countries in MUH/MLH cond on double-sided Hagners in matching binder. 
Main value in North Borneo defin MLH sets with 1945 BMA $5, 1947 Cypher to $5 plus set with 50¢ "lower bar broken 
at left" variety (SG 346c, Cat. £90) before 1950 to $10 plus extras to $2, 1954/59 to $10 incl $2 shade, 1961 to $10 
& 1964 ovpts for Sabah. Northern Rhodesia with KGVI to 20/- incl shade of ½d, QEII 1953 & 1963 sets to 20/- MLH, 
1963 PD's MUH & Nyasaland 1945, 1953, 1963 & 1964 complete sets (the QEII sets MUH). Total Cat. £1500+ $300 



645 British Commonwealth 1840-1936 SG New Imperial printed albums in 2 vols. Starts with GB 1d black x 2 (3 
margins), 1858/79 1d reds (c90 to pl.217), 1880 4d grey-brown in both plates before average later GB with some 
PD's incl 10/- x 2 used & QV to KGVI used & odd on loose pages. Other countries sparse while volume 2 is empty. 
Ripe for expansion with the albums selling in this condition for $200+ (c400) $100 

646 British Commonwealth 1890's-1940's commems & short defin sets on black leaves in springback album. Noted 
Ascension KGV to 1/- F/U, Bermuda KGVI Pictorials to 1/6d MLH & used, Canada KGV Pictorials to $1 (2 diff) 
average used plus 1935 & 1937/38 to $1 used, 1942/48 War Effort complete MLH & used to $1 (2 sets of each), 6¢ 
Air MLH & used, Peace to $1 MLH & used incl Air before Ceylon KGV Pictorials to 1r MLH (2 sets) & to 50¢ used, 
Hong Kong 1941 Defins to $1 (2 sets used + 2 extra $1) & North Borneo Pictorials to 24¢ perf. 12½. Also 
Newfoundland 1897 to 60¢ MLH (excl 5¢, 15¢), Papua 1934 Jubilee, Tasmania 1899 Pictorials (8) MLH & used 
sets with odd others noted incl Austria, China & Egypt of the same period. Mostly fine & Cat. £1500+ (100s) $240 

647 British Commonwealth 1937 KGVI (202) & 1953 QEII Coronation (106) omnibus collections neatly MLH mounted 
on black leaves in springback album. Fresh throughout. (308) $50 

648 British Commonwealth 1946 Victory complete issues in corner blocks of 4 MUH/MLH plus most issues used loose 
between pages. Also 1947 Royal Visit issues for S/SWA & S.Rhodesia in MUH/MLH blocks. Housed in springback 
binder. (800+) $40 

649 British Commonwealth 1949 UPU complete omnibus set of 310 stamps in small stockbook. Fresh MLH 
throughout. SG £450 for MUH (310) $150 

650 British Commonwealth 1990's MUH range in Lighthouse stockbook with highlights being AAT "Singapore 95" ovptd 
M/S (retails $50), Hong Kong "Skyline" defins to $50, ditto M/S plus several M/S's incl "Classics" series no's 1-9, 
Gibraltar incl 1993 Europa sheetlets & Singapore Transport defins to $10 plus useful Tristan da Cunha, St Helena, 
Ascension & BAT noting Pitcairn Is Birds to $5. Clean lot with high thematic content. (100s) $100 

651 British Commonwealth 1993-1999 selected countries with MUH in illustrated Lighthouse Hingeless album 
comprising Falklands (80 + 7 M/S's), Dependencies (31 + 6 M/S's), Great Britain (71 incl £10), Hong Kong (112 + 18 
M/S's) & Singapore (91 + 9 M/S's) plus Guernsey (59 + 6), Jersey (74 + 2) & Isle of Man (78 + 3). Fine throughout 
with superb thematic appeal. $80 

652 British Commonwealth Assortment mounted on leaves & stockcards. Most appear to have been priced for club 
auctions. Better incl S. Aust 2/- carmine "broad star" wmk MLH (Cat. £60), Tonga 1953 to 5/- F/U, various KGVI 
defins MLH short sets & used odds & New Hebrides 1957 to 50¢ in MUH blocks plus a few Papua Lakatois MUH to 
9d, 1930 Air ovpts & MLH 5d on 1/- & 9d on 2/6d. Clean lot, the used mostly good to fine with majority of mint, 
MLH. (c400) $50 

653 British Commonwealth Ex-dealer stock on small white & standard black stockcards in long box. Cond varies but 
plenty of fine MUH to 1980's with strength in PNG, GB & some Australia. Lots of short defin sets of British West Indies 
etc noting some complete sets. Suitable for market days or circuit sheets. (1000+) $50 

654 British Commonwealth 1937-1999 Falkland Deps FDCs in SG Malvern cover album incl 1937 Coronation set with 
South Georgia cds, 1953 Coronation, 1993 Whaling, Penguins, 1994 Whale & Dolphin defins to £5 (12 on 3 covers), 
1994 "Life in the Freezer", 1995/96 sets & M/S's, 1997/98 sets & M/S's & 1999 Birds to £5 on 3 covers. Also a few 
BOAC covers (2 London to Tokyo) "Comet", London to Johannesburg "Britannia", "Concorde" x 5 incl 1969 TAAF 
85f, 1955 "Gough Island Scientific Survey" cover using Tristan da Cunha 4d defin & 1938 Tonga "Tin Can Mail" cover 
with range of philatelic strikes front & back plus USA 3¢ Washington on opened out 1863 cover & an intriguing circa 
1800 partial document witnessed below 15 lines of handwritten text in a European language - you decide which! (43 
items) $100 

655 British Commonwealth Group of 3 varieties incl Br. Honduras QV 5¢ on 3¢ on 3d MLH showing wide space 
between "I" & "V" (SG 49B, Cat. £60), Malta QV "Pnney" for "Penny" (SG 36v, Cat. £35) & Bechuanaland 1888 1/- 
green & black with "SPECIMEN" h/s on "Protectorate" ovpt (SG 46s, Cat. £130) Latter with minor disturbance & 
some toning, others fine. Total SG cat. £225 (3) $60 

656 British Commonwealth KGV mixed MLH & used collection in Cumberland album with mounts added. Noted a few 
2/6d vals & Ceylon to R5. Pickings in the low to medium vals with useful fine used examples. Majority fresh & fine. 
STC. £1800+ (300+) $300 

657 British Commonwealth King George VI green SG album with MLH & used. Noted a few RSW high vals incl Bahrain 
F/U but defins are generally missing top vals. Album in good cond & good starter lot for this period. (1600+) $300 

658 British Commonwealth MUH/MLH collection with some better in "as new" Davo 64 page stockbook. Sets from 
Solomon Is, Cocos, Manibia, Mauru, Vanuatu, Pitcairn, BIOT, Cayman Is & Barbados with a "Marine Life" theme all 
MUH plus BAT 1963 to £1 map (Cat. £130) plus later shells/molluscs to £3 are highlights whilst Montserrat 1990's 
issues, some ovptd "SPECIMEN" add flavour. Other items from Samoa, St Helena, Tristan da Cunha are mixed 
MUH/MLH/used with odd NZ incl $20 Mt Cook & Falklands with KGV 3/- MUH. Conservative reserve. (many 100s) $200 

659 British Commonwealth QEII to 1970 MLH in matching Kensington albums & slipcases with mounts added. Noted 
many defin sets to the top val incl Aden (Seiyun) 1954, Antigua 1966, Barbados 1953, Basutoland & Bechuanaland 
to 10/-, Br. Solomon 1956 to 10/-, Dominica 1954 to $2.40, Fiji with 4 diff £1 vals & Malta 1956 plus Morocco Agencies 
& other ovpts on Castles. Also Nigeria 1956, Nyasaland 1963, St Kitts 1954, Trinidad 1953/59 incl both perfs. Also 
contains a very good range of the 1960's omnibus issues & some PD's. Fresh & fine. (600+ in 2 vols) $650 

660 British Commonwealth Selection in "as new" Lighthouse stockbook. Incls Princess Di's 21st b'day sets in alpha 
order plus most 1946 Victory sets with a few others. Noted Hong Kong defins to $50 MUH & KGV//VI low val fiscals 
with BofE ovpts, 1966 Churchill sets of Falklands, Gibraltar & Tristan plus a few United Nations at the back. Fine 
throughout, the omnibus issues MUH. (c350) $50 

661 British Commonwealth Range of covers in FDC album with various KGVI FDC's plus some Censored & Exhib 
commem covers incl 1939 "London Stamp Exhibition" with 6 cinderellas tied to env with red cachet. Noted Aust 
2½d & 3½d Mitchell on "Military Hospital Hollywood, WA" registered cover with neat matching cds's (exc cond)              
& a GB 1951 "Harwich Ship Letter" with 2 cachets. Some in mixed cond but potential when reserved at just a           
dollar each! (50+) $50 



662 British Commonwealth Range on 2 Hagners with mainly MLH incl Br. Honduras 1953 to $5, New Guinea 1925 
"OS" ovptd Huts set of 9 (Cat. £85), Mauritius KGVI Heads to 10R (Cat. £120), 1895-1907 "Badge" typed to 50¢ 
MLH/used before 1R to 5R higher vals fiscally used & Turks & Caicos KEVII to 3/- MLH (Cat. £120). Also Swaziland 
& Singapore KGVI sets (latter used), Trinidad QEII sets to $4.80 MLH, Gilbert & Ellice 1956 to 10/- MLH & KUT 
1960 to 20/- used. Good lot. Cat. £400+ (150+) $100 

663 British Commonwealth Retired dealers selection on 33 Hagners with items PTSA $700+. Mostly 1930's-1990's 
with Jersey, Guernsey, Bahamas, Newfoundland, Samoa, Bahamas, Canada from KGV & Australia decimals. The 
vast majority MUH/MLH. Noted Bahamas 1970 Flowers to $2.40 MUH (16), Newfoundland 1937 "Long" Coronation 
MLH & Aust 1974 10¢ Christmas blocks with  1, 3, 5, 6 & 8 Pl nos plus 35¢ Pl.3 plus a few booklets. Also 1990 
Dominica birds to $5 with $6 M/S x2 diff & Mauritius pickings. Clean lot with majority MUH/MLH. (100s) $50 

664 British Commonwealth SG KGVI album tragically damaged by water but fortunately a used collection, so 
salvageable. Many stamps have understandably come off hinges & some foxing noted here & there but well worth 
reserve as the top vals of defin sets are present as too are some RSW high vals noting Br. Guiana, Br. Solomons, 
Fiji, Gold Coast, GB, Malta, Tangier, Penang, Singapore & Swaziland. Do not "flick" pages when viewing as a 
shower of loose stamps will result! A restoration project with potential! (100s) $200 

665 British Commonwealth 1937-1982 MUH/MLH/used in SG New Age loose leaf album starting with Great Britain,  
before "A-C" countries. Comprehensive omnibus issues MUH/MLH with majority of value in complete defin sets 
noting Aden 1937 to 5r (latter toned), 1939 to 10r MLH & rupee vals used, 1951 surcharges MLH & used (excl 5/- 
used), 1953/57 to 20/-, Seiyun 1942 before 1951 & 1954 sets MLH with Mukalla similar (1955 to 10/-). Antigua KGV 
MLH & used to 2/6d, 1953 to $4.80 MLH, 1963/65 block CA incl shades of 5¢ & 24¢ MLH, Barbuda 1969 75¢ to $5 
blocks MUH, Ascension KGVI complete to 10/- incl all perfs MLH with 1956 to 10/- MLH, 1963 to £1 MLH & later 
Birds to £2 MLH plus ditto Flowers. Australia 1937/48 to £1 & 1949/50 Arms to £2 MLH with additional 10/- 
"SPECIMEN" ovpt. Range of commems with thematic appeal. Generally fine & well worth reserve. (c1100) $400 

666 British Commonwealth SG KGVI album which has suffered the same fate as above but was the "MLH Collection" 
originally! Majority are substantially struck down due to the water damage but still has value as MNG examples. 
Virtually every stamp is stuck down which is a tragedy as the RSW high vals appear complete with defin sets to top 
val incl Aden 1939 & 1951 plus states, Ascension, Bahamas 1938, 1942 & 1948, Barbados 1950, Basutoland, 
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, Br. Guiana, Br. Honduras, Solomons to 10/- & PD's plus Burma incl Officials, Canada 
OHMS 1949/50, Cayman Is with both sets to 10/-, Cyprus, Dominica (both sets), Eritrea BMA & BA to 10/-, 
Falklands 1952, Gambia, Gilbert & Ellice incl PD's & Gold Coast with both sets. Also Grenada, India to 25r, Gandhi 
to 10r & Officials to 10r, Jamaica, KUT, Kuwait 1948 & 1950, Leewards Is, Malta 1938 & 1948, Mauritius (both), 
MEF with PD's, Montserrat (both sets), Morocco Agencies incl Tangier 1949 & 1950) before New Hebrides 1938 & 
1953, Nigeria, North Borneo 1945 & 1947, N. Rhodesia, Nyasaland 1938 to 10/- & 1945 to 20/-. Continues with 
Pakistan to 25r ovpts on India & 1948/54 to 25r, Papua Airs to 1/6d, Perlis 1951/52, Pitcairn, St Kitts-Nevis, St 
Lucia, St Vincent (both sets), Sarawak 1950, Seychelles 1938 & 1952, Sierra Leone to 10/-, Somalia BMA & BA 
ovpts, Somaliland (all 3 sets), S. Rhodesia & Sudan 1941 & 1950 Airs. Finally, Swaziland, Trinidad & Tobago, 
Tripolitania (BMA & BA ovpts incl PD's), Tristan da Cunha, Turks & Caicos (both sets), Virgin Is (both) & Zanzibar. 
First half of album is nearly 100% stuck but last progressively improves. Massive cat. value & well worth reserve 
despite the work ahead for the astute buyer. (1000s) $500 

667 British Commonwealth SG King George VI album (boxed) containing useful used noting defin sets incl Antigua to 
10/-, Australia Arms to £2, Barbados both sets (missing 1950 48¢), Br. Honduras to $5, India 25r, KUT £1, Sudan 
1948 to 50pi (excl 15m) with 1951 complete to 20pi & Trinidad & Tobago to $4.80. Many other short or part sets 
plus some commems incl Newfoundland "long" Coronation set, Tonga 1938 Accession, UPU sets & others. Album 
is in excellent cond as are the stamps so a great opportunity to expand whilst maintaining the high quality of the 
contents. (100s) $200 

668 British Commonwealth Stanley Gibbons New Ideal "British Empire" album to 1936 incl Cape of Good Hope                
1d & 4d triangulars, GB 1d reds (13) & 6d QV ovptd "Govt Parcels". The main value is in the album itself which          
is in excellent cond. (1300+) $400 

669 British Commonwealth Various countries noting Kenya 1963 to 20/- MUH plus a few used & 1966/71 animals to 
20/- MUH, KUT KGVI simplified MLH to £1 plus used duplicates to 2/-, 1954/59 to both £1 shades MUH with odd 
1963 used, Kiribati from first issues to 1984 all MUH with defins to $5, ditto with "O.K.G.S." ovpts & Birds to $5 & 
Leeward Is 1954 set to $4.80 MUH plus some KGV/VI MLH & used low vals. Also Alderney 1983 defins, 1984 Birds, 
1985 Aircraft, Uniforms & 1986 Forts all MUH. Diverse lot with pickings. (c350 MUH/MLH + 100s used) $100 

670 British Commonwealth Various in Hagner album noting Montserrat 1951 to $4.80 MUH (Cat. £75), Morocco 
Agencies (Tangier) 1950/51 to 10/- MUH/MLH, Qatar 1957/59 to 10R on 10/- MLH & 1960 set of 7 MUH. Also 
Rhodesia 1965 ITU, 1966 5/- on 1/3d Churchill before Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1954 to 5/- MUH plus 10/- MLH & 
1959/62 to £1 MUH (Cat. £130). Fine MUH/MLH with a few duplicated used. (c150) $100 

671 British Commonwealth Various MUH/MLH on Hagners in binder noting Botswana ovpts on Bechuanaland to 2r 
MUH & 20 commem sets to 1979, Burma 1937 1r & 2r ovpts on India MLH 1945 ovpts & 1946 new colours to 10r 
MLH, 1947 Interim Govt ovpts (8a to 10r MUH/MLH) with a few later before Cameroons C.E.F ½d & 1d surcharges 
on 5pf & 10pf (heavily hinged) & Cayman Is 1938/48 to 10/-, Perf.14 MLH incl perfs & shades to 5/-, 1950 to 10/-, 
1953/62 to £1 MLH, 1962/64 to 10/- MUH, £1 MLH & 1970 to $2 MUH plus a few commems. Mainly fine. Cat. 
£670+ (326 incl 121 Cayman Is) $120 

672 British Commonwealth King George VI red SG album with MLH & used collection. Some removed but noted 
Bahamas £1  RSW used, ditto Barbados 5/- & 1938 set, Bermuda to 5/- (excl 2/6d), Burma 1945 & 1946 defins, 
Canada 1942 & 1946 to $1 used, UPU omnibus almost complete, Gold Coast 1948 to 10/-, Grenada 1951 to $2.50, 
Hong Kong 1941 to $1 & Jamaica 1938 to £1. Majority fine & fresh with some good pickings in part sets. Album in vg 
cond. (2680+ stamps) $500 

673 Channel Islands & IOM 1993-1996 FDC's, the majority with typed S/A address labels in FDC album. Incls defins to 
£5 plus "One Crown" PNC's x 3 different & couple of earlier IOM. Fine throughout with PNC's well worth reserve. (71) $40 



674 Europe & Colonies Majority pre-1950 in thick binder. Untidy with some duplication but items cat. £1+ (excl 
seriously faulty) total £2800 alone & incls Greece 1935 Airs to 10d on grey white paper MLH, Iceland 1896/1900 
10a dull blue used, Italy 1890 surcharges to 2¢ on 1l25 MLH, Eritrea & Somalia 1934 Exhib sets MLH, Lombardy & 
Venetia 1850 45¢ type I used & type III F/U before useful France & Colonies, Germany, Scandinavia & others. 
Mixed cond but useful for "gap filling". (2500+) $100 

675 Latin America Argentina 1873-1975 incl 1928 72¢-3p50 Airs used, 1935 Philatelic Exhib M/S MLH (faults), 
1945/46 5p-20p MLH (Cat. £131, brownish gum) plus other useful 1940's MLH & 1951 Eva Peron Fund block on 
clean unaddressed FDC (Cat. £80 for stamps alone). Also Peru 1937-1956 noting 1937 defins with Airs imperf 
punctured plate proofs MUH (yellowish gum) plus similar proofs of 1938 5¢ & 10¢ defins (2 of each incl frame only 
proofs). Mixed cond reflected in conservative reserve. (650+) $100 

676 Latin America Untidy collection in binder with most countries represented. Noted middle period Mexico fresh MUH 
(some MLH) incl multiples, Uruguay with 1968 Birds (excl 3p & 4p new colours) MLH & US Canal Zone 1909/21 5¢ 
with type V ovpts used (Cat. £60). Mixed cond but useful pickings for the "gap-filler"! (2000+) $100 

677 Middle East Forces Overprints on GB comprising MEF 5d (14mm & 13½mm ovpts), other 13½mm ovpts incl set to 
10/- MUH/MLH plus PD's MLH, BMA "Eritrea" set to 10/- MUH, all "B.A. Eritrea" ovpts with 2 sets to 10/- plus PD's 
MLH, "EAF" to 2/6d MUH, "BMA Somalia" to 5/- MUH plus "B.A." to 5/- MLH before "BMA Tripolitania" to 24 M.A.L. 
on 1/- MUH & "B.A." 240 M.A.L. on 10/- marginal MUH (light vert bend)  & 1951 set MLH with PD's MLH (missing 
"BMA" top val). Also British PO's in E. Arabia 1948 & 1950/55 to 2r on 2/6d MLH, "Castles" 2r (3) & 5r (2), 1956/57 
& 1957/59 New Currency & 1960 to 1r plus some commem ovptd sets. All fine. Cat. £1150 (194) $240 

678 Postcards World sorted by subject with most dated 1900-1930's. Incls numerous general postcards plus some 
birthday cards & individual people postcards noting UK locations (21) & Christmas (16) with Australia represented 
by Adelaide (6), Melbourne (2) & Sydney (2) plus WWI on Active Service cards x 5. Also noted USA (5), NZ (2), 
Ireland (2) & ships (3). Fair to fine cond. (approx. 300) $180 

679 Thematics Air & Space Colourful range with Romania incl several M/S's from restricted printings MUH (not listed in 
SG) & Russia noting 1931 1r. North Pole Flight imperf used plus 1935 Chelyushin Expedition 10k-30k used & 40k 
MNG, 30k thinned (Cat. £180). Incls a good range of later sets, odds & more M/S's. Cond. varies. (1000+) $75 

680 World Retired dealer lot on 900+ stockcards/part cards in long boxes. Mostly in alphabetical order, the foreign with 
useful France, Germany, Iceland & Italy while the British Commonwealth has useful NZ incl 1954 to 10/- MLH & 
10/- x 2 MLH plus PNG, Samoa MUH 1970's-1980's, Solomon Is noting KGVI to 10/- MLH & 1972 to $5 F/U plus         
St Lucia KGVI to 5/- MLH. Majority MUH/MLH with some used. Well worth reserve! $200 

681 World 1991-1993 Exhibition covers incl some Australia relating to 1991 Qld Stamp Show, Stampex '91, Dubbo 
Stamp & Coin Fair plus 1992 International Stamp Fair, Essen, World Columbian Stamp Expo & some later. (c20 
items on cards, covers, M/S's & booklet) $30 

682 World Album with UN complete excl 1955 & 1960 M/S's to 1966 WFUNA fine MLH (Cat. £120+), page of India 
Azadhind issues perf & imperf MLH, Italy incl 1863/65 2l used (Cat. £160), 1878 2¢ on 1d Official MNG (Cat. £700 
for MLH), 1901 25¢ fine MLH (Cat. £200) plus other pickings noting Hungary early to 1940's with odd later & Russia 
to 1940s. Cond. varies. (1850+) $120 

683 World FDC's in box noting Montserrat 1990's (11 sets + M/S) & Cook Is 1993/94 $3, $5, $7 & $10 on 3 FDC's plus 
various other 1990's covers from Kiribati, Tokelau, Finland (incl 1995 Cats booklet pane), Iceland with Europa 1994 
& pack, plus same design for Ireland). Also Falklands 1996/97 Registered covers (9), Ascension 1997 Christmas 
OHMS cover, GB £10 on 1993 PNC with £5 coin, BIOT, Pitcairn, PNG & Solomons before more GB with commem 
sets & special commem cancels on cover plus 15 PO packs of Regionals & "Greetings" plus commem sets. 
Majority addressed with typed labels. (100s) $100 

684 World Mixed range noting Aust 1980-2003 CTO & MUH M/S's (32), QEII odds from Basutoland, Bechuanaland, 
Swaziland & Japan plus New Year Lottery M/S's from 1966 (22) & later Greetings 400¥ P&S booklet & 2008 
sheetlet of 10 x 80¥. Clean lot in quality album. (c50 M/S's, 120 stamps incl many 1940's blocks) $60 

685 World 1856-1949 covers & postcards individually priced & PTSA $450+. Incls Nigeria (2), Zieher card No.48    
(South Aust) posted to WA from Czechoslovakia, Portugal (2), Sweden, Belgium, Sudan (2), GB with 1844 pre-
stamp letter, Madagascar, Romania, Netherlands, USA x 2 & Egypt. Potential for resale. (17 items) $50 

686 World Retired dealer lots comprising UNO New York & Geneva issues to 1976 MUH (Cat. £50+), USA 1976 
Declaration of Independence M/S set of 4 MUH, Colombia 1884 piece with imperf 50¢, 5p, 10p & block of 1p tied by 
oval Medellia strike, French PO's in China Fournier Forgeries on Canton (4), China (2), Hoi Hao (12), Tchongking 
(5) & Yunnanssen (3) plus Hagner of Philippines post-1960 MLH (27 + M/S). Also St Helena 1953 set to 5/- (12) 
MUH & SWA 1961 set to R1 (excl 3¢ & 15¢) MUH. Clean lot useful for re-seller etc. (100s) $30 

687 World 1928 Triumph album (worn cond) with a basic selection plus an accompanying SG KGVI Imperial printed 
album (good cond) with some useful British Commonwealth noting Aden Dhows ½a to 2a in marginal blocks of 20, 
Australia Robes on thick paper F/U, Arms to £2 used, Bechuanaland 1938/43 to 5/- MLH, Bermuda 5/- F/U, 10/- 
MLH & GB 1939/48 to £1 used. Many short & broken sets MLH/used useful for "gap filling"! (100s) $80 

688 World Range of FDC's with United Nations, BIOT, Zambia, Cayman Is & Tokelau FDCs before a GB selection with 
majority from 1993 incl Regionals on mainly addressed FDC's noting £10 Britannia x 2 plus a few signed, some 
booklet panes on cover & many Bradbury (Leicester firm) with gold trim. Well worth reserve. (100+) $60 

689 World 1940's-1980's FDC's in Cumberland FDC album noting a few Zimbabwe 1980's & Seychelles 1962 defins (15) 
to R10,plus several KGVI/early QEII Malaya/Singapore with Fiji similar period. Also South Africa incl 1949 UPU pairs 
on FDC, 1971 12½¢ Antarctic Treaty (5 covers with various other frankings) amongst others. Nearly all to same WA 
addressee. (100+) $40 

690 World Sparsely filled old "Triumph" & "Imperial" albums with some better in the latter noting USA 10¢ Washington 
imperf, ditto with 12¢ black with pen cancel & perfd 90¢ blue. Some British Commonwealth incl a page of Australia 
can be found in the "Triumph". Cond. varies but conservative reserve. (100s) $50 



691 World Random group on 35 Hagners starting with WA forgeries, Sierra Leone, other British Commonwealth, 
German States before Turkey WWI, German States with cancellation potential plus various coloured cancels from 
numerous countries. Also miniature stamps, Duty stamps of Australian States, NZ (QV to 15/- & £1), pre-cancels & 
embossed cut-outs of USA plus some from European pre-1900 cards. Continues with GB cut-outs from QV to KGVI 
plus similar for the Commonwealth noting Australia KGV & Kangaroos from postal stationery before various locals, 
coil strips & se-tenants, slogan cancels, Charity seals & cinderella publicity labels. Pickings in the WA Hospital 
Fund from 4½d & 5/- "beds" vals before Customs Duty, Overseas Fee Receipts, Helicopter Mail labels & 1938 
Australia "150th" pictorial labels (35 diff) with the customary Hutt River stamps & covers. Hours of enjoyment & 
research! (c700) $150  

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS 
 

692 Kangaroos "The Philatelic Album" binder with leaves annotated noting 1st wmk to 5/- good to fine used, 2nd wmk 
to 2/- & a rugged 5/- "OS" perfin before 3rd wmk to 5/- plus 10/- perfined "OS". Small mult to 2/- & CofA with 
average used to 5/-. Main val is in the "SPECIMEN" ovpts comprising 3rd wmk 10/- type B, £2 type C & 1924 £1 
grey plus Sm. Mult 10/- type C & CofA set type D all MLH. Clean group though hingeing is a bit tenacious! ACSC 
for Specimens MLH totals $2180 plus c$300 for the used. (60+) $400 

693 Kangaroos Used selection on Hagners with 1st wmk perfined large "OS" to 2/- (excl 9d) & small "OS" to 3d plus 5d, 
1/- & 2/- before 2nd wmk 2d & 2/- & 3rd wmk to 5/- incl both Dies of 1/-. Also 10/- CTO & inverted wmk on 2d & 2/- 
(heavily used), Small Mult to 5/- (latter off centre, but CTO) with various Perf. "OS/NSW" to 2/- & "VG", "WA", "T" 
perfins in mixed cond. Incls a page of normal 3rd wmk 3d shades comprising 15 singles & 2 pairs roughly annotated 
plus 3d 1st wmk inverted (ACSC Cat.  $225). Cond. varies but mostly sound with many F/U. (142) $180 

694 Kangaroos 1915/28 Range of 3rd wmk varieties on stockcard. Good to fine used & "flagged" with ACSC numbers 
& cat. figures totalling $1250 plus a 3d olive block of 4 with Parcel Post Adelaide rectangular cancel. Singles 
comprise 2d  x9, 2½d x 4, 4d Die II, pair of Die I & 6d chestnut single. Useful group with flaws clearly identifiable. 
(19) $200 

695 Kangaroos Small "old time" springback album sorted by wmk & face value. Some annotation on pages & some in 
pencil on reverse of stamps. Noted inverted wmk varieties, shades, "OS" perfins etc. Incls 1st wmk ½d green (11), 
1d red Die I (20), Die II (18), Die IIA (10), 2d grey (6), 2½d indigo (3), 3d olive Die I (4), 4d orange (2), 6d blue (12), 
9d violet (3) & 1/- green (5) before 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d, 6d (3), 9d, 1/- (pair), 2/- & 5/-. 3rd wmk 2d grey with various 
Dies (32), 2½d indigo (8), 3d olive, Die I (17), Die II (13 require checking), 6d blue (17), 9d violet (13), 1/- green 
(26), 2/- brown (7) & 5/- yellow & grey (5) with Harrison plates of 3d olive (5), 6d blue (4), 9d violet (6), 1/- green (9), 
6d chestnut (23) & 2/- maroon (21). Finally SMW 6d chestnut (10), 9d violet (4), 1/- green (14) & 2/- maroon (3) plus 
CofA wmk 6d chestnut, 9d violet (16), 2/- maroon (16) 5/- grey & yellow (3) plus page of KGVI issues ovptd "BCOF" 
with 1d x 3, 3d x 9, 6d x 2 & 1/- x 3. Comprehensive lot with majority MLH or fine used but some loose MUH 
between pages so please view with care! $300 

696 Kangaroos 1915/28 Selection of 3rd wmk varieties noting 1/- (5), 2/- brown (5), claret (6) & 5/- singles "flagged" 
with the relevant ACSC numbers & cat vals which total $2500. Good to fine used with majority presentable & the 
variety clear. Odd fault or heavy cancel allowed for in conservative reserve. (17) $200 

697 Kangaroos 32 page Lighthouse stockbook with ½d to 10/- vals arranged in ACSC catalogue order. Incls shades, 
"OS" perfins, some inverted wmks & other varieties. Incls ½d green x 20 incl an inverted wmk & 4 x large "OS", an 
OS/NSW & 3 private perfins, 1d red Die I x 30 incl 4 inverted wmk & 7 large "OS" plus 3 x "OS/NSW" & 8 private 
perfins, 1d red Die II with 28 incl 4 inverted wmks 12 large & small "OS" perfins with 6 of each & 2x "OS/NSW" with 
5 private perfins while 1d red Die IIA has 13 with an inverted wmk, 5 small "OS" & 3 "OS/NSW". 2d grey 1st wmk 
with 12 examples incl an inverted wmk, a large "OS" & 2 small "OS" plus 4 private perfins with 2nd wmk 2d grey x 8 
stamps incl a perfined "OS", "OS/NSW" & "T" while 3rd wmk Die I has 20 with 5 "OS" one each of "OS/NSW" & "T" 
& 3rd wmk, Die IIa x 7 with 2 "OS" & 3 "OS/NSW". The 2½d indigo 1st wmk (5) incls 2 x "OS/NSW" & David Jones 
private perfin, 2nd wmk F/U (toned perfs) while 2½d blue 3rd wmk has various shades incl a very deep blue & "dry 
ink" plus 2 perfined "OS" plus 3 private perfins. The 1st wmk 3d olive Die I x 5 incl an inverted wmk (perf fault), 2 
"OS/NSW" & a private perfin while Die II's x 4 incl an "OS/NSW" & a private perfin. 3rd wmk olive Die I x 19 incl 7 x 
"OS" & 2 x "OS/NSW" plus a private while the Die II  has 23 with 10 x "OS", "T" & 4 private & the Die IIB x 6 with an 
"OS" & "OS/NSW". Also 4d orange x 4 with 1 of each for large & small & a "OS/NSW" 5d chestnut x 2, 6d blue 1st 
wmk x 5 plus "OS/NSW", 2nd wmk x 3, & 3rd wmk 6d blue Die II x 18, Die IIB x 6 before 3rd wmk 6d brown x 17, 
SMW 6d brown x 12 with 2 ovptd "OS" F/U. The CofA wmk 6d brown is ovptd "OS" & F/U while 9d violet val incls 
1st wmk x 4, 2nd wmk x 2 & 3rd wmk Die II x 9 & Die IIB x 8, SMW x 7 & CofA wmk x 9. 1/- greens represented by 
1st wmk x 2, 2nd wmk x 6, 3rd wmk Die II x 23 & Die IIB x 16. The 1/- green consists of SMW x 10 & 2/- brown 1st 
wmk small "OS" is used with 2nd wmk is good used & 3rd wmk x 5 good to F/U. 2/- maroon 3rd wmk x 5 F/U with  2 
perfined "OS" plus SMW 2/- x 8 good to F/U incl 2 "G/NSW" perfins. Finally CofA  2/- maroon Die II x 11, Die II 
redrawn x 7 while the 5/- 3rd wmk has 2 heavy used while the SMW is used & other is "OS" & F/U. The CofA 10/- 
grey & deep aniline pink but 3rd wmk used is creased. Majority good to fine used with potential for those taking the 
time to view. (100s) $500 

698 Kangaroos Range on Hagner with 1st wmk to 6d incl 2½d indigo MLH, centred right, 2nd wmk 5/- grey & yellow 
good to F/U, 3rd wmk 2d MLH & 2½d MUH/MLH pair, 3d MNG, 6d brown MLH & 2/- maroon with flaw on "S" of 
Australia good used. SMW incls 6d chestnut imprint strip of 3 MUH & 5/- good used plus 5/- CTO (short perf) before 
CofA 6d chestnut ovptd "OS" & 5/- yellow-buff & grey, both CTO without gum. Reserved to sell! (27) $120 

699 Kangaroos (44) & KGV (152) with latter incl "OS" set, 1/4d CofA x 2 & 4d yellow plus common WA, PD's & small 
"Revenue Duty" odds on Hagners. Odd perf fault otherwise mostly fair to good with some useful F/U. (c220) $40 

700 Kangaroo & KGV Remnant range in catalogue order in black leaved quality VST stockbook. Noted CofA 5/- x 14 
before various KGV 1d red Die II incl rough paper, perf "OS" & normal with inverted wmk. Also 4d violet x 9 incl perf 
"OS" x 3, 4d blue x 10 incl 1 perf "OS", 4½d x 25 & "OS" ovpts to 5d. Also 10/- Robes x 7 & £1 thick paper. 100+ 
kangaroos in mixed cond with 700+ KGV with many fine. $200 



701 Kangaroos & KGV Accumulation in envelopes in neat wooden box with Kangaroos in 4 envs, KGV in approx. 50 
envs & KGVI in approx. 40 envs plus Postage Dues in a further 2 envs. A random inspection suggests the majority 
are good to fine used & fault free. Whilst sorted there may still be potential, so viewing is recommended especially 
as not all envs with stamps. (1000s) $200 

702 Kangaroos & KGV Mainly used on Hagners with no "flags" so potentially unchecked for varieties? 1200+ KGV with 
approx. 100 kangaroos. Mix of machine cancels & cds's. $70 

703 Kangaroos & KGV on DIY pages with pencil annotations identifying "varieties" with most correct though some 
questionable? A few ½d with 1d violet x 75 & 1d green x 24 plus about 200 x 1d reds. Also 1½d reds x 84 & 1½d 
greens x 130 with low numbers of 2d, 3d & 4d vals plus 1/4d turquoise x 4. Kangaroos with values 2½d to 1/- x 10. 
Incls 7 pages of GB KGVI defins ½d to 2d. (approx. 300). Some well-known varieties noted in KGV e.g. "Ferns", 
"Kangaroos tongue out", "dot before right 1d", etc. $80 

704 Kangaroos & KGV Accumulation in envs with vals from ½d to 2/- in former & 5d in latter with all sorted by wmk. A 
quick glance reveal some fine used & well centred examples plus odd perfin. Possible potential for the specialist 
especially in shades. (100s) $100 

705 Kangaroos & KGV used in mixed cond with heavily dupl in low val kangaroos & KGV. Noted 5/- & 10/- kangaroos 
CofA wmk (average), 1/- & 2/- Sm Mult perfined "OS" & CTO, 3rd wmk 2/- brown perf "OS" x 2. Over 200 other 
kangaroos unchecked for varieties, some F/U plus various other "odds" incl used States, NZ & GB. (c350) $70 

706 Kangaroos & KGV Used range in Simplex album written up with scope for inverted wmks, varieties & shades. 
Noted 1st wmk 1d varieties/retouches (16) & 2/-, 2nd wmk to 9d (excl 6d), 3rd wmk to 2/-, S Mult 1/- perf "OS", 2/- 
(3) & 5/- normal plus CofA to 5/-. KGV 1d red Dies I, II & III before a good range of annotated shades incl plum & 
Damson. Noted a 1915 "Military Camp Sth Australia" cds on Cr/A 1/4d plus 1d green "secret mark", "dot before 1" 
flaw below neck, "RA joined", 1½d reds "no top to crown", "Halepence" & others. Also NUH/MLH blocks of 6 & 4 
showing Halepence, "thin RAL" & retouched frames plus several other flaws used. Cond varies but mostly fair to 
good with odd fine. (11 kangaroos, 432 KGV) $75 

707 Kangaroos & KGV Biscuit tin noting Kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d. The majority appear to be KGV ½d to 3d 
vals. Mixed cond but noted many F/U examples plus "OS" perfins & always useful for research with postmark 
potential. (100s) $80  
The following 38 lots contain mainly useful items which we are unable to offer as separate lots. They 
include stamps in mostly in fine condition with cat. vals up to $100. Some higher catalogued items ($100+) 
may have poor centring, perf defects, heavy hingeing, toning or light creasing making them unsuitable for 
separate lotting. There are also many annotated varieties mostly with ACSC listings or plate positions. 
Careful viewing of these lots is recommended especially as all have conservative reserves. 

 
708 Kangaroos 1st wmk ½d green, 1d red Die I, Die II x 2, Die IIa & 2½d indigo, all MUH/MLH & 3rd wmk 2d grey 

perfined "OS" in damaged block of 4, 2½d indigo MUH (toning) & 6d chestnut also perfined "OS" with variety & 
Drury Cert. (2022) MH (ACSC 22ab(u)h (10 items) $100 

709 Kangaroos Mostly 1st & 3rd wmks perfined "OS" x 50 with 17 MUH/MLH/MNG, the remainder used noting ½d to 
5/- vals incl SMW with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety good used with neat parcel cancel. At least 12 with annotated 
varieties. 1st wmk small "OS" ½d, 1d (3 Dies), 2d grey & 1/- blue-green all MLH. Multiples incl 1d red Die II strip of 
3 (MUH/MLH) & pair & strip of 5 used. 3rd wmk MLH "OS" 2d grey with variety (creased), 6d blue Die IIb dry ink (3 
short perfs at base) & 9d violet Die IIb MUH plus 1/- blue-green with "scratch off WA coast" variety (MNG). Also 2d 
grey, 2½d indigo, 3d olive (Die I) & 9d violet F/U with ACSC listed varieties. High cat. val. (50) $240 

710 KGV ½d green & 1½d brown LMW in 3 different shades in MUH/MVLH blocks of 4. Reasonable centring. Total cat. 
$400+ (4 blocks) $60 

711 KGV ½d green LMW fine MUH/MLH annotated study on album pages incl singles, pairs, 5 blocks of 4 & a block of 
6. Example with watermark inverted & plate varieties (some noted as per ACSC) with shades & positional pieces 
etc incl 3 examples of the "thin fraction at right" variety in 2 pairs & a selvedge block of 6 plus several perfined "OS". 
An very attractive lot with a substantial cat. value. (50) $300 

712 KGV ½d green LMW range incl 22 items with varieties consisting of 28 MUH/MLH & 8 used with 8 pairs & 2 blocks 
of 4 incl MUH top selvedge pair with electro 4  "white flaw on emu's back" & "white spot after 2 in right val tablet" 
varieties. MLH in selvedge, centred left plus Electro 4 MH pair with "white spot before 2 in right value tablet" & "spot 
between "TA" of Postage" varieties & electro 5 left selvedge pair with "thin fraction right value tablet" variety with 
normal stamp at right. Fine & fresh MUH. Finally Electro 6 in good used pair with "headless emu" & "neckless emu" 
varieties & electro 4 "notch in the end of kangaroo's tail" in pair with normal MUH. Total cat. approx. $1000 $180 

713 KGV ½d green selection on double sided Hagner incl MUH/MLH block of 6 (off centre), 2 MLH pairs & 1 used with 
a variety plus single stamps with ACSC varieties x 8 MUH/MLH & 10 F/U. Useful pickings. (32) $100 

714 KGV ½d orange single wmk with 16 items. Each has at least 1 ACSC listed variety. Noted MUH/MLH block of 4 
with ACSC (6)f variety & MLH pair with 9R29 variety in horiz strip of 6 with 4 varieties plus MUH block of 4 with 
"broken left frame..." variety ACSC (7)g with ACSC 66(8)p, q, r & s (27 MUH/MLH & 2 F/U) $120 

715 KGV ½d orange SMW, perf. 14. MUH/MLH group (2 F/U) incl imprint block of 8, two blocks of 4, 10 pairs & 4 
singles. noting Mullett imprint block of 8 (foxing on reverse), MUH block of 4 from electro 8 with "e" "nine wattle at 
left" & "f" "cut in right wattles" 2varieties (Cat. $240), 2 x Mullett imprint pairs one with electro 8 "i" "break in top 
frame left of crown" variety MLH before pairs with varieties incl (8)e, j, i & l, (9)g, h, k, m & o, Cat. $100 per pair. 
Some have varying degrees of toning but all presentable from the front. Total cat. $1700+ (42) $200 

716 KGV ½d orange,  SMW, perf. 13½x12½ selection incl 9 MUH/MLH blocks of 4 incl 3x  John Ash imprint blocks,           
6 pairs & 4 singles plus 3 x CTO & 2 F/U. Most items have annotated varieties. ACSC Cat. $1200+ $200 

717 KGV ½d orange, SMW, perf.14 MUH block of 4, 1d green MUH block of 6, 1d green Mullett imprint pair plate 3           
with "r" variety & 1½d rose-red with part imprint in the top margin as a result of the guillotine error with the imprint 
belonging to the electro above. Total cat. $400+ (4 items) $50 



718 KGV 1½d black-brown LMW with 3 MUH shades (ACSC 84a, b & c), another 2 on "thin paper" MUH (ACSC 84Aaa) 
& MLH (ACSC 84Caa). Also vertical pair with "scalloped frame at right" variety on upper stamp MLH, horiz pair in 
grey-black shade with "TA of Postage joined" variety MLH before 6 good to F/U varieties plus electro 3 right 
selvedge block of 6 for positions 3L 22-24/ 28-30 with "long bar to second E of three" on top left stamp MUH/MLH. 
Total Cat. approx. $800 $150 

719 KGV 1½d brown LMW selection with 28 items, the majority with varieties. Approx half MUH/MLH, the others good 
to F/U. Noted MUH pair with electro 3 varieties for "white flaw on kangaroo" & "white spot behind kangaroo", a vert 
lower selvedge pair with two electro 8 "no top to crown" & "broken top to crown" varieties plus 4 good to F/U electro 
9 varieties for ACSC 86(9)d, i, k & l, Cat. $90 ea. $140 

720 KGV 1½d red & 2d red SMW, perf. 13½x12½ group incl 5 singles, 12 pairs, 6 blocks of 4 incl 3 imprint blocks, 2 
blocks of 6 & plate 3 dot blocks & block of 8 plus 2 strips of 3 & a strip of 4 all MUH/MLH. Also good to fine used 
singles x 9 incl 1 CTO plus a cover (faults). Also a few 1½d brown with 1 CTO & 4 MLH singles. Most items with 
annotated varieties. Cat. approx. $3000 $400 

721 KGV 1½d red Die II, SMW Perf.14 MUH/MLH selection incl 5 pairs & 3 blocks of 4 plus 14 good to F/U. Noted 
translucent paper with "blob of ink on emu's neck" MUH, plate 1a F/U with variety ACSC 91(a)d, Mullett imprint pair 
with "ST of POSTAGE joined" variety (4)n, electro 4 plate dot block of 4 (hinged in selvedge only),  "void top right 
corner 1st correction" (2)ga, plate 2 Mullett imprint pair with "first correction to imprint State II Australia" - 1st "A" & 
"UST" damage & single with variety 91(4)na before MLH pair type A-B 91(4)fa. Another useful lot. Total cat. approx. 
$1500 (30) $200 

722 KGV 1½d red engraved selection with 28 MUH/MLH, 1 CTO & 4 F/U incl MUH block of 5 with "spear in kangaroos 
back" variety plus MUH block of 4 with "vertical line inside right frame & scratches in right numeral" variety. Also 3 x 
MUH pairs & another F/U all with ACSC listed varieties before 9 x MUH/MLH singles & 3 x F/U single also with 
listed varieties. Useful lot. (33) $150 

723 KGV 1½d red, no wmk good to fine used selection with various annotated varieties, 12 of which are listed as ACSC 
(17)h, l, k, p, sa, v, vbb & vc(18)I, o, s & va plus 2 unlisted varieties. Useful to specialist with a total cat. $1300+ (15) $220 

724 KGV 1½d red, no wmk MUH/MLH range incl 5 pairs & 6 singles with varieties, 7 of which are listed in ACSC as 
electro (17)l, n & v (18)d, e, f & g.  All frontally fine & fresh. Total cat. $700+ (16) $100 

725 KGV 1d engraved MUH block of 6 & 2 MLH singles, 1d red SLP (2) F/U in deep red shades plus reinforced block of 
6 & 1d violet part imprint left hand gutter block of 4 with the top right stamp containing "fern" variety with "RA joined" 
on stamp below (MLH, faults but facially fine). Also 1½d brown shades with 3 blocks of 4 & a block of 8 with 
majority MUH & 1½d black-brown in lower left selvedge block of 6 MUH (centred left) & 1½d green lower left 
selvedge Plate 1 block of 4 (MH). (61) $100 

726 KGV 1d green single wmk on 2 Hagner sheets noting 2 imprint block (4 & 8 stamps), 3 blocks of 4 with varieties & 6 
MUH/MLH pairs with varieties plus 10 MUH/MLH & 10 good to F/U singles with varieties. Noted Mullett two line 
imprint block of 8 with "ferns", "RA joined" & "kangaroo's tongue out" varieties (Cat. $400) & John Ash "N over NP" 
setting with "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. Cat. $350 $150 

727 KGV 1d green SMW, perf. 13½x12½ annotated selection incl 7 singles, 5 pairs, 3 blocks of 4 incl 1 imprint block 
plus 1 block of 6 & a block of 8 MUH/MLH plus 11 singles & a pair good to fine used. Majority with varieties. Cat. 
$1000+ (58) $200 

728 KGV 1d green, LMW vert pair with "ferns" & "RA join" varieties MLH, horiz strip of 3 with "neck flaw" MLH, Plate 3 
positional block of 4 for 39 + 40/ 45 + 46 with "notched N.W. corner" variety MUH (light tone spots) & lower right 
selvedge plate 4 block of 4 with "white spot in S.E. corner" & "run N third state" varieties, fine MUH. (8 items) $75 

729 KGV 1d green, no wmk MUH/MLH examples incl 9 singles, 2 pairs & 3 blocks of 4. Each with an ACSC listed 
variety noting pair with "wattle line" & "nick in top left corner" plus block of 4 with the same varieties & the "neck 
flaw". A lower right selvedge Plate 4 block has the "corner dot flaw" & "run N" varieties. Majority fine. Total cat. 
$1000+ (25) $150 

730 KGV 1d green, SMW, perf.14 varieties good to F/U x 9 & MUH/MLH incl singles (5), pairs (6) & blocks of 4 (6) incl 2 
imprint blocks estimated cat. $2000+. All items have good to fine frontal appearance & centring is generally better 
than average with perf faults at a minimum. Useful group with a conservative reserve. $300 

731 KGV 1d red collection somewhat randomly laid out with some useful shades & varieties. Approx 25 MUH/MLH & 
130 good to fine used noting 9 with Starling certs incl salmon red (G12), reddish pink strip of 3 (G15), scarlet red-
aniline (G19), deep brownish-rose (G33½), salmon-pink (G26) & pink, (pale) pink & dull pink (G28) shades plus 
rose (G21) with inverted wmk (MH) before 6 substituted cliches Die I x 2 on smooth paper & Die II  x4 incl 1 on 
rough paper with all good to F/U. Also MUH/MLH block of 4 with "kangaroo's tongue out" Die III variety (lower left 
stamp) MLH, well centred with good perfs  but hinged removal has caused gum thin (ACSC 75ap, Cat. $275). 
Possibilities with careful viewing. $400 

732 KGV 1d red, LMW selection of with varieties in good to fine used cond. 13 items incl 3 pairs incl ACSC electro (3)f, 
h, j, l, o & r, electro (4)f, la, m, n, r & vb. Majority fine & fault free. Total cat. $1900+ (16) $300 

733 KGV 1d violets MUH, MLH & F/U range, the majority with varieties incl 4 pairs & a plate 3 bottom selvedge MUH 
block of 6 with part imprint (hinged in selvedge only) from positions VI 49-51/ 55-57 (top 3 stamps creased 
horizontally). Bottom left stamp with "white flaw in right frame opposite emu's feet" variety (ACSC 76a(3)r). Other 
varieties incl (3)e.g. & j & (4)j plus 10 good to F/U. (33) $100 

734 KGV 2d brown, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ group noting MLH imprint pair & 4 singles plus 18 good to fine used singles, 
most with annotated varieties. Total Cat. $1400+ (25) $180 

735 KGV 2d red, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ with mostly Die II's noting 3 pairs, a block of 4 & 2 singles MLH plus 6 used 
singles. Also "TWO PENCE" surcharges on 1½d red a MUH block of 10, 2 blocks of 6, a pair & 2 CTO singles, the 
majority with annotated varieties. Total Cat. c$1000 $150 

736 KGV 3d blue, SMW perf. 13½x12½, Die Ia with annotated varieties consisting 10 MUH/MLH & 6 used plus Die II 
good to fine used also with annotated varieties. Total cat. $1700 (25) $220 

737 KGV 4d olive, SMW perf.14 group incl a MH well centred & a CTO well centred example with small gum thin. The      
6 good to fine used display the varieties (3)g, (3)p, (4)d, (4)f, (4)k & (4)o. ACSC Cat. $600 (8) $100 

738 KGV 4½d violet, SMW, perf.14 good to fine used singles incl 7 ACSC listed varieties for ACSC 119f/o/p, p, s , va & 
vc. A better than average lot. Total cat. $435 (8) $90 



739 KGV LMW group of 4 perfined "OS" with ½d green F/U (ACSC 65ba(7)f), 1d green in MUH corner selvedge 
example (ACSC 74b(4)vb), 1½d black-brown MNG (ACSC 86ba(1)o) & 1½d brown, fine MLH (ACSC 86ba(8)k). 
Total cat. $320 $40 

740 KGV Single wmk perfined "OS" good to fine used study with a couple of MLH items. More than half with ACSC 
listed varieties incl ½d green electro 5 JBC monogram in vert MLH pair (toned gum but cat. $400), 1d violet "neck 
flaw" MLH & "run N" mint, 2d orange with retouch to "LIA" of Australia" F/U & 4d orange varieties incl (1)q(2)u & 2va 
(Cat. $225) before 4d violet x 7 F/U examples with varieties (Cat. $530+). Also 4d blue with ACSC flaws (l)l & (l)n 
(Cat. $180) & 4 olive x 5, two with (3)h & (3)l varieties (Cat. $160). Also 4½d violet (ACSC 119Aba, Cat. $125), 5d 
chestnut x 10 with 6 SLP others comb perf (ACSC 122Ad, o, sov, t, vf & u), all F/U & perfd "OS" with mixed centring 
(Cat $840) noting ACSC 123 in 4 shades with varieties j, r, sa & vb (Cat. $300). Finally, 1/4d x 3 fine CTO examples 
also perfined "OS" (ACSC 128wd, Cat. $75 ea). Useful pickings. Total cat. $3,000+ (66) $500 

741 KGV Single wmk range noting perfined "OS" 1d red Die I & II, 1½d deep red, 3d blue type A in F/U pair & type B 
single & 5d pale chestnut. SMW, perf. 14 incls ½d orange "OS" very good used (Cat. $325), 1d green MUH, 1½d 
red MLH plus 3d blue type A F/U before SMW perf. 13½x12½ MLH with ½d & 1½d red ovptd "OS" & 4d olive also 
ovptd "OS" plus 2 F/U. Also 2d red Die III with two MUH/MLH blocks of 4 perfined "OS" (some faults). As singles 
the cat. val of these alone is $460. A small but useful lot with low reserve. (25) $100 

742 KGV SMW, perf.13½x12½ selection of 9 blocks of 4 as follows. 2d plate 1 John Ash "N over N" imprint MLH with 
corner perf missing & light crease affecting one (ACSC 99(1)z), 2d red Die III, fine MUH right selvedge block of 4, 
"TWO PENCE" surcharge on 1½d red, MUH lower selvedge block, "FIVE PENCE" surcharge on 4½d violet John 
Ash "N over N" MLH, 2d red-brown irregular MUH block of 8 from lower right corner of sheet ACSC 99, Cat. $240 (1 
toned on reverse), ½d orange MUH block, 1½d red MH right selvedge block & 2d red-brown irregular block of 16 
from the top of the sheet MUH (one stamp toned) Cat. $480 plus an irregular block of 20 2d red-brown MUH (Cat. 
$600). The latter possibly useful for research. Total Cat. $2000+ (9 blks) $340 

743 KGV SMW, perf. 14 & Perf. 13½x12½ perfined or ovptd "OS" selection on Hagner incl p.14 3d blue type ACSC 
106ba, Cat. $375 MUH, 1d green dry ink F/U ACSC 80bac, Cat. $175 & 4½d violet with "retouched left val table & 
numerals (& spur on right val table)" variety F/U ACSC 119bas, Cat. $140+ premium for "OS". Also 4½d perfined 
"T" F/U before p.13½x12½ ½d orange x 2 CTO, 1d green CTO x 2 plus 4 MUH/MLH with varieties, 1½d brown 
CTO, 2d red Die III CTO & F/U pair with "flaw on nose" variety plus 3d blue type A MUH (ACSC 107ba, Cat. $375) 
& 3d blue good to F/U with CTO type A x 3 plus 2 x 3d blue varieties used. Finally 4d olive with variety ACSC 
116wa(3)e used & 4d ovptd F/U & 2d brown Die II F/U with variety ACSC 99(2)j. Cat. approx. $1500 (30) $220 

744 KGV SMW, perf.14 MLH & used selection noting 2d red-brown CTO & ACSC varieties (12)l & (16)o plus 3d blue 
MLH, CTO & F/U pairs. One MLH pair with variety ACSC 105(3)d. Attractive & useful. Approx Cat. $1,500 (16) $220 

745 KGV Group of CofA wmk low vals incl ½d orange MLH pair, CTO single & F/U single, 1d green with 3 blocks of 6 
incl John Ash imprint MUH/MLH, 4 blocks of 4 incl 3 Ash imprints with 4th block guillotined as part of the imprint in 
the top selvedge. Also 1 strip of 3 & 5 singles. Used consists of 1 CTO & 65 good to fine used singles plus 3 pairs. 
Also 1½d brown MUH block of 4, MUH/MLH pair plus CTO single. Many items have annotated varieties. Total Cat. 
$2500+ $300  

The next 10 KGV lots are from the same vendor. Each lot represents a different face val & is presented 
according to colour, wmk & perfs where appropriate & is basically arranged in the order of values in the 
ACSC. Most lots have a range of shades & varieties some of which are listed in the ACSC. Viewing will 
reveal the scope of the collection with some of the more valuable items being extracted & presented 
elsewhere in this catalogue. However each lot still retains many useful additions to a KGV collection. 
Overall condition is above average with a useful mix of good to fine used fine used plus odd CTO example. 
Reserves are conservative. 

 
746 KGV ½d green consisting of single wmk (110) & MLW (100) plus ½d orange with single wmk (15), SMW, perf.14 

(12), SMW, perf.13½x12½ (47) & CofA wmk (11) with "OS" (4).  $80 
747 KGV 1½d reds in single wmk (c100), SMW, perf.13½x12½ (c90) with mixed Dies, No wmk (25) & SMW, perf.14 

(c40) plus 18 x 1½d SMW brown & 7 brown with CofA wmk. (approx. 250) $50 
748 KGV 1½d shades incl black-brown & red-browns. Incls Single wmk (120), large mult wmk noting some black-

browns (c120) plus a page of red-brown shades with 3 perfined "OS" before single wmk red browns & greens with 
47 of the latter. Many shade variations throughout with the occasional bright or quite dark shade. (approx. 280) $80 

749 KGV 1d values on 38 Hagner sheets. Some annotations provided by the vendor are incorrect with smooth & rough 
paper reds not all correctly classified. While the collection is offered "as is", we provide some comments to assist 
those who cannot view this lot. 1d reds (approx. 240) incl Die I substitute cliche smooth paper & Die I & Die II rough 
papers all F/U. A page of SLP mostly correctly identified before 30 smooth paper with inverted wmks & 14 stated to 
be rough paper but some doubtful. Die II's (c85) on mostly smooth paper incl 5 pairs & then LMW (37)  noting 
"break left frame" & "dot before right 1d" varieties. Die III x 9 examples incl a "notch in right frame" variety & "flawed 
"e" of Postage & white flaw on top of "L" of Australia" (ACSC 75d/q, Cat. $200ea) followed by 13 Hagners titled 
"smooth paper shades sorted by date of issue & listed shade" plus 5 Hagners of "rough papers similarly titled". 
Continues with 1d violet (37) incl 7 x perfined "OS", 1d green single wmk (50) with 24 x "OS" & 4 listed varieties 
before LMW (27) incl 2 x "OS" & 4 listed varieties & no wmk (20) with SMW, perf.14 (64) incl 9 perfined "OS" & 4 
listed flaws. Finally, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ (57) incl a F/U Die II & 24 x "OS" perfins & CofA wmk (107) incl 32 ovptd 
"OS" & 1 perfined "OS". Useful pickings. $460 

750 KGV 2d values consisting 2d orange (c80) incl 16 x "OS", 2d red-brown (18) plus 4 "OS", 2d red with single wmk 
(74) incl 11 "OS", 2d red-brown, SMW, perf. 14 (11) with a single "OS", SMW 2d red-brown Die II x 17 plus 4 x "OS" 
& 2d red SMW, Die II x 11 plus 13 "OS" perfins. Incls "TWO PENCE" surcharges (25) noting a shaved "O" variety & 
short left arm of "T". Finally, 2d red Die III SMW x 53 plus 16 ovptd "OS" & CofA wmk (50) incl 23 with inverted 
wmks & 15 also ovptd "OS". $180 



751 KGV 3d blue in various shades incl single wmk Die I (22) plus 17 x perfined "OS", Die Ia (14) plus 13 "OS",  SMW, 
perf.14 x 18 & 15 "OS" all type A with 6 x type B plus 7 perfined "OS" before SMW, perf.13½x12½ x 11 Type A plus 
10 perfined "OS". Type B with 8 normal & 6 "OS". The type A's & B's need checking & offered "as is". Also Die II 
SMW, perf.13½x12½ x 17 with another 16 Perfined "OS" of which one is F/U is the "dry ink" variety. Finally CofA 
wmk x 27 of which 3 are ovptd "OS". Another useful lot. $120 

752 KGV 4½d violet single wmk x 19 incl an "OS", SMW Perf.14 x 13 & another perfined "OS" before Perf. 13½x12½ x 
2 (short perfs) plus "FIVE PENCE" surcharges x 9 noting several F/U examples. (44) $50 

753 KGV 4d orange x 45 incl 3 with inverted wmk & 13 perfined "OS", lemon x 3 incl an "OS" before an attractive range 
of shades with 4 violet (6) incl an "OS", 4d blue (23) with 4 "OS" perfins (some with heavy pmks), 4d olive, single 
wmk x 17 plus 10 x "OS". Also SMW, perf.14 x 5 incl an "OS"  & perf. 13½x12½  with 16 normal & 12 perfined "OS" 
& 3 ovptd "OS" & CofA wmk x 34. Some interesting shades in the latter. $150 

754 KGV 5d vals with Single line Perf.14 x 4 incl an "OS" perfin before Single wmk x 29 with 7 x "OS", SMW, perf. 
13½x12½  x10 F/U & 9 x "OS" with CofA x 70 plus 2 ovptd "OS" with majority fine used. (126) $60 

755 KGV 1/4d turquoise single wmk x 10 good to fine used & SMW, perf.13½x12½ x 4 with 3 F/U plus CofA wmk x 13 
all fine used. (28) $50 

756 KGV ½d greens appearing to be all single wmk with a mixture of cds & machine cancels. Shade potential for the 
specialist. (100s) $40 

757 KGV ½d orange through to 1/4d turquoise CTO selection with ACSC numbers "flagged". Mainly SM & CofA wmks. 
ACSC $650 (26) $60 

758 KGV 1d green bundleware neatly stacked into 2 Ilford film boxes & possibly unchecked. (1200+) $60 
759 KGV 1d greens off paper crammed in small box. Many fine used with numerous cds cancels. Possible "finds" for 

the specialist.  (100s) $40 
760 KGV 1d greens sorted & annotated on black stockleaves. All wmks, Dies & Perfs represented incl "OS" perfins & 

ovpts. Noted "no wmk" MLH (2), MUH (3) & used (18), Die II (7 used) & with inverted wmks (11, incl 3 diff wmks) plus 
SMW perf. 13½x12½ John Ash imprint block MLH with various CTO & private perfins. Incls MUH/MLH blocks of 4, 
imprint pairs & more. Viewing recommended. (100s) $220 

761 KGV 1d greens & 1d reds plus 1½d reds on/off paper in "as new" metal tool box! Good percentage of cds examples 
with majority appearing to be South Aust & Eastern States. (1000++) $100 

762 KGV 1d red Die II specialist collection with 89 examples on 3 Lindner pages noting 3 x "OS" singles & a vertical strip 
of 3 plus a useful range of shades from rose-reds to carmine-reds & rosines. Majority are smooth papers with odd 
useful pmk. Incls S.P. vert pair from the 2nd column. High cat. val $150 

763 KGV 1d red flaws accumulation stating to contain "300+ plate identified stamps incl strips etc" plus "100 identified 
(back page)" incl Plate 1 x 7 diff, Plate 2 x 21 incl Die 2.1.1 strip of 3 & Die 1.2.2.1 strip of 4 before Plate 3 x 14 
stamps & plate 4 x 21. Continues with Plate 5 x 38, plate 6 with 13 diff varieties some with considerable duplication 
incl used strip of five - 6.18-6.23 (outer stamps with perf damage). Plate 7 with 18 diff varieties, some with 
considerable dupl but again a useful strip of 4 for positions 7.39-7.42 before plates 8 with 20 different varieties 8.10 
(12) & 8.60 (12). Good to fine used with odd faulty taken into account in the reserve. Shade interest throughout. $280 

764 KGV 1d red shades used on Hagner. Noted Die II x6 with a mix of machine & cds strikes plus some rough paper & 
OS/NSW" perfins. Modest lot! (37) $25 

765 KGV 1d reds good to fine used with annotated varieties/comments on 7 Lindner pages. Nothing significant but useful 
postmark & shade pickings. (approx. 180) $90 

766 KGV 1d reds off paper in small box noting numerous shades with many F/U examples plus odd official & private 
perfin & multiple. (100s) $50 

767 KGV 1d reds selection in small stockbook. Good range of used with shades & majority having light cds cancels. No 
plate varieties sighted. (approx. 350) $40 

768 KGV 1d reds sorted in approx. 65 envs in small box with about 30 labelled with "G" numbers while another 30 odd 
contain dated examples. The first labelled August 1914 & the last, December 1918. There are also single envs for 
1919, 1920, 1921 & 1922 onwards. Could well be worth checking as from a random deceased estate. (100s) $50 

769 KGV 1d reds sorted on album pages & unsorted on Hagner noting "ferns", "dot before l" & other constant varieties 
plus LM wmk with "NY" joined (ACSC 74(d)o, Cat. $150). Useful range of shades, rough papers & perf "OS". Should 
repay careful viewing. (c230) $100 

770 KGV 1d specialised used collection with 1d red smooth paper dry ink x 8 singles & vertical strip of 3, Substitute 
cliché Die I x 15 examples with 4 quite worn & 2 perfined "OS". Substitute cliché Die II x 14 with 2 quite worn &          
4 x "OS". Also "Thin G" var. (22) & "PENAVY" (14) plus inverted wmks (20) & Die III (12). Large mult wmk (16) incl 
"RA join", "NY join" & "flaw on neck". Single wmk with "dot before 1" (2) with inverted wmk plus several "tin shed" 
flaws. Also Die II (15) plus Die I, II pair & Die I, II, I strip of 3 before a few pages of shades, "Saddle on emu" (14) & 
"dot before 1" with 5x 1d reds, 4 x 1d violets & 9 x 1d greens. Also "Run "N" with 5  x red, 2x violet & 3x green, 
"Secret mark" on 5 x red, 2 x violet & 9 x green, "Wattle line" with 5 x red, 4 x violet & 8 x green & "Neck flaw" with  
5 x red, 4 x violet & 8 x green. Continues with "RA joined" on 7 x1d  red, 3 x 1d violet & 6 x 1d green, "Ferns" with   
5 x red, 3 x violet & 13 x green. Also "thin 1d" incl 6 x red, 5 x violet & 4 x green plus "kangaroos tongue out" on            
4 x red, 5 x violet & 7 x green. Finally, "NY joined" on 1d red, 2 x violet & 9 x green plus "Line under right value 
tablet" with 5 x red, 3 x violet & 2 x green & "corner dot" on 6 x red, a violet & 8x green. Majority fine with viewing 
highly recommended. (100s) $750 

771 KGV 1d used collection/accumulation on Lindner sheets with 4 pages of "identified" shades (100+) & appearing to 
be correct but "sold as is". There is also another 2 pages with 84 fine used examples clearly chosen for their quality 
noting a few rough papers & some attractive shades. Inspection recommended. (approx. 200) $180 

772 KGV 1d violet accumulation in small shoebox. All off paper noting a couple of distinct shades with some F/U 
examples with neat cds cancels. Also odd private perfin. (100s) $30 

773 KGV 1½d browns with a mixture of shades evident from a quick "rummage". All off paper in small with majority 
appearing to have cds cancels with some perfins incl private for David Jones etc. Potential for the patient! (100s) $50 

774 KGV 1½d greens appearing to be all single wmk with a mixture of cds & machine cancels. (100s) $40 
775 KGV 1½d reds with usual mix or slogan & cds cancels. Odd perfin & multiple. Noted "Tattersall" in mauve imprint 

on reverse of a couple & a crisp Berkshire cds on another. An enjoyable sort for a winters evening! (100s) $50 



776 KGV 2d orange "bundleware" on 36 Hagners with approx. 50 stamps per page appearing totally unsorted with a 
mix of machine & cds cancels noting some "OS" perfins. No guarantees but an obvious plethora of shades & 
cancels from all States. (c1700) $50 

777 KGV 2d orange vals crammed into small box & all off paper. Noted a variety of shades incl a couple of intense deep 
colours. Numerous F/U with some attractive cds cancels. (100s) $50 

778 KGV 2d reds off paper in small box with lid. Many F/U noting some WA pmks incl Goomalling, Carnarvon, Moora, 
Mullewa etc. (100s) $50 

779 KGV 2d scarlet & shades on a bundle of commercially used covers with slogan/machine cancels. (approx. 100) $50 
780 KGV 2d scarlet bundleware closely packed into Kodak film box (125mm x 105mm). UK origin & possibly 

unchecked. (1000+) $60 
781 KGV 5d brown, SMW perf.13½x12½ x 7 & CofA wmk on another 9 WA internal Airmail covers. Mixed cond but sound 

with majority good. Attractive usage with a range of WA cds's. (16) $80 
782 KGV 1914/20 ½d to 1/4d single wmk selection of 26 MUH (unless mentioned) well centred stamps with sound 

perfs. Incls 1d carmine-red SLP, ½d blue-green, ½d orange, 1d carmine-red Die I, 1d carmine-rose Die II (MVLH), 
1d deep violet, 1d green, 1½d black-brown , 1½d red-brown, 1½d green, 1½d deep scarlet, 2d orange, 2d scarlet, 
2d brown & 3d blue Die I (last 3 centred left) plus 3d deep blue Die IA type A (centred down) & 3d pale dull blue Die 
IA type B (centred left) followed by 4d yellow-orange aniline (centred left), 4d lemon-yellow (centred left), 4d violet, 
4d dull ultramarine, 4d olive (MLH), 4½d pale violet, 5d chestnut SLP MUH, 5d yellow-brown & 1/4d greenish-blue. 
A difficult, nearly complete, lot to duplicate. ACSC Cat. approx. $5000 (26) $1,200 

783 KGV 1914/20 1d red Die II, single wmk on both smooth & rough papers with 21 good to fine used incl 3x "OS" &           
4 x Die II plus rough paper sub cliches & 2 smooth paper sub cliches Die II & on perfin "OS" sub cliché Die II & on 
perf "OS" sub cliché rough paper Die II. Noted a rough paper example with 31 MY 18 cds (rosine?). All annotated 
with an approx. cat. $1200+ (21) $500 

784 KGV 1914/20 1d red Die III, single wmk selection of 21 annotated on 2 Lindner pages with 10 MLH & 11 good to 
fine used incl an inverted wmk good used plus rose-carmine, dull rose-red & rose-red shades. Clean lot with 
suggested viewing. Total cat. $1070+ (21) $220 

785 KGV 1914/20 1d red, Single wmk range of varieties on 6 Lindner pages of good to F/U with annotated flaws, some 
major, others very minor but all useful for further study. incls compartment lines, perfins, pmks (incl stunning 
"Paquebot 25 NO 19 Port Said" cds), wmk variations & "OS" perfins. Noted ACSC listed flaws with approx. 110 incl 
Die I sub cliches (2), "N-Y" joined (5), Pearls (3) & emu saddle (6) plus many more incl "secret mark (11). Useful to 
the specialist with viewing recommended. (180) $400 

786 KGV 1914/20 1d red, single wmk shade collection with some with varieties noting inverted wmk pair (MLH) & 
carmine with "RA" join (MVLH). Noted MUH/MLH rough paper range in the more common shades with "neck             
flaw" x 4 MLH, "secret flaw" x 2 MLH plus a few MLH perfined "OS". Also "wattle line" & "nick left frame" pair MLH, 
run "N" in pair with normal MLH, ferns/normal pair & "RA" joined with normal in 3 MLH pairs incl 1 "OS". In need of 
some reclassification but a high cat value with conservative reserve. (92 of which 87 are MLH) $400 

787 KGV 1914/23 Retired Dealers stock neatly arranged on Hagners. All with SG numbers & priced for ½d to 4d vals in 
single & LM wmks in mixed MLH & Goof to F/U cond. PTSA $750+ (59) $180 

788 KGV 1918/20 Large wmk collection remainders on Lindner pages consisting of ½d green MLH x 14 incl an inverted 
wmk & "thin 1 at right" variety (MVLH with light crease) plus 44 used consisting of range of shades. Also 1d red 
MLH x 2 & good to fine used x 42 before 1d green with "neck flaw" MLH & 10 used incl 4 "OS" perfins. 1½d browns 
with 6 x MLH & 24 x good to fine used. Viewing recommended especially with such a conservative reserve. (144) $120 

789 KGV 1924 No wmk range on 2 Lindner pages consisting 1d green MUH/MLH x 17 incl 3 blocks of 4, one for 
positions 7.53 & 54/ 59 & 60 with both "ferns" & "RA joined" plus "ferns" variety on "OS" & "secret mark" on another. 
Other varieties on used before 1½d red MLH x 9 & used x 8 incl 2 perfined "OS" F/U. Useful pickings. (44) $150 

790 KGV 1926/30 SMW, Perf. 13½x12½ "balance of consignment" lot on annotated Lindner pages in matching binder 
with ½d orange MLH x 7 incl "OS" pair before 40 good to fine used with a further 10 perfined "OS". 1d green 
consists of 64 examples of which 16 are MLH, one with inverted wmk before 1½d brown with 3 MUH/MLH blocks  
of 4, 2 singles & 8 used. Other vals consist of 2d brown MLH (5) & used (16) incl 2 perfd "OS", 2d red MLH (10) & 
used (53) plus ovptd "OS" x 3 MLH & 12 used incl choice used block of 4. The 3d blue Die IA type A with 3 MLH & 
2 used plus 2 "OS" before type B MLH also "OS" mint (creased) while 3d blue Die II has 2 MLH incl an "OS" before 
16 used, 4d olive MLH & 24 used incl 4 perfined "OS". The 4d olive is ovptd "OS" plus 6 used, 4½d violet Die I used 
x 2 & CTO also x 2. Finally, 5d chestnut with 2 MLH & 7 used plus 3 perfd "OS" while the 1/4d greenish-blue & 
turquoise-blue are both F/U. A highly recommended lot. (400+) $400 

791 KGV 1926/20 SMW, perf. 14 "balance of consignment" on Lindner pages. Incls ½d orange MLH (4) & used (2),          
1d green MUH/MLH block of 4, 3 pairs & 3 singles & used (15) with several varieties noted before 1½d red MLH 
(18) incl strip of 3, imprint pair & 2 with inverted wmk  & used (17), 2d brown MLH & CTO & used (4) incl 1 perfined 
"OS". Also 3d blue with 4 x F/U with 3 "OS" & another "OS" with inverted wmk plus 4d olive MLH (2) & an "OS" 
perfin also MLH plus 4 good to fine used incl an "OS" (Cat. val $800+). The 4½d violet MNG with 10 good to fine 
used examples before a single 1/4d turquoise F/U, centred left. Numerous pickings remain. (104) $360 

792 KGV 1931/36 CofA wmk selection annotated on Lindner pages noting ½d orange MLH (2) & used (7) plus 2 x "OS" 
blocks of four with one MUH & other CTO plus 3 CTO singles. Also a complete CTO ½d to 1/4d set of 8 before a 
duplicated range consisting of 1d green MLH (24)  & 90+ good to fine used incl CTO, 1d green ovptd "OS" MLH incl 
block of 4 & 18 used plus block of 6. 1½d brown with 2 MLH pairs & 2 used singles before 2d red MLH (10) & used 
(45) plus 2d red ovptd "OS" MUH/MLH block of 4, a single & 5 x used. The 3d blue has 2 x MLH & 20 good to fine 
used plus "OS" ovpts with 2 pairs, 1 MLH & 1 CTO. Finally 4d olive with 2 MLH & 30 used, 5d chestnut x 2 MLH & 
40 used or CTO plus 1 ovptd "OS" F/U & 1/4d greenish-blue F/U & a turquoise-blue also F/U. Many useful F/U 
examples with a conservative reserve. (350+) $180 

793 KGV Accum of all values & wmks sorted in stockbook with annotations for wmks, perfs & official perfins incl States. 
Housed in ascending order of face values. Generally good to fine with some 'flagged" varieties. Hours of fun for the 
sleuth! (1000+) $200 



794 KGV Bundleware in a cigar box with 51 bundles consisting Single wmk 1d green, (15) 1½d red (7), 2d red (4), 
Small Mult wmk 1d green (15) & 1½d red (7) taken from pencil markings on each bundle plus 3x QEII bundles from 
the 1960's. All appear to be fine & clean. Bundles appear to have been "untouched" for over 50 years & unbroken 
by us. (approx. 5100) $300 

795 KGV Good to fine used catalogued varieties presented on individual index cards describing the varieties & showing 
ACSC numbers & sheet positions. Noted values to 4d with majority 1d greens, 1d reds & 1½d mixed. Originally 
PTSA in the UK at £390 (A$750). (over 40 cards) $120 

796 KGV Presented in old ledger sorted by wmk & face values. Incls Single wmk 5d brown (62), 1½d black-brown (52), 
1½d red-brown (22), 2d orange (30), ½d orange (11), 2d red (13), 1½d red (38), 2d brown (13), 4d olive (13) & 4½d 
violet (51). Large Mult wmk 1d green (17) & No wmk 1d green (39) & 1½d red (8) before SMW perf.14 (10) 1½d red 
(7), 2d red-brown (22), 3d blue (2), 4d olive (7) & 4½d violet (46). SMW perf. 13½x12½ with ½d (30), 1d green (15), 
1½d red (58), 3d blue (16), 4d olive (27) & 2d red (8). Finally CofA wmk ½d orange (3), 1d green (11), 2d red (11), 
3d blue (29), 4d olive (14), 5d brown (45) & 1/4d turquoise (5). Good to fine used with useful examples of the latter. 
Suggested viewing to discover potential. (100s) $200 

797 KGV Safe album with many stamps removed however those MLH & used present have the flaws identified & 
annotated. Noted ½d orange Cr/A wmk inverted, SM perf. 14 with clubbed fraction bar in LVT used, 1d green           
Cr/A "TLC damaged" used, "RA" joined, "secret mark", "neck flaw" all MLH, LR corner dot MLH, "scratch on middle 
fern TLC" (SM perf. 13½x12½) MLH & a few others noting 1d red (17 used), 1½d red Cr/A "thick frame at base" & 
"shading line on neck broken" both MLH & no wmk 1½d "two shots in kangaroo" MLH & used with thick left frame, 
1½d red brown upper right corner pair pl.1, 3 used & 2 MLH singles with minor flaws. Also 1½d red SM perf. 14             
(4 used), 1½d green "thin letters of value" MLH  & 4 used flaws, 2d on 1½d page with illustration of flaw positions 
coded A to T plus corner singles for plates 2, 3, 4 MLH of 1½d red. SM perf. 13½x12½, 2d red Cr/A inverted           
wmk block MUH/MLH from booklet, 4 used before SM perf.13½x12½ (2 used), CofA ( 8 used), 3d blue Cr/A          
Die I "broken leg on emu" MLH, 4d violet Cr/A & 4½d Cr/A (2 flaws each). Neatly arranged & perfect for further 
expansion. (126) $100 

798 KGV Selected varieties on 1d red plate 3 ("PENAVY"), 1d green ("Secret mark"), 1d SMW perf.13½x12½ ("thin R"), 
1½d brown LMW ("white flaw on A of Australia") & 8 other items annotated arranged on Hagner. (12) $60 

799 KGV Selection of covers comprising 1922 to USA bearing 4d blue tied by Thursday Island cds, 1927 Regd to 
Germany from Richmond East with ½d orange pair, 2d brown & 3d ultramarine, 1922 5d formular Reg'd Kyabram  
to Canada with additional 2d red, 1929 Reg'd Wentworth Falls to Austria with ½d orange, 1d green, 1½d red & 3d 
ultramarine, 1931 Reg'd North Ipswich with provisional label completed in m/s & neatly tied ½d orange pair, 1d 
green pair & 2d red addressed to Palestine & finally 1934 Sydney to Germany with 3d ultramarine, 4d olive & 5d 
brown all tied by Sydney Regd cds's with matching black & blue label & Air Mail vignette. A colourful & interesting 
group in reasonable cond. (6) $90 

800 KGV Single wmk collection with ½d green (10) incl inverted wmk, ½d orange (16) incl "OS" strip of 3, 1d violet with 
range of shades (16), 1d green (12) incl 4 varieties, 1½d black-brown (15) incl inverted wmk (2) & 6 varieties, 1½d 
red-brown (14) incl inverted wmk, 1½d bright red-brown (3), 1½d green (38) plus 20 with varieties, 1½d red (21) incl 
6 varieties & 2d orange (39) incl 12 varieties. Also 2d red (35) with 4 varieties, 2d brown (2), 3d blue (14), 4d 
orange (8) & 4d lemon-yellow (6) noting 4 orange have inverted wmks. Continues with 4d blue (17) incl 9 varieties, 
4d violet (14) incl 6 perfined "OS" & 3 varieties, 4½d violet (7) with 2 x "OS", 5d brown (25) incl an "OS" & 15 
varieties & 1/4d turquoise (6) ranging from very good to fine used. A worthwhile lot. $400 

801 KGV Small ledger book with stamps only found from page No. 33 to page No.59. Broken range of vals to 5d with 
majority being 1½d reds. Many with annotated ACSC varieties pencilled on reverse. Good to fine used with 
additional sorting required. (approx. 250) $75 

802 KGV Used "picked over" collection on black leaves in springback binder in wmk order. Incls all values from 2d to 
1/4d noting 5d bright chestnut perfined "OS" (ACSC 124, Cat. $250) plus all "OS" ovpts from 2d to 5d plus some 
minor varieties, inverted wmks & shades. Majority in fair to fine cond. (Approx 300) $80 

803 KGV 1/4d turquoise-blue CTO group comprising Single Crown wmk perfined "OS", ACSC 128w, Cat. $60 & ACSC 
130w, Cat. $100 plus 1/4d greenish blue perfined "OS" ACSC 130wa, Cat. $75. Also CofA example, ACSC 131w 
CofA, Cat. $30 & "flattened cross of crown" variety, ACSC 131wf, Cat. $100. Latter stained but others fine with 
mixed centring. Total ACSC cat. $365 (5) $50 

804 KGV Single watermark "Balance of Consignment" collection in quality Lindner album. There remains varieties, 
shades & a few nice postmarks noting ½d green MLH (36) incl yellow-green shades plus good to fine used incl            
3 x "OS" & a yellow-green with inverted wmk plus ½d orange MH/MLH/MUH (14) incl 2 with inverted wmk & 2 "OS" 
plus 16 used incl F/U block of 6 with Ravensthorpe cds. Continues with 1d violet MLH (11) & used (17), 1d green 
MLH (9) & used (24) used with 8 varieties sighted, 1½d browns, black/browns & red-brown shades MLH (30) & 
used (17) incl an inverted wmk before 1½d green MLH (5) & used (25), 1½d red MLH/MH (21) & used with some 
useful shades (34). 2d orange with MUH/MLH (7) & good to F/U (23), 2d red MUH/MLH (9) & used (16), 2d brown 
with 4 MLH & 20 good to F/U. Also 3d blue MLH x 3 & 17 good to F/U, 4d orange , yellow-orange & lemon shades 
used (43) incl 11 "OS" noting 3 lemon shades & a few lemons plus attractive postmarks. The 4d violet is MLH with 
11 used incl 6 "OS", 4d blue x 17 used with 3 "OS" perfins before 4d olive "OS" MLH & 2 used with 11 not perfined, 
4½d violet MLH & 16)used incl an "OS". Finally, 5d chestnut SLP MLH with 5 used & comb perf. used x 16 incl 2 x 
R.P. "OS", 1/4d turquoise x 12 used incl 3 "OS" & an imprint pair with faults & not counted in conservative reserve. 
A very high cat. value lot with potential. (100s) $1,000 

805 KGV & KGVI Good to fine used accumulation in old ledger with lots of blank pages but numerous loose in between 
other pages. Noted KGV 3d blue CofA (28), 4d olive (23) & 5d chestnut (30) plus many others with 3d KGVI defins & 
odd pickings such as CofA Kangaroos 9d (10), 2/- (43) & a couple of 5/- vals. One for the optimist! (100s) $50 

806 KGV & KGVI No KGV heads but incls WA on 8 pages (approx. 100) plus Tasmania (40). Good to fine used with 
numerous cds cancels but needs a patient collector to separate the wheat from the chaff! (100s) $75 

807 KGVI 1937-1952 collection in two Sherwood Philatelics folders complete simplified incl 1937 Robes on thick paper & 
1949/50 Arms sets. Fine MUH. (90) $200 



808 KGVI-QEII Coil pairs & strips with light duplication mixed MUH/MLH & used. Noted ½d kangaroo strip of 3 & 1d            
red pair plus a few MUH decimals to 10¢ with some blocks of 4 coils incl Princess Elizabeth imprint (ACSC 246zc, 
Cat. $100). Total STC (ACSC) Cat. $1200 (70 strips + 9 blocks of 4) $150 

809 1913 1d red engraved KGV Neatly arranged group on Lindner pages comprising blocks, pairs & singles incl large 
Plate 2 upper left selvedge block of 24 for Positions 1-4/ 11-14/ 21-24/ 31-34/ 41-44/ 51-54. Contains several 
varieties listed in ACSC. An attractive, clean lot worthy of inspection. Conservative reserve with a min. cat. $1500+ 
(79 MUH/MLH & 10 CTO or F/U) $400 

810 1913-1932 Clean collection on leaves in black springback binder with 1st wmk kangaroos to 1/- used incl 4d shade, 
set to 1/- MLH incl 4d x 2, 6d x 2 mostly fresh (2½d & 5d stained), 1914 recess 1d & 6d MLH & used, 1915 2nd 
wmk to 5/- used plus 2d MLH before KGV with 4d yellow & orange shades (5 MLH), 1915/18 3rd wmk to 5/- used & 
to 1/- MLH, 1924 2/- MLH, Small Mult KGV 1/4d perf. 14 MLH & F/U, 1d greens (6 MLH with listed flaws), perf.13½ 
x 12½ to 1/4d incl 4½d Die II used & to 5d MLH (excl 4½d Die II) incl 4d "kangaroo's tongue out" & flaws on 1d & 
1½d. 1929/30 Sm. Mult kangaroos to 5/- used, 6d & 1/- also MLH, CofA kangaroos to 5/- used plus "SPECIMEN" 
10/- to £2 MLH, 6d pair MLH (plus "OS" pair MUH) with 9d & 2/- MLH. KGV to 1/4d MLH & used, 1927/30 group 
perfined "OS" used, 1928 M/S fine MLH & all Kingsford Smith used/CTO incl 2d, 3d "OS" &  6d brown "OS" MLH & 
used. Also KGV "OS" ovpts both MLH & used, ditto SHB & 1/- Lyrebird, 1932 1/- Ash imprint block MLH & 6d 
kookaburra Ash imprint block MLH. Incls NWPI MLH/used range to 1/- (19) & BCOF set to 5/- on thick paper F/U. 
Vol.1 rounded out by Norfolk Is Ball Bay MLH & used & Nauru 1924 ships to 1/-. Superb lot. Cat. £4000+ (100s) $1,000 

811 1913-1959 MUH/, MLH & used range in slim "Crocodile" stockbook. Noted 1d, 2d, 3d & 4d Kangaroos perfined large 
"OS" while small "OS" to 1/- 3rd wmk (excl 2½d) before some KGV MLH to 5d light (even gum toning) plus used 
range to 1/4d with a good percentage of cds cancels. Incls 1d green CofA wmkd Ash imprint block MLH, "OS" perfins 
on 1½d Swan, 3d Airmail & 1½d Sturt CTO & continues 1934 1/6d Hermes, perf.11 MLH, 1937 3d blue KGVI Die I 
MLH with Dies II & IIA used plus £1 Robes on thick paper is F/U. (c370) $100 

812 1913-1963 Mixed range with MUH/MLH & used incl Kangaroos values to 1/- MLH but evenly toned gum plus good to 
fine used with vals to 5/-. KGV to 1/4d used incl "OS" ovpts to 5d & on SHB pair CTO while 1935 Anzac pair is used 
& Silver Jubilee set MLH. The 1937 Robes set on thick paper used, 1952 KGVI 3/6d booklet (Cat. £25), Arms set of 
4 F/U before several imprint blocks of low value defins. Noted 1963 7/6 Cook MUH, AAT 1957 2/- block of 4 MUH & 
1963 1/- & 2/3d strips of 3 MUH. A "budget" lot with pickings. (c450) $80 

813 1913-1965 MLH & used on Seven Seas leaves in springback binder. Noted good range of KGV used to 1/4d & 
MUH/MLH to 4½d while useful kangaroos incl CofA 10/- MLH (light bend), Specimen & £1 grey F/U before 
Kingsford Smith 2d & 3d "OS" x 2 of ea CTO, 1934 Anzac MUH plus other commems 1934 onwards complete with 
some MUH incl NSW 1937. Defins incl 10/- Robes MLH & ovptd "SPECIMEN", 1949/50 Arms to £2 used & 1963/64 
Navigators to £2 MLH & used plus BCOF 5/- on thin paper used & to 1/- MLH. Also a few PD's incl 5/- green "blank 
at base". Cond varies but well worth reserve. (100s) $400 

814 1913-1965 Seven Seas Hingeless album noting mostly basic used kangaroos however lovely 3rd wmk 3d olive-
green with crisply struck 1917 Jenolan Caves cds, Sm Mult 1/- & 2/- CTO, CofA 6d, 9d & 5/- also CTO plus 
"SPECIMEN" set of 3 (10/- hinged, others MUH). KGV is comprehensive with shades & dies & vals to 1/4d. Mostly 
fine to very F/U with odd CTO incl Sm Mult perf. 13½x12½ 1/4d & 4½d Die II. Commems with majority MUH (5/-
SHB ia a separate lot in this sale) incl 1931 "OS" on 6d brown Kingsford Smith, SHB pair, 1934 Vic Cent perf. 10½, 
Macarthur, 1935 Anzac, Silver Jubilee, 1936 & 1937 Anniversaries plus 1924 AIC. Defins missing Robes £1 & Arms 
£2 but incls 1959/62 5/- Cattle on cream MUH & white papers MLH plus 1963/64 Navigators set of 8 & all 1950's-
1960's commems with the "Produce Food" set in blocks of 9. Lovely lot with conservative reserve. (369) $400 

815 1913-1966 Used accumulation on double sided stockleaves with kangaroos to 2/- in mixed cond (c100) & KGV in 
all wmks to 1/4d used(150) noting a good range of shades. Arranged in Scott Cat. order with US$ annotations. 
Useful 1955-1966 MUH. Would suit re-seller. (100s) $100 

816 1913-1971 SG illustrated album with mostly used noting 1st wmk Kangaroos to 1/- & 5/- (parcel cancel), 3rd wmk 
5/- (cds), KGV to 1/4d Cr/A (latter MLH) incl 4½d SMW perf. 14 MLH. Kingsford Smith 3d "OS" ovpt F/U, 1931/36 
6d Kangaroo MLH & 5/- CTO before 1934/35 commems MLH or used with 1937 10/- on thick paper used, £1 MLH, 
1½d QM coil pair MLH (SG 181a) plus 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF sets MLH. 1949/50 Arms used, 1963 5d green 
booklet pane of 6 MLH, Navigators set excls 4/- but 7/6d & £2 are both well centred & F/U. Average decimals with 
1971 Christmas block of 7 MLH & 1966 AAT to $1 Mock Sun also MLH. Cond. varies with odd MLH item snagged. 
Remains a useful lot with a conservative reserve. (c500) $200 

817 1913-1980's Accum in 2 binders & 2 stockbooks. Sparse pre-decimal in one binder sparse with faulty MLH pre-
1940 without Robes, Arms or Navigators but commems post-1950 c90% complete MUH with a second vol of 
decimal to 1988 MUH with ANPEX & other M/S's, 1971  Christmas singles, block of 7 & pane of 25 plus all high           
val defins, some Framas & complete commems plus a slim KA-BE stockbook of Samoa & PNG 1970's-1980's  
MUH & other odd CTO. Last stockbook with untidy range of Aust, NZ & other countries of little val. The decimal FV 
exceeds $300. (4 vols) $150 

818 1913-1982 used on leaves from 1913 to 2/- (missing 4d) plus 5/- average MLH, KGV 1d engraved F/U before           
23 surface printed to 1/4d MLH (majority with WA cancels), 1931 6d sepia Kingsford Smith, 1932 1/- Lyrebird          
ovptd "OS",  SHB pair OS (2d MLH, 3d CTO), 1934 1/- Vic Cent perf. 11½, 1937/48 10/- Robes on thick paper          
with £1 rusty & 1949/50 Arms. Average later incl 7/6d MLH & most 2/3d commems. "Budget" lot that needs 
upgrading. (100s) $50 

819 1913-1985 used range in SG illustrated album. Very mixed cond, with machine cancels on many & obvious faults, 
but odd "pickings" noting 1940 6d AIF with "socked on the nose" Lowden (WA) cds & 7/6d Cook MLH. Another 
"budget" collection about 90% complete. (100s) $30 

820 1913-1988 MLH & used accumulation with 1949/50 Arms used  sets x 4, 1934 1/6d Hermes perf.11 MLH, 1937 
Robes thick paper 10/- MUH & used plus £1 used x 2. Kangaroos incl 5d used, CofA 5/- CTO & a few "OS" perfined 
low vals. The KGV to 5d is mainly used before 1932 1/- Lyrebird "OS", 1934 1/- Vic Cent, perf.11½ used & 1931 
Kingsford Smith set with 6d sepia MLH. Noted 1956 Olympics 1/- block of 16  & 2/- block of 4 all MUH. Average 
later not incl in reserve figure. (1000s) $150 



821 1914-1950 mainly used range on Hagners noting 1914 6d Kookaburra F/U x 2 plus a good used example, 1929 3d 
Airmail type B perfined "OS" F/U, Kingsford Smith sets of 3 good to F/U (3 sets), 6d brown CTO & ditto ovptd "OS" 
& 2d 3d "OS" before other 1927/30 commems perfined "OS" used/CTO plus 1932 1/- Lyrebird ovptd "OS" (2). KGV 
set of 7 used, 1934 1/- Vic Cent perf. 11½, 1935 SJ set, 1937 NSW, the last 3 all fine used. From 1938 heavily dupl 
defins many with State Govt perfins used plus 1940 AIF used. No Kangaroos or KGV.  Viewing suggested to 
access potential. (1000s) $150 

822 1914-1952 MUH/MLH on Hagners with an excellent range of KGV noting 1d reds in 5 shades plus perf "OS", 4d 
orange shades x 4 plus other Cr/A wmks to 5d incl 4d & 4½d shades before SMW perf. 13½x12½ to 5d MLH plus 
4½d Die II CTO, ovptd "OS" to 5d used (excl SMW 2d), 1914 6d kookaburra x 2 MLH, 1932 1/- lyrebird marginal 
MUH & MLH & "OS" x 2 MLH before 1927/40 commems MLH with 2d & 3d SHB MLH plus CTO, 1931 Kingsford 
Smith 2d & 3d CTO with others MUH/MLH. Also 1934 Vic. Cent. 2d, 3d blocks & single MUH/MLH with 1/- CTO in 
perf. 10½ & 2d, 3d MLH, 1/- CTO in perf. 11½ , 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge x 2 CTO with later issues all fine except 
2/- Silver Jubilee & 1/6d Hermes imprint pairs ( both stained). Many useful imprint blocks from 1937 incl KGVI 3d 
blue Die II Ash imprints on thick & thin papers plus singles noting "white wattles", Zoologicals to 1/- imprint blocks 
perf. 13½x14, 10/- Robes ovptd "SPECIMEN" MLH x2, £1 Robes on thin paper MLH, 3d Die III "long epaulettes" 
imprint block MUH & 6d kangaroo "OS" CofA wmk block MUH/MLH. Finally 1932 6d kookaburra Ash imprint block 
MUH, KGVI 2/6d booklet, 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF sets MUH/MLH with 1945-1952 range in imprint blocks to 2/6d 
MUH. A fresh lot! (100s) $750 

823 1914-1965 pre-decimal selection in small stockbook noting 1914 1d engraved KGV CTO JY 17 14 with light gum 
bend (Cat. $75), 1914 6d Kookaburra MLH & F/U, 1934 1/- Vic Cent Perf. 10½ on piece F/U & off paper with slogan 
cancel, Perf. 11½ single MUH, 1932 6d Kookaburra & 1/- Lyrebird MLH, 1935 Anzac & Silver Jubilee fine MLH, 
1937 10/- Robes with "SPECIMEN" ovpt MUH, £1 thick paper MLH (tone spot), 1940 AIF pairs MUH (1 x 2d stain 
spot), Arms to £2 x 2 sets used & Birds to 3/- MLH plus other useful odds to 1965. Incls a few used decimals to 
1975, a AAT 1957 2/- block MUH, Norfolk 1953 5/- F/U & BCOF 1/- block of 4 used. Generally fine. (250) $200 

824 1914-1975 MUH, MLH & used range noting 1940 AIF sets x 2 MUH, 1966 to $4 MLH, 1970 Anpex M/S with Exhib 
pmks, several Christmas sets incl 1971 blocks of 7 (2) MUH. $4 Navigators x 10 F/U. Useful pickings at this 
reserve. (100s) $50 

825 1927-1951 Duplicated used in 2 albums noting 1929 3d Airmail type A perfined "OS", 1934 1/6d Hermes perf.11 (6) 
& 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d sepia (3) & "OS" plus 1930's commems (excl 5/- SHB) all with useful extras, some with 
stained perfs. Plenty with cds's amongst the machine cancels. Mixed cond allowed for in conservative reserve. 
(1000+) $80 

826 1927-1951 MUH/MLH collection on black leaves incl some imprint blocks. Light dupl noting 1932 2d type SHB x 2 
blocks of 6 & 3d x 3 pairs, basic sets of 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs & Macarthur plus 1936 SA with blocks of 2d & 
3d. No Robes or Arms but incls commem & defin blocks to 1/6d. A clean lot. $75 

827 1929-1965 MUH selection duplicated in quality stockbook. Fine throughout & noting 10 sets of 1931 Kingsford 
Smith, plenty of KGVI imprint pairs & blocks incl 1940's-1950's commem sets noting 1951 Parliament x 23 sets, 
Coronation x 20, Royal Visit x 16, Tas Sesqui x 4, Cobb & Co x 13, 2/- Qantas x4  plus large quantities of letter rate 
commems. Useful to re-seller or specialist searching for varieties. (100s) $100 

828 1930-1940 Commems duplicated MLH & used in Lindner binder. Incls 1930 Sturt pair normal & perfined "OS" F/U & 
MLH of each, 1934 Macarthur set of 4 both MLH & used, 1935 Anzac, Silver Jubilee all MLH & used (latter in Pl.1 
singles of 3d, 2/- used), 1936 Cable MLH & used plus Ash imprints (2d block, 3d pair) & 3 extras of 3d used. Also 
3d NSW 3d & FDC with 2d & 3d before 1940 AIF MLH & used plus imprint blocks (no 6d). Majority fine & useful at 
this reserve. ACSC $750+ (58) $90 

829 1930-1966 accumulation with MUH incl Anzac & 1940 AIF noting useful duplication of 1930's commems MLH                   
(no 5/- SHB). Useful good to fine used with 1937 to £1 & 1949/50 Arms to £2 plus £2 Navigator MLH & 5/- cattle 
MUH x 2 with 2/3d duplicated commems. Odd toning but largely fine throughout. No kangaroos or KGV. (100s) $150 

830 1930's-1950's range incl 1/- Anzac x 3 MUH, 1934 Macarthur set of 4 MUH plus extras, thin paper Robes MVLH, 
1940 AIF MUH with extras plus other MUH/MLH & used from 1930 noting a  few AAT, GB (KGVI used) & NZ         
(1936 Commerce MUH pairs). Many multiples in the Aust pre-decimals incl MUH 1930 Sturt set (5 single, 6 blocks), 
6d violet Kingsford Smith (2 singles & block of 4), 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint block, 1954 Tas Sesqui (7 sets + 
odds). No particular order & some used are 2nd grade but value in MUH items described. (300+) $150 

831 1932-1948 MLH & used in black springback binder noting 5/- SHB F/U, 1934 Victoria Cent, perf.10½ & 11½ sets 
both MLH & used, Macarthur MLH & used sets of 4, Anzac, Silver Jubilee & SA sets all both MLH & used plus 
1937/48 to £1 used & MLH (missing 1/-), 10/- & £1 thick paper MUH before papers in imprint pairs MUH & 1937 
NSW & 1940 AIF sets MLH & used. Various low val defins & commems in imprint pairs or blocks MUH/MLH,          
1949 Arms set used, 5/- & £2 MLH plus 5/- imprint pair MUH complete this worthwhile lot. (c200 singles + 57 
pairs/blocks) $500 

832 1934-1960 KGVI/QEII imprint & ordinary blocks of 4 with majority appearing to be different & MUH. Incls a few pairs 
& singles with random decimal. Odd fault but worth reserve. (100+ blks) $100 

833 1937-1951 Range of defins to 2/- MUH/MLH incl many imprint blocks  plus "WA" perfins all on leaves in "Crown" 
album noting large multiples of many vals. Not annotated, but zoologicals have been sorted by perf. incl 1/- perf. 
13½x14 block (no imprint). Many loose between pages with majority MUH. Over 140 imprint blocks with 
McCracken, Ash & Authority all noted plus coil pairs & large perfined "WA" block noting 5½d surcharge block of 24. 
Well worth viewing & reserve! (1000s) $180 

834 1937-1975 MUH/MLH range on leaves in binder noting 1937 NSW MLH & used, defins to 10/- thick & thin Robes 
plus used, 1940 AIF MLH & used & a few MLH with later to 1956 before a selection of imprint blocks noting Robes 
with 5/- Ash thick & 1948 10/- By Authority on thin paper, 1934 3d Macarthur, 1941 5½d surcharge, 1948 1/6d 
Hermes (McCracken) & 1d green KGV Ash plus odds incl PD's with vals to 1/- MLH & 2/- used (2). Incls MUH/MLH 
decimal noting 1974 10¢ Christmas Pl.1 & Pl.3 of 35¢ (gutter blocks) & $1 Flinders Pl.3 block plus minor retouches 
flagged on blocks of 7¢ Nat. Devt., 1971 A/Asia set, 12¢ Rehab, 7¢ Opera House, 50¢ Architecture & others incl 2/- 
bird "broken branch" variety in positional block. Fine throughout. (100s) $150 



835 1948-1959 MLH & used in black springback binder comprising 189 single stamps & 45 multiples incl imprint blocks 
of 4 of KGVI defins, 1951 Parliament & 2/6d Aborigine. No booklet panes or "Food " strips but does incl 1957 AAT 
2/- pair & single MLH. Neat lot in quality binder. $60 

836 1950's-1967 MUH, MLH & used mixed range on leaves in old Lighthouse binder. A bit disorganised but noted 
1963/64 Navigators to £1 used & 10/- MLH plus "SPECIMEN" ovptd set of 4 MLH. Incls various blocks of 2/3d 
commems with birds to 3/-. Decimals with 4¢ red QEII pl.21 block of 20 & pl.22 block of 34 MUH. (100s) $180 

837 1953-1965 MUH range on Hagners appearing to be virtually complete in blocks of 4 noting 2/- Olympics in imprint 
block of 16 plus some coil pairs & booklets with 3/6d (2), 4/- (3) & 5/- (3). "Produce Food" in blocks of 9 plus singles 
of Navigators 10/- (4) & £1 (3). No 5/- Cattle (see separate lot). Some issues with additional blocks (e.g. 1965 
Anzac second set in blocks). The booklets alone SG cat. £250 (150+ blocks plus booklets & coils) $200 

838 Pre-decimal MLH/used collection on Seven Seas leaves with mounts added. Very mixed cond especially in 
kangaroos & KGV but 6d "OS" Kangaroo, SMW is good used as is a 1914 6d kookaburra. The few MLH from 1927 
Canberra incl 1930 Sturt & 1931 Kingsford Smith. Also noted 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge spacefiller (faulty) with 
1934 Macarthur set of 4 good to F/U before 1941 surcharges MLH & 1940 AIF MLH. No Navigators but post-1945 
c98% complete with majority MUH/MLH. (293) $75 

839 Pre-decimal Seven Seas standard leaves in binder with good to fine used range noting 6d brown Kingsford Smith, 
1932 5/- SHB postally used with central cds heavily applied, 1934 Vic Cent 1/- perf.11½ used x 2, Macarthur set of 
4, 1/- Anzac & 1937 NSW Sesqui F/U with average later incl Arms to £2. Kangaroos & KGV odds are in poor cond. 
Conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

840 Pre-decimal Used odds in large damaged stockbook noting 1927 1½d Canberra top right corner block of 4 with 
FDI cds strikes of Fremantle, 1937/48 10/- Robes in thick & thin papers, 1948 piece with ½d kangaroo block 
showing "weak entry" on left frame, 1931 6d sepia Kingsford Smith, 1936 1/- SA pairs x 2 F/U & 1935 2/- Silver 
Jubilee x 4 good to F/U. Also KGV duplicated range with WA cds strikes of variable quality. Sundry decimals noting 
1969 25¢ Christmas x 15 F/U, 1972 35¢ Christmas & a few AAT incl 2/3d x 3 F/U plus some Christmas Is & 
"others" incl Hong Kong 20¢ Jubilee used, Fiji 5d "blue canes" MLH & an average GB group incl 1924 1½d BEE 
used. (100s) $80 

841 Pre-decimals Small selection on 2 Hagners with 1914 6d kookaburra CTO (retails $50) before other 1929-1939 
MLH/CTO range incl "OS" perfined commems & ovptd "OS" Kingsford Smith. Cond varies with rounded corners, 
short perfs & hinge remnants with the 5/- SHB CTO torn but these allowed for in low reserve. First item mentioned 
is fine as are 1937 NSW & K-S set. (42) $75 

842 1966-1974 MUH/MLH in springback album attractively arranged noting 1966 Birds in blocks of 4, Navigators to $4, 
booklet panes & Christmas 1971 plus cream & white papers in later issues incl Paintings with others basic varieties 
highlighted. Fresh with a FV $185+ (100s) $100 

843 1966-1978 on Hagners in 3 binders stating with 1966 decimal defins CTO to 50¢ plus "SPECIMEN" high vals with 
both MUH & MLH sets. Comprehensive booklets from 1966 noting QEII 4¢ panes set of 6 diff slogans, Defence 
Forces 50¢ x 2 (Birds) & 5¢ QEII, 5¢ on 4¢ booklet panes set of 6 with booklet (Ed. V67/2), $1 x 2 & obliterated 
cover inscription (6). Stamps in blocks from 1966 with the majority marginal before Melbourne Emergency Mail 
Service set of 5, Soil/Medical gutter strips, Flight block of 9 & 1970 Cook private ovpts on M/S's noting the "Blotted-
our copy of..." ovpt (this sold for $30 in Ace No. 33) plus Anpex ovpt MUH & used. Also Pioneer Life in cream & 
white paper blocks incl part sheet of 15¢ & large blocks of other vals noting 80¢, 1971 Christmas blocks of 7 x 3 & 
panes of 25 x 2, Paintings in positional blocks to $10, 1974 Xmas 35¢ Pl.2 & 3 x2 of 35¢ & plates 1 to 8 of 10¢ 
before 1974 UPU booklet & "SPECIMEN" blocks. Noted 10¢ Pollution & later perf changes with many items in both 
ordinary & gutter blocks. Fine throughout with an FV$800+ $360 

844 1966-1980's MUH plus a few to 2012 with duplication noting some good to fine used to $10 with the post-2000 
used in glassines. All on 23 double sided Hagners with the face value of MUH exceeding $500. (100s) $150 

845 1966-1988 MUH range in quality KA-BE hingeless album. A few items missing but incls all defins to top val & 1971 
Christmas singles plus block of 7 & pane of 25, "ANPEX" Cook M/S & "SPECIMEN" ovpt on $5 Painting block. 
Also, most booklets, strips, M/S's & Framas. Occasional staining noted but only on album pages. (c800) $220 

846 1966-1989 complete MUH in quality Lindner album noting additional 1966 Navigators in blocks of 4 (excl 40c) & 
extra set (vendor paid $110!), S&M gutter pairs with thick & thin lines, booklet stamps with tabs, coil pairs, ANPEX 
CTO M/S with exhib pmk in red, 1971 Christmas pane of 25 & blocks of 7 in cream & white papers, later perf vars & 
tete beche multiples etc. Clean & fine throughout. FV $360+ $200 

847 1966-1991 Fine used & CTO in "as new" Seven Seas hingeless album with slipcase (maroon). No 1971 pane of 25, 
ANPEX M/S or booklet panes but otherwise substantially clean & complete. Vendor states 2007 Linke dealer retail 
of $620! (800+) $100 

848 2009-2011 Good to fine used range attractively arranged in SG Senator Medium album (exc cond) with vals to $5 
Colonial Heritage (4 plus M/S). Incls S/A sets & Int Post. Useful pickings from a difficult period with the album worth 
the reserve alone! (100s) $30 

849 Decimals 1976-1979 selection of ACSC listed varieties all annotated on piece on album pages plus cream, white & 
tinted gums. MUH selection & all different. (57) $50 

850 Decimals 1980's sheets & large blocks in huge Oceanic Philatelic Traders Full Sheet File noting full sheets of Charles 
& Di Wedding, 50th Anniv of Airmail, Sporting Personalities, Yachts & Fungi issues. All MUH. Total FV $375+ $100 

851 Decimals in "SD" Mint Sheet File with Aust Bicent sheets of 90¢ x 50 (2 diff), 80¢, 33¢ (2 diff), $1, 50¢ & 33¢           
half sheets of 25 (3 diff) plus 85¢ sheet with a block of 4 removed before 30¢ half sheets (7). All fresh MUH.               
Total FV $510+ $140 

852 Decimals Similar housing to above with 55¢ Ferries full sheet, 35¢ blocks of 20 & 40, 1978 Christmas blocks of 15¢ 
x 10, 55¢ x 30, 18 x 25¢ & Trees 45¢ x 40, 40¢ x20, 25¢ x 60, 18¢ Flying Doctor full sheet, 1977 45¢ Xmas x 60 & 
Horses 35¢ x 40, 50¢ x 66, 35¢ x40 plus Ferries 50¢ x 40. All fresh MUH. Total FV $265 $75 

853 Decimals Similar to above but with sheets of 1977 15¢ Santa, 1978 18¢ Northern Terr, 1979 Aust Day 20¢ (2), 
Ferries, Trams 20¢, Trains 35¢, 50¢ & 55¢ sheets & 18¢ Trees plus Nat. Parks 1½ sheets. Also noted 2 sheets of 
1946 2½d Peace. All MUH. Total FV $340+ $100 



854 Airmails 1926-1940 selection of mainly WA internal covers, some with the rectangular boxed "FORWARDED BY 
AIRMAIL" cachets. Mixed frankings incl 2 with kangaroos & others with KGV. Variable cond with most addressed to 
Perth but noted one to Palestine & another couple to England. Variable cond. (16) $50 

855 Airmails 1929-1951 range of mostly intrastate Airmail covers with majority from the 1930's. Various frankings with 
majority having KGV incl some in combination with other issues. Incls large Fremantle Regd to London endorsed 
"Per Karachi Air Mail". Usual mixed cond but well worth reserve. (24) $100 

856 Airmails 1929-1956 group comprising 1929 to USA, regd Ceduna SA & bearing 3d kookaburra pair & 3d Airmail. 
Posted on 5 June with US 7 JUL b/s's, 1931 "First Official Airmail Flight" covers (3), two "Christmas Greeting" 
design with 6d KS Airmails x 2 plus 2d KGV frankings, another to Batavia (address changed to Singapore) with 
Haymarket (Sydney) Regd label & bearing 3 sets of Kingsford Smith (total 2/3d) on illust cover. Also Collins St, 
Victoria to England franked with 6d violet KS block of 4 & 2d single, Feb 1934 Trans Tasman to London franked 
with 7d blue Airmail tied by Auckland with Sydney machine cancel "Prevent Bush Fires" inverted & reversed at 
base. Finally July 1934 "First Official Airmail Aust to New Guinea" before onwards to England franked with 6d 
brown & KGV 2d with additional 2d BOP tied by Salamaua cds. All in fine cond. (8 covers) $100 

857 Airmails 1930's covers with majority originating from Perth. Various frankings to 1/6d Hermes & 3d Cable etc. Noted 
1931 England to Australia (WA) covers incl intermediate from Karachi to Perth leg & later "Experimental Air Service" 
with attractive mixed frankings incl one with KS set of 3 in vert pairs plus 3d Airmail. Very mixed cond reflected in 
reserve. (43) $100 

858 Airmails 1931-1952 range in Lindner 3 ring binder with most items flagged with AAMC numbers noting 188 (2)  
plus KGV 5d Regd covers x 2 with Rundle Street S. Aus labels in red before nos 222, 137a, 369, 1274, 1308a, 
470/p, 1269, 461, 1307, 470, 808, 392 (2), 1911, 198a, 470a & 1348. The random order of these numbers reflects 
the collection order. Condition varies but many are fine & also noted 1938-1953 Papua/New Guinea with attractive 
mixed frankings. Viewing recommended. (48) $200 

859 Airmails 1932-1936 variety of covers with majority internal to WA with a couple of overseas incl 3 to England, one 
with 3d Cable pair in combination with 1/- Lyrebird, the others with 1/6d Hermes. One addressed to Yalbalgo 
Station, Carnarvon with 2d & 3d Macarthur while another with "By Air Mail" vignette & 6d Kingsford Smith is 
addressed to Mundabullangana Station. Mixed cond but useful. (9) $40 

860 Airmails 1934-1944 Interesting range neatly written up on pages with rates & destinations noting 12 sent from 
Perth, 3 of which are Registered plus another from Wiluna to Nedlands & an AIF Military cover from the Northern 
Territory to Kellerberrin, WA. Noticed a "Centuria" wreck cover (AAMC 868) & 2 flight covers with special cachets to 
Daly Waters (AAMC 429) & with Qantas cachet (AAMC 470). All in very good to fine cond. (14) $140 

861 Booklets Range incl KGVI 3/6d with remainder being 50c to $8 decimal issues with many duplicated by 2. 1970's 
issues with a variety of Edition numbers. Total FV $400+ $150 

862 Booklets (Prestige) 1998-2005 range of overprinted issues incl Teapot of Truth with "ASDA 50th Anniv Dinner", 
Namatjira, Murray River Shipping, Boxing Kangaroo & Wine all ovptd "Queensland Stamp Show" with respective 
year & logo plus 2005 C/W Nations for Illawarra PS Dinner. All in exc cond.  P&C PB2(1), PB5(1), PB12(1), 
PB37(1), PB80(1) & PB81(1), total cat. $390 (6) $100 

863 Booklets (Prestige) Selection incl 1998 Teapot of Truth x 5, 2005 "Down on the Farm" x 4, 2003 Rugby, 2004  
AFL (various), 2005 Tennis, 2006 Royalty, 2006 Lighthouses, 2007 Cricket x 2, 2007 10 Years of Legends, 
Working Dogs, 2009 Parks, 2010 Macquarie, 2010 Year of the Tiger (Christmas Is) , 2010 Kokoda, etc.              
Reserved at half the FV totalling $300+ (28) $150 

864 Censored Mail WWII group with covers to France, USA, Switzerland (Red Cross), GB & Java plus a 1924 
commercial cover to Switzerland Reg'd Elizabeth St, Melb & a 1938 Airmail cover to Switzerland with KGVI 3d blue, 
1½d maroon, 6d (1932) Kookaburra & ½d orange KGV x 10 franking (total 1/3½d). Also a 1941 cover to 
Birmingham with "California Clipper" h/s bearing 5/- Robes & 5d ram x 2 & 1942 to Java bearing 9d Platypus & 2 
line "Service Suspended Return to Sender" h/s plus a 1941 Prisoner of War Post to Geneva bearing KGVI 1/4d x 4 
& 4d Koala. An interesting group in good cond. (7 items) $100 

865 First Day Covers 1997-2010 unaddressed range appearing complete simplified for the period with vals to $10 plus 
S/A's, Framas & 3 PNC's. Arranged in 2 cover albums. (160) $40 

866 Framas 1984 Barred Edge to 1996 "Festival" paper in complete base rate Postcode sets of 9 (BE was 7). All fine 
MUH with a retail of $115 (88) $30 

867 "Impressions" Limited Edition Presentation Packs Useful group from the 2022 catalogue with many ovpts, 
imperfs & embellished M/S's incl Under Sail, Working Dogs, Roses (Scented version), Deep Past Animals, Roses, 
Beautiful Continent, Budgerigars & Budgerigars (Gold M/S) plus Bush Seasonings (both versions), Dinosaurs, AAT 
Penguins & Sheep Dog Trials. Total cost from AP of $1000+ (13) $750 

868 Medallion Covers 2006-2023 very useful group with the majority issued in the last 5 years. Incls 2021 RAAF Cent, 
"Full Steam Ahead", 2021 Holden Torana, 2022 Black Hawk, 2023 "Buddy" Franklin, 2023 Heritage Holden 
Collection (3 diff), 2023 King Charles Coronation & 2023 "Poppies of Remembrance" pair plus the Battle of Crete 
numbered "0045" of 2000. Rarely seen years. A full list is available by request. Cost $1680 from Aust Post. (61) $600 

869 Medallion Covers 2008-2012 range incl 2008 Megafauna (2), 2008 Beijing Olympics (8),  2008 Hawks AFL 
Premiers (5), 2009 Earth Hour, 2009 Micromonsters (2), 2010 Fishes of the Reef, Mary MacKillop, Wildlife Rescue 
& 2012 The Panda. Exc cond. Cost $520 from Aust Post. (22) $100 

870 Military Mail 1942-1945 selection of covers, cards & original letters with majority Australian noting 1943 Censored 
cover to England with Lady Gowrie Red Cross cinderella, 1944 Queensland (Canungra) Military Forces Christmas 
card to Vic, England/Victoria unused postcard with multicoloured flags & arms, 1943 Red Cross Xmas card, letter 
headed "Catholic United Services Auxiliary" & 1905 "Women's Hospital, Multan" b&w postcard addressed locally in 
Melbourne dated 1905. Many "Welfare" orientated items. (19 items) $30 

871 Miniature Sheets - Exhibitions 2008-2021 range of different issues incl 2017, 2018, 2020 & 2021 Perth Stamp & 
Coin Shows. Noted gold & limited numbered ovpts plus imperfs, vals to $10 & CTO with exhib pmks. Some useful 
duplication for re-sellers. Rarely offered in such quantity & all arranged on Hagners. Total FV $360+ with a retail of 
at least $1000. (List available by request) (100+) $400 

872 Officials 1927-1932 group of perfined & ovptd "OS" CTO examples. Incls Canberra, 3d kookaburra, Sturt pair, 
Kingsford Smith pair & 2d SHB  while the 6d Airmail KS & 3d SHB are commercially used. Useful group. (9) $40 



873 Officials 1929-1932 group of perfined & ovptd "OS" CTO examples. Incls WA Cent, Sturt pair, Kingsford Smith (2 
pairs) plus 6d Airmail & 1/- Lyrebird in both shades & 3d SHB x 2. ACSC Cat. $290 (12) $80 

874 Parcel Post Labels All with Kangaroo or KGV frankings incl some mixed. "P.P.1." forms with various PO 
codes & dates at base of each noting labels for "C274 - 1/1928", "C714 - 8/1931", "C1004-8/1933",  "C1836 - 
8/1937" & "C.2440 - 7/1939". Cancelled at offices in Sydney & Melbourne with strength in 2/- & 5/- 
Kangaroos of the 1929-1935 period. Interesting mix of cds, oval rubber stamps & "Chief Parcel Office 
Melbourne" strikes. Certainly above average quality & most attractive. Rarely seen in such quantity. Priced 
by local Perth dealer to sell individually at $8,000+ (48 forms) $2,000 

875 Perfins "WA" selection on mainly KGV incl SMW perf 13½x12½ ½d orange block of 6, electro 9 MUH/MVLH, CofA 
wmk 2d single x 2 plus imprint pair MUH, 3d blue block of 4 (faults) & 4d olive MUH. Also 1932 6d Kookaburra MUH 
& KGVI Die III fresh MUH. (27) $40 

876 Perfins Group with "T" on KGV vals to 4d olive incl a 2d orange MLH & "VG" on 1d green, SMW perf. 13½x12½ 
(MLH), 3d blue Die II CofA wmk (MUH) & 4d olive plus "OS" perfins on Victoria QV vals to 5d good to F/U. (15) $50 

877 Perfins Interesting range with "WA", "OS/NSW", "G/NSW", "VG" & "T" perfins on first 19 pages of stockbook while 
the final 13 pages are devoted to private perfins dating from early state material to the 1960's. Numerous KGV plus 
a few Kangaroos roughly set out in alphabetical order with varying cond. Unfortunately, the rusty stockbook used 
has affected the majority however should interest the specialist. $100 

878 Perfins Range of "OS/NSW" perfins on 1st & 3rd wmk kangaroos good to fine used noting 1st wmk 1d red Die I 
very good used, Die II x 2, 3d olive Die II, 5d chestnut plus 1d red Die IIA x 2 with varieties (H)d "flaw one to val" 
MUH (fluffy perfs) & (K)e "white flaw under u". 3rd wmk incls 2d grey Die I (MH), 2d Die IIA, 2½d blue & 3d olive Die 
I, 6d brown, 9d violet Die II & 1/- green Die II, 1/- blue-green Die IIB & 2/- brown (heavy cancel) plus 2/- maroon & 
5/- grey & yellow. A useful group. (18) $140 

879 PNC's 1994-2015 random accumulation noting 2003 Coronation (4), 2005 $5 QEII Baton Relay, 2008 
Remembrance 90th Anniv of WWI (4), 2013 Black Caviar, 2013 Bathurst, 2014 "The Urn Returns" with gold pmk,  
2014 WWI Cent - "Our Boys" & 2015 Magna Carta x 2 plus a couple of medallion covers incl F-111. Majority appear 
in VG cond with some duplication. (56) $200 

880 PNC's 2008-2011 Range of issues with no obvious highlights but many thematics noted. Incls 90th Anniv WWI, 
Burke & Wills, Lost Soldiers of Fromelles, QEII 85th B'day, Powered Flight, plus a couple of Christmas Is Lunar 
New Year. All in exc cond with some doubling up but no more than 3 each. (31) $120 

881 PNC's Group of 6 for 1997 Bradman, 2008 Football, 2011 Volunteers, 2018 Chinese New Year, 2021 QV Market & 
2023 "The Pinnacles" from the PS&CS numbered 056 of 120, the latter retailing at $100+ (6)  $80 

882 Postage Dues Collection in 16 page Lighthouse stockbook. Comprehensive collection from ½d to 5/- set out 
according to BW Cat. numbers. 1902 "NSW" at base. 11 used stamps ½d, 1d x3, 2d x4, 4d x2 & 6d. 1902 
converted NSW plates ½d to 8d. ½d x2, 1d x5, 2d x3, 4d x3, 6d x2 & 8d x1. 1902/04 design completed at base: ½d 
x3, 1d x15, 2d x11, 3d x1 MSS cancel, 4d x4, 5d x3, 10d x1, 2/- x1 & 5/- x1. 1906/08 wmk crown over single-lined 
A. ½d x1, 1d x3, 2d x5, 4d x1 & 6d x3. Up to here BW Cat. No.s relate to the earlier catalogue. From 1909/10 crown 
over double-lined A series allocated numbers are consistent with BW 2020 PD Cat. Where sub-shades are present 
for many issues & provide a valuable resource for those interested in shades. BW D76 to D158. This final section 
contains over 300 stamps mostly F/U to V/F/U with circular date stamps. No high catalogued stamps noticed but an 
excellent collection upon which to build. Viewing recommended. $300 

883 Postage Dues 1902/09 monocolours on pages dupl to 2/- with some fine used. Possible flaws & shades with the 
basic STC £800+ (130+) $100 

884 Postage Dues 1902-1960 good to fine used collection sorted by SG numbers , the majority with cds cancels with 
only a few m/s's. Noted 1909 £1 rosine & yellow-green F/U (SG D73, Cat. £300) & 1938 CofA wmk set of 7 fine 
MLH with very good centring (SG D112-D118, Cat. £200). Well worth viewing & an opportunity to fill this often 
overlooked area! (approx. 240) $300 

885 Postage Dues 1909/63 bicolours range to 5/- with majority good to fine used with some MUH/MLH all arranged on 
album leaves. Duplication with potential for checking dies & flaws. Some blocks incl 14 CofA neatly postmarked 
Kalangadoo SA & a 6d MLH block. STC (SG) £300 & ACSC $400+ (c600) $75 

886 Postage Due's Specialised 8 frame Australian National Stamp Exhibition (Mandurah 2016) with only 6 pages 
removed for separate lotting. Titled "Victoria to Australia the Postage Due Issues 1890 to 1963", this astounding 
assembly on 122 pages in protector sleeves is the best of its type that we have ever offered & needs to be viewed 
to appreciate its scope & forensic detail with position number, flaws etc. Over 90 cards & covers with Tax markings 
are present incl incoming international mail & local usages & large blocks. Many MUH, MLH & used shade varieties 
plus imprint blocks & useful comments re rates & shortfalls etc plus Censored items. Estimate is conservative as 
viewing will confirm! $2,000 

887 Postage Dues Worthwhile accumulation starting with 1902 "blank at base" 1d, 2d (2), 3d (2), 4d & 6d x 2 followed 
by 1902 design at base completed, Crown/NSW wmk with ½d (4), 1d (7), 2d (2), 3d (2), 4d (4), 5d (2), 6d, 10d, 1/- 
(3) & 2/- (1) & 1906 Crown/A wmk 1d, 2d & 4d x3. The 1909 bi-coloureds on Crown/double-lined A wmk thick paper 
with mainly dupl range of vals to 5/- (4) with only small range of vals on thin paper before 1922 Crown/A wmk dupl 
range to 6d, 1938 CofA wmk redrawn types with an almost complete range ½d to 5/-. Some vals with dupl. Finally 
1958/60 no wmk for 1d (12), 4d (4), 5d (6), 6d (4), 8d, 10d (4) & 1/- (7). Most are good to fine used with cds cancels 
with odd MLH or MNG. Although they are logically arranged, the identifying catalogue numbers are out of kilter with 
the latest ACSC numbers. Ex Brian Pope. (approx. 50 mint & 280 used) $300 

888 Postal Stationery KGV/QEII selection on Hagners with 1927-1932 1d green cut-outs with machine cancels (16 
similar with Melbourne cancels) plus oval 1d green, 1½d scarlet x 5 + "Two Pence" surcharge before KGVI 1d & 
1½d green, 2d (2) & 2½d (3) scarlet while QEII incls 3d green (8), 3½d red (7), 4d magenta (6), 5d blue (7), 4¢ red 
(2) & 5¢ orange plus 5 KGV/QEII Registered cut-outs. A possible starter lot. (60+) $40 

889 Postcards 1905 "Binngarra" Manly Steamer being launched (addressed), 1907 S.S."Tomki" wrecked Richmond 
River Heads & undated S.S."Thode Fagelund" stranded in Cronulla Beach. An interesting b&w trio with only light 
ageing. (3) $30 



890 Postcards 1910c "Fire Station, Adelaide" titled b&w with SA 1d QV tied by Adelaide machine cancel & addressed 
to Perth & "Fire Station, Bendigo" colour card with firefighters sitting outside the station plus early South Aust 
undivided lotho printed colour card with vignette scene of Govt House, statue & State arms. Fine mint cond. (3) $50 

891 Postcards Group incl Railway Station Gawler SA, "Official Opening Adelaide Electric Tram System March 9th 
1909", "Hot Lava Running into the Sea at Savaii" (Pago Pago duplex, 1907), "Sailing Canoe, Papua" & two other 
Papua-themed b&w cards, "Australian YMCA Theatre" & "Landing of the Australians 25-4-15" (Gallipoli) & Danish 
postcard with 3 Tivoli scenes (colour tinted) plus Queensland smoking cartoon card published for Q.R. Paull. 
Interesting with the last two cards coloured, all others black & white photo types. (8 unused, 3 used) $50 

892 Postcards WWI "On Active Service" 1915 postcards x 5, three with bold "PASSED BY No. 2214 CENSOR" 
cachets in red another with same h/s but numbered "2683" while another with "Passed by Censor s/l cachet with 
"D"  in m/s. Incls 13 April 1915 written aboard ship "Still on the water (Stationery)" colour propaganda card "If 
anyone will lend me a gun, I'll show the Germans!" plus b&w "T.S.S. Geelong"  from Geyer Studios Oxford Street, 
Sydney with message on back "...this is the boat we are on & have been for the past 6 weeks... will all be glad 
when we get orders to move...". Posted to Fremantle 13 April 1915 while another is dated 18 April 1915 titled 
"Types Soudanais" b&w Egypt Postal Carte with the message reading "... This place is just a paradise of flowers up 
to our knees..." also addressed to Fremantle. One dated 22-5-1915 with black & blue glamour photo has message 
speaking of life in the trenches & "...I did not get a letter from you last mail or for some considerable time...". The 
last card in the group has "June 23 1915 High seas" before message incl "...Wes don't know where we are going..." 
& also addressed to Fremantle showing the "T.S.S. Suffolk" but name scratched out by Censor. All cards are better 
than average cond. (5) $120 

893 Postmarks Australia wide arranged in alphabetical order in 2 lever arch files. Unusual in that they are not 
presented by State. Incls a few barred numerals & good strikes on issues from KGV to 1990's with majority on 
piece. Each place is listed with its postcode with approx. 40% of spaces filled, so potential! (1000s) $150 

894 Replica Cards Various issues with Card Numbers between "4" & "32" with 2 of each noting the popular AIF & 
Sydney Harbour Bridge cards. Exc cond. (58) $30 

895 Revenues 1966-1971 Tax Instalment with tabs. MUH multiples comprising 5¢ (10), 30¢ & 60¢ (5 ea.), $2 (2), $4, 
$5, $7 (2 ea.), $6 (4), $8 (5), $10 (20), $20 (15) & $40 (65), the latter in part sheet with "Printed By Authority..." 
imprint & perf pip on top & bottom selvedges. All fresh & fine. Barefoot Cat. £400+ $100 

896 Stamp Packs APW album with 1969 Flight to 1976 Explorers issues incl Paintings to $10. In addition, Christmas Is 
1972 Ships, Cocos 1976 Ships & 2 PNG packs. The sleeves for housing the packs have bubbled overtime but the 
packs themselves are generally fine. (60) $40 

897 Telegram Forms 1963-1965 selection used in Qld complete with messages & frankings from 2/9d to 6/3d 
depending on number of words in message. All with clear cds's tying various stamps of the period. (10) $40 

898 Varieties Pre-decimal range on Hagners in binder with many useful annotated with the relevant ACSC numbers 
noting 1929 1½ Swan re-entry "T" & neck (Cat. $75), 1931 6d violet Kingsford Smith block with "FO/LD" re-entry 
plus pair showing "extra islands" (ACSC 143d & e, Cat. $245), 1937 2d NSW pair with left frame extended (ACSC 
175d, Cat. $60) all MUH/MLH plus 1932 6d Kookaburra "top frame broken" (ACSC 150d) & 1937 1/- Lyrebird block 
with roller flaw on right stamps both used & cat. $200+. Also 1937 2d NSW "man with tail" used (Cat. $100) & 1958 
2/- Qantas block "A" re-entry MUH (ACSC 340d, Cat. $100) plus others "flagged" with a ACSC cat. total of $2600+. 
Mix of blocks & multiples. A conservative reserve, especially with all the work done! (100+) $400 

899 Vignettes & PO Labels Quality Lighthouse block stockbook (4 strips per page) housing a wide range of labels, 
stickers & PO forms noting Air Parcel, Receipted Delivery, Messenger Delivery, Airmail vignettes, Parcel Post, 
Express Post, Priority Paid, "More to Pay", International Priority Paid, International Express Post, Express 
Roadcourier, Same Day, Same Day Urgent & Saturday Service plus many others. Noted C.S.B. 92 form used with 
Halsey Ea 30 cds dated 15 DE 65 with latest recorded date in PMI 24-08-65. Approx 50 different with dupl up to 18 
items. An interesting lot. (Total 350) $90 

900 Yearbooks 1987-2016 complete annual collections from Australia Post plus 2000 & 2004 Olympic Gold Medallists 
books with sheetlets of 10. Exc cond. Total cost $2420 with a FV of $2060+ (32 vols) $800 

901 Yearbooks 1987-2017 complete annual collections from Australia Post an extras 2 x 2004. Exc cond. Total cost 
$2700 with a FV of $2260+ (39 vols) $900 

902 Yearbooks-Leather 2003, 2004, 2006, 2012, 2014, 2016 & 2017 complete annual collections from Australia Post 
incl the useful Sheetlets in the later editions. Exc cond. Total cost $750 with a FV of $600+ (7 vols) $280 

903 NSW 1854-1905 range of mainly used on Hagners noting 1854 6d slate-green, fawn & grey imperfs, 1871/1902 8d 
yellow (6), 9d on 10d, 5/- "coin" shades used & "reprint" ovpt on rose-lilac. Also "SPECIMEN" ovptd 9d on 10d & 1/- 
before 1888 1d, 2d & 9d on 10d, "Reprint" on 1856 (6d) Registered plus a few "OS" ovpts to 1/-. Well worth viewing. 
(120+) $150 

904 NSW 1904-1907 range of covers all addressed to Tasmania & with combinations of 1d scarlet & 2d blue tied by 
barred numeral duplex strikes, annotated in pencil. A nice "proving" lot comprising South Broken Hill, Wagga 
Wagga, Byron Bay, Hay, Lismore, Menindie, William Street, Deniliquin, Wollongong, Gunnedah, Bega, Invernal, 
Boolical, Tingha, Tenterfield, Picton & Albury PO's. Odd hole or other fault. (19) $40 

905 NSW Accum noting 1/- diadem imperf F/U, 1897 Charity 1/- used (crease), a couple of 1882/88 3d & 4d MLH pairs 
with main value in the Stamp Duty & other Revenues incl 5¢, 10¢ & 20¢ "Cattle Duty" MUH, "Betting Tax" on cards 
x 5 used, 1935 Silverton Tramway 6d Parcel Stamp in vertical pairs MUH (2 pairs) plus Frank Stamp (Governor) in 
violet & 2 receipts (1946 & 1950) with 2d stamp duty affixed. Chaotic, but should repay careful sorting. (100s) $60 

906 NSW Government Railways selection with 3¢, 4¢, 10¢, 40¢ & $5 used plus 3¢ & $1 uncancelled. All "Victoria"-
inscribed with another page of similar types but inscribed with diff NSW station names for 3¢ to $2 vals (29). Mixed 
wmk/no wmk. A few with perf damage but not often seen in this quantity. (39) $50 

907 NSW Govt Railway Parcel Stamps on Hagners incl "OS" ovpts on 6d orange & 5¢ red with other ordinary vals to 
$10 used & a MUH/MLH selection from a wide range of Station names. Cond varies but over 200 used & 37 low 
vals MUH. Hagner with 38 C/wealth used with G/NSW perfins (faults) & another Hagner with 16 x 2d SHB with all 
diff cds "socked on the nose" strikes. (c300 items) $150 



908 NSW Postmarks on 17 Hagners noting "Posted on Train", "Travelling PO South", "TPO North", "TPO North West", 
"TPO1 West" & other TPO strikes. Mix of good strikes on KGV to decimal, a minority on pieces. Noted Coff's 
Harbour Jetty (1928), Willow Tree (1963), Addison Road (1964) & TPO1 North Coast plus odd a Victoria & other 
states. Recommended for the high quality of strikes, rather than scarcity. (300+) $50 

909 NSW, South Aust & Victoria The latter from 3d blue half length imperf (2) with later vals to 5/- incl a few Postage 
Dues on old printed album leaves while SA are on sectional Imperial Album pages with a remnant collection of 
140+ stamps incl 5/- "Long Tom" (1887/95 type) & QV recess printed range to 2/- with shade interest. The NSW 
with vals to 5/- "coin" plus a few MLH/MH & odd "OS". Viewing suggested as mixed cond in places.  (Approx 450) $120 

910 Queensland 1880-1912 Postal Stationery written up on leaves incl 1889/91 1½d Reply Post Card CTO plus mint 
(separately), 1880 1d rose p/c (148x98mm), the largest Qld card printed (mint) plus the smaller 1891 format CTO, 
2d blue-green used (1893), Lettercard (1895) CTO, Reply Postal Card 1d scarlet (1911) CTO & 1½d blue CTO, 
1891 1½d card with variety perfs cut through middle of print area & 1898 1d & 1½d "local views" (Mulgrave River) & 
1d Haystacks & Lucerne Strippers, Warwick, "Vineyard, Mudgee" all mint plus "Wheat stripping Canning Downs, 
Warwick" used, ditto "Hambledon Sugar Mill, Cairns" (1899) & "Gold Mine & Works, Charters Towers" (1900). Also 
1912 1d Letter Card CTO, ½d green wrappers used (1892) & doubleton (1895) before 1899 new design plus 1934 
First Official Air Mail Aust to PNG regd Brisbane & Port Moresby & addressed to Rabaul franked with Qld QV 1/- 
mauve. Incls a useful range of postal fiscals with 1866 1d, 1871 1d, 1/-, 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- fiscally used, plus 1882 types 
CTO with colourless embossing (7), 1860 lithos (5) incls 20/- & 1870 envelope with 2d blue. Finally, a page of 1882 
Chalons 2/- to (P)1 & 1882/95 ½d to 2/- mixed MLH/used (9 vals). Good lot! (qty) $150 

911 Queensland 1930/31 KGV group of local Brisbane covers with a range of slogan cancels on 2d scarlet. All 
addressed to Grand Secretary, Grand Lodge of Freemasons of Queensland with 2 typed & 11 handwritten. (11) $20 

912 Queensland Revenue & Railway stamps on Hagners noting KGV 6d, 1/- & 2/6d impressed duty used on pieces 
plus £5 & £13 QV on pieces & £20 small type with similar stamp duty cancel in carmine. Also 1930 numeral design 
for 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, £3, £4, £6, £8 & £30 vals used & Railway 5¢ to $2 rouletted used with dollar values x 2 plus $5 & 
$10 & a unused 50¢ plus 19 vals used at non-Brisbane stations. Interesting group. (58) $50 

913 Queensland Used accumulation from perfd Chalons to 9d "Commonwealth" in stockbook. All higher vals from 2/- to 
£1 appear fiscally used with cond. of lower vals largely poor to average. Odd pickings hence low reserve. (c400) $50 

914 South Aust & Queensland ranges on various pages, the latter with 1860 1d cut close, 6d with 4 margins good 
used before a good later group to 1903/12 with majority good to F/U incl a few MNG/MLH from 1897-1907 to 6d. 
SA on Seven Seas leaves with vals to 2/- incl 8d on 9d (2 with perf faults), 6d ultramarine ovptd "OS" & a few 2d 
orange with 1891/96 "OS" ovpts. Pickings with care but mixed cond reflected in low reserve. (approx. 270) $60 

915 South Australia 1856/58 large star imperf issues incl orange-red & blood-red shades with mixed margins from 
touching to massive incorporating half of neighbouring stamp! plus 1d yellow-green with close even margins & 6d 
slate-blue (some creases). A good buy at the conservative reserve against the total cat. £1500+ (15) $200 

916 South Australia Postmark lot in carton  with 3 stockbooks, a lever arch file, 2 shoeboxes of A-Y in packets & 2 
publications about the squared circle cancellations plus a few on cover & a very old telegram. Mostly on piece from 
Commonwealth pre-decimal & decimals to 1990's. One of the shoeboxes also contains some NT postmarks. Huge 
accum with large percentage of fine strikes. (1000s) $200 

917 South Australia Various Revenues on stockcards & Hagners comprising Duty Stamp 1¢ to 20¢ singles & pairs 
MUH, SA Railways  2¢ to $1  rouletted Parcel Stamps, Australian National Railways 5¢, 10¢, 20¢, 50¢ & $1 with 
each x 2 used plus a set of 12 MUH to $5 & an extra $2 with green logo & strips of 4 each of the 7 vals from 5¢ to 
60¢ with register imprint receipts from Port Pirie (6), Gawler (2) & Murray Bridge. An interesting lot. $50 

918 Tasmania 1890's Frank stamps group of 6 for Office of Taxes, Secretary General Post Office, Premier's Office, 
House of Assembly (light strike), The Attorney General & The Chief Secretary plus 2 stockcards of off paper QV low 
vals with mixed BN, duplex & cds strikes. (14) $30 

919 Tasmania 1d red Mount Wellington Pictorial bundleware with 12 bundles. A quick "flick" reveals there to be a fair 
percentage of cds cancels. (approx. 1200) $80 

920 Tasmania covers 1970's-1990s in small box all with tax markings & a goldmine for the specialist in this collecting 
area. Packed in display book & groups sorted by size. (100s) $75 

921 Tasmania Mainly used with dupl on 16 Hagners. Many good cds strikes so possible postmark interest amongst the 
1d & 2d Pictorials which comprise about 90% of the total. (approx. 550)  $50 

922 Tasmania Postmark selection with various cds strikes on KGV & Pictorials with majority of value in 1d & 2d types 
noting Beach End, Crotty, Mount Dundas, Mt Farrell & Magnet. Nothing scarce on the KGV (22). Also Chalons with 
6d dull slate grey (3 margins), lightly used (SG 44, Cat. £85), 1863/71 6d reddish-mauve perf.12 MLH & 1/- perf.10 
with traces of o.g. but traces of a cleaned fiscal pen m/s. Also 3 "Loose Ship Letter" strikes, 2 "LL/G" perfs & 1933 
Municipality of Hamilton "Analysis of Voucher Expenditure" completed forms x 2. (c180 items) $50 

923 Tasmania Postmarks A massive cds range on largely decimal pieces with very little dupl on over 20 stockpages. 
Impressive assembly of clear complete strikes, many from small PO's noting Kindred, Carrington Lower, Riana 
South, Redpa, Epping Forest, Grassy K.I., Burnie Upper, Quciba, Stringer Creek (2), Parattah, Roland & Butler's 
Gorge. A useful lot rarely seen in quantity nowadays. (400+) $80 

924 Tasmania Postmarks from 1950's Telegram form clippings weighing ½kg noting vals to 10/- plus some lower vals 
in multiples e.g. 2/- Crocodile x 4. Quality of strikes appear very good with a wide range of place names. (1000s) $100 

925 Tasmania Postmarks on pictorials comprising ½d, 1d (53) & 2d (6) with selected centred strikes of Hobart & 
Launceston in the 1900-1913 range. Sorted by codes, time & date case changes plus other variations of interest to 
the specialist. (60) $40 

926 Tasmania Postmarks with 99% on piece, others off paper in large box. Nearly all decimal issues with postcodes but 
good variety & odd pre-decimal noted. (1000s) $30 

927 Tasmania Seven Seas leaves from 1855/64 6 to 1/- Chalons (mixed cond), 1870/1913 types to 8d, 1892 to 2/6d & 
1899/1912 Pictorials to 6d, plus a few postal fiscals incl 1863 series 3d green, 2/6d carmine & 5/- green postally 
used. Also 1864 to 10/- fiscally used, 1880 Platypus 1d & 6d postally used with others to 1/- fiscal before 1900 
"Revenue" ovpts to 2/6d incl 1d on 3d, the 3d postally used with Cranbrook cds (SG F34, Cat. £38). (63) $50 



928 Tasmania Used duplicated with odd mint on 37 Hagners in matching binder. Starts with 4d Courier (rebacked) & 
2nd grade Chalons x 13 imperfs & 15 perfd in mixed postally/fiscally used before later with BN & cds strikes. Many 
fine but nothing scarce though could be some potential in pmks. (400+) $60 

929 Victoria 1850-1913 collection in Senator binder written up in pencil over 30 years ago. Starts with "Half 
Lengths" good to F/U of 1d (SG 8a & 9a), 2d (3, 6, 6a, 10, 10a & 13b) resulting in a first page cat. of £1,500+! 
Page 2 again has good to F/U examples of SG 13b, 15, 15a & 15c, plus 15¢ with wide margin at left, close 
but clear top & bottom, touching at right  MNG (Cat. £8,500 as MLH). More used "Half Lengths" on page 3 
with SG 16 (2), 16b, 17 single &  pair, 17d & "group 7" wide settings 1d, 3d SG 19 pairs (2) & single, "group 
8" 1d SG 20b. Continues with group 8 1d shades of rose & pink (5 used) & new stone 3d deep blue SG 
24/25c (6 examples) with 1852/54 Queen on Throne types on pages 5 & 6 noting 3 pairs & 5 singles with 
good to wide margins, perf.7 with 1/- blue imperf (4) & perf.12 (2) followed by attractive used examples of 
1857 1d, 2d & 4d "emblems", 1854 6d dull orange, 1859 2/-, 1861 6d black (Cat. £80), 1854 1/- imperf & 1856 
6d green imperf. Also 1854/55 "Registered" & "Too Late" imperfs good used before 1d green imperf x 6 F/U, 
6d blue x 4 used & one unused, 1854/59 6d orange (shades) "woodblocks" (12), 2/- imperf (2, one with 
magenta pink), perfd used & unused, 1/- "registered" (5) & 6d "Too Late" (2) imperfs with clear to wide 
margins. 1857/60 "emblems" imperf 1d (2 pairs & single), 4d ( 4 shades) plus pair & single, roulettes (3 incl 
one rouletted twice at left), imperf 1d yellow-green strip of 3 & single, 4d in 4 shades, 2d vert pair, 3 horiz 
pairs & 3 singles, rouletted 1d, 4d (4) on good quality wove paper & 1858/59 Robinson prints of 4d on 
vertical laid paper. Finally 2d rouletted 5½-6½d on vertical laid paper in 3 shades before a range on 
horizontally laid paper, 1859 first perfs incl 1d emerald perf. 12 pair (SG 75, Cat. £500 ea), 1860/66 Bordeaux 
paper 4d (2 shades) & on coarser paper (SG 89ab) with useful Saunders paper range of 1d, 2d & 3d blue, 
ditto maroon, 2d bluish grey wmkd Three Pence pair SG 100ca. Rest of this superb collection from 1862 
should be viewed. Please request scans if seriously considering a bid. (786) $3,000 

930 Victoria Range from 1850 onwards on Seven Seas leaves noting 1854 1/- Registered, 1857 "emblems", 1857/64 
2/-, 1868/84 5/- salmon & blue MLH, 1873/84 9d green F/U, QV 2/- on blued paper used, on pink paper with 
"Postage" added MLH (perf faults/foxing), 1900 Patriotic Fund 1d medal MLH (adherences) & KEVII £1 average 
used plus fiscal range incl Stamp Statute 6d, 1/-, 2/-, 5/- & very fine £1 with 1882 Office of Titles oval cancel before 
Series Two to 10/- in mixed cond, the £1 with pen cancel of 1919 & a sound £10 plus 30/- & £5. Also Postage Dues 
with 1890 colours to 1/- (excl 4d, 10d) & 1895 to 5/- (excl 6d, 10d) with mostly pen cancels. Mixed cond in places 
but conservative reserve. (c250) $75 

931 Victoria Ex dealer stock annotated with SG cat. numbers on 53 Hagners in padded binder. Starts with "half length" 
1d x 4 used (shades), 2d x 2 & 3d x 7 before Queen on Throne 2d surface printed x 3, 1d x 3 & 6d x 2 recess 
before 1854 woodblocks 6d x 4 & 2/- plus 1857 1d & 4d x 2 "emblems", 1858 Robinson 2d & 4d with 2 of each. 
Perfd types incl 1860 4d rose-pink (Cat. £45) & 3d maroon (SG 91, Cat. £30) with later extensive noting SG 
numbers do not correspond with latest SG Cat. Other highlights incl 8d orange (SG 112, Cat. £130), 1867 5/- bright 
blue & red, indigo blue & red, 1884 4/- Stamp Duty with English Mail cds (1897) & 1886 9d apple-green MLH (Cat. 
£35) with later incl heavily dupl low vals & finishing with 3 pages of MH/MLH vals to 2/- apple green incl a few perf 
"OS" to 6d. Should repay close inspection by specialist. Better than average cond throughout. (1000+) $300 

932 Victoria "VR" Railway Parcel Stamps of decimal period arranged in alpha order of stations in large stockbook. 
Usual variable cond but all off paper with a mix of cds & m/s cancels with face vals from 10¢ to $5. (c350) $90 

933 Victoria Postage Dues accumulation in peg album. This has been picked through however noted a few MLH/MH 
incl 1890/94 1d (2), 4d, 5d, 1895/96 ½d, 2d (2) & 5d, before mainly used in face val order covering various printings 
of ½d (33), 1d (113), 2d (149), 4d (58), 5d (21), 6d (13), 10d (3) & 1/- (9). Cond. varies with a mix of pen cancels, 
cds, boxed & BN types. Time needed to properly assess. Low reserve. (400+) $50 

934 Victoria Substantial range of Railway Parcel stamps inscribed for many different stations incl pre-decimal on 
Hagner with 4d red on blue "wings" design before later 3d black, 4d red on blue under printed background (2), 6d, 
9d, 10d, 1/-, 1/6d, 2/-, 3/- & 5/- (2) with greyish underprint vals. Also several Hagners with 1¢ to $5 decimals incl 
MUH for the 13th series (1981) with matching 000013 serial numbers. Also Tramways Board Pre-paid Fare Stamps 
with 10¢ block of 7, 15¢ strips of 4 & 3 & 20¢ block of 7. Lot is completed by a good selection of BN cancellations 
on card & a cds range on low val QV & Commonwealth to 1940's plus some Vic PD's on stockpages & decimal 
stamp duties to $10 on stockcards. An enjoyable lot for "Exploration"! (100s) $200 

935 States "Balance of consignment" left-overs with various club auction purchases noting Tasmania 1d & 2d Pictorials 
all with Hobart & Launceston cancels (c400), surface printed remnants on "Senator" leaves, NSW 10¢ Govt Railway 
Parcel stamps from diff stations (25 MUH), 5/- QV coin (3 faulty), C/wealth KGV low vals on Hagners with minor 
varieties (c120), Qld from perfd Chalons to 2/- & 5/- incl "Registered" (6d) yellow plus a good range of later incl 
1882 2/- to £1, 1882/95 coloured background & 1897/1905 white background both to 2/-, the majority good to F/U, 
Victoria on leaves (c130 in very mixed cond) & "Sectional Imperial Album" pages for all States plus Seven Seas 
standard pages for Tasmania. No WA. Conservative reserve. (100s) $100 

936 States Comprising NSW (130), Qld (142), SA (125), Tas (73), Vic (100) & WA (73). Has been lightly picked over 
but many good items remain noting Qld 1860 6d imperf & perf. 14-15½ (one pulled perf), 1881 20/- litho (o/c, untidy 
obliterator), 1905 2/6d red-orange with part Regd cds, SA 1855 2d red (3 margins), 1902/05 thin "Postage" 10/- fine 
MLH (Cat. £225), Tas 1892/99 10/- & £1 good used & Victoria 1886/96 1/6d orange F/U before WA 1854 1d black 
(3 margins), 1854 1/- pale brown roulette (SG 6a, Cat. £1100) & 4d dull blue imperf with GPO & Commissariat 
puncture. Federal period to 10/- incl both wmks of 5/- good to F/U & 10/- F/U "socked on the nose" Fremantle 
(1905). Will repay patient viewing. (643) $200 

937 States Duplicated group on old style manilla stockpages & in glassine. (WA is lotted separately). Semi-sorted in 
chronological order with many items x 10 or more but cond is mixed. Noted Qld 112 full face Chalons, Tas is 
reasonable with c30 imperfs to 6d, Vic with vals to 2/- & a "The Treasury" frank stamp. Only a few mint amongst the 
2000+ stamps. (14 stockpages) $100 



938 States Hagners & stockcards with some Pictorial cachets, a regd label of Yarram (Vic), 1950-1965 strikes noting 
"Ship Mail Room" cds & "Air Mail Section" plus odds & ends from other States incl perf "OS" & "T", a 1951 Ballarat 
Cent label, Victoria Govt Stamp Duty MUH ovptd Cattle 2¢ to 50¢ (11 vals), ovptd Swine with 2¢, 4¢, 8¢ & 10¢ vals 
plus a Hagner with random used SA, Tas, WA & Vic. Also NSW cancels on 1½d Sturt (14) & 1½ Swan (2) clearly 
selected for completeness of strikes & noting Lake Cargelligo, Rankin Springs, Bowning & Mulwala, plus a few in 
glassines with Marama, Telegraph Point, Charing Cross & a couple of covers. Incls Tas 1960's receipts (6) with 1d, 
2d, or 3d revenues, TGR parcel stamps MUH with 9d, 5/- on 1/- red, 6/- on 1/- violet & 8/- on 1/- magenta vals, 
embossed Stamp Duty 6d, 1/6d (2 shades), 2/6d & £1, one of 1/6d with oval Commissioner Stamp Duties 1909 
handstamp in red,. Finally some Aust with KGV 1½d scarlet SMW perf.13½x12½ top corner pl.3 & pl.4 blocks, 1d 
green single crown wmk block of 4 MUH, KGVI 1/4d block of 15 & marginal strip of 3 MUH & 1940's-1960's low val 
commem blocks incl 1950 KGV 3d red uncut booklet part sheet of 27. A "balance of consignment" lot! (c200) $100 

939 States Interesting group of cinderellas, Railway stamps, Revenues & various "uncatalogued" labels/vignettes on a 
thick bundle of Hagners in ring binder. Noted Railway Parcel stamps of Qld & NSW, GB "luggage" labels, Vic Govt  
1973/81 Fish & Wildlife Licence pictorials MUH, Australian Customs Duty labels ½d to 1/- used, Qld QV & KEVII 
duty stamps, GT as Revenues to £1 (2 diff) used & to $1 MUH, NSW KGV Revenues to £10 used & to $2 MUH 
plus $5 & $10 used. Also Vic Stamp Duty types to 10/- plus "Cattle" ovpt used on 6d, 1/6d, 2/1d & 6/- vals & 
"Swine" used noting 15/- & £1 strips of 3. Finally SA Railways from first types to decimal. Viewing highly 
recommended as much potential! (1000s) $300 

940 States Lighthouse stockbook with lightly duplicated range of all states used flagged at bottom of each page with a 
STC value totalling c$2300. Noted SA 2d with departmental "PW" ovpt but majority appear low cat. Generally good 
cond. (c650) $75 

941 States Qld (134), SA (489) & Tas (316). MLH & used accum in cat. order on Hagners with main value in South Aust 
noting 1d, 2d imperfs x 9 & 6d,roulette/imperf  F/U (SG 13-18) plus 1d, 2d & 6d x 2 all used before 1d green x 3 
(SG 19), 6d MNG & later 2/- MLH/used noting 10d on 9d yellow F/U. Also 1877 2/- MLH & surface printed low vals 
with range of perfs, wmk & shades MLH & used. "Long Toms" are well covered to 5/- MLH & used, the MLH incl 
some MUH while the few Officials incl "SA" & "OS" perfins. Tasmania with Chalons in fair cond with mixed fiscally & 
postally used plus heavily dupl 1d perf & imperf before average later with Pictorials recess printed to 6d MLH & 
surface printed MLH/used to 6d with perf varieties. Hingeing varies but nearly all free of toning. Viewing 
recommended. (939) $240 

942 States Seven Seas album with mounts added. A good starter lot in better than average cond with 1856 2d blue 
imperf F/U (4 margins), 1860 6d violet, perf.12, 5/- purple, perf.12 & 1891 surcharges plus a few "OS". Qld sparse 
but noted 1882/86 2/6d to £1 with "SPECIMEN" h/s MLH (dark gum), South Aust 1855 1d yellow-green & 2d blood-
red with close to touching margins, 1860 rouletted 2d pale vermilion & 6d dull blue plus 2/- QV & mixed "Long 
Toms" to 1/- (8d 1902 16½mm, Cat. £15 MLH). Finally, Tasmania 1857 4d pale blue Chalon (3 margins) & 1899 
Pictorials plus some Vic to 5/- before WA 1860 2d pale orange with 4 margins, 1861 6d purple-brown clean cut 
perf.14-16 & a mix of recess & surface printed to 1/- noting a QV 2/6d. Well worth reserve. (186) $100 

943 States, Kangaroos & KGV Off paper & semi-sorted in glassines with vals to 5/- CofA  in the kangaroos (6). Also 
some KGV to 1/4d with the lower vals in bundleware. Potential in the WA revenues noting "Hospital Fund", 
"Financial Emergency" & some swans plus random Aust pre-decimals. Mixed cond in places. It was a job not to be 
lured into sorting during describing! (1000s) $100 

944 AAT 1982-2003 FDC's in base cancels sets of 4 for Davis, Macquarie Is, Casey & Mawson. Incls 1982 Mawson, 
1984/85 Scenes Pt. 1, 2 & 3, 1984 Magnetic Pole, 1989 Nolan Landscapes, 1990 Scientific Co-operation pair & 
M/S's (8 covers), 1991 Treaty (2 sets), 1993 Wildlife Defin set Part II, 1996 Landforms (2 sets), 1997 ANARE (2 
sets) & 1998 Transport, 1999 Mawson's Hut, 2000 Penguins, 2001 Aust in the Antarctic, 2001 Seals & 2003 Ships. 
Retail $750+ (88 covers) $260 

945 Christmas Is 1958-1995 MUH complete (excl 1986 Wildlife sheetlet) with last 3 years in blocks of 4. Housed on 
Hagners in matching binder. (100's + M/S incl ovpts for Birdpex & WSE) $100 

946 Cocos Is 1963-1995 MUH on Hagners in matching binder together with a Cook Is range from 1937. The former 
close to complete but only 5 of the 1994/95 Provisionals present but incls CTO Official (retails $100). Useful Cook 
Is incl 1949 to 3/- MLH/used, 1963 defins to 5/- MUH, 1966 Churchill, 1966 Airs incl 2 sizes of aeroplane ovpt most 
noticeable on 1/- & 10/- plus £1 also with "aeroplane omitted" variety MUH (Cat. £38), 1967 surcharges to $1 on 
10/- incl 2¢ & 2½¢ surcharges in pairs with differing fonts. Also floral defins to $2 plus $4 & $6 with a reasonable 
coverage of commem sets & M/S's to 1974 MUH. Incls a page of Aitutaki. All fine MUH. Cook Is Cat. £300+ with a 
Cocos retail of $150+ (100s) $100 

947 Hutt River Province 1979 15c to $2 Wildflowers in a complete sheet of 132 (11x12) with 22 of each 6 designs in 
the sheet plus 1979 Birds sheet of 90 with 18 sets of 4 & an extra 22 of the 20c. Also 1982 Fish sheet of 72 & 1982 
Christmas sheet of 96 with all 4 designs in 4 panes of 24. All fine MUH with printers guide marks in selvedge. Total 
FV of $220+ (Not valid for Postage) $50 

948 Nauru 1916-1988 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners with the KGV all MLH, missing central ovpts & 5/- Seahorse but 
incls 3 shades of 2/6d. Ships are on rough & smooth paper part sets MLH (to 4d) & used (to 9d) before 1935 & 
1937 sets used with later MUH/CTO, usually both to 1976 before MUH only. The Seahorses make this a worthwhile 
lot ... just! (450) $100 

949 Norfolk Is 1947-1990 MUH, MLH & used range on Hagners in matching binder starting with 1947/59 F/U set of 14 
plus 1959 3d & 2/- MUH, 1953 to 5/- MLH & used before all later pre-decimal complete in both MLH & F/U. 
Decimals MUH & F/U incl 1974 UPU S/A set & M/S. 1985 onwards is MUH only. Fine & fresh throughout. (100s) $100 

950 North West Pacific Islands (NWPI) MLH/used ovpts arranged on Hagners. Rather disorganised but some flagged 
with cat. numbers noting 1918/22 1/- MUH, 2/- MUH & 5/- MLH (off centre) plus 2d, 2½d in 2 shades, 3d, 6d & 9d 
all MUH with KGV to 5d incl colour changes of 4d, all MUH. Also a range of perf "OS" incl 1d mauve, 2d red (7), 
orange, 4d violet (MNG with lower vals used followed by a small range of New Guinea vals to 6d MLH/used (31), 
Papua with Lakatois range from SG 47 to SG83 incl 2/6d black & brown MLH & used & some PNG odds. Viewing 
suggested to sort the MUH from the faulty! (186) $100 

951 Papua 1906 large "Papua" ovpt on fine used group mounted on album leaves comprising 6d x 4 horizontal, 1 
vertical, 1/- x 6, all horizontal & 2/6d x 3 ditto. Ex Rod Perry Auction. Total cat. £1150 (14) $300 



952 Papua 1911-1941 MLH simplified collection written up on leaves in protector sleeves. KGVI is MUH with             
earlier MLH. A couple of 1916/31 low vals with stains, otherwise fine throughout. No 1932 Pictorials or "OS"         
ovpts. Cat. £575 (65) $100 

953 Papua Range of Lakatoi in MUH, MLH & used cond on Hagners noting "Comet", "rig in clouds" amongst other 
minor varieties which have been "flagged". Incls shades of most vals to 2/6d, 1907 BNG 1/- colour changeling 
(brown-orange) & a very plausible example of SG 98a MLH (Cat. £1300). Also a few ovptd "OS" to 6d, odd multiple 
of low vals & 1d "Stamp Duty" Perf. 12½ (2) before a good range of cds examples incl some New Guinea & later 
PNG. Noted 1932 ½d buff Buna Bay strip of 3. Viewing recommended. (100s) $150 

954 PNG 1952-1990 Seven Seas Hingeless album complete simplified with the pre-decimal MVLH, later MUH. Incls 
"SPECIMEN" ovptd 10/- Map MUH, £1 Fisherman & £1 QEII MLH, 10/- Bird MLH (adherences) & 10/- Rabaul 
MUH. 1960 1st Postal Charges (excl D1) are MUH with June 1960 set MLH. Fine throughout. (c650) $150 

955 PNG 1952-Oct 1994 in Seven Seas Hingeless pages MUH (1952 10/- & £1 used) incl Postal Charges (excl D1) 
plus "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 10/-, £1 (1952), 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII. Some 1980's MUH extras on at back. (800+) $120 

956 PNG Pre-WWII on leaves & stockcards with mixed MLH & used noting NWPI ovpts on kangaroos to 2/- (6 MLH to 
1/-, 6 used to 2/-), KGV (10 used to 5d, 4 MLH to 5d), 1918/23 3rd wmk kangaroos (SG 106 etc to 5/- MLH with 
latter Cat. £75). New Guinea 1932/34 undated Airs to 1/- F/U, 3½d & 5d MLH before dated Airs to 5/- fine MLH 
(10/- soiled perfs) & Papua with a few low val Lakatois (monocolours to 2/6d MLH). Also a page with New Guinea 
1925 Huts to 5/- MLH plus extra 2/-. Useful pickings Cat. c£600 (130) $120 

957 PNG 1952-1979 used with dupl to x 4 of some, noting 10/- Rabaul plus some earlier Papua incl 1932 1/3d used 
range on Hagners. Mixed cond with odd duplicated. (c500) $30 

958 PNG 1952-1982 Seven Seas hingeless album with most issues from 1976 to 1982 MUH. Scattered random earlier 
with some used. (200+) $30 

959 Territories 1993-1999 Christmas Is & Norfolk Is FDC's in "Collecta" album. Majority appear unaddressed incl 
Norfolk $10 Victory. Also noted 1940 Pitcairn 1d pictorial on cover to Wellington & same stamp in combination with 
Norfolk Is 1956 3d Pitcairners tied by Centenary strike. (Christmas Is (34) &  Norfolk Is (43)) $30 

960 Territories Selection to 1976 on Hagners noting AAT Defins blocks of 4 to 2/3d before 1966/67 to $1 & 1973 to $1, 
Christmas Is 1958 & 1963 sets in singles & 1977 Christmas M/S with & without wmk, Cocos 1963 to 2/3d & Norfolk 
Is 1947 to 2/- & 1960 surcharges. Fine MUH throughout. (179 + 3 M/S's) $40 

   
 

AUSTRALIAN AIRMAILS 
 

961 1919 (10th Aug) Adelaide to Minlaton Harry Butler flight postcard with printed message & signature. Bold upright 
square circled Minlaton cancel on 1½d brown KGV dated AU 6 19. Usual wear with this card but sound & 
presentable. This card numbered "122". AAMC 20, Cat. $550 $90 

962 1925 Australian Airmail Services Ltd "The Angel" in deep blue vignette with block of 4 imperf at left  plus a single 
imperf at top. Block MUH, single MLH. Also a 1929 Adelaide to Perth FFC in VG cond.  $20 

963 1926 (March) Onslow & Carnarvon covers addressed to Perth with 4½d KGV single wmk tied by the "FORWARDED 
BY AIRMAIL" large rectangular cachets with cds's in the circle. Both "A. Trouchet Chemist, Perth" addressed. 
Trouchet was also a stamp dealer operating from his chemist shop in Perth. AAMC 91, Cat. $100 (2) $50 

964 1929 (8th Oct) Guildford WA to Marble Bar bearing 3d Airmail & 1929 1½d WA Cent. Taxed with 6d PD tied by 
Marble Bar cds alongside boxed "T" in black & "6d" in red m/s. Some staining. Incls newspaper clippings referring 
to the addressee with pictures. Most interesting. $30 

965 1930 (19th Feb) Derby-Perth Registered long commercial cover with 6d chestnut & 1/- blue-green Kangaroo & KGV 
4½d violet franking tied by neat 18 FEB 30 Derby cds's with matching red R6 label. posted 18 Feb 30, received in 
Perth 24 Feb 30. Red registration label. Franked with 6d chestnut & 1/- blue green Kangaroos, plus KGV 4½d violet. 
Handstamped "PER AERIAL MAIL" cachet in violet at top. Regd Perth 24 FEB 30 b/s. Damaged corner otherwise 
good cond & opened out for display. $100 

966 1931 (20th Apr) Aust to England "Experimental Air Mail" endorsed cover with Kingsford Smith set of 3 plus 2 
additional 6d vals with one containing the "extra islands" variety. All tied by bold Adelaide cds's. Flight cachet on 
reverse. A wonderful combination! ACSC143e, Cat. $100 not on cover. $50 

967 1931 (15th May) Australia to England Second Experimental Airmail illust "All the Way By Air" cover with mixed 
franking having the KS set with 3 x 6d & 3d Airmail. Registered Sydney & addressed to London. Most attractive. 
AAMC 203, Cat. $80++ $30 

968 1931 (22nd May) Australia to England via Batavia & Amsterdam commem illust cover showing crossed flags & 
aircraft. GPO Melbourne Registered with 6d Kingsford Smith x 3, 3d KGV & 2/- kangaroo making a most attractive 
cover. Cachet on front under typed address. Melbourne & Sydney b/s's. Good cond. AAMC 206, Cat. $150+ $40 

969 1932 England to Aust plain cover endorsed "By Special Experimental Direct Airmail" & addressed to Melbourne 
with GB 4d & 1/- KGV defins tied by Reading cds. Worn cond but presented on album page with write-up & another 
part cover with same franking from same flight. AAMC 245 (2 items) $30 

970 1934 (14th April) NZ to Australia with NZ 7d Airmail tied by Kaitaia with neighbouring Waipareira transit cds dated 
the day before & cachet in mauve on illustrated cover. Signed by the pilots, Ulm & Boulton. Sydney same day b/s. 
Fine cond. AAMC 370 $40 

971 1934 (2nd Nov) MacRobertson Air Race "Uliver" return flight from Dutch East Indies to Holland. Regd cover with 
12½c Anti TB Queen, 20c Queen x 2 & 30c triangular Airmail tied by Djokjakarta cds's or the special "Uliver 
Batavia" cds for 14.11.34. Gravenhage b/s. Would have been folded inside an outward cover used to return that 
cover to the sender, so effectively flown both ways! AAMC 458b, Cat. $350 $75 

972 1934 (16th Nov) Portland, Victoria to Melbourne First Autogiro post card with 3d Vic Cent tied by M.O.O. Portland 
cds's. Special "Airmail Society of Aust Melbourne Guaranteed" cachet in blue. VG cond. AAMC 461b, Cat. $150 $30 

973 1964 50th Anniv of First Airmail Service covers with Guillaux pair x 6 or 5d only x 4 incl letter addressed in envelope 
dated 16 JLY 64 summarising the history of Guillaux's flight & signed by D/G Posts & Telegraphs (F.P.O'Grady) & 
D/G Civil Aviation (S.G. Anderson). 3 of the covers bear the Melbourne-Sydney brown & blue vignette plus GB 
1937 (8th May) "Anglo-American Goodwill Coronation Flight New York to London" blue cachet on long Airmail env 
with 6c Airmail tied by NY cds & return with "GR" cachet in red with 1½d tied by London cds's. (12 covers) $30 



974 1971 (5th Dec) First Regular Airmail Service 50th Anniv flight covers x 2. Both signed by Norman Brearley & 
consecutively numbered 277 & 278. A couple of light tone spots otherwise fine. Crisp Derby b/s's. AAMC 1749 (2) $30 

975 2019 First England to Australia Aerial Post Vignette in 24 carat gold Limited Edition Centenary Tribute reproduction 
on attractive mount in pres box with info booklet. No. 392 of 1919. Exc presentation. Retails $150 $40 

 WORLD AIRMAILS 
 

976 Germany 1935(22nd June) incoming Airmail cover from Germany with 1mk25 franking (Hindenburg 1928 50pf x 2 
& 1932 25pf 85th b'day) &  1939 International Correspondence Schools (Overseas) Ltd, Calcutta env franked with 
India 1a x 10, ½a & 3p x 2 & boxed "T" mark in red with accompanying pair of 4d PD's tied by 25 JY 39 GPO 
Sydney cds. Minor faults but attractively written up. (2) $30 

977 Monaco 1914 (1st-15th April) "Le Rallye Aerien" Monte Carlo Air Rally souvenir postcard, the third such event, 
designed on similar lines to the car rally with each competitor required to complete a course of 677 miles. The last 
125 miles being across the Mediterranean from either Marseilles or Genoa from a choice of starting points, 8 incl 
Brussels, London, Paris or Madrid. The ultimate winner was Roland Garros. Although the card was only flown part 
of the way owing to engine trouble & then completed the journey by surface mail, this is one of only 100 carried by 
a competitor attempting the Vienna/Monaco route & bears the official red cinderella stamp (damaged) & tied by 
Rallye Aerien Monaco cachet in violet. The card is in excellent cond. $400  

ZEPPELINS 
 

978 1912 (12th June) Rhein am Main Airship "Schwaben" card franked with 10pf red-brown "Gelber Hund" semi-official 
& 5pf Germania, both tied by commemorative Darmstadt cachets on private card addressed to Friesische Kakao-und 
Schokoladen-Fabrik J.G. van Delden & Co., Leer, Ostfriesland. Odd minor tone spot. This could also be a neat 
chocolate thematic! Sieger 13a, Cat. €560 ($900+) $200 

979 1924 LZ126 (ZR3) America flight cover with 1m30 franking, Sieger 20a (Cat. €60) plus 1928 LZ127 card to New 
York franked with 2RM Zeppelin (Sieger 21A, Cat. €100), 1930 (22nd Apr) flight to Bonn card with on board cancel 
(Sieger 54D, Cat. €70) & 1930 (June) Spitzbergen flight card with Danzig franking of 1g50¢ & special cachet in 
green overstruck with Hammerfest strike of 10 VII 30, returned to Brunswick address (Sieger 73B, Cat. €75). First 
with some spotting, others fine. (4) $100 

980 1925 "Round the World" flight covers written up on leaves with 1930 National Geographic Magazine article about Dr 
Hugo Eckener & these flights, together with some b&w & colour tinted photos making this a group suitable for 
exhibition or club display. Comprises Sieger numbers 28A Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (US 3¢ p/c uprated with 50¢ 
defin), 28B Lakehurst to Tokyo (cover with 5 x US adhesives totalling $1.04), 28C Lakehurst to Los Angeles cover 
with $1.80 franking (only 300 pieces of mail were flown on this leg), 28D Lakehurst to Lakehurst (uprated 5¢ Air cover 
with $3.50 franking for return journey), 29A Los Angeles to Lakehurst card franked with 15¢ Air pair & arrival machine 
stamp in green, 29B Los Angeles to Friedrichshafen cover franked $1.80 in defins, 30Ab Friedrichshafen to Los 
Angeles card franked 4RM Zeppelin & S32 Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen card franked 60¢. A superb lot. Cat. €875 
($1400+) (8) $300 

981 1928/29 LZ127 collection with news extract, photos & covers well written up on leaves with viewing recommended to 
appreciate the research & presentation. Comprises Sieger 21A (Oct 11 1928) flight card bearing 2RM blue, S22A 
(AAMC Z56) FFC USA to Germany plus cover in exc cond franked with $1 defin & 5¢ "Oil Well" Airmail, 1929 "Orient 
Flight" S23I bearing 2RM Zeppelin & special cachet in red lilac, 1929 "Mediterranean Flight" S24A with similar franking 
plus US 10¢ "Special Delivery". Also 1929 "First American Flight" S26B bearing 2mk blue pair (minor tears & light 
stains at base) incl enclosed letter with typed translation, S27A similar cover but franked with 4RM Zeppelin showing 
one line (translated) "Delivery Delayed" on account of mishap on first American trip. Total Sieger Cat. €655 ($1050+) 
(6 cards & covers with extensive write up plus photos) $240 

982 1930 (16th Apr) LZ127 Spain Flight card franked with 1mk & 50pf Airs plus 50pf Hindenburg. Correo Aereo to Sevilla 
receival in black with type IIIb "On Board" cancel. Good cond. S52B, Cat. €40 $30 

983 1930 (16th Nov) LZ127 internal flight to Chemnitz (Sieger 100Ab, Cat. €50) plus the Baltic Flight (14.5.1931) with 
special cachet in violet on env franked with 2RM Zeppelin (Sieger 108Ca, Cat. €75) & First Brazil Flight to Germany 
cover franked with Brazil 2$500, 5$000 Zeppelins & normal 400r with "Primeiro Vol" cachet in black (Sieger 125c, 
Cat. €115). All fine. (3) $120 

984 1931 (10th June) LZ127 Vaduz-Lausanne Zeppelin illust b&w postcard franked with Liechtenstein 1fr Zeppelin tied 
by illust cachet in red. Superb. S110A, Cat. €175 $90 

985 1931 (21st July) LZ127 Polar Flight cover with Austria 3sch40 mixed franking tied by Wien cds en route to 
Friedrichshafen where commem cachet in red & 24.7.31 cds were applied. Addressed to Munchen. Sieger119A, 
Cat. €300. Vendor paid $200+BP from Status in 2004. $150 

986 1931 (July) LZ127 "Graf Zeppelin" Polar Flight card with 1RM "POLAR-FAHRT 1931" franking tied by neat24.7.31 
Friedrichshafen cds with commem cachet in red. Exc cond. Sieger 119Ka, Cat. €500 ($800+) $150 

987 1932 (20th Mar) LZ127 First South America Flight card neatly franked with 20pf & 15pf Air blocks tied by Berlin 
cds's. Pictorial cachets in violet & red. Addressed to Pernambuco, Brazil. Corner fault on 20pf otherwise superb & 
most attractive. S138A/B, Cat. €150 $80 

988 1932 (24th Oct) LZ127 9th South America Flight cover addressed to Swiss Legation in Pernambuco, Brazil & 
franked with Hungary 2p, 4p, 20p & 32f Airs tied by Legiposta Budapest cds's before onwards transmission to 
Friedrichshafen en route to Brazil. Expertised on reverse. S195a, Cat. €100 $50 

989 1932 LZ127 First South America Flight cover with commem cachet in red & franked with 1mk Air x2 & 5pf 
Hindenburg tied by Berlin cds addressed to Asuncion (S138B, Cat. €75) plus associated 1933 the 7th South 
America Flight cover with blue "sailing ship" cachet & 1mk50 Air franking (stained) with hexagonal pictorial 
commem cachet in red on commem illust env. (Sieger 232B, Cat. €110). (2) $80 

990 1933 (30th May) LZ127 Italy Flight card franked with Italy 51 "Crociera Zeppelin" plus 2l75 defins & Registered 
Roma to Ferrovia. Blue-violet "Dirigibile Garf Zeppelin" pictorial commem cachet. VG cond Siegel 208C. Sold in 
Status for $400+BP in 2003. $200 



991 1933 (Aug) LZ127 4th South America Flight cover with Hungary 1p, 2p Airs & 6f defin tied by 3 AUG 33 cds with 
neighbouring "Zeppelin Utjan" in violet , orange "Palm Trees" & Berlin to Friedrichshafen red commem cachets.          
VG cond. S223A/B. Vendor paid $300+BP from Status in 2001. $180 

992 1934 (Dec) LZ127 12th South America Flight cover with 1RM Zeppelin & 50pf Hindenburg tied by Berlin cds 
(S286b, Cat. €150) & 1936 LZ129 Hindenburg cover to Brazil franked with 50pf & 75pf "Hindenburg" stamps & 5pf 
Air plus Copacabana Tarde Rio cds arrival on reverse. (S402A, Cat. €35) Both in good cond. (2) $80 

993 1936 (5th May) LZ129 "Hindenburg" Liechtenstein Flight with Liechtenstein 1fr & 2fr Zeppelins tied by Schaan 
5.V.36 cds with neighbouring Registered & Express labels. Addressed to Chicago & "RETOUR" h/s in violet. 
S408A/B. Vendor paid $190+BP from Status in 2002. $150 

994 1936 (8th May) LZ129 Hindenburg internal flight cover (S407C, Cat. €75) with 50pf & 75pf "Hindenburg" commems 
x 2 each 1936 (25th Nov) 7th Hindenburg South America Flight franked with 50pf & 75pf "Hindenburg" commems & 
10pf & 15pf Airs with S type V cachets (S447A, Cat. €40). $60 

995 1938 (1st Dec) LZ130 "Graf Zeppelin II" Sudetenland Flight card franked with 4, 6, 12pf Charity & part booklet pane 
(27pf) + 1pf Hindenburg with commem cachet in red (S456, Cat. €30), another card for same flight with 50pf 
franking & a third card franked with 3, 5, 6 & 12pf Charity pairs. Faults reflected in conservative reserve. Unusually 
the latter addressed to Brisbane! (3) $40 

996 1979  "50th Anniversary of Round the World" commemorative flights x 6 with US adhesives plus 2 with Austria also 
commemorating the 25th Anniv of Death of Dr Hugo Eckener. All mounted on special pages with outline of Zeppelin 
at top & "Mit Zeppelin" at base. An attractive addition to Zeppelin display. (8) $30  

ACCESSORIES 
 

997 Australia Post Postal Numismatic Covers & Medallion Collector Box for Standard Size Covers Finished in an 
attractive mahogany coloured wood with a metal plaque & clasp. They even come with their own COA! Brand new 
in original packaging. Cost $75 $30 

998 Guillotine for stamp mounts. Fellows brand with pre-printed measurements on face & slide bar. Exc cond.in 
excellent condition. $30 

999 Lighthouse Aluminium Coin Case for carded coins, graded slabs or rolls. Lockable with moveable dividers. "As 
new" cond with an original retail of $120+ $50 

1000 Lighthouse Black Mounts 1kg bag with 490 strips in 13 sizes. Brand New unopened pack. Retails $200+ $100 
1001 Lindner 18 ring binder in green with matching binder. Contains 37 pages with mixed strips from one to 6 sizes plus 

doubles for covers. "As new" cond. $40 
1002 Seven Seas Australia 1966-2019 complete bar 2014-2016, Hingeless albums in 4 vols with slipcases. Majority of 

pages in very good to "as new" cond. Save on the retail of $1200+ $200 
1003 Stanley Gibbons "New Imperial" album Vols. 1 & 2 (950pp) for issues of the British Commonwealth 1840-1936. 

Second-hand with many clear mounts added & a few hinge remnants but overall quite fresh & attractive. Huge retail 
for new, if you can find one! $50 

1004 Stanley Gibbons Plymouth peg-fitting album with slipcase. Some slipcase outer wear but album itself in "brand new" 
cond with 63 linen-hinged leaves in deep green. $40  

LITERATURE 
 

1005 "The Chapman Collection of Australian Commonwealth Stamps" by Ray Chapman (1999) Hard back in colour.           
Still referred to as invaluable work for Kangaroo & KGV study. Brand new. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 27         
for $130+BP $75 

1006 "The Royal Cypher Labels of Great Britain, Ireland & the Colonies (1701 to 1922)" by William A. Barber & A. Frank 
Brown, USA 1988 (priced £19.50 in 1989) together with 2008 internet downloads under title of "Embossed 
Revenues" & small bag of examples of Cypher Labels & 1727/1910 range (c60) with write up in ring binder.  $100 

1007 2023 Australian Postal Numismatic Covers (PNCs) Catalogue by Greg McDonald. First Edition in full colour. An 
excellent publication incl all exhib overprints, errors & varieties. Essential reading to this increasingly popular area. 
Brand new. $30 

1008 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Kangaroos for both the 5th & 6th Editions (2013 & 2017). 
Good cond, the latter in full colour. (2) $30 

1009 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for King George V for the 3rd, 4th & 5th Editions (2007, 2014 & 
2018). Good cond, the latter in full colour. (3) $40 

1010 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for King George VI (2019 Ed) & Queen Elizabeth II 1952-1966 
(2019 Ed). Both in full colour & very good cond. (2 vols) $50 

1011 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for King George VI (2024 Ed) Full colour & now 238 pages with 
BCOF section & PD's for the period. Brand new & just released. $80 

1012 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Queen Elizabeth II 1952-1966 (2024 Ed) Full colour & the 
essential guide for this period. Incls AAT & Cocos Is issues. 286 pages. Brand new & just released. $80 

1013 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Australian States Federal Period, 1901-1912. (2nd Edition - 
2023) Fully revised from the first edition that was included in the 2004 Kangaroos 4th edition. All the listings & prices 
have been extensively revised with a number of new discoveries being listed. Further archival information has also 
been included with numerous new illustrations. Brand new in A4 format & full colour. Retails $165 $100 

1014 Renniks "Australian Coin & Banknote Values 1800-2023" (32nd Ed) Latest edition & now illustrated in full colour. 
Brand new & shrink-wrapped. Retails $44.95 $30  

THEMATICS 
 

1015 Captain James Cook & Captain William Bligh Collections written up on A4 leaves for display with 37 Cook & 30 
Bligh. Beautifully arranged with value in the research. Incls issues from Pitcairn, Australia, Aitutaki, Newfoundland, 
Canada, St Pierre & Miquelon, Mauritius, Oceanic Settlements, USA & Samoa. Good basis for a club display. $40 

1016 Disney-Winnie the Pooh Turks & Caicos $2 "Sprinkles" M/S' & ditto for "Star on Christmas Tree" M/S plus Grenada 
Grenadines $6 "Christopher Robin Sunday's Child" M/S's all x 25 each. Popular thematic & useful for re-sale. Retail 
$5ea. (75) $75 



1017 Royalty 1953 QEII Coronation in Commem album published by Darracott plus the Lundy set of Coronation ovpts. 
Fresh MLH. (104) $30 

1018 Royalty Princess Diana MLH & used worldwide issues with approx. 40 Commonwealth M/S's MUH plus a few sets 
& range of foreign types e.g. North Korea & Chad! STC $200+ $30  

MISCELLANEOUS 
 

1019 "Lest We Forget" Remembrance Pocket Watch in quality wooden box complete with chain & leather pouch. Brand 
New with COA & instructions from The Bradford Exchange. Retails at $200 $50 

1020 1915 Victorian Marine Telescope by W. Ottway & Co. Reproduction in matching wood "antique" box. Most attractive 
& in exc cond. $30 

1021 1979 Replica Lead Seal hand made from a coral encrusted lead roll salvaged from the "Batavia" wreck. A souvenir 
from WA's 150th Anniv on pres card. Unusual. $25 

1022 2010 Gold Plated Pocket Watch Set commemorating the "G FOR George" Lancaster Bomber. Complete with 
Leather Pouch in wood pres box plus COA& instructions from The Bradford Exchange. Exc cond. Retails at $250. $50 

1023 2018 "Two-Up - The Diggers' Game" 100th Anniv of WW1 collectable paddle with 2 commem coins plus matching 
single medallion. All brand new & unopened. $20 

1024 British "Music Hall" artists represented by photos, souvenirs & autographed portrait photos. Harry Lauder (Scottish 
singer) souvenir of First visit to Australia (1914), 2 signed photos, Vera Lynn signed letter & b&w photo (1960), 
George Formby signed photos (1929 & 1938) & dinner card (Grand Hotel Rotura) signed (1947) plus music for 
"Swim, Little Fish", Marie Lloyd photos (1 signed) of her & family, Charles Kunz (band leader) signed photo, Gracie 
Fields signed photo & postcard plus publicity incl 1912 1st Royal (Command) performance. Also Elsie & Doris 
Waters signed photo with various small signed photocards of lesser known "Music Hall" performers. A treasure 
trove of entertainment history. (c60 items) $200 

1025 History of the Rising Sun Hat Badges Collection. 7 different badges in a wooden display box. Stunning presentation 
with an interesting history etched into the case. Retails $300+ $60 

1026 Autographs Hillary, Edmund, Thomas, Patricia & McEwin, Jessica (the latter 2 being the daughters of Douglas 
Mawson). Framed with "Mawson's Huts, Cape Denison" & "Sir Douglas Mawson" medallions. Attractive 
presentation. Cost vendor $270. Exc cond. $50 

1027 Cheques Ireland 1800's-1900's selection with various embossing, h/s's & cachets. Colourful & possibly a new 
collecting field? (100) $30 

1028 Documents Various noting Philippines 1910 Certificate of Ownership for Large Cattle with 1 peso tax impression in 
deep blue, 1928 deposit slip with Postal Savings Bank 10 peso & 1 peso rouletted coupons tied by handstamp to 
verify deposit, GB 1975 TV License Fee Paid £8 & 1978 C1 neatly cancelled on similar forms, 1987 Westralian 
Framers Co-operative Limited "Ordinary Stock Certificate" for 4464 shares, Japanese Olympic Fund Raising 
sheetlet of 12 designs MUH in support of 1964 Olympics in Tokyo. An interesting & diverse lot. (18 items) $30 

1029 Menus A well-travelled individuals illustrated colour menu collection from ships & hotels with majority from the            
1985 S.S.Canberra all different plus 1984 Sitmar Cruises (S.S.Fairstar) & others from 1961 incl some Airlines menu 
cards. Fine. (36) $30 

1030 Military Ephemera Various publications incl "The Barambah Souvenir of The Voyage September-October 1919" 
with cartoons, photos, poems & stories by the crew, a piece of pink silk with "AIF Palestine 1940" in the corner, 
"The VASA Weekly July Umpteenth 1917", "Kapooka News 1945" written, illustrated & printed by the personnel             
of I RAE Training Centre, Kapooka. Some minor stains & tears but a rare insight into military camaraderie of past 
years. Also 2nd & 30th July 1945 issues of "Salt" Army Education Journal issued free. Signs of age but interesting 
articles. (6 items) $30 

1031 Scripophily USA 1928-1935 Share Certificates for Byron Jackson Co. in green (100 shares), 1929 & 1938 with o     
ne h's "VOID" & Orange for 6, 10 & 20 shares, National Tea Company for 8 shares (blue), 5 shares (yellow), 100 
(bistre) & a further 100 (violet) with Stock Transfer Tax stamps affixed to receipts stapled onto certificates. 
Beautifully printed script by American Banknote Co, (for Tea Co), Jeffries Banknote Co & Schwabacher-Frey-San 
Francisco (others). Deserve framing! (10) 
 
 
 
  

$50 
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Western Australia - Collections 
 

1032 "Country & City Commercial Covers Before Street Maps" titled competitive display of 16 covers from 1954-1963 
period with a mix of business origins from Perth & country towns. Noted Relief No.4 on 1962 Airmail cover to Perth 
from Wittenoom Gorge, 1955 Westonia on "Edna May Motel" cover plus Quairading Hotel, Berge Paints, Bristile & 
Auto Disposals envs. An interesting selection, well written up. (16) $40 

1033 "The Surface Printed Stamps of WA 1872-1912" titled collection in old springback album. Somewhat heavily picked 
over but still with useful material noting some MLH/MH/MNG but mostly good to fine used. Some useful shades & a 
number of varieties sighted plus a few loose stamps in a packet. Incls two copies of "Western Australia The Postal 
Stationery 1914" (1982) WASG book, one brand new. Ex Brian Pope with some notes & annotations so could assist 
the specialist collector. (300+) $220 

1034 1854-1888 "Balance of Consignment" lot noting 1854 1d black imperfs x 5, 4d blue imperfs x 5, 1/- brown x 3, 6d 
grey-black x 2, 2d vermilion x 4 & 6d sage-green x 7. Good to fine used with majority having 2-3 margins. 
Continues with 1861 issues with 1d rose-red x 6, 3d blue x 13, 4d vermillion x 3, 6d purple-brown x 23 & 1/- green x 
9 in various perfs with most very good to fine used. No wmk carmine-rose x 40 & 6d purple x 18 before 1888 issues 
noting 1d carmine x 25, 2d grey x 24 & 4d brown x 4 also good to F/U. Part of ongoing research by Brian Pope. $500 



1035 1870's to 1912 issues somewhat randomly arranged in stockbook. Noticed many F/U incl quite a few perforated 
Perf.11 plus 2 pages of postally used Revenues incl 1d (9), 3d (9), 6d (8) & 1/- (9). Ex Brian Pope. (approx 200) $120 

1036 1880's to 1912 accumulation roughly sorted by wmk with face values from ½d to 1/-. Useful mix of good to very fine 
used incl a few "WA" & "OS" perfins. Quite a useful range of Perf.11 stamps. Useful for gap filling with majority fine. 
Conservative reserve. Ex Brian Pope. (600+) $300 

1037 1912 3d brown on thin white paper (SG 170, Cat. £85 ea x 12) plus 2/- red on yellow (18) specialist study of wmks 
dates & shades incl 2 x 2/- bright vermilion & . Ex Brian Pope & useful for ongoing study (40) $100 

1038 1925-1958 "Tracking Registered Mail" on 16 exhibit pages showing covers originating from Clerks of Courts in 
Southwest WA all returned to sender. Well written up showing various backstamps & routes taken noting 
Mandurah, Pinjarrah, Boddington, Wandering, Wokalup, Mornington Mills, Hoffman'd Mill, Brunswick Junction, 
Tresville, Qualeup, Jarrahwood, Quinninup, Busselton & Caves House Yallingup with original addresses from which 
covers were returned. Incls map extracts & annotations. An interesting one frame exhibit. (16 leaves) $100 

1039 Commercial Covers 1950's business covers x 28 different on 16 competitive exhibit pages titled "Do You 
Remember?" A well written-up piece of social history to challenge your memory! $30 

1040 Commissariat Punctures 1854-1880's range of issues incl imperf 1/- pale brown, 2d vermilion & 6d sage-green 
before 1861 vals to 1/- with no wmk 1d & 6d plus Wmk Crown/CC perf.12½ range from 1d to 1/-. Useful group. (37) $220 

1041 Commissariat Punctures Useful range on 2 pages with significant as indicating where stamps were cancelled. 
Mostly numeral cancels incl 1d black with void grid, 3 close margins & 1854 4d blue with 15 Bar 18 in blue ink. 
Others with numerals for 1, 2, 14, 16, 5, 18, 21, 6, 7, 20 & diamond 80. (27) $60 

1042 Commissariat Punctures Section from Barratt-Lennard's collection on 4 typed-up pages noting 6 imperfs with 
small punctures consisting 1854 4d blue x 3 & 1860 2d vermilion x 3 plus 1861 issues with 2d blue x 7, 4d x 1, 6d x 
2 & 1/- x 3. Also No wmk 1d x7 & 6d x 2. before the 1865 issues with 1d x 8, 2d x 9, 4d x 5, 6d x 7 & 1/- x 3. Good 
to fine used range. (62) $180 

1043 Cork & "Pencil Stub" Cancels An attractive selection of these makeshift cancels on album page with vals to 2/- 
noting 4 different cork cancel designs on 9 stamps & 2 different "pencil stub" cancels on 2 stamps. In all 11  
different F/U stamps with interesting obliterations. $100 

1044 Interstate WA Usage Hagner sheet with 21 items of interstate stamps cancelled in WA at either Fremantle or 
Albany plus a NZ stamp & a South African pair also cancelled in WA. Incls a Ceylon Postcard with 1d NSW tied         
by Fremantle 26 MR 08 cds. Something a little different. $60 

1045 Medical Overprints Group of 6  on swans comprising 1d red, W Cr A wmk x 2, 1r rose-red V/Cr wmk (on piece), 1d 
red V/Gr upright wmk & 2d yellow V/Cr wmk x 2. All good to fine used. (6) $150 

1046 OHMS Covers 1912-1957 range of covers written up for competitive exhibit with all items either redirected, refused 
or returned to DLO/sender. Noted 1912 Perth to Cottesloe bearing 2d yellow perfined "OS" pair with red reg'd label 
& one line "Unclaimed" & "Unknown by Letter Carrier" h/s's plus a 1913 4d orange perfined large "OS" with similar 
s/l markings. Each cover written up on separate page showing a photocopy of reverse & map of area from where 
returned plus origin of covers incl Office of Titles, Perth & Clerk of Courts Geraldton, Meekatharra, Collie & Narrogin 
plus Mining Registrar Southern Cross. A superb lot! (16) $240 

1047 OHMS Covers 1926-1964 covers from Clerk of Courts at Narrogin & Katanning to various addresses but then 
returned with "UNCLAIMED" cachets etc plus one "Refused Delivery by Addressee" in m/s. All individually written 
up for competitive exhibit & annotated with commentary & map location of original addressee. Mostly 1950's with 
inspection highly recommended. (16) $150 

1048 OHMS Covers 1933-1957 RTS covers from Clerk of Courts at Boulder, Kalgoorlie, Meekatharra & Office of Titles, 
Perth. Written up for competitive exhibit with commentary & map location of original addressee. All covers Returned 
to Sender, Unclaimed or Refused by Addressee. Some scarce pmks from Receiving Offices noting Porphyry, Beria, 
Murrin Murrin, Copperfield, Mount Margaret & Mount Palmer. Outstanding lot which will delight the postal historian. 
(16) $220 

1049 Perfins "WA" Official perfins on album page with ½d green & 4d chestnut, Cr/Ca wmk & 2½d yellow, W Cr A wmk. 
Both fine MH with full gum plus V/Cr wmk 4d brown, 8d apple-green, 9d red-orange (pair), 10d red (pair), 2/- 
red/yellow, 2/6d blue/rose, 5/- vertical pair & 10/- dull purple (part double perfin) all fine used. Attractive lot, ex 
Barratt-Lennard. (16) $150 

1050 Perfins 2/6d & 5/- with vertical "WA" perfins reading down plus 2/- x 2 with inverted wmk & normal perfins on 9d 
orange x 3 examples with upright inverted wmks. All fine used. (7) $100 

1051 Perfins Official "OS" range on swans presented on 4 album pages with 1882/1907  ½d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d & 1/- Wmk 
C/CA,  6d & 1/- W Cr A wmk, 1d, 2d, 5d, 9d, 10d, 2/-, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- V/Cr wmk plus ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 8d & 9d 
Cr over double-lined A wmk, perf.12½x12. Also 1d with upright wmk, perf.11 with 3d x 2 & 4d before 1912 6d violet 
& 3d red-brown, Crown/A wmk on thin paper. Majority fine used. (32) $150 

1052 Perfins Small collection of 7 "PWD" Official Perfins incl horizontal on 1d vals with normal, inverted reversed & 2d 
reversed plus vertical perfins with "PWD" reading down on 1d red x 2 & reading up on 3d brown & 2d reading up 
reversed. Majority fine & increasingly difficult to source. (7) $120 

1053 Perfins Superb selection of "WA" official perfins from ½d green to £1 orange-brown, the latter fine used with Perth 
JA 31 05 cds. Range of wmks Cr/Ca, W Cr A, & V/Cr with 22 stamps chosen for their fine used & fresh cond. Incls 
all high vals with 2/-, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- & £1. Difficult lot to replicate. (22) $500 

1054 Postcards c1910-1920 Range of Perth & country scenes in both colour of b&w. Incls 1913 Katanning card divided 
into 5 small scenes plus others (8), Western Mail cards (6) & Falk cards with a few other publishers. Noted 6 
unused, 11 postally used & 8 with messages on reverse. Good to fair cond. (25) $100 

1055 Postmarks - 11 Bar Letters Presented on 2 pages from the Barratt-Lennard album comprising "AL" Albany, "AR" 
Arthur River, "B" Bunbury x 4, "BE" Beverley x 4, "D" Dongarra x 3, "E" Etticup x 2, "F" Fremantle x 3, "G" Guildford 
x 2, "GR" Greenough x 4, "K" Kojonup x 2, "GT" Geraldton x 2, "P" Perth & "P" Greenbushes. Virtually complete 
listing. Mogens Juhl Cat. $450 $120 

1056 Postmarks - 9 Bar numerals Typed up selection from the Barratt-Lennard collection noting  "2" x 2, "3", "4" x 3, "8" 
x 3, "9" x 2, "10", "11" & "12". Grid 10 & 15 & diamond 80. Also obliterator "8" used at Fremantle during the WWII 
era. Note, the numbers "3" & "12" are "extremely scarce" with " "2 & "9" regarded as "very scarce". (23) $150 



1057 Postmarks - 12 Bar numerals Neatly presented on 4 pages & again typed up by Barratt-Lennard comprising No."1" 
x 2, "2" x 3, "5" x 4, "6" x 2 with 1 in blue ink, "7" x 9 incl block & pair, "8" x 4, "9" (scarce), "10", "12" x 3, "13" x 2, 
"14", "16" x 4, "17" x 5, "19", "21" x 4, "22", "23" x 4, "24", "25" x 2, "26" x 3, "27", "25", "29" x 4, "30" x 5, "32" x 5, 
"33" x 3, "35" x 2 & "36". These latter strikes are rated "scarce" to "Extremely scarce". A difficult lot to replicate. 
Mogens Jule Cat. $1,100 (100) $280 

1058 Postmarks - 15 Bar numerals The Barratt-Lennard collection continues on 4 more pages which incls 7 early 
imperfs. Comprises "1" x 2 incl 2d vermilion imperf, "2" x 2 incl 1/- pale brown imperf, "3" x 3, "5" x 3 incl 2d 
vermilion imperf, "6" x 3, "7" x 3, "8" x 2, "9" x 2, "10" x 5, "11" x 2 incl 2d vermilion imperf (faded), "12" x 5, "13" x 3, 
"14" x 4 incl on 1854 4d blue imperf, "15" x 5, "16" x 2, "17" x 4, "18" x 5 incl 4d blue imperf, "19" x 2, "20" x 2, "21" 
x 6," 22" x 2, "23" x 3 & "24" x 8. A comprehensive lot with numerous superior strikes. Mogens Jule Cat $950 (92) $240 

1059 Postmarks - Dumb Obliterators Useful group on 3 album pages from the Barrett-Lennard collection showing a 
varying number of bars on various swans incl a pair & block. Noted purple, red, blue & black inks with No.10 grid on 
3 swans, 8 pieces with void grids in black ink & 1 in blue plus 4 stamps with non WA cancels. Incls a Medical ovpt 
on 1d red swan. (40) $75 

1060 Postmarks - Dumb Obliterators Selection on WA Swan stamps with vals to 1/-. While some strikes are relatively 
clear, bidders will need to count the bars to satisfy themselves of the numbers. This description reports bars as 
presented in this 2 page display. 7 Bar dumb obliterators x 10 incl one CTO on 2½d Swan wmk W Cr A (with gum) 
while 10 Bar obliterators are on 1d carmine pair & 2 yellow before 11 Bar on 4 items & 12 Bar on a further 6 items. 
15 Bar obliterators are present on 21 items incl one in violet & 2 in red ink. An interesting display to build on. 
Offered "as is". (45) $180 

1061 Postmarks - Duplex Attractive group arranged on 3 album pages & presented as per Barratt-Lennard's collection 
incl several pairs with both parts of duplex showing noting  Albany, Bunbury, Coolgardie, Fremantle, Newcastle, 
Vasse, & York. Also undated Post Office Parkerville in violet on 1d red swan. (100+) $40 

1062 Postmarks - Post & Telegraph Offices Range of part ORS oval rubber stamps for Niagara, Yerilla, Boulder, 
Murgoo, Menzies, Mt Margaret, Mt Magnet, Balbarrup, Yundamindera & Canning Mills annotated on Hagners 
where known. Majority are P&TO ORS's but various other indistinct rubber partial strikes all on swans. Value in 
those names listed. (100+) $100 

1063 Postmarks - Ship Mail Room Appears to be 4 different types with some duplication incl duplex cancels comprising 
the largest group incl 2 almost complete cancels & a range of part cancels with numerous indices incl NIL, 1, 2, 10, 
11, & 17. Majority fine used with neat part or complete cancels. (22) $30 

1064 Postmarks - Travelling Post Offices EG3 index 3 (3 items), EG 4 (6 items), EG TPO 5 (2 items), Perth GPO TPO 
(3 items) plus Southern Cross duplexes (3 items). A useful lot. $90 

1065 Postmarks - Void Grid An interesting array on stamps dating from 1861 to 1902 noting "ONE PENNY" surcharge in 
green on 2d yellow, Crown CA perf.14 (forgery) plus some better vals to 6d. Incls 6 examples with "Porthole" 
cancels (right side of duplex) & one impression in blue. (16 items) $70 

1066 Postmarks 2015-2016 range of cds's on piece x 1000. A wide range of towns & an opportunity to add these later 
impressions. (1000) $50 

1067 Postmarks An attractive group all on KGV 4d Olive issues with the majority being crisp, clear impressions from 
70% to 100% strikes on multiples. Noted North Fremantle, Northcliffe, Highbury & Red Lake. Incls Onslow central 
cds on block of 4 x 4d olive, SMW perfined "OS". Useful group. (34 diff) $50 

1068 Postmarks Arranged by barred numeral & other types in Lighthouse stockbook comprising 9-bar 4 & 8, 12-bar 1, 2, 
5, 7, 13, 16, 17, 21, 23, 26, 30/33, 15-bar 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9/21, 23, 24 & the "80" diamond canceller plus void grids (5), 
duplex void (3) & 11-bar letter cancellations A, B, BE, D, F, G, GT, KGS, K, N, P, V & Y range of duplicates & reg 
strikes. Incls a page of duplex pieces. (370 items) $100 

1069 Postmarks Hagner album with 3b strikes on swans. Approx 330 with a wide number of locations represented. Few 
clear & complete strikes but many scarce/rare rated which are either incomplete, light or variable in nature. Stated 
by the vendor to incl "Many index numbers & a few new ERD's". Noted Abbots, Bardoc, Bonnivale, Brown Hill, 
Burbanks, Burtville, Chidlows Well, Collie Fields, Coolup, Davyhurst, Duketon, Goongarrie, Helena Vale, Highbury, 
Hopetoun, Karridale, Kununalling, Kurawa & Lake Darlot etc. Well worth conservative reserve & attractively 
presented with PMI accompanied images. $150 

1070 Postmarks KGV & odd later with cds strikes, many complete & clear strikes with South West & wheatbelt country 
PO's dominant. Noted Forest Grove (3), Roelands, No.4 State Mill, Mardella, Erikin, Reedy, Bindi Bindi, Davyhurst, 
Jardee, Holyoake, Nannine, Murrin Murrin, Walgoolan & a crisp complete strike on piece of Hamilton Hill West 
(1965). Random order as the above lost suggests! Nearly all are on KGV low vals, a minority on pieces. (700+) $150 

1071 Postmarks Range taken from the Barratt-Lennard album with 9 pages of primarily swans with Fremantle & Perth 
pmks incl attractive duplex pairs. Incls a couple of IR, perfins & some multiples. (90+) $50 

1072 Postmarks Selected clear strikes noting Lion Mill ( with reversed "N), Israelite Bay & Palgarup Mill plus several 
other incl Collie Fields, Arthur River etc. 32 pieces incl 1937 registered cover from Mornington Mills with blue & 
black label with long "R". Useful pickings. $80 

1073 Postmarks Selection of cds's on mainly 2d yellow swans with a few others to 6d violet (approx. 300) plus old 
stockbook with approx. 150 stamps, the majority from the Commonwealth period with approx. two thirds on decimal 
stamps on piece. Useful pickings in both. (100s) $40 

1074 Postmarks Selection on pages noting 15 Bar 6 on 1/- pale brown imperf F/U (cut to shape) & 6d imperf sage-green 
(3 margins) plus cds's for Ananconda, Abbots, Waroona, Goongarrie, Mulline, Mulwarrie, Duketon, Burbanks & 
Broome Hill amongst others. Conservative reserve. (47) $40 

1075 Postmarks Swans with a variety of "other" postal markings incl "Loose Ship Letter" (13 items), WA stamps with UK 
postal markings (6 items), Paquebot (6 items), Posted at Colombo (7), Singapore markings (2), boxed "Post" in late 
fee bag but none complete (8) plus "To Pay" & "Taxed" with one of each. Interesting group. (45 stamps) $40 

1076 Postmarks Various impressions on KGV 1d greens (25), 1½d reds (8), 2d red (3) & 2d red commems (approx. 
150). Arranged on 7 Hagners, they are not all cds's & mostly common place names but the superior strikes could 
assist in upgrading an existing collection. (180+) $40 



1077 Railway Parcel Stamps Selection incl 1906 2/6d, 1907/12 issues with 3d blue in 2 shades, 6d blue & 6d red, 9d 
dark green & light green, 1/- green, 2/- brown & 2/6d maroon & 2/6d lilac. 2/6d maroon damaged top left corner, 
otherwise majority good to fine used. (11) $80 

1078 Registered Covers 1906-1956 range originating from Clerk of Courts with majority from Geraldton but also Mining 
Registrar's Office Cue (1906), Land Titles Office & Clerk of Courts Meekatharra. All "Returned" & "Unclaimed" 
Attractively written up for competitive display on pages for each complete with a small map showing location. 
Valuable lot noting Reedy, Mundiwindi, Dairy Creek (addressed as Diary Creek on cover) h/s's with others evident 
on photocopy of reverse of cover mounted below. All envs are OHMS standard size while the 1906 postcard has a 
2d yellow swan pair perfined "OS" pair (damaged). (16) $150 

1079 Registered Mail Exhibit on 16 pages with standard size covers marked "Return To Sender" originating with Clerk 
of Courts for Geraldton, Katanning, Merredin, Narrogin & Moora plus 2 x "Office of Titles Perth". Each item mounted 
on a separate page showing map location of the returning office. Mostly country localities noting Benjarerring, 
Yoting, Minnivale, Korrelocking, Marvel Loch & Lake Brown. Well written up with conservative reserve. $60 

1080 Revenues 1925-1942 group of documents with receipts attached with 1d red monocolour Duty Stamps (14) plus  
1d red small Revenue Duty stamps on another 3. Good to very fine cond. $80 

1081 Revenues 1941 1d  x2, 2d  x2 (1 with inverted wmk), 3d x 2, 6d x 2, 1/- & 2/6d F/U with mixed centring noting 4 with 
"BAIRDS" h/s's plus 1955 WA Revenue Duty stamps with single frame for 1d x 2, 2d x 2, 3d x 2, 6d x 2, 1/-, 2/- x 2, 
5/-, 10/- x 2 & £1 x7 vals, the latter with strip of 4 & strip of 3 on piece with 110/-. The  6d yellow MLH, others F/U.  
A few with mixed centring. Also 3 receipts incl 1963 with 6d & 2 x 1965 receipts with 3d vals. Elsmore on-line Duty 
Cat. $250+ (32 + 3 docs) $120 

1082 Revenues Internal Revenue Swans postally used comprising 1d (10), 2d, 3d (4) & 6d (3) plus a few with m/s 
cancels or rubber stamped. Also incls 1d, 2d & £1 bi-colour swan Stamp Duty & random others. Mixed cond on 
some reflected in reserve. (30) $40 

1083 Revenues Selection on Hagners with 1889 2d "IR TWO PENCE" lilac with m/s cancel (toned), 1946 Mining 
Registrar pieces with 2/6d (3) & 5/- "long" swan & "small"  3d & 1/- tied by  "Mining Registrar Kalgoorlie" oval h/s's  
in violet plus another example with rectangular boxed 1950 h/s. Also 1904 use of 1d & 3d vertical Internal Revenue, 
"small" monocolours to 2/- (29) & "long" 1d swans with "AMP SOCIETY PERTH" ovpts (6), similar on 2 small while 
4 others with 1938 mix of rubber  h/s's. (44) $50 

1084 Revenues Swan duty issues in mixed printings & perfs reflecting a range of values & shades incl 1d red 
monocolour (4), bicolours 2d blue (7), 3d violet (5), 6d orange (5), 3d red (pair), 6d red (1), 1/- green (4), 2/- brown 
(7), 2/- green (1), 2/6d green (3), 2/6d ochre (5), 5/- mauve (2), 10/- red (2) & £1 violet. Only 11 stamps with m/s 
cancels, others with h/s cancels. (50) $100 

1085 Revenues, Postmarks & Swans on 46 Hagners in random order noting denominations to 1/- plus some "OS" 
perfins & KGV. Hours of sorting for the optimistic specialist! (100s) $75 

1086 Swans & Postmarks Accumulation roughly sorted by cancellation with mixed barred numerals, duplex cancels & 
cds's on a range of vals to 1/- incl some multiples. Mixed cond in places with focus on the pmks. Pickings for the 
specialist with no single lots removed. Ex Brian Pope. (approx. 600) $200 

1087 Swans & Postmarks Over 300 swans on 24 Hagners, the majority selected for the postmark interest with a range 
of barred numerals & barred letters, cds's, void grids, dumb obliterators & Registered markings. Also, a couple of 
pages of MUH/MLH single swans. Noted fine used 1912 3d brown on thin paper block of 6. SG 170, Cat. £85 ea. 
Ex Brian Pope. (300+) $150 

1088 Swans 1854-1864 "Balance of Consignment" lot with 1854 1/- pale brown, design complete but uneven margins & 
2d orange-vermilion with 3 close margins & 1 touching before 1861 1d, 2d & 4d perf.14 F/U, Perf.14-16 2d, 6d & 1/- 
F/U & No wmk 1d x 3 & 6d F/U. Total SG Cat. £950 (13) $200 

1089 Swans 1864-1912 accum of good to fine used to 1/-, many with numeral cancels. Noted a few perf. 11 but wmks 
unchecked. Ex Brian Pope with viewing recommended. (approx. 350) $150 

1090 Swans 1876-1885 incl wmk Crown CC 1d x 2, 2/-, 4d (pinhole & closed tear), 6d x 2 plus wmk upright 2d & 6d 
before Wmk Crown/Ca 1d, 2d, 4d & 6d x 2 perf. 12x14 (SG 81 x 2) F/U. Perf. 12 1d, 2d, 4d & 6d all F/U. Neat clean 
lot with a total SG Cat. (not incl damaged 4d) £560 (19) $160 

1091 Swans 1888-1907 written up on 2 pages incl 4d vermilion SG 40, Cat. £180 mistakenly taken to be SG 105! Also 
½d surcharge (SG 111b) in red & green on 3d brown MH (horiz crease), 1898 W Crown A set with extra 1d & 2d 
vals with inverted wmk. All except SG 11b (MNG) are fine used. Total SG Cat. £630 (14) $220 

1092 Swans 1905/12 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d x 4 shades, 5d x 3 shades, 8d, 9d x 2 shades & 5/- wmk Crown over double-
lined A Perf.12½x12, the latter with neat 11 Bar dumb obliterator cancel. 1d wmk upright & 1d, 2d & 9d with wmk 
upright inverted also F/U, the 5/- with wmk inverted before Perf.11 1d, 2d, 3d & 5d in 2 shades each plus 9d        
(SG 157 & 157a both F/U). Majority F/U. Total SG Cat. $1250 (29) $400 

1093 Swans Semi-sorted duplication with majority used on 3 manilla stockpages. Possibly worth checking for cancels 
(barred numerals & cds) but otherwise appears a basic accumulation hence conservative reserve. (c300) $30 

1094 Swans Used range written up on album pages with 1902/12 1d, 4d, 5d, 8d, 9d, 10d, 2/- shades x 3, 2/6d & 5/- 
V/Crown wmk perf. 12½x12 sideways wmk before Wmk upright with 1d, 2d & 9d plus Wmk upright inverted incl 2/- 
x 2 & 2/6d before upright inverted wmks for 1d, 2d & 9d plus "white spot on neck" variety on the 1d. Finally perf.11 
with 1d, 2d x 2 & 5d plus the 2d yellow, perf.11 with upright inverted wmk good to fine used (SG 130a, Cat. £550). 
Majority fine. Total SG Cat. £1,300 (26) $400  

Western Australia - Stamps 
 

1095 1854 1d black with 3 generous margins, just touching at top. Some staining but F/U & presentable. SG 1, Cat. £350 $50 
1096 1854 1d black fine used with void grid cancel. Three close to good margins, bottom impinges slightly on the design 

lower right. SG 1, Cat. £350 $60 
1097 1854 1d black, wide margin at left, touching at top with others clear. Part of neighbouring stamp evident bottom 

right. F/U by void grid cancel. SG 1 , Cat. £350 $60 
1098 1854 1d black with close to clear margins. Fine used. With indistinct cancel. SG 1, Cat. £350 $75 
1099 1854 1d black with wide margin at left, others close but clear just touching in bottom corner. Lightly used.                 

SG 1, Cat. £350 $80 



1100 1854 1d black with 3 clear margins, just cut into at top right. F/U with bold void grid cancel.  SG 1, Cat. £350 $80 
1101 1854 1d black with 1 generous, 1 good & 2 just touching margins. Used with grid 14 of Albany in red ink.                   

SG 1, Cat. £350 $90 
1102 1854 1d black with 3½ full margins, top margin just cut into at left. Fine used by 15 Bar 2 cancel of Perth.             

SG 1, Cat. £350 $100 
1103 1854 1d black with 4 clear margins. Cancelled with neat 5 bar (?) unbordered grid cancel. SG 1, Cat. £350 $100 
1104 1854 1d black with clear to touching margins. Part of neighbouring stamp evident at top. F/U with crisply struck           

BN "6". SG 1, Cat. £350 $100 
1105 1854 1d black with close but clear margins & fine used by light grid cancels. SG 1, Cat. £350 $100 
1106 1854 1d black, 3 clear margins, close to clear at top. Lovely lightly used example. SG 1, Cat. £350 $100 
1107 1854 1d black with 4 close to touching margins with superb 15 Bar 8 Fremantle cancel. Ex Barrett-Lennard.               

SG 1, Cat. £350 $120 
1108 1854 1d black with huge to just touching margins. Part of adjoining stamp visible at base. Fine used with grid 

cancel. SG 1, Cat. £350 $120 
1109 1854 1d black x 2 with first having close to touching margins, the other with 3 margins, just cut into at the base. 

Both fine used with light no.14 grid cancels of Albany in red ink. SG 1, Cat. £350 ea. (2) $120 
1110 1854 1d black 4 margin example with 15 Bar 1 cancel in blue ink (Perth). An attractive example. Ex Barrett-

Lennard. SG 1, Cat. £350 $150 
1111 1854 1d black with 4 close to touching margins. Fine used by void grid cancel in scarce red ink. Ex Barrett-Lennard. 

SG 1, Cat. £350 $150 
1112 1854 1d black with close to touching even margins. Fine used with the rarely seen void grid in red ink.                          

SG 1, Cat. £350 $150 
1113 1854 1d black vertical pair from the right edge of the sheet. Excellent margins & unusually cancelled with the cork 

flower within 2 circles. An interesting pair. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 1, Cat. £700 $240 
1114 1854 1d black with 3m commissariat puncture. Fresh used example with clear even margins. SG 1 var., Cat. £350 $150 
1115 1854 1d black with 3½ margins showing evidence of rouletting at base. Light indeterminate cancel. SG 2, Cat. £850 $120 
1116 1854 4d pale blue with large to just cut in at base. Fine used & a useful "spacefiller" at this reserve. SG 3, Cat. £200 $40 
1117 1854 4d pale blue with 3mm commissariat puncture with 3 fine margins, the top margin close with right corner 

added. Fine used with scarce 15 Bar 5 cancel of Guildford in blue ink. Useful "spacefiller". SG 3 $50 
1118 1854 4d pale blue with neat close but clear margins. F/U with light 15 Bar 8 cancel of Fremantle. SG 3, Cat. £200 $75 
1119 1854 4d pale blue with clear margins. Attractively used by neat 15 bar 8 numeral cancel. Ex Pope. SG 3, Cat. £200 $90 
1120 1854 4d pale blue with 3mm commissariat puncture. Close to large margins with central 15 Bar 5 Guildford cancel 

in blue ink. SG 3, Cat. £200+ $100 
1121 1854 4d pale blue with close even margins. F/U with light void grid obliterator. Ex Brian Pope. SG 3, Cat. £200 $100 
1122 1854 4d pale blue x 2 with 4 good to very good margins used, the former by part G.P.O. obliterator plus 4 blue               

with 3 good margins & 1 cut into at right. Would benefit from a "wash". SG 3 x 2 & 3a, Cat. £650 (3) $120 
1123 1854 4d blue with 4 close even margins with part numeral cancel. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $75 
1124 1854 4d blue with huge top margin, 2 clear & one just touching at right. F/U with void grid cancel. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $75 
1125 1854 4d blue with complete clear margins. Fine used with light blue numeral cancel. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $80 
1126 1854 4d blue with 3mm commissariat puncture. Clear even margins & F/U by 15 Bar Fremantle cancel. SG 3a var. $90 
1127 1854 4d blue with 3mm commissariat puncture. 4 generous margins & fine used by light GPO cancel. SG 3a var. $100 
1128 1854 4d blue with 4 good to large margins F/U with 15 bar 8 numeral cancel. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $100 
1129 1854 4d blue with close but clear even margins. Fine used with 15 Bar cancel & superb colour. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $100 
1130 1854 4d blue imperf Albany No.14 grid cancel in red ink. 4 fine clear margins. A lovely example. Ex Barrett-

Lennard. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $120 
1131 1854/55 4d blue with massive right margin. MNG with crease in selvedge. Fresh colour. SG 3a, Cat. £450 $120 
1132 1854/55 4d blue with 2 broad & 2 close but clear margins. Fine MLH with large part o.g. SG 3a, Cat. £450++ $220 
1133 1855 1/- pale brown with 3mm commissariat puncture. Neat appearance with design just cut into at top. Fine used          

with light 15 Bar numeral cancel. Red diagonal pencil mark. SG 3c $50 
1134 1854 4d slate-blue with 3mm commissariat puncture. Close to large clear margins with Perth GPO cancel. Useful 

shade. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 3c, Cat. £1300 $220 
1135 1854 1/- deep red-brown with top half cut square, lower half cut to shape. Used by void grid. Useful "spacefiller"              

at this reserve. SG 4a, Cat. £1100 $75 
1136 1854 1/- grey-brown with clear even margins. Fine used with  neat BN "2". SG 4b, Cat. $400 $120 
1137 1854 1/- grey-brown with 3 large to good margins, right very close but clear of design. F/U with 15 Bar 8 Fremantle 

cancel. SG 4b, Cat. £400 $150 
1138 1854 1/- pale brown with 4 clear margins. Used by BN "8". SG 4c, Cat. £325 $90 
1139 1854 1/- pale brown with 3 clear margins, just touching at top. Superb used with neat Perth cds in blue.                                     

SG 4c, Cat. £325 $100 
1140 1854 1/- pale brown with 4 close but clear margins. Fine used by central bullseye 15 Bar 21 cancel of Vasse.                

SG 4c, Cat. £325 $100 
1141 1854/55 4d blue clearly rouletted at top & left. Fine used by BN "2" crisply struck. SG 5a, Cat. £750 $200 
1142 1854/55 1/- pale brown with traces of roulette. Touching vertically but clear horizontally.  Used by void grid.                     

SG 6a, Cat. £1100 $120 
1143 1854 1/- pale grey brown. Rouletted both sides & at base while imperf at top clear of design. F/U with 15 Bar 3 

numeral of Perth. SG 6a, Cat. £1,100 $180 
1144 1858 2d brown-black/red with 3mm commissariat puncture. Clear even margins with 15 Bar 8 Fremantle cancel. 

Slightly oblique with horizontal crease across the stamp resulting in a fine closed tear across the frame between                               
"E" & "R" of "WESTERN". Remains an attractive example. SG 15 $75 

1145 1858 2d brown-black red. Left margin intact with other 3 sides cut to shape. Fine unused with excellent colour. Very 
scarce. Ex Brian Pope. SG 15, Cat. £9,500 (Front cover) $1,500 

1146 1857 6d black bronze imperf with close to touching margins all around. V/F/U with neat 15 Bar 8 Fremantle cancel. 
Dealers mark on reverse. SG 18, Cat. £750 $280 



1147 1857 6d black-bronze with close to touching margins. Fine used with neat void grid cancel. Attractive example. Ex 
Brian Pope. SG 18, Cat. £750 $300 

1148 1857 6d grey-black Hillman cut to shape with clear margins. F/U with neat BN"1".  SG 19, Cat. £600 $80 
1149 1859 6d grey-black with full margins at top & base, just touching at left & cut into at right. Fine used with Fremantle 

15 Bar 8 cancel. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 19, Cat. £550 $100 
1150 1857 6d grey-black with variable margins but do not impinge upon the design even though they look "untidy". F/U 

with light crisp 15 Bar 8 Fremantle cancel. SG 19, Cat. £600 $150 
1151 1857 6d grey-black with 4 close to touching margins with light void grid cancel. Neat example. SG 19, Cat. £600 $180 
1152 1859 6d grey-black with 3 good to large margins with lower just touching design. Fine used with neat void grid 

cancel. SG 19, Cat. £600 $200 
1153 1859 6d grey-black with 4 close to only just touching margins. Fine mint example with large part o.g. The 

finest mint example we have offered. Fresh appearance. Ex Brian Pope. SG 19, Cat. £14,000 (Front cover) $5,000 
1154 1859 6d grey-black with 3mm commissariat puncture & 4 close to just touching margins. Fine used with 15 Bar 2 

Perth cancel. SG 19var. $90 
1155 1860/64 2d pale orange with close but clear margins. MNG, rich colour. SG 24, Cat. £130 $40 
1156 1860/64 6d sage-green with 3 close but clear margins & touching at base. Fine used with indistinct BN cancel. SG 

28, Cat. £400 $60 
1157 1860/64 6d sage-green with close to touching margins. F/U by light grid cancel in blue. SG 28, Cat. £400 $100 
1158 1861 6d sage-green with 4 neat clear margins. F/U by crisp 15 Bar 1 Perth cancel. Most attractive example.SG 28, 

Cat. £425 $120 
1159 1861 6d sage-green with 4 good margins, only just touching at base. Fine used with light numeral cancel. Rich 

colour. Ex Brian Pope. SG 28, Cat. £425 $150 
1160 1861 6d sage-green with 3mm commissariat puncture & 4 clear, even margins. Fine used by light 15 Bar 2 Perth 

cancel. Seldom seen with puncture. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 28 var. $150 
1161 1864 wmk Cr/CC, perf.12½ group with 2d, 4d, 6d & 1/- vals incl upright wmk for 2d, 4d, 6d in 2 shades & 1/- plus 6d 

upright inverted. Also 1871 3d cinnamon SG 65a x 3 with 1d surcharge in green on 2d chrome-yellow F/U plus 
C/Ca, perf.12 forgery. All  fine to very F/U. Total SG Cat. £260 (17) $90 

1162 1864 1d bistre (4mm), 2d chrome-yellow (4mm), 4d carmine (4mm), 6d mauve (3mm & 4mm), 6d violet (4mm), 1/- 
bright green (4mm) & 1/- sage-green (3mm), wmk Crown CC, perf.12½ with all 8 having commissariat punctures. 
An attractive fine used group. Ex Barrett-Lennard. (8) $100 

1163 1874 1d surcharge on 2d yellow, wmk crown/CC, perf. 12½ with 4mm commissariat puncture. Offered "as is"           
. Not listed by Mogens Juhl. Ex Barrett-Lennard. $60 

1164 1879 1d, perf 14 & 6d Telegraph pair used with "B" 11 Bar Bunbury cancels. SG T1 & T2, Cat. £250 (2) $120 
1165 1879 1d, perf 14 & 6d Telegraph as above but with "GT" Geraldton & "P" Perth cancels. SG T1 & T2 Perf.14,              

Cat. £275 (2) $120 
1166 1879 1d & 6d Telegraph set of 3 with 1d in both perfs. All postally used. Similar sold in Ace Auction Sale 32 for 

$170+BP. SG T1, T1a & T2, Cat. £275 (3)  $140 
1167 1879 1d & 6d Telegraph set of 3 with 1d in both perfs. The perf.12½ 1d has  rounded corners reflected in reserve. 

All postally used. SG T1, T1a & T2, Cat. £275 (3) $60 
1168 1879 1d & 6d Telegraph set of 3 as above but good to fine used with 11 Bar letter cancels for "GT" Geraldton,            

"G" Guildford & "F" Fremantle on the 6d lilac. SG T1, T1a & T2, Cat. £275 (3) $160 
1169 1881 "TWO PENCE", "THREE PENCE" & "SIX PENCE" "IR" ovpts on unissued 3d lilac swans postally used.            

Good to fine used. (3) $90 
1170 1896 6d sage-green. Rouletted on all  4 sides. Lightly used with numeral cancel. Ex Brian Pope. SG 32, Cat. £750 $200 
1171 1861 1d to 1/- Perkins Bacon, perf.14-16 set of 5 with 3mm punctures. Fine used group. SG 33/37 var. (5) $100 
1172 1861 2d blue intermediate perf.14-16 from position III with pre-entry showing doubling in "POSTAGE" & a mark                     

in "N" of "PENCE". F/U with straight edge at top. Ex Brian Pope. $60 
1173 1861 1/- green, clean-cut perf.14-16 with small commissariat puncture & neat 15 Bar 1 Perth cancel. $50 
1174 1861 1/- yellow-green, intermediate perf. 14-16, upright wmk. Attractively used with BN "6". SG 37a, Cat. £1,000 $180 
1175 1861 2d blue, perf.14. MLH with part o.g. SG 39, Cat. £180 $50 
1176 1861 4d vermilion, perf.14. F/U with light numeral cancel. SG 40, Cat. £200 $50 
1177 1861 4d vermilion, perf.14 with small commissariat puncture with neat numeral cancel. Fine used. SG 40var. $50 
1178 1861 4d vermilion, Perkins Bacon perf.14 with 4mm commissariat puncture. F/U, centred high. SG 40 var. $50 
1179 1861 6d purple-brown with small commissariat puncture. A couple short perfs at top. Used by neat numeral                           

cancel. SG 42var. $40 
1180 1861 1d rose & rose-carmine (4), 2d blue (3), 6d purple-brown (3) & 1/- yellow-green (1) from Perkins Bacon 

Printings. Noted 2d blue x 2 (SG 39), one with small commissariat puncture, SG 6d purple-brown (SG 36), 1/- 
yellow-green (SG 43a) & 1d rose-carmine with very rough perfs (SG 44). These 5 are all F/U with cat. £400.           
Seem to be chosen for wmk orientation. The remaining 6 stamps are damaged to good used. Ex Brian Pope. (11) $120 

1181 1861 1d rose-carmine & 1/- deep green, Perkins Bacon perf. 14-16 very rough, each with 3mm commissariat 
punctures. Both fine used with light Perth cancels. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 44 & 46 var. (2) $100 

1182 1861 6d purple on blued paper with very rough 14-16 perfs. Fine used by 15 Bar 8 Fremantle cancel in blue ink.         
An attractive example ex Brian Pope. SG 45, Cat. £600 $180 

1183 1861 1/- deep green, perf.14-16 on very rough paper. Superb used with neat 15 Bar 4 Albany numeral cancel. 
Excellent colour. Ex Brian Pope. SG 46, Cat. £450 $120 

1184 1890 1d carmine with Plate No. 1 right selvedge. Fine MUH. SG 95, Cat. £48+ $30 
1185 1895 3d red-brown, CR/CA wmk, perf. 14 with "Medical". Fine used. SG 87 var.  $100 
1186 1892 2½d blue well centred block of 4. MUH & fresh with lovely colour. SG 97, Cat. £120+ premium for block $90 
1187 1890 4d chestnut swan with inverted "WA" perfin. Fine used with Beverley JY 12 04 cds. The 1st example we've 

seen with the perfin inverted. $100 
1188 1890 4d chestnut, C/Ca wmk with "Medical" h/s. Fine used with fresh colour. Scarce. SG 98 var. $180 
1189 1893 6d bright violet, Cr/Ca wmk perf.14 with "Medical h/s. Used with bold Bunbury duplex cancel which partly 

obscures handstamp. Rarely seen on this issue. SG 100 var. $240 



1190 1881 1d carmine-pink with  "double tailed swan" variety. F/U with neat Perth cancel. SG 103 var. $100 
1191 1882/85 3d brown in 2 shades, ½d surcharge in red on 1d yellow-ochre Cr/A wmk, perf. 14 & "1d." ovpt in green on 

3d brown Crown CC wmk, perf.12 in both shades (SG 91 & 91a) plus 1885 set of 8 to 1/- plus extra 6d violet with 
"vertical scratch" & 1/- green with "white spot on neck". All  fine used. Total SG Cat. £180 (16) $50 

1192 1885 Surcharges with "1d." surcharge in green on 3d brown (SG 91) x 2 F/U & on 3d cinnamon (SG 91a) x 2 MH & 
2 F/U. Also "1d" in green on 1893 issue on pale brown (SG 107) with 2 x MH & 2 used & on cinnamon (SG 108) 
with 10 x MH & 3 used plus "½d" on cinnamon (SG 110a) MH x 5. Total cat. £600 + (29) $50 

1193 1888 1d carmine-pink MUH/MLH pair, 2d grey MLH & 4d red-brown MH. Fresh group. SG 103/05, Cat. £240 (4) $50 
1194 1898 1d carmine with W Crown A wmk inverted in a fine used block of 4 with 1903 Coolgardie duplex cancel. Most 

attractive & a fine multiple. Ex Brian Pope. SG 112a, Cat. £560 + premium $280 
1195 1902 2/- bright red on yellow QV F/U with neat Perth 13 MY 11 cds. Stunning. SG 124, Cat. £48+ $30 
1196 1902 2/- bright red on yellow, perf.11 with "WA" perfin vertically reading down. Fine used, centred left. One of the 

scarcest of "WA" perfins. Ex Brian Pope. SG 124, Cat. £200 without perfin $200 
1197 1902/11 2/- red on yellow x 21 used examples & an "OS" perfined example MUH. All are fine used a& represent a 

wide range of shades noting 2 with sideways wmk incl the "OS", 8 with inverted wmk with 1 perf.11 & another 
perfined "WA". Useful for the specialist with one Perf. 11 (SG 134,  Cat. £200) but closed tear & not included in 
total. Ex Brian Pope. SG 124/24c, min cat. £480. (22) $220 

1198 1902 5/- emerald-green & 10/- deep mauve perfined "OS". Both F/U. SG 126/27 var. (2) $100 
1199 1902 5/- emerald-green CTO with gum plus another example perfined "WA" horizontally & good to F/U. SG 126 (2) $80 
1200 1902 5/- emerald-green (SG 126) & 10/- deep mauve (SG 127) both perfined "WA" horizontally. Good to F/U. (2) $120 
1201 1902 5/- emerald-green with "WA" perfin vertically reading down. Used & rarely seen. Ex Brian Pope. SG 126 var. $90 
1202 1902 10/- deep mauve. Fine used with neat oval "R" registration cancel. SG 127, Cat. £110 $50 
1203 1902 10/- deep mauve with light Kalgoorlie MY 3 05 cds. Superb example. SG 127, Cat. £110 $60 
1204 1902/11 £1 orange-brown. Very fine used with crisp Kalgoorlie cds dated OC 25 04. SG 128, Cat. £225 $100 
1205 1902 £1 orange-brown. F/U with Kalgoorlie cds. SG 128, Cat. £225 $120 
1206 1902 £1 orange-brown. Fine used with Kalgoorlie AP 10 05 cds. SG 128, Cat. £225 $120 
1207 1902 £1 orange-brown. Fresh MLH, centred low. SG 128, Cat. £450 $120 
1208 1902 £1 orange-brown. Superb used with Kalgoorlie JU 22 05 cds & well centred. SG 128, Cat. £225 $140 
1209 1902 £1 orange. MVLH, 1 short perf at right but does not detract from the fresh colour. SG 128a, Cat. £750 $220 
1210 1902 £1 orange-brown perfined "WA". Superb used with neat NO 16 10 cds. Rare with "WA" perfin.                                          

Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG 128 var. $300 
1211 1905 1d carmine-rose, perf.11 with V/Cr wmk upright. F/U with perf faults. Useful "budget" example.                      

SG 129a, Cat. £550 $75 
1212 1905 1d carmine-rose, perf.11 with V/Cr wmk upright. F/U with neat Perth cds 5 DE 04.  ACSC (2023) page 303 

note 1 states "The upright wmk variety is a rarity with only a few used examples reported, one is dated 2 December 
1904". Ex Brian Pope. SG 129a, Cat. £550 $280 

1213 1902/11 8d apple-green, 9d orange upright wmk, 10d red, 2/- brownish-red yellow, 5/- emerald-green & 10/- deep 
mauve, V/Cr wmk. All CTO with 4 concentric circle cancels. 5/- & 10/- with gum, others without. All bright, fresh 
examples. ACSC Cat. $725 (6) $300 

1214 1905 4d brown, perf. 11, Crown/double lined A wmk & perfined "OS". Not listed by Stanley Gibbons. V/F/U. Note 1, 
page 318 "Perhaps as many as ten mint & 20-30 used examples are known". Ex Pope. ACSC 39Ab, Cat. $400 $150 

1215 1902 4d chestnut wmk V/Cr, perf.11. F/U. ACSC (2023) page 318 note W39 1 states "The only recorded example 
without OS puncture is in the Bromfield collection in the WA Museum in Perth it is date 27 July 1907". This example 
is dated 6 SE 06 & whilst we have sold a couple before in auctions 28 & 32, this is by far the finest we have offered. 
Ex Brian Pope. SG 131, Cat. £500 $300 

1216 1903 9d dull yellow-orange, V/Cr wmk perf.12.4 x 12.2 perfined "WA". MLH. Scarce combination of shade & perfin. 
Ex Barrett-Lennard. ACSC W49B var. $100 

1217 1908 4d pale chestnut swan with the "FCUR" for "FOUR" variety. Fine used with Perth 12 OC 08 cds. A lovely 
example. SG 142a var. $50 

1218 1905/12 Crown/A wmk, perf. 11 1d rose-pink (SG 151), 1d carmine-red (SG 151a) & 2d yellow (SG 152) plus 5d 
pale olive-bistre & 5d olive-green, latter has short perf. (SG 155 & 155a). All MH/MLH. Total Cat. £250 (5) $30 

1219 1905 9d orange, perf.11. Fine used with light P.P. cancel. SG 157, Cat. £200 $60 
1220 1905 9d red-orange. Superb used with Port Hedland 28 OCT 11 cds. SG 157a, Cat. £200 $75 
1221 1905 9d red-orange, Cr/A wmk perf.11. Fine used with crisp Port Hedland 17 OCT 11 cds. SG 157a, Cat. £200 $75 
1222 1910 9d red-orange, perf. 11, Crown/double lined A wmk. Fine used by Narrogin cds. Ex Pope. SG 157a, Cat. £225 $120 
1223 1905 9d orange-yellow perfined "OS". Horiz crease, centred left but fine used with Albany 1907 cds.                        

ACSC W52, Cat. $300 (2004) $40 
1224 1906 3d pale brown, perf.11, Crown/double lined A wmk sideways reversed. See note for previous lot. Although 

F/U, it has several short perfs. ACSC 30Baa $80 
1225 1912 "ONE PENNY" surcharge x 4 with wmk varieties & "NN joined at top" variety plus 1d surcharge on 2d yellow 

in a large irregular block of 52 stamps with selvedge on 3 sides noting 3 stamps highlighted by surcharge varieties. 
Total SG Cat. £200+ $100 

1226 1906 3d red-brown, perf.11, Crown/double lined A wmk sideways reversed. Not listed in Stanley Gibbons. Note 4 
page 314 states "Only a few examples are recorded with reverse wmk" V/F/U. Together with normal stamp for 
comparison. Ex Brian Pope. ACSC W30Caa, Cat. $500 $220 

1227 1906 9d orange-yellow, perf. 11, Crown/double lined A perfined "OS". F/U by Perth cds. Not listed by Stanley 
Gibbons. Ex Brian Pope. ACSC54A, Cat. $275 $90 

1228 1912 3d dull orange-brown & 3d deep orange-brown on thin paper, perf. 12½, Crown/double lined A wmk with          
both perfined "OS". Not listed by Stanley Gibbons. Both fine used with perfs better than average for this issue.                 
Ex Brian Pope. ACSC W33Ab & W33Bb, Cat. $300ea (2) $200 

1229 1906 9d yellow orange-brown over double lined A wmk, perf.11. F/U, centred right. SG 157, Cat. £225 $90 
1230 1915 2½d indigo, 2nd wmk kangaroo perfined "WA". Fine MLH. ACSC 10var. $100 
1231 1915 2½d indigo, 2nd wmk kangaroo perfined "WA". A superb MUH example. ACSC 10var. $150 



1232 1929/30 9d violet kangaroo with CofA wmk in John Ash second state imprint block of 4 & perfined "WA" with 
substituted cliché in position 4R49 (top right stamp). 1 MUH, 3 MLH. A scarce block with good perfs & centring. 
ACSC 29A(4)zb, Cat. $680 for normal without WA perfin $260  

Western Australia - Revenues  
1233 1881 I.R. 1d to £10 ovpts set of 14 vals. Fine used with manuscript cancels. Elsmore on-line Cat. $600+ (14) $260 
1234 1891-1897 Internal Revenue fine postally used group consisting of 1d, 2d, 3d x2 & 6d Crown/CA (narrow C) wmk 

plus 2/6d with Crown/CA (wide C) wmk & 1d, 3d, 6d & 1/- Wmk W Cr A. Stunning Bulong AP 1 00 cds on 2d. (10) $120 
1235 1881-1963 Internal Revenue selection with 2/6d, 15/-, £1/10/-, £5 & £10 Wmk Crown/CA with narrow "C" & 1d, 6d, 

1/-, 2/6d, 3/-, 5/-, 10/- & £1 Wmk Crown/CA with wide "C" plus 1/- with W Crown A wmk. Also 1904 receipt with 1d 
IR attached. All fine used with neat oval h/s cancels. Elsmore total on-line Cat. val $520 (14) $240 

1236 1893 2d dull purple IR postally used with scarce 12 Bar 3 numeral cancel. Ex Barrett-Lennard. SG F12, Cat. £80 + 
premium cancel $100 

1237 1894 (5th Apr) 1d carmine-red swan postage stamp used fiscally on a handwritten document regarding a £10 
increase to a lien held against mining shares. Attested by Cue attorney George W. Hope. Good cond but  piece 
missing top left. A rare survivor. $25 

1238 1898 (24th Jan) 1/- IR pair & single 2/6d on Murchison Goldfield transfer document with "Wardens Office Murchison 
Goldfield" oval rubber stamp top left. A little dirty & stained but full of character. $50 

1239 1898 (11th June) 5/- IR tied by m/s to "Transfer" for Cuddingwarra subterranean water rights signed at Peak Hill. 
"Wardens Office Murchison Goldfield" Departmental cachet top left. Couple of pinholes otherwise VG cond. $60 

1240 1898 (12th Oct) 10/- & £1 pair of IR tied by dated m/s cancels on stamps on "Transfer" document pertaining to 
"Machinery Area No. 6d (Cue)" & signed at Cue with "Mining Registrar, - Day Dawn" h/s below in violet. "Warden's 
Court Day Dawn" oval rubber h/s top left. Some light wear & small tear repaired by back paper but frontally fine. $75 

1241 1898 (15th Dec) 1d carmine-red swan postage used fiscally on receipted invoice in favour of Sadlier & Co. of 
Dalgety Street, Fremantle. VG cond noting 3 digit phone number! $30 

1242 1899 (29th July) 2½d blue wmk Crown/CA swans x 48 placed around the border of this "Transfer of Claim & or 
Share therein"  transfer of land document for the residence area No.66 at Greenbushes for £55 sterling. All stamps 
cancelled by "The Registrar, Greenbushes, Mining District" oval rubber departmental stamp. A striking example of 
Postage stamps fiscally used with creativity! $200 

1243 1899 (2nd Aug) 1d carmine-red W Crown A wmk swans x 24 used on land transfer document for residential area 
No.123 situated at Greenbushes for £20 sterling. All cancelled by "The Registrar Greenbushes Mining District" oval 
departmental h/s in mauve. Transfer processed, witnessed & signed by the Registrar accordingly. Apart from a 
spike hole top left this an attractive example of Postage stamps used fiscally. $150 

1244 1899 (18th Oct) 7/6d IR tied by dated m/s on "Transfer" document signed at Day Dawn by the Mining Registrar - 
Cue with his s/l h/s bottom right. Complete with "Wardens Office Murchison Goldfield" rubber h/s top left. Fine. $60 

1245 1899 (2nd Nov) 3/- IR tied in m/s & s/l "E Power Dowley" h/s on Cue transfer document signed by Mining Registrar - 
Cue with s/l h/s. "Wardens Office Murchison Goldfield" oval cachet top left. Frayed at right otherwise fine & clear. $50 

1246 1900 (8th Aug) 1d carmine red swan postage stamp tied in black m/s & fiscally used on illust receipt issued by 
Citizens Life Assurance Company Ltd, Sydney which had a principal office in Perth. This being a Life insurance 
premium annual receipt. Fine cond.. $50 

1247 1902 (27th Feb) 1d IR on "Dr. to F.A. Henriques" receipted & paid invoice raised for Mr HW Davidson & tied by 
dated m/s. Fine cond. $30 

1248 1904 1d to £25 bicolour swan Duty Stamp set of 14 (no £50 or £100). Most lower vals to 2/6d with m/s cancels 
while high vals F/U with oval cancels in violet. Attractive fine used examples which rich colours. Elsmore on-line 
Cat. Val $615 (14) $300 

1249 1906 1d to £10 bicolour swan Duty Stamp perf. 11 set of 14 with a few extra shades. Stamps to 3d with m/s cancels 
while the remainder F/U with oval h/s's. Elsmore on-line Cat.  $525 (17) $280 

1250 1906/09 1/- deep green & 2/- light green plus 1909 1d red-black with inverted wmk F/U (light tone spots on back), 
1d scarlet greenish-slate centred inverted wmk fine MNG & scarlet-black with inverted wmk. Latter with light vert 
crease. Elsmore Cat. $450 (5) $50 

1251 1909 1d to 1/- bicolour swan Duty Stamp, large W Crown A wmk, perf.11 complete set with 2 x 1/- shades. The 1d 
& 6d vals with m/s cancels, others with neat h/s's. Also 1911/12 3d to £1/10/- changed colours set of 7 with small W 
Crown A wmk, perf.11. Elsmore on-line Cat.$275 (12) $120 

1252 1911/13 3d x 2, 6d x 4, 2/-, 2/6d x 2, 5/- x 2, 10/- x 2 15/- x 2, £1 x 2, & 30/- x 2 bicolour swan Duty Stamp, large 
Crown A wmk, perf.11 set of 9 with extra shades plus 1906/09 £5 on piece with one of the 30/- vals. 2 stamps with 
m/s cancels, the remainder with neat h/s's. Total Elsmore on-line Cat. $600 (20) $300 

1253 1911/12 2/6d brown-olive & 2/6d yellowish-olive both with inverted wmks. Both centred high with toning on perfs. 
Elsmore Cat. $500 (2) $50 

1254 1914/23 group with 1914 2d blue, perf. 11, 1917/18 1d rose-red, 1917/22 1d, £1 & £5 x 2 in slate-purple & reddish-
purple shades perf. 11 plus 1920/23 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d, 1/-, 2/-, 2/6d, 5/-, £1, £1/10/- x2 & £5 on new paper with 
medium sized W Crown A wmk, perf.11  (no £10). All in fine cond. Elsmore on-line Cat. $570 (19) $300 

1255 1917 10/- red & 15/- deep turquoise, perf.11 Duty Stamps on Indenture document involving an Albany suburban lot 
with small hand drawn map. Good cond with some ageing. $50 

1256 1917/22 £5 reddish-purple with inverted wmk. Fine used with a few rough perfs at left. Elsmore Cat. $375 $50 
1257 1917/22 £5 slate-purple with inverted wmk. Superb used. Elsmore Cat. $375 $50 
1258 1920 (14th Apr) 3d, 1/- & 2/6d bicolour swan Duty Stamps, perf.11 tied to Mortgage document & tied by "George 

Barrett" h/s's. Very good cond. $50 
1259 1923/30 1d red x 3, 2d x 4, 3d, 6d, 1/- x 2, 2/- x 2, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/-, 15/-, £1, £1/10/- & £5 swan Duty Stamps printed 

from zinc plate, perf. 14½x13½. Fine used group with mixed centring on mainly lower vals. Elsmore on-line Cat. 
$435 (20) $200 

1260 1922/30 1d red x 5, 2d x 2, 3d x 2, 6d x 2, 1/- x , 2/-, 2/6d x 2, 5/-, 10/-, 15/-, £1, £5 & £10 on new paper with 
medium sized W Crown A wmk, perf. 14½x13½ plus 1920 £1/10/- & 10/- zinc plates pair. Majority fine used & fresh. 
Elsmore on-line Cat. $580 (24) $300 



1261 1922/30 £10 grey with inverted wmk. Fine used. Elsmore Cat. $300 $50 
1262 1926 1d red "long" swans used with 2 examples double perforated at top & used with m/s cancels plus a "dry ink" 

variety & others in mixed cond all with M/S dated cancels. Also an attractive "F. & C. Piesse Merchants & Millers 
Cottesloe" company env with 2 overlapped & tied by Perth 1927 slogan illustrating use as postage! Some tone 
spots but a rare survivor. (19 stamps & the cover) $75 

1263 1927 10/- bright carmine, perf. 14½x13½ plus 30/- olive-sepia, perf 11. Odd short perf but both fine used. Elsmore 
Cat. $650 (2) $70 

1264 1930 Hospital Fund with 1d, 1½d in 2 shades, 3d in 3 shades, 6d grey, 6d blue, 4½d rose, 9d carmine, 1/- green, 
2/- & 5/- in 2 shades each plus 10/- brown & £1 orange. Mixed fiscal cancels with some in m/s. Elsmore on-line Cat.  
$200+ (17) $100 

1265 1932 Financial Emergency Tax selection incl 1d in 2 shades, 1½d, 2d, 3d & 4d in 2 shades each plus 4½d, 6d, 9d, 
1/- & 2/- again in 2 shades each before a 5/-, 10/- & £1 orange. F/U with mixed m/s & h/s cancels. Elsmore on-line 
Cat. $380 (18) $180 

1266 1933 Wages book with 12 Hospital Fund for 1½d x 4, 9d x 4 & 3d x 4 plus Financial Emergency Tax x 16 incl           
1½d x4, 1/- x 4, 2/- x 4 & 3/- x 4 plus 4 x 1d red Duty Stamps. All on 2 pages in vg cond. Elsmore on-line Cat. $460 $160 

1267 1935 Long piece of page from Wages book with Hospital Fund 6d grey & 2/- ochre x2, Financial Emergency Tax 1/-
, 2/-, 5/- & 10/- plus 2 x 2d black & blue Duty Stamps. Elsmore Cat. $160. Also a small summary page from 1941 
document with  1½d "Nurse" & 1/- green Hospital Fund plus 1d red Revenue Duty. Both documents in vg cond. $80 

1268 1935 Wages book page with 13 Revenues affixed noting  1½d, 4½d & 6d grey x 3 Hospital Fund & 1d, 4d x 2, 1/- x 
3 & 2- Financial Emergency Tax plus 1d red Duty Stamp. Elsmore on-line Cat. $160 $70 

1269 1935 Wages book page with Hospital Fund 9d carmine x 4 & Financial Emergency Tax 6d grey x 4 & 2/- ochre x 4 
plus 1d x 4 red Stamp Duty stamps. Elsmore on-line Cat. $200 $80 

1270 1949 Page from ledger with appropriate Revenue Duty stamps affixed for each week on 2 sides. Incls 1d red x 5, 
2d blue x 4, 6d ochre x 5 & 2/- brown x 141 with 9 blocks of 12, 1 block of 11, 1 block of 10 & an irregular block of 
11 plus 3 singles. Fine cond & useful for research. Elsmore Cat. $580 plus premium large blocks on document. $180 

1271 1951 (16th Feb) Clerk of Court Albany ovals tying 10/-, £1 & £55 pair on small piece. Each punched "T" through 
stamp & piece. Latter pair with vibrant colour & all F/U. $50 

1272 1962 (Aug) "The Hospital Benefit Fund of W.A." dated card with 9 x 8/6d orange "Hospital and Medical Benefit 
Fund" revenues attached for July to October dates & tied by single line dated h/s's in mauve & green. First we have 
seen in this format. Exc cond. incl the "When to Pay Contributions" gummed label on the reverse. A rare survivor. $500 

1273 1966/74  1¢ to $10 Flora & Fauna Revenue Duty group with  $20 & $50 missing. All F/U examples plus 2 x 1966 
receipts with 3¢ vals. (15 + 2 docs) $30 

1274 1980 (19th Dec) Cancelled cheques x 2. One for $20,000 with $20 tortoise Revenue Duty affixed & tied by                    
"19 DEC 1979 CANCELLED" h/s while second for $50,000 with $50 Bell flower Revenue Duty with the same h/s. 
Rarely seen usage. (2 cheques) $100  

Western Australia - Postal Stationary 
 

1275 1879 Post Cards group for ½d chestnut (PC1), 1d blue (PC2) & ½d chestnut (PC6). All fine unused. (3) $30 
1276 1879 1d blue P/C 2 x 2 cards. Both PTPO for "The West Australian Land Company Ltd" & used. Only 1 with postal 

markings with Albany DxL 2a duplex dated JA 13 1893 for local Albany delivery. Both very fine cond. (2) $40 
1277 1889 Post Cards 2d carmine (PC3), 3d green (PC4) & "1½d." blue surcharge on 3d green (PC5). All fine unused (3) $40 
1278 1902 1d + 1d red swan unseparated Reply Post Card. Fine unused. (RPC1) $30 
1279 1902 1½d + 1½d blue swan Reply Post Card CTO with 4-ring UPU cancel. Fine unseparated. (RPC2) $50 
1280 1902 2d orange QV PSE CTO with 4-ring UPU cancel. Light toning around edges otherwise fine unused. (EN3) $25 
1281 1902 2d Paris blue Letter Card CTO with 4-ring UPU cancel. A couple of tan lines reflected in reserve otherwise 

unused. (LC3) $20 
1282 1908 1d blue American Fleet Postcard (PC 16). Fine unused. $120 
1283 1911 Official Service envelope with 1d red facsimile "OS" swan (ENO 1) cut out. The May 2002 Postal Stationery 

Catalogue… Part 1 WA compiled by Brian Pope noted "some 20 cut outs & 2 covers are now on record" (page 44). 
This cut out is used & dated 14 SEP 12. Excellent cond. Ex Brian Pope. Cat. value of cover is £2500 $90  

Western Australia - Postal History 
 

1284 1888 (2nd Apr) ½d Post Card tied by Fremantle "F" Dx-1 with printed "AUSTRALIAN NATIVES' ASSOCIATION, 
FREMANTLE BRANCH NO. 2." on reverse with location & times added in m/s & sent from Chas, J. Cooke Hon. 
Secretary. Stain at base otherwise fine only a few recorded.  $300 

1285 1888 (13th Sept) OHMS postcard with boxed "Fremantle Rifle Volunteers" imprint at lower left & signed in m/s with 
fine "Fremantle AU 16 88 W.A. - F" (Dx-1) impression. Reverse with printed "Fremantle Rifle Volunteers - A 
COMMANDING OFFICER'S PARADE" with date, day & time complete in m/s. "S'C. Skipton" h/s over the name of 
"Geo Bland Humble Captain Commanding F.R.V.". Minor soiling on the corners but only 4 such cards recorded by 
Haynes & Pope. A similar sold in The Cecil Walkley Collection Auction for $675 (lot 282). $400 

1286 1893 "1½d." on 3d green swan Post Card addressed to Germany tied by "Fremantle 4 SP 29 1893 Western 
Australia 12 bar F obliterator" (Dx L-2(a)) with index No.4 not previously recorded. Neat, complete Travelling Post 
Office SP 29 93 cds & Hamburg arrival dated 31.10.93 plus "Albany SP 30 93 WA" b/s. Slightly spotty but made up 
for by the message commenting on the swearing in the new colony! $100 

1287 1895 (25th Oct) Cover to Hobart with 1d Internal Revenue stamps used for postage & tied by  Fremantle 12 bar "F" 
obliterator (Dx L -2(b)). Reverse embossed "The Western Australian Bank" with Perth OC 25 95 & Hobart NO 12 95 
b/s's. A couple of vert folds & light staining but remains presentable. $150 

1288 1895 (6th Sept) Receipt for £23 issued by the "Clerk to the Magistrates, Kalgoorlie" with s/l h/s in violet being for the 
"deposit at sale of Kalgurli lot 116" added in m/s. Folded twice with a couple of pin holes but a lovely example of an 
early property transaction. $40 

1289 1897 (11th Dec) ½d brown swan Post Card tied by indistinct cds in blue with printed "EAST FREMANTLE 
MUNICIPAL ELECTION" & signed off "Yours, W.C. Angwin. Fine Fremantle DE 11 97 cds on message side. $60 



1290 1899 (27th June) Fremantle addressed cover with Tasmania 2d QV tied by Hobart 1899 cds with neighbouring 
"NOT KNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" 2 line h/s plus "Unclaimed Poste Restante" cds. Dead Letter Office, Poste 
Restante & oval Dead Letter 3 OCT 1899 Perth b/s's. Very poor cond but a rare survivor. $50 

1291 1899 (2nd Dec) OHMS envelope with "Public Works Department MEJ " Frank Stamp in blue cancelled by 
Fremantle Railway Station PO duplex. "TOO LATE" h/s above Cliff Street, Fremantle address. VG cond. A similar 
lot sold in The Cecil Walkley Collection for $360+BP. $220 

1292 1901 1d blue Post Card to Fremantle merchants regarding the sailing of S.S.Meunderry to Geraldton with 
"Fremantle MY 21 04 Western Australia" (Dx PO(d)) cancel (small tear at top) & 2d blue Letter Card with same but 
index 6 & year slug omitted from MY 17 date plus 1943 OHMS envelope to WA Govt Railways from CofA Dept of 
the Navy, 1950 Telegram to a tourist passenger of Strathnaver with "Telegraph Office Fremantle 9 MY 50 WA" cds 
& 1960 cover to USA with 6/- franking for postage & registration with "Passed Free US Customs at Philadelphia" 
cachet & Registered at North Fremantle. (5 items) $100 

1293 1901 Egyptian Postcard (Port Said) addressed to the Isle of Wight with GB 1d lilac put ashore in Fremantle & tied 
by barred "F" with Fremantle SP 10 01 overlapped cds plus neighbouring Ship Mail Room Perth SP 11 01 duplex. 
Bold "PAQUEBOT." s/l h/s top left. Good cond. $70 

1294 1901 (31st July) Paquebot proving cover for 11 bar "F" letter obliterator with neighbouring Fremantle cds 3b-f in 6. 
This cover from Fremantle to Scotland is illustrated on page 159 of the Pope & Reynold census & is the last of only 
14 items listed. Perth S.M.R. & arrival b/s's. Neat embossed crest of Penin & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. on flap. 
Three hinge marks on reverse. A most attractive & scarce cover. $200 

1295 1901 (3rd Aug) "Ross & Co., Fremantle" printed env addressed to Cossack with 1d red swans pair tied by 2 strikes 
of Fremantle Town Hall duplex (PO(a)). Back flap missing otherwise good cond with part Cossack b/s. $30 

1296 1901 (25th Nov) cover to Hobart with 2d yellow swan tied by Fremantle Town Hall duplex with Fremantle (year date 
reversed), Launceston & Hobart b/s's plus 1904 cover with 2d yellow tied by heavily inked "North Fremantle NO 24 
04" (cds 3b-a). Both in good cond. (2) $50 

1297 1903 Egyptian Postcard with numerous datestamps added on its journey to Fremantle & ultimate forwarding to 
England incl Fremantle Railway Station duplex, Perth, Fremantle & back to Perth & London AP 22 03 arrival nearly 
twelve weeks later! Full of character! $40 

1298 1904 (9th Aug) cover with 2d yellow swan tied by Fremantle Town Hall 12 bar "PO" duplex (PO(a)) with Fremantle, 
Launceston & Hobart b/s's & 1904 (20th Sept) cover with 2d yellow swan tied by bold complete North Fremantle 
Index 3 cds. Also addressed to Hobart. Useful pair. (2) $70 

1299 1904 (15th Nov) Registered cover to Hobart with 1d red & 2x 2d yellow swans cancelled by large "R" in oval h/s's 
with crisp "Town Hall Fremantle" index 2 cds above address. Blue boxed "Registered 15 Nov 1904 Fremantle WA" 
& Hobart 23 NO 04 b/s's. $50 

1300 1904 (29th Nov) 2d yellow swan tied by variable East Fremantle cds with East Fremantle, Launceston & Hobart 
b/s's & 1904 (5th Dec) cover with 1d red swans pair neatly tied by 2 strikes of the "Town Hall Fremantle" cds. 
Closed spike holes on each.  Both addressed to Hobart, the latter embossed "Weld Club, Perth WA" on flap. (2) $60 

1301 1908 (8th Sept) Goomalling pmkd 1d swan on "At the edge of the still unconquered bush...." postcard addressed to 
Colombo with SP 16 08 receival cds on front plus an 1899 1d blue Post Card uprated with ½d green tied by 
Coolgardie cds's & addressed to London. Also, an 1899 "1½d" surcharged 3d green Post Card with neat Fremantle 
duplex & addressed to Saarbrucken, the latter 2 cards with messages. Good condition. (3) $50 

1302 1912 "ONE PENNY" ovpt on 2d red swan Post Card addressed to Hon. H. Briggs, Fremantle tied by part machine 
cancel. Printed reverse for Peet & Co. Ltd, Auctioneers 46 St Georges Terrace with property details completed in 
m/s. regarding "Lots 59/66 Marita & Perth Rds, Principt Vale Estate". Filing punch hole otherwise good cond. $60 

1303 1912 (16th Jul) 2d yellow swans pair perfined "OS" tied to long OHMS Perth Regd cover locally addressed & tied by 
2 bold Registered Perth cds's incl the neighbouring red Regd label. "Unknown by Letter Carrier" & "D.L.O. Perth 17 
AUG 1912" boxed cachet in violet completed in m/s. L.C. Room Perth & oval Regd Perth b/s's. Good cond. $40 

1304 1914 (15th July) GB 1d KGV tied by Norwood cds on cover addressed to GPO Fremantle with address crossed out 
& replaced with "c/o RMS Osterley" in m/s. "RECD TOO LARE FREMANTLE, JUL 16 1914" cachet in violet plus 
boxed "UNCLAIMED" & "Not Known by Letter Carrier" h/s with neighbouring Fremantle 7 AU 14 & 21 JY 14 cds's 
noting "WESTERN" without the "W". Fremantle 14 JUL 1911 & Dead Letter Office Perth 8 AU 14 b/s's. $60 

1305 1915 (July) 1d red KGV tied to locally addressed env by neat Broome cds endorsed "Reference Red Cross 
Australia Day" complete with original enclosure being a receipt for 10/- for Stores for "Red Cross Australia day" &       
a personal hand written letter for what was probably the first Red Cross Aust Day event following the outbreak of 
WWI. A lovely group & a popular thematic. (3 items) $50 

1306 1927 (6th Apr) OHMS Registered cover with red Narrogin R6 (S.S. 86) label & KGV 1½d scarlet & 3d Die I franking, 
both perfined "OS". Yilliminning & Corrigin transit cds's. The original Yilliminning address crossed out with 
"Unclaimed" & "Not Known" in m/s. Opened out for display. $40 

1307 1935 (2nd Mar) OHMS long env with 5d KGV tied by neat bullseye Geraldton cds with matching R6 Regd label & 
addressed to Latham. Readdressed to Kalgoorlie with full Latham W.A. (C29-A) cds above address. Subsequently 
returned with Perth Regd 16 APR 35 & Geraldton 17 AP 35 b/s's amongst others. $30 

1308 1936 (3rd Oct) "The West Australian Trustee Executor and Agency: printed env with 6d large kookaburra tied by 
Fremantle cds & addressed to Kisumu, Kenya, East Africa. Address crossed out in pencil with numerous cachets 
incl "Return to Sender", "UNKNOWN" "PART (LEFT)", "Received Open And Torn Manager D.L.O. Madras & 
"D.L.O. Bombay 20Feb37". Kisumu Kenya 8 DE 36 b/s & another DLO Madras boxed cachet dated 3 MAR 37. 
Finally a DLO Perth cds dated 17 MR 37 when we presume it returned home! Worn cond but full of character! $40 

1309 1946 (5th June) 1½d QM tied by Perth slogan on "Independent Order of Odd Fellows, 224 St George's Terrace" 
illust entire with pre-printed account details inside completed in m/s while on the others is a detailed breakdown of 
"Benefits", ages & amounts payment upon sickness, injury & death. Grand Lodge Office illustrated in blue. 
"Hopetoun Lodge Victoria Park, WA I.O.O.F. No. 17" mauve cachet on reverse. An attractive piece of local history 
in good cond. $40 



1310 1950 (11th Aug) "The R.S.L. Trading Co. Ltd" printed env with badge below & Perth paid slogan in red addressed to 
Narrogin. The highlight being the original enclosure, "Price List August 1950". Large sheet folded to fit env featuring 
a huge product range from Ties to Pyjamas to Tents plus a range of Army/Navy/ Airforce "Disposals Clothing". 
Some illust on reverse with information as to ownership of the business etc. Wonderful social history. (2 items) $50 

1311 1981/82 Coolgardie/Kalgoorlie Camel Mail & Cycle Express Co Postcards carried on Re-enactments with PSWA 
imperf cinderellas tied by s/l cachets. VG cond & affordable versus the real thing! (2) $25  

Western Australia - Postmarks  
1312 Paid "Crown" type on 6d lilac swan Cr/Ca, perf.14 & "Crown Registered" on 1d carmine swan, W Crown A wmk. 

Both fine used. (2) $80 
1313 Paid "Crown" clear double strike on vertical pair of 1d yellow-ochre wmk Cr CC, perf. 14, overstruck by Perth  

duplex plus a 1d carmine swan pair, Cr/Ca wmk with Registered "Crown" cancels. Unusual in pairs. $100 
1314 Paid "Crown" in violet ink on 6d lilac IR (narrow) Cr over Ca wmk plus Registered "Crown" on 2d yellow W Cr A 

wmk swan. Useful pair. (2) $80 
1315 Paid "Crown" on 6d lilac swan, Cr/Ca perf.14 & Registered "Crown" on 1d carmine swan on small piece. Quality 

pair. (2) $90 
1316 Registered "Crown" 2 different types with different shaped Crowns & "REGISTERED" fonts. Both on 2½d blue 

swans, wmk Cr/Ca & fine used with one in violet. (2) $140 
1317 Arthur River Telegraph Office ORS type 2. An almost complete light strike on 2d yellow swan on piece dated                   

1 MAY 1908. Rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 
1318 Burbanks 3b Complete strike on 1d red swan for JU 15 04. Fine. $40 
1319 Collie Savings Bank Sbii Fine complete strike on 5d bistre swan dated JA 31 08. Late date. (1-2) $30 
1320 Cookernup DxPO complete strike tying 1d swan to Perth addressed "Binngarra" - Manly Ferry" titled colour tinted 

postcard. Exc cond. $30 
1321 Coonanalion Post Office ORS 2 An approx. 40% impression on 1d red swan with no visible date. Only one or two 

strikes known. Incls Goulder background notes & PMI excerpt. $100 
1322 Cuddingwarra 3b on 2d yellow swan with indistinct date. 60% strike, rated "rare" by Goulder. $30 
1323 Dongara Savings Bank Sbi complete & part strikes on 1d rose-pink pair with C/A wmk. Dated MY 19 08. PMI dates 

11-03-08 to 18-07-08. Due to this short period of usage it is rated "rare". Fine example. $30 
1324 Fimiston Post & Telegraph Office ORS 2. Partial strike showing "MISTON" & dated ? DEC.1905. Rare with only 1 

date in PMI shown as 16 DEC 1905. $40 
1325 Fremantle Dx L-2(a) Complete strike with the previously unrecorded index "4" tying 2d grey swan to New Zealand 

addressed env dated Au 2 1893. A stunning impression of this 12 bar "F" obliterator "F". Invercargill 15 AU 93 & 
Oamaru 19 AU 93 b/s's. $100 

1326 Fremantle Railway Station Dx PO(a) with 6 complete strikes cancelling block of 12 x 1/- green swans (SG 102). 
Superb strikes dated SP 9 1899. $90 

1327 Hamel 3b Two individual strikes on 1d red swans pair for JA 22 07. (1) $40 
1328 Hay St West Complete on 6d blue kangaroo, 2nd wmk (faults) dated NO 4 16. 3b index NIL. (1) $40 
1329 Jitarning B28 Bold 90% upright strike on 2d Vic Cent dated 16 JL 34. Superb impression. $20 
1330 Kellerberrin Post & Telegraph Office 90% ORS 3 backstamp on OHMS Land Titles Office Registered cover from 

Perth to Kellerberrin & "UNCLAIMED". KGV 1d block of 4 "OS" tied by Perth Registered cds for 10 AUG 15. Good 
cond with flap & end of envelope damaged but incls original Caveat. ORS 3 unlisted in PMI & PMC.  $100 

1331 Kojonup Savings Bank Sbi 2 Part variable strike but complete strikes on 2d yellow swan pair. (1-2) $25 
1332 Kurnalpi 3b Variable strike on 2d yellow swan dated OC 21 07. (1) $30 
1333 Mandurah Post & Telegraph Office ORS 2. Two part strikes on separate 1d red swans with one part dated 1905. 

PMC date c1907. Rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 
1334 Marble Bar Savings Bank Sbii Complete variable bullseye strike on 1d rose-pink swan (SG 139) dated JY 2 8. PMI 

dates 23-03-07 to 16-04-08. Later than previously recorded dates & rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 
1335 Mt Magnet Savings Bank Sbii part strike dated MR 14 07 with "Mt M" only visible of place name on 9d orange, perf 

11 (SG 157, ACSC W52A, Cat. $200 (2004)) & perfined "OS". A useful stamp in itself but several short perfs with 
the pmk rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 

1336 Mt Sir Samuel 3b. Fine 90% strike on 2d yellow swan 31 Oc 05. Rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 
1337 Narrogin Savings Bank Sbi Complete bullseye strike on 3d swan for JY 18 6. Rated "rare" by Goulder & a superior 

example. $40 
1338 Sandstone Savings Bank Sbv 50% strike on 2d yellow swan for 1 SEP (?). Rated "rare" by Goulder. $30 
1339 The Granites 3b Two almost complete strikes on 6d violet swans pair dated OC 7 01. Superb & ex Barrett-Lennard. $100 
1340 Warrawoona 3b Bullseye strike on 2d yellow swan for JU 1 01 on piece. Stunning! $100 
1341 Warrawoona 3b Double strike on pair of 1d red swans (lower perfs cut off) dated DE 30 04. Rated "rare" by Goulder 

with lower impression complete. $40 
1342 Westbrook 3b Lovely clear 90% strike on 2d yellow swan dated JA 22 07. Rated "rare" by Goulder. $40 
1343 Yalgoo Savings Bank Sbii 70% strike on 1d carmine-rose for JA 1 ?. (1-2) $20 
1344 Yarloop Post & Telegraph Office ORS 1. Clear 40% undated strike in violet on 2d yellow swan. PMC date c1904. 

Rated "rare" by Goulder. $50 
1345 Yetna B28 80% strike on 2d red KGV, single wmk  dated 12 OC 22. (1-2) $30 
1346 York Savings Bank Sbii 65% part strike on 3d brown swan (SG 141) for MR 20 06. Rated "rare" by Goulder. $30  

WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS   

Postcards -  Katanning 
  

The following 22 Postcard lots are all related to Katanning, a town 275kms south east of Perth on the    
Great Southern Highway. Many of them have not been seen by us before & represent a delightful insight 
into early country life.  



1347 1910-1920c Photograph type with 5x b&w portraits taken by" F.Martyn, Katanning" from babies to WWI soldier to 
family groupings. None postally used but most with a message on the reverse. (5) $40 

1348 "To Greet You From Katanning" c1910 The Popular series No.567 printed in Germany with message on the back. 
Some light staining on reverse otherwise good cond. Strikingly colourful. $30 

1349 "Katanning WA Greetings" 1914 W.J.Rogers & Son b&w with 5 smaller photos showing Mechanical Institute, 
Austral Terrace, Scots Church, Clive Street & Methodist Church. Message on back. Fine & scarce $50 

1350 "Katanning, W.A." W.J.Rogers & Son b&w with 4x small photos featuring Flour Mill, St Andrew's Hall, Baptist 
Church & Clive Street. Fine cond with message on back. The first one we've seen. $50 

1351 "Austral Terrace, Katanning" J.G.M White b&w photo type with message on back dated 24/2/1910. Very good cond. 
Quite a grandiose scene. $80 

1352 "Austral Terrace, Katanning, looking North" b&w, printed in Saxony with message on reverse c1913. Photo similar 
to the previous lot but different angle/ background. Some surface cracking lower left otherwise good cond.  $60 

1353 "Austral Terrace, Katanning, looking South" b&w, printed in Saxony with message on the back. Appears to be from 
the same  series as previous lot. Very good cond. $60 

1354 "Clive St., Katanning" b&w printed in Saxony with message on back. Shows the Federal Hotel on the left & Crown 
Lands Agency on the right. Message refers to a drowning. Very good cond. $60 

1355 "Clive St., Katanning" Same card as the previous lot but a clearer image. Message on the back dated 5/1/13.        
Slight corner wear. $60 

1356 "Railway Yard, Katanning" b&w printed in Saxony appearing to be another in the series Message on reverse        
dated 1920. VG cond. $60 

1357 "Private Hospital, Katanning" b&w printed in Saxony c1913. Another not seen by us before. Very fine. $60 
1358 "Bridge over Creek and Reservoir, Katanning" b&w printed in Saxony. A most attractive rural scene! Fine unused. $50 
1359 "Hon F.H. Piesses Reservoir, Katanning" Another b&w printed in Saxony. 1912 message on back. Fine cond. $40 
1360 "Austral Terrace, Katanning, looking North" b&w & printed in Germany. Messages both sides c1905-1910 VG cond. $50 
1361 "Clive St, Katanning" b&w & printed in Germany with messages front & back. Shows "Rogers Central Store". Fine. $50 
1362 "Clive St, looking West. Katanning" b&w & "Printed in Germany" with the Federal Hotel & The Union Bank of 

Australia. Superb unused. $70 
1363 "Presbyterian Church, Katanning" b&w & "Printed in Germany". 6/1/12 dated message on the reverse. VG cond. $50 
1364 "Kobeelya", Residence of F.H. Piesse" b&w & printed in Germany. "Kobeelya" was the first significant residence in 

the town of Katanning. Good cond. $50 
1365 "View of Orchard & Vineyard shewing Residence of Hon F.H. Piesse C.M.G." b&w with publisher shown as "N.P.G. 

Printed in Berlin for Powell & Son" with printed "Calling card" on back in red. Previously unseen by us. Exc cond. $70 
1366 "View New Distillery Great Southern Vineyards F. & C. Piesse Katanning" b&w unused advertising card with "NPG 

Printed in Berlin for Powell & Son" printed on reverse. Small surface scratch lower left & damaged corner otherwise 
good cond. Not seen by us before. $50 

1367 "Katanning Baptist Harvest Festival held at Katanning March 19-1916" written on reverse & signed off by the Rev. 
S.E. Dorman "Preacher". Lovely b&w photographic postcard. An enlightening piece of social history. VG cond. $70 

1368 "Katanning & Broomhill April 22nd 1913 Train Crash" These 4 photographic postcards depict various aspects of this 
train crash & the following clean up. The crash occurred between Katanning & Broomhill with only one card having 
any caption & that been to acknowledge the photographer as "F.Martyn Katanning". An interesting group showing 
several badly damaged freight cars with several astonished looking workers & bystanders while another shows a 
railway crane in the process of righting a detailed carriage. There are 2 of this latter card with a message refereeing 
to the accident plus that "apples leave tonights train" - hopefully they arrived safely! All in excellent cond. (4) $300  

Postcards - Victorian Stamp Market 
  

The following 20 Postcard lots are from the Victoria Stamp Market series with  areas titled for the 
"Correspondence" & "Address Only" & a dividing line. Each with b&w photo surrounded by an embossed 
montage of WA stamps & a gold crest with black swan. They are in good to very good mint, unused cond 
unless otherwise stated.  

1369 "Albany, West Australia." with gold framed photo. Slight wear on black swan. $50 
1370 "Burt Street, Boulder, W.A.". Photo not framed. Looks fine unused from front but some adherence on reverse. $20 
1371 "Bayley Street, Coolgardie, W.A." Photo in gold border & message on reverse but no stamp or postal markings. $40 
1372 "High Street, Fremantle, W.A." with border around photo. Appears postally used to NZ with 2d swan but not tied. $30 
1373 "High Street, Fremantle, W.A." with gold border around photo. Some light edge wear. $30 
1374 "Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie, W.A." postally used from Kalgoorlie to Sydney with DE 15 05 Kalgoorlie duplex.                         

Photo unframed. $40 
1375 "Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie, W.A." as above. Fine unuse. $40 
1376 "Wellington Street, Perth, & Railway Station Entrance.". Slight staining on front otherwise unused. $30 
1377 "William Street, Perth." with gold border around photo. Unused. $40 
1378 "Government House, Perth" with gold border around photo. Fine unused. $40 
1379 "Perth, looking North West, Showing Railway Yards." with gold border around photo. Unused. $40 
1380 "Hay Street, Perth, W.A." with gold border around photo. Closed tear at top otherwise good cond. $20 
1381 "Hay Street, Perth, W.A." without border around photo. Postally used to NZ with ½d green swan pair. $40 
1382 "Perth City, from Mount Eliza." with gold framed photo. Thoona, Vic cds tying 1d QV on reverse & addressed to 

England. Good cond. $40 
1383 "View of Perth and South Perth" with gold framed photo. Fine unused. $40 
1384 "Sold in aid of the Sanatoria Home for Consumptive Women" titled colour card similar n design to the VSM cards 

with a border of WA stamps but Coat of Arms in the centre. Postally used from NSW to Qld 1906. Fine & rarely 
seen. $100 

1385 "La Poste in Australie" K et F. Editeurs - Paris published card with Australian flag & neighbouring ½d swan stamp 
depicted below early settlers reading "The Times" newspaper. Locally used in Paris in 1901 with cds tying 3f pair. $60 

1386 "La Poste in Australie" as above but with additional ovpt top left, "Chicoree Arlatte & Cie Medaille D'or Exposition 
Universelle Paris 1900 La Plus Haute Recompense". Fine unused cond. $60 



1387 "La Poste in Australie" again as above but with a different coloured WA stamp depicted lower left & inscribed "La 
Posta in Australia" with a "Archille Briosch & C Milano" pharmaceutical advert on reverse being an Italian version. 
Fine unused. We have not seen this card previously. $75 

1388 "West Australian Stamp Border" design with no b&w photo "vignette" in the centre. One similar to those with the 
photos as below & embossed accordingly plus another produced by Otmar Zieher in Germany which is not 
embossed. The first with "The Macbold Agency, 120 South 6th St, Phila, PA" h/s on front edge. Both fine mint. (2) $90 

1389 "A Business Centre in Kalgoorlie" b&w with red caption published by E.S. Wigg & Son Ltd. Shows a wonderful 
street scene with Wigg & Son Ltd business premises in the foreground. c1905-1910. Very fine. $70 

1390 "Boulder Town Hall" & "Kalgoorlie Townhall" in red below each of the Twin City edifices. Wigg & Son Ltd b&w with 
message on the back. Exceedingly fine. $40 

1391 "Bunbury High School, W.A." C.A. Pitt b&w photograph card with message but no postal markings plus "Queen's 
Gardens, W.A. (No. 1)" Falk & Co. with message, "Busselton W.A." split into 4 b&w photo scenes & Murray Views 
No. 6, "Railway Station, Fremantle" postally used to France with 1/- lyrebird tied by Fremantle cds but faults. Also,  
a "Western Mail" card showing "Overflow at Mundaring" (Weir), unused but tone spotting on reverse. Useful group 
at this reserve. (5) $30 

1392 "Golden Horseshoe Gold Mine W.A." b&w with blue skies from the Golden West series. Message on the back.  $50 
1393 "Northam Institute CM Nixon Photo" slightly faded sepia card with message on the back. While we have seen other 

Nixon postcards this is the first with this photo. c1905-1910 $30 
1394 "Palm Lake, Rottnest Island, W.A." Fremantle Newsagents Association sepia & white with message on reverse. 

Good cond with part of the surface film lifting slightly but remains a scarce card. $40 
1395 "Railway Station Subiaco W.A." b&w postally used Perth to Katanning 20 JAN 11 with neat Katanning 24 JAN 11 

arrival cds on the front. Highly collectable theme. $60 
1396 "S.S.Indarra" endorsed on reverse with "trip Fremantle to Adelaide 4/3/14 to 18/3/14" added below plus 

"S.S.Grantala" b&w with message on the back dated 17/3/16 addressed to Katanning WA but no stamp or postal 
markings & "R.M.S. Koombana" unused c1910 from the Empire series. All in good cond. (3) $60 

1397 "South Terrace, Fremantle, WA" b&w "No. 26" from Golden West series. Fine used from Perth to Katanning with 1d 
swan tied by Perth 1911 machine cancel. Good cond.. $30 

1398 "Waiting to Embark" b&w card with divided back & "British Made" below the POST CARD heading. Shows the men 
sitting on the wharf awaiting departure with their kits, presumably in Albany? VG cond. $40 

 SALE 34 PART 4 - 1.00pm SUNDAY 21st APRIL 2024 (lots 1399-2930) 
  

KANGAROOS 
  

1913 1st Watermark 
 

1399 ½d green, 1d red & pair of 3d olive all with inverted wmks, the pair with clear Beria Western Australia 4 OCT 15   
cds (pulled corner perf on right unit). Other 2 with slogan cancels. Total Cat. $635 (4) $100 

1400 ½d to 6d vals incl all 3 Dies of 1d plus 3d Die I x 2 & 4d (2). MLH with fresh appearance & mostly well centred. 
ACSC Cat. $2000+ (12) $400 

1401 ½d to 1/- kangaroos with 1d Die IIA & 3d Die I all perfined small "OS" & good to fine used. Usual mixed centring & 
add perf faults but useful at this reserve. ACSC Cat. $800+ (8) $80 

1402 ½d to 2/- short set in good to fine used cond & all with average to better than average perfs & centring. 2/- has 
reasonably light part parcel post cancel. SG 1/12, Cat. £300 (11) $50 

1403 ½d to 2/- simplified set. Good to fine used plus additional 2d with wmk inverted. 5d is F/U & 2/- CTO (DE…13). 
Total cat. $840 (12) $180 

1404 ½d to 5/- group of 14 postally used incl 1d red Die I, Die II & Die IIA & 3d olive Die I. Some light foxing & the             
odd rough perf but all with good colour. 5/- has light parcel cancel & could do with a wash! Useful "budget" set. 
ACSC Cat. $1000+ (14) $100 

1405 ½d green right marginal MUH block of 8 plus right marginal block of 4 perfined small "OS" also MUH.                        
Total ACSC Cat. $640 $180 

1406 1d red, Die II with Telegraph puncture. Fine used & rarely seen! $40 
1407 1d red, Die IIA MUH block of 4, one stamp with small paper adherence on reverse (ACSC 4A, Cat. $600) &               

2d slate MUH/MVLH well centred block of 4. (ACSC 5D, Cat. $950) $300 
1408 2d grey. MUH & well centred. ACSC 5A, Cat. $350 $80 
1409 2d grey. MVLH, odd flat perf at top. SG 3, ACSC 5, Cat. $100 $40 
1410 2d deep grey with part "offset" on the back. Drury Cert. (2023) stating "Rare stamp". Superb MUH example.              

ACSC 5B (note offset not listed in ACSC) $400 
1411 2½d indigo block of 4 with "White scratch extending from Cape Leeuwin" & "Islands east of Cape York" plate 

varieties. MLH with good centring. ACSC 9(2)e/f, total cat. $1000 $300 
1412 2½d indigo with "white scratch extending from Cape Leeuwin" (ACSC 9(2)e, Cat. $120), 9d violet with "White flaw 

over "IA"" (ACSC 24(2)Perf. Cat. $175), 1/- emerald pair with complete central Darwin NT cds, 2/- F/U by Parcel 
Post Branch oval in violet & 5/- cancelled by 3 line "Parcel Post Adelaide S.A." Attractive group. (5) $100 

1413 2½d indigo. MUH with good centring. ACSC 9A, Cat. $375 $70 
1414 2½d indigo. MVLH & well centred. SG 4, ACSC 9, Cat. $150 $60 
1415 2½d indigo in a bottom selvedge block of 8. Unfortunately, second row creased vertically affecting 2 stamps & 

centred right, otherwise fresh MUH & scarce in large multiple. ACSC 9A, Cat. $3000 + premium for block $460 
1416 2½d light bluish-indigo. MUH, light horiz bend. Very well centred. ACSC 9b, Cat. $375 $75 
1417 3d olive horiz pair with inverted wmk. Good to fine used, centred left. ACSC 12Aa, Cat. $450 $60 
1418 3d olive-green, Die I. MLH, centred top right. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 12C, Cat. $325 $80 
1419 3d pale olive-green, Die I. Superb MUH. ACSC 12e, Cat. $675 $150 
1420 3d pale olive-green, Die I with partial "Kiss print" in right frame. MLH & well centred. Note; the "Kiss print" on           

this stamp is evidenced mainly by a doubling of the right frame. Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 12Ecb, Cat. $1,750 $300 



1421 4d orange with "Colour flaw in Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. MH, centred top right. Good colour & perfs.                 
ACSC 15A(u)f, Cat. $400 $70 

1422 4d orange with top left retouch & F/U by crisp 1914 Mittagong cds (ACSC 15(1)g) & 5d chestnut with "colour                       
flaw under "LI", variety F/U with partial Brisbane cds (ACSC 16(u)d). Total Cat. $325 (2) $75 

1423 4d orange. MUH, centred a little high otherwise very fine. ACSC 15a, Cat. $1000 $200 
1424 4d yellow-orange fine used pair with neat Melbourne (index 17) 1.30P 14 JA 14 cds's. Characteristic fluffy perfs.          

An attractive example of this shade with Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 15F, Cat. $300 + premium for pair $100 
1425 4d yellow-orange, the rarest of the 4d shades. Fine MLH/MH with good centring & perfs. Drury Cert. (2023).          

ACSC 15F, Cat. $1000 as MLH $200 
1426 5d chestnut with "colour flaw off WA coast" variety. MH with part hinge remainder, centred high.                             

ACSC 16A(1)d, Cat. $500 $50 
1427 5d pale chestnut left marginal example, centred left. Fine MUH with fresh colour. ACSC 16B, Cat. $675 $150 
1428 5d pale chestnut. Fine MUH. ACSC 18B, Cat. $675 $180 
1429 6d ultramarine in MUH/MLH block of 4. A couple of short perfs otherwise a well centred block with good colour. 

ACSC 17A, Cat. $2400 $400 
1430 6d ultramarine. Fresh MUH & well centred with wmk vert frame line clearly visible. Superb! ACSC 17A, Cat. $875 $260 
1431 6d ultramarine. MUH, very slightly "aged" gum & a little off centre. ACSC 17a, Cat. $875 $120 
1432 6d ultramarine in top right corner block of 4. MLH in selvedge only impinging on one stamp. Superb colour. ACSC 

17A, Cat. $875 x 3 (MUH) & $325 (MLH), Total Cat. $2950 $800 
1433 6d blue right selvedge single. MUH. ACSC 17C, Cat. $875 $200 
1434 9d violet with  "Break in bottom frame under "IN" on NINE" variety. MLH, centred right. ACSC 24A(2)I, Cat. $400 $50 
1435 9d violet. MLH & well centred with a couple of flat perfs at base. SG 9, ACSC 24, Cat. $200 $50 
1436 9d violet from base of sheet with wmk line & flaw in lower left inner frame & first "N" of Nine unlisted in ACSC.  

MUH, centred a little low. Lovely stamp. ACSC 24A, Cat. $1,000 $220 
1437 1/- blue-green. MLH with vert crease resulting in a frontally fresh "spacefiller"! ACSC 30C, Cat. $450 $20 
1438 1/- blue-green with "Break in top frame over "L"" variety. MVLH verging on MUH, centred left.                                 

ACSC 30C(2)e, Cat. $500 $75 
1439 1/- blue-green with inverted wmk. Good to fine postally used. ACSC 30Ca, Cat. $500 $50 
1440 1/- blue-green. Fresh MLH, centred slightly high. SG 11a, ACSC 30C, Cat. $450 $100 
1441 1/- green from base of sheet with wmk line. MUH with light evenly toned gum & centred high reflected in low 

reserve. ACSC 30A, Cat. $1750 $200 
1442 1/- green with inverted wmk. Fine postally used with double Melbourne cds 24 DE 13 cds's. Excellent colour & good 

perfs. Rarely seen postally used. Ex Barrett-Lennard. ACSC 30Aa, Cat. $500 $180 
1443 2/- brown. CTO with only "DE" visible. Fresh, centred low. ACSC 35Awb, Cat. $300 $75 
1444 2/- brown sound with "Break in left frame…" variety. Good to fine used. ACSC 35A(2)m, Cat. $450 $90 
1445 2/- brown with telegraph puncture. Fine used & well centred.  ACSC 35A var. $50 
1446 2/- brown. Couple of short perfs otherwise fine MLH & perfectly centred. SG 12, ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $150 
1447 2/- brown. Fine MLH, centred right. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $120 
1448 2/- brown. MLH, centred low. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $100 
1449 2/- brown left selvedge single. MUH, hinged selvedge only. ACSC 35A, Cat. $2750 $600 
1450 5/- grey & chrome with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" duty plate variety. Fine MLH.                                      

ACSC 42A(D)e, Cat. $1750 $220 
1451 5/- grey & chrome with 2 telegraph pictures located on right & left frames. F/U with part Qld cancel. ACSC 42A var. $50 
1452 5/- grey & chrome. CTO with part " DE 13". Centred right with stunning colour. ACSC 42Awb, Cat. $300 $70 
1453 5/- grey & chrome. Fresh MLH, centred right. SG13, ACSC 42A, Cat. $900 $240 
1454 5/- grey & yellow with "Break in Gulf of Carpentaria" duty plate variety. Centred bottom right but fresh MVLH  

verging on MUH. ACSC 43(D)va, Cat. $1,750 $400 
1455 5/- grey & yellow. CTO with "DE…13" cds. Good centring & perfs. ACSC 42wb, Cat. $300 $100 
1456 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MLH/MH with moderate hinge remnant, centred slightly left. ACSC 42B, Cat. $900 $200 
1457 5/- grey & chrome. MUH, centred right with a pulled perf at left. ACSC 42A, Cat. $5,000 $700 
1458 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MUH, centred bottom right, otherwise superb. ACSC 42B, Cat. $5000 (Front cover) $2,000 
1459 10/- grey & pink with telegraph puncture. F/U with 1917 Qld cds. V/F/U. ACSC 47A var. $100 
1460 10/- grey & pink. Small blue crayon mark but otherwise fine used with light indistinct cds with no visible date.               

ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100 $300 
1461 10/- grey & pink handstamped "Specimen", type A. MLH & well centred. SG 14s, ACSC 47Ax, Cat. $750 $240 
1462 10/- grey & pink handstamped "Specimen" type A. MUH, light horiz crease & a few shortish perfs at left. Excellent 

colour. ACSC 47Ax, Cat. $3,500 $500 
1463 10/- grey & pink. MVLH, centred high. Strong colour. SG 14, ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $600 
1464 10/- grey & pink. A little off centre with light horizontal crease otherwise fresh & bright MUH. ACSC 47a, Cat. $7500 $1,800 
1465 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "Specimen" Type A. MLH with hinge remnants on each, the £2 with pulled top left corner perf 

reflected in reserve. SG 14s/16s, ACSC Cat. $2600 (3) $300 
1466 £1 brown & blue handstamped "Specimen". MLH but small lightly toned area on gum. Not apparent from front with 

good colour, centring & perfs. ACSC 51Ax, Cat. $1,000 $200 
1467 £1 brown & blue with telegraph puncture. F/U with 1914 Qld cds's. ACSC 51A var. $150 
1468 £1 brown & blue. Fresh MUH, centred left. Rich colours. SG 15, ACSC 51A, Cat. $17,500 (Front cover) $5,000 
1469 £1 red-brown & blue handstamped "Specimen", type A. MLH, centred a little to right. Rich colour. SG 15s,             

ACSC 51Bx, Cat. $1,000 $300 
1470 £1 red-brown & blue. Well centred & fine used with overlapping Registered Sydney 19 OC 15 cds's. SG 15,             

ACSC 51B, Cat. $3,500 $1,200 
1471 £2 black & rose handstamped "Specimen". Fine MH, well centred & fresh colour. ACSC 55Ax, Cat. $850 $220 
1472 £2 black & rose, handstamped "Specimen", type A. MLH, centred right. Fresh colour & good perfs. SG 16s,                     

ACSC 55Ax, Cat. $850 $280 
1473 £2 black & rose handstamped "Specimen". Fresh & fine MUH with rich colour. ACSC 55Ax, Cat. $5,000 $1,500 



1474 £2 grey & deep rose with duty plate "very short Spencer's Gulf" variety & Telegraph puncture. Lightly used with oval 
cancel in blue ink. Quite unusual. ACSC 55B(D)d, Cat. $8000 for normal stamp without Telegraph puncture. $400 

 1915 2nd Watermark  

1475 2d grey (ACSC 6a), 2½d bluish-indigo (ACSC 10B), 6d ultramarine (ACSC 18A) & 9d pale violet (ACSC 26B).  
Apart from the 2d with a couple of blunt perfs top left, this MH group has good colours & perfs with better than 
average centring. Total ACSC Cat. $1300 (4) $300 

1476 2½d to 5/- group of 5 with the latter perfectly centred, others only slightly off centre. Fine MLH with vibrant            
colours. ACSC 10 (Cat. $225), ACSC 18 (Cat. $400), ACSC 25 (Cat. $375), ACSC 36 (Cat. $1500) &                      
ACSC 43 (Cat. $1500) (5) $1,000 

1477 2d grey. Fine MLH/MH, centred slightly right. SG 24, ACSC 6A, Cat. $225 $50 
1478 2d grey. MVLH with one split perf at base & slightly aged gum. Wmk displaced showing horizontal frame line at 

base. SG 24, ACSC 6A, Cat. $225 $40 
1479 2d grey. MVLH, light evenly toned gum (ACSC 6A, Cat. $225) & 2d slate-grey MVLH (ACSC 6B, Cat. $275).             

Both very well centred. Total Cat. $500 (2) $90 
1480 2½d indigo perfined "WA". Fine MUH. ACSC 10A, Cat. $400 for normal, unpriced with WA perfin $80 
1481 2½d indigo with "Colour flaws around "LIA" & Gulf of Carpentaria". MLH. ACSC 10A(1)p, Cat. $400 $100 
1482 2½d indigo. MUH with good centring. ACSC 10A, Cat. $400 $100 
1483 2½d bluish-indigo with "islands south of WA" variety. MLH, well centred with good perfs. ACSC 10B(2)g, Cat. $400 $60 
1484 2½d bluish-indigo. Fresh MUH with perfect centring & perfs. SG 25, ACSC 10B, Cat. $300 $100 
1485 6d ultramarine & 6d deep ultramarine. Both MLH (aged gum) & centred right. ACSC 18A & 18B, Cat. $1400 (2) $200 
1486 6d ultramarine with "Islands in Bass Strait" variety & perfined "OS/NSW". Lightly used & well centred.                              

ACSC 18A(2)f $100 
1487 6d ultramarine. A couple of split perfs for accuracy otherwise MLH & perfectly centred.                                                   

SG 26, ACSC 18A, Cat. $400 $100 
1488 6d ultramarine. MLH, centred right. ACSC 18A, Cat. $400 $100 
1489 6d ultramarine. MUH with evenly toned gum & a little off centre but conservative reserve. ACSC 18A, Cat. $2250 $400 
1490 9d violet. Light vert gum bend otherwise fresh MLH, with good centring. ACSC 25A, Cat. $375 $75 
1491 9d violet. Superb MUH. ACSC 24a, Cat. $1000 $300 
1492 9d pale violet. MNG but well centred. ACSC 26B, Cat. $125 as MLH $25 
1493 9d pale violet. MLH, centred high. SG 27, ACSC 26B, Cat. $125 $30 
1494 9d pale violet with "Break in shading over first "N" in "NINE'" variety. Fine used. ACSC 25B(2)pa, Cat. $300 $75 
1495 9d pale violet. MLH with perfect perfs & centring. SG 27, ACSC 25B, Cat. $275 $90 
1496 1/- blue-green shade. Fresh MLH & well centred. ACSC 31A, Cat. $375 $120 
1497 1/- blue-green. One blind perf lower right. MUH with good centring & excellent colour. ACSC 32A, Cat. $475 $150 
1498 1/- bright blue-green. Fine MH, well centred. SG 28, ACSC 31B, Cat. $500 $100 
1499 1/- bright blue-green. Fresh MLH with excellent perfs & centring. SG 28, ACSC 31B, Cat. $500 $150 
1500 2/- light brown fine used with 2 partial "Stock Exchange Melbourne" cds strikes. Attractive & well centred.                  

ACSC 36, Cat. $350 $100 
1501 2/- light brown. Fine MLH & excellent in all respects. SG 29, ACSC 36, Cat. $1,500 $500 
1502 2/- light brown. MUH with very slightly toned gum but superb frontal appearance. ACSC 36, Cat. $8500 $1,500 
1503 5/- deep grey & yellow with "Broken tail on kangaroo" variety. F/U & well centred. ACSC var 43A(V)e, Cat. $900 $220 
1504 5/- deep grey & yellow with inverted wmk. Good to fine used by 2 part 1918 Registered cds's in blue.                         

ACSC 43Aa, Cat. $750 $180 
1505 5/- grey & chrome with "Spencer's Gul elongated & curved" variety. F/U but repaired with added corner top right. 

Useful at this reserve. ACSC 42A(D)h, Cat. $700 $70 
1506 5/- grey & chrome with "Shading breaks in Bight" variety. Good postally used with reasonably neat parcel cancel. 

ACSC 43B(D)n, Cat. $1,250 $200 
1507 5/- deep grey & chrome with Telegraph puncture. Fine used by 1916 cds. ACSC 43B var. $50 
1508 5/- deep grey & chrome with Telegraph puncture. Fine used with part Barcaldine cds. ACSC 43B var. $50 
1509 5/- deep grey & chrome. Fresh MH, centred low. SG 30, ACSC 43B, Cat. $1500 $240 
1510 5/- deep grey & chrome. MVLH with minor perf defect lower left & subsequently repaired. A useful addition at this 

"Spacefiller" reserve. ACSC 43b, Cat. $1500 $220 
1511 5/- deep grey & chrome with inverted wmk. Fresh MLH & apart from a couple of nibbled perfs at top this is a stunning 

stamp with outstanding colour. SG 30w, ACSC 43Ba, Cat. $2,000 $600 
1512 5/- deep grey & chrome with a "doubly printed frame plate". This example has a similar doubling of the 

frame to that illustrated in the ACSC. Fine used with Registered Sydney cds dared 18 OC 1915. The only 
reported example with a Sydney cancel. ACSC 43Bc, Cat. $9,000 (Front cover) $3,000 

 1915/28 3rd watermark 
 

1513 2d silver-grey, Die IIA in top right corner selvedge block of 4. Affected by vert crease & other gum bends but MUH. 
Centred slightly low right. Frontally fresh. ACSC 8A, Cat. $900 + premium for block $100 

1514 2d grey (2), 3d perfined "OS", 6d ultramarine (2) & 9d all with inverted wmks. Sound used examples, 1x 2d machine 
cancelled, others light to  heavy cds's. Total SG Cat. £550 (6) $80 

1515 2d grey Die I MUH block of 4. Left selvedge block with good perfs & centring lower left stamp missing left corner 
perf. ACSC 7b, Cat. $600 + premium  $120 

1516 2d grey Die I with "JBC" monogram. Fine used & well centred. Probably even scarcer used but not priced in ACSC. 
ACSC 7(1)ze, Cat. $1,000 MLH $200 

1517 2d grey with inverted wmk inverted & showing corner of wmk frame. Fresh MLH. SG 35bw, ACSC 7Ba, Cat. $225 $60 
1518 2d grey with inverted wmk inverted & showing left frame of wmk. MH, well centred. SG 35bw, ACSC 7Ba, Cat. $225 $40 
1519 2d grey, Die I block of 4 perfined "OS/NSW". Centred low otherwise fresh MUH. Rarely seen with State perfin. 

ACSC Cat. $600 for normal MUH block $200 
1520 2d grey, Die I in 3 shades. All MLH with reasonable centring. ACSC Cat. $180+ (3) $50 



1521 2d grey, Die I MUH (ACSC 7b, Cat. $150) & 2d silver-grey Die IIa MUH (ACSC 8a, Cat. $225). Both well centred 
with light evenly toned gum. (2) $60 

1522 2d grey. MUH block of 4, diagonal crease affecting top left corner of top left stamp. Well centred with good colour. 
ACSC 7B, Cat. $600 as single stamps plus premium for block $120 

1523 2d grey, Die IIA in top marginal MUH block of 9  with centre left stamp displaying the "Inner left frame missing 
opposite "T" of "TWO" variety. MUH, MLH in selvedge only. ACSC 8/p, Cat. $2000+ $400 

1524 2d bluish-grey, Die IIA with inverted wmk. Fine used with Drury Cert. (2023) stating it to be "A Rare Stamp". 
A superior example. ACSC 8Ba, Cat.. $12,500 (Front cover) $3,500 

1525 2½d blue pair with "Break in inner top frame over "R"" variety on right unit. MVLH. ACSC var 11(1)d, Cat. $175 + 
$60 for normal $80 

1526 2½d blue with "Retouches left of SW Western Australian coast & below "E" of "PENNY"" variety. MLH, centred left. 
ACSC var 11(1)3, Cat. $175 $50 

1527 2½d blue, MUH, well centred (ACSC 11a, Cat. $100), 2½d deep blue MUH with corner selvedge single, centred to 
right (ACSC 11b, Cat. $100) & 2½d indigo, MUH with part light off-set, MUH. (ACSC 11Ce, Cat. $400+) A useful 
group. (3) $200 

1528 2½d indigo in top left marginal block of 4 with minor offset across all units. A little aged with one stamp MVLH, 
others MUH. ACSC states "The offset variety is from a Harrison printing & is not particularly prominent. $400 

1529 2½d indigo MLH & 3d pale olive, Die II MUH plus 3d olive Die I MLH/MH. Total ACSC $750 (3) $160 
1530 2½d indigo right selvedge strip of 3. A couple of short perfs on middle unit. Reasonable centring & fresh colour. 

ACSC 11C, Cat. $375 $60 
1531 2½d indigo. MUH horiz pair, one short perf at base. SG 36, ACSC 11C, Cat. $250 $60 
1532 2½d pale bright blue horiz pair with "Retouch in ocean off Broome WA & Crack "W" in "TWO" variety on left stamp 

& "Jumbo foot on kangaroo" on right. Drury Cert. (2023) states that these are "Not Plated". MLH with some slight 
gum disturbance. Interesting pair. ACSC 11E var. $200 

1533 3d olive with "White flaw over "T" of "Three"" variety. Rounded top left corner but fine used with 6 AU 18 cds. ACSC 
var 13(1)d, Cat. $450 $50 

1534 3d olive, Die IIB block of 4 with a substantial coloured flaw on top left stamp left of value circle. MUH with 
characteristic "fluffy" perfs. Well centred with good colour. ACSC 14A, Cat. $900 as singles plus premium for block $200 

1535 3d olive, Die IIB, MUH & well centred (ACSC 14a, Cat. $225) & 3d pale olive-green, MVLH with crazed gum (ACSC 
14d, Cat. $100) (2) $70 

1536 3d olive-green, Die I. Fine MUH, centred a little high. ACSC 13K, Cat. $325 $80 
1537 3d pale olive green pair with 'White flaws under "CE" of "PENCE"" variety on right hand stamp. Variety is MUH. 

ACSC 13(1)g, Cat. $300 $120 
1538 3d pale olive-green, Die I. MUH/MVLH/MLH block of 4 with 2 fine MUH. Well centred with good colour & perfs. 

ACSC 13I, Cat. $470 as singles plus premium for block $100 
1539 3d yellow-olive in top left marginal block of 4 for L1/2 & L7/8  with all varieties identified & annotated. Fresh MUH. 

Min Cat. $700 $160 
1540 3d yellow-olive in bottom right marginal left pane block of 4. MLH on one stamp only with excellent centring               

plus 2 MUH singles. Lower left stamp in block with "Retouch on first "A" of AUSTRALIA" variety.                         
ACSC 13A(2)g), Cat. $975 $300 

1541 6d ultramarine (centred right), 6d pale ultramarine ditto & 6d blue perfectly centred. All Die II & MLH.                       
ACSC 19A (2) & 19B, Cat. $675 (3) $160 

1542 6d ultramarine bottom marginal block of 4, plate 1 CA monogram substitute for JBC monogram from the 
right side of the sheet. Plate positions R51 & 52/ R57 & 58. Note ACSC No.7 page 84 (2021) states, "The CA 
substitute monograms are of extreme rarity…" thus this postally used block is possibly unique. A fine 
exhibition piece with neat Sydney Parcel cancel. ACSC 19A(1)ze in block of 4, Cat. for mint single of this 
monogram is $4000 - used monograms are not priced. Ex Barrett-Lennard. $2,200 

1543 6d ultramarine with "Bite out of kangaroo's left leg" variety. Stained perfs & could do with a good soak but fine used 
with variety clear. A difficult to find variety. ACSC var 19(2)d, Cat. $2,250 $220 

1544 6d ultramarine with "Flaw off WA coast" variety. Good to fine used with bold part Late Fee Vic cds. A couple of 
shortish perfs but presentable. ACSC 19(1)g, Cat. $200 plus used single with stained perfs showing "Bite out of 
kangaroo's left leg" (ACSC var 19(2)d, Cat. $2250). $30 

1545 6d ultramarine, Die II. MUH & well centred. ACSC 19A, Cat. $575 $200 
1546 6d ultramarine, Die II. MUH, centred slightly high. ACSC 19A, Cat. $575 $120 
1547 6d chestnut block of 4. Superb MUH.  ACSC 21A, Cat. $400 as single stamps plus premium for block of 4 $100 
1548 6d chestnut John Ash "N over A" imprint block of 4. Fresh MLH. ACSC 21A(4)zd, Cat. $750 $180 
1549 6d chestnut pair in marginal corner vert pair with top unit showing  "broken leg" variety. MUH (hinged in selvedge 

only). ACSC 21A(3)d, $250 + premium $50 
1550 6d chestnut top marginal pair with "Broken leg" variety on right unit. MVLH. ACSC 21A(3)d, Cat. $290+ $80 
1551 6d chestnut, Die IIB MUH top selvedge (ACSC 21A) & 6d pale chestnut Die IIB bottom selvedge single with full 

Mullett imprint. Aged gum MUH & centred right but useful Mullett imprint (ACSC 21B, Cat. $100+). (2) $90 
1552 9d violet Die IIB with inverted wmk. Fresh MVLH & very slightly off centre for accuracy. ACSC 27Aa, Cat. $475  $100 
1553 9d violet & 9d pale violet, Die II. Both well centred & MLH. SG 39, ACSC 26A/B, Cat. $250 (2) $80 
1554 9d violet with "dry ink" variety used (ACSC 26Bc, Cat. $375) & 1/- blue-green Die IIB with" top frame doubled" 

variety, the latter F/U & not listed in ACSC. (2) $100 
1555 9d violet, Die II. MUH with very slightly toned gum, centred left. ACSC 26A, Cat. $375 $80 
1556 9d violet group of 3 varieties incl "Broken shading below "POSTAGE"" (ACSC 27(4)d), "Retouched upper right 

corner" (ACSC 27(4)g) & "White flaw in lower part of first "N" in "NINE"" (ACSC 27(4)L). Good used & sound 
examples. Total cat. $375 (3) $60 

1557 9d pale violet, Die IIB. MUH with toned gum but frontally fresh & good centring. ACSC 27B, Cat. $375 $70 
1558 1/- blue-green Die II with "White flaws in Gulf…" variety. Fine MUH. ACSC 32A(2)m, Cat. $600 + MUH premium $200 
1559 1/- blue-green Die IIB with "1 for first I in SHILLING" variety. Fine MLH with average centring.                               

ACSC 33A(4)l, Cat. $300 $50 



1560 1/- blue-green Dies II & IIB plus latter with wmk sideways. All well centred & fresh MLH. ACSC 32A (Cat. $150), 
33A (Cat. $175), & 33Aaa (Cat. $275) (3) $200 

1561 1/- blue-green, Die II. Fresh MUH centred slightly high. ACSC 32A, Cat. $475 $100 
1562 1/- blue-green, Die IIB Mullett imprint pair. Fine MH, light marginal crease but good colour, perfs & centring.          

ACSC 33A(4)ze, Cat. $450 $100 
1563 1/- blue-green, Die IIB Mullett imprint pair. MUH item. ACSC 33A(4)ze, Cat. $850 + premium for imprint $300 
1564 1/- blue-green, Die IIB. Fine MUH, centred left. ACSC 33A, Cat. $425 $100 
1565 1/- blue-green, Die IIB. MUH with good colour. ACSC 33A, Cat. $425 $120 
1566 2/- brown with inverted wmk. Good to fine used with heavyish Vic cds. Light crease in right corner reflected in 

reserve but not apparent from front. ACSC 37Aa, Cat. $2250 $260 
1567 2/- brown with inverted wmk. Used with Sydney Parcel cancel. Well centred with very good perfs.                            

ACSC 37Aa, Cat. $2250 $180 
1568 2/- brown. MUH with slightly toned/aged gum but frontally fresh with excellent colour. Centred a little left.              

ACSC 37A, Cat. $2500 $400 
1569 2/- maroon with "two diagonal lines east of NSW coast retouched" (ACSC 38A(1)ja) & "flaw on "S" of Australia" 

varieties. Former CTO with latter fine used. ACSC 38(1)ja & (2)j, Cat. $900 (2) $100 
1570 2/- maroon. Fresh MLH. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $40 
1571 2/- maroon. MUH, slightly toned gum but good centring & frontal appearance. ACSC 38A, Cat. $750 $150 
1572 2/- maroon. MH, centred slightly low. SG 74, ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $50 
1573 5/- grey black & chrome with "broken coast near Sydney" variety & central Telegraph puncture. F/U with NSW cds. 

3 short perfs lower left. ACSC 44A(D)f, Cat. $450 without puncture $40 
1574 5/- grey black & chrome with Telegraph puncture. Attractively used with almost complete, upright Thursday Island 

cds. ACSC 44A var. $40 
1575 5/- grey black & chrome. MVLH, well centred with fluffy perfs. SG 42, ACSC 44A, Cat. $475 $120 
1576 5/- grey-black & yellow-orange. MUH, light vertical crease & small ink mark on reverse but well centred with good 

perfs. ACSC 44B, Cat. $2000 $200 
1577 5/- grey & deep yellow horiz pair with Telegraph punctures. Right puncture divides right frame. F/U with 2 part with 

1918 NSW cds's, . From right side of sheet confirmed wmk. Rarely seen pair. ACSC 44C var. $100 
1578 5/- grey & deep yellow. MLH, centred left with a pulled perf at top reflected in "spacefiller" reserve.                              

ACSC 44C, Cat. $475 $40 
1579 5/- grey & deep yellow with “Two breaks in N.S.W. coast” variety wmk indicates a damaged dandy roll resulting              

top right of crown in watermark missing. MVLH. ACSC 44C(D)l, Cat. $950 for var only. $300 
1580 5/- jet-black (aniline) & pale yellow. Fresh MVLH & well centred. ACSC 44E, Cat. $5000 $1,800 
1581 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. MLH, centred slightly left. SG 43a, ACSC 48B, Cat. $850 $200 
1582 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink opt "SPECIMEN" type B. Fresh MUH, a couple of shortish perfs at base. Strong 

colour. ACSC 48Bx (unpriced in ACSC) $380 
1583 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fresh MLH/MH. ACSC 48Bx, Cat. $600 $200 
1584 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Superb MUH. ACSC 48Bx, Cat. $600 for MLH plus 

premium for MUH (MUH unpriced) $500 
1585 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink with Telegraph puncture. Superb used with corner Ingham cds & well centred.                             

ACSC 48B var. $70 
1586 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink. Centred low with partial cds. ACSC 48B, Cat. $425 $50 
1587 10/- grey & deep pink with "Short Spencer's Gulf" variety. Fine used with good centring & perfs.                                 

ACSC 48D(e), Cat. $650 $200 
1588 10/- grey & pale aniline-pink. MUH with slightly aged gum & centred a little right. Fresh colour with a conservative 

reserve. ACSC 48E, Cat. $3000 $500 
1589 10/- grey & pale aniline-pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH, even toned gum but good colour & perfs. Centred 

top right. Note 12 in ACSC states "This is a rare stamp with only 360 printed…..". ACSC 48Exb, Cat. $3,250 $600 
1590 £1 chocolate & dull blue with Telegraph puncture & 2 neat part cds's at base. Well centred with good perfs.              

ACSC 52A var. $120 
1591 £1 chocolate & dull blue with Telegraph puncture. F/U with 2 part Qld cds's. Top right corner perf missing but 

remains presentable with a low reserve. ACSC 52A var. $40 
1592 £1 chocolate & dull blue with Telegraph puncture. F/U with bold part Qld cds. Centred left with a couple of                     

toned perfs. ACSC 52A var. $80 
1593 £1 chestnut & blue with Telegraph puncture & neat 1918 Toowoomba part cds's x2. A few short perfs at base               

but well centred & useful at this reserve. ACSC 52B var. $60 
1594 £1 chocolate & milky blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fine MUH with some rough perfs. Black ink spot on front 

reflected in reserve but a scarce shade. ACSC 52Fx, Cat. $2,500 $400 
1595 £1 purple-brown & blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Superb MUH with good centring. ACSC 52Cx, Cat. $2,500 $750 
1596 £1 light brown & pale blue with "SPECIMEN" type B ovpt. Some flattish perfs & small paper adherence near base 

otherwise fresh MUH with lovely colour. ACSC 52Dx, Cat. $1000 as MLH ($2500 MUH) $340 
1597 £1 light brown & pale blue. Good to fine used with bold Ship Mail Room, Melbourne cds. A couple of split perfs             

at base & shortish top corner perf otherwise fine & a highly sought after stamp. SG44, ACSC 52D, Cat. $2500 $400 
1598 £1 light brown & pale blue. Good to fine used by partial, slightly blurred cds. Good centring & perfs. A difficult 

stamp. ACSC 52D, Cat. $2500 $500 
1599 £1 grey. Fine used with neat part "Telegraph Office" cds's. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $575 $120 
1600 £1 grey. MLH, centred bottom right. Excellent perfs & colour. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $1,000 $200 
1601 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fine MLH & well centred MLH. Ceremuga Cert. (2002). Rare seen so fine. 

ACSC 53Ax, Cat. $4,500 $1,800 
1602 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH with several shortish perfs at base but well centres with fresh colour. 

ACSC Ax, Cat. $4,500 $900 
1603 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Centred top left but fresh MUH. SG 75s, ACSC 53xb, Cat. $850 $200 
1604 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fresh MLH & perfectly centred. ACSC 53xb, Cat. $375 $120 



1605 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MUH. ACSC 53xb, Cat. $850 $250 
1606 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MLH centred left with 3 short perfs at left. Fresh appearance.                           

ACSC 53xh, Cat. $375 $50 
1607 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MLH with tanned gum evident from hinge removal leaving a pale area.             

Good centring. ACSC 53xh, Cat. $375 $60 
1608 £1 grey with large Telegraph puncture. Fine used by neat partial Lismore 1924 cds. One pulled perf at base, 

otherwise very fine. ACSC 53A var. $70 
1609 £1 grey. Fine used with partial Registered cds. ACSC 53A, Cat. $575 $150 
1610 £1 grey. MUH but toned gum with light horiz gum bend. Useful "spacefiller" at this reserve & frontally fine.              

ACSC 53A, Cat. $3750 $500 
1611 £1 deep grey with small central Telegraph puncture. Used by bold part "COUNTER…C.T.O.M" cds. ACSC 53B var. $80 
1612 £1 deep grey with small Telegraph puncture. Attractively used with partial upright 1931 Receiving Room CETO cds. 

ACSC 53B var. $100 
1613 £1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Superb MUH. ACSC 53Bxb, Cat $850 $280 
1614 £1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fine MUH, centred top right with slight gum bend.                                          

ACSC 53Bxh, Cat. $850 (only 600 issued) $160 
1615 £1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MLH but thinned & centred high. Useful "spacefiller".                              

ACSC 53Bxh, Cat. $375 (only 600 issued) $30 
1616 £2 grey black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. Fine MNG. Well centred with rich colour.                               

ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $600 $120 
1617 £2 grey black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH/MH with 2 small part paper hinges. Reasonable centring 

with "fluffy" perfs. ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $600 $150 
1618 £2 grey-black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. A couple of flat perfs at top otherwise fine MUH with good 

centring. SG 45as, ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $1250 $400 
1619 £2 grey-black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B. Flat perf top left corner otherwise fine MLH.                           

ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $600 $150 
1620 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MVLH with good centring. ACSC 56C, Cat. $600 $120 
1621 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fine MUH with fresh colour, centred a little high.                      

ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $1,250 $300 
1622 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH, centred a little right. Vibrant colour. SG 45s,                       

ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $500 $150 
1623 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MUH with light even gum toning & centred high reflected             

in conservative reserve. ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $1,250 $150 
1624 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Very slightly toned MUH but well centred with good perfs & 

frontally fresh. ACSC 56Cx6, Cat. $1250 $280 
1625 £2 purple-black & rose. Fine MUH with good centring & perfs. Two light dealers marks on reverse & 

Raybaudi Cert. (2008). Vendor paid $7800 in auction incl BP. SG 45b, ACSC 56C, Cat. $17,500 (Front cover) $6,000  

1929/30 Small Multiple Watermark  
1626 6d chestnut with "retouched top frame with additional scratch from Broome to left frame" variety. MLH, centred high. 

ACSC 22A(3)ia, Cat. $175 $30 
1627 6d chestnut in John Ash imprint block of 4. Hinged in gutter & just touching one stamp otherwise MUH. Slightly 

toned shaded gum. ACSC 22Az, Cat. $450 $50 
1628 6d chestnut John Ash "N over A" Plate 4 imprint pair. Fine MUH. ACSC 22A(4)za, Cat. $200 as MUH single stamps 

plus premium for imprint $70 
1629 6d chestnut superb used pair (ACSC 22A) plus 9d violet with "shading breaks over "IA" of AUSTRALIA" (ACSC 

28A(3)d), another with "white flaw over first "N" of nine" (ACSC 28B(4)j) & a third showing "white flaw in lower part 
of 1st "N" of NINE" (ACSC 28D(4)l). All fine used with reasonable centring. Total Cat. $500 (5) $75 

1630 6d chestnut plus "OS" ovpt, 2/- & 5/-, the latter MVLH with others MLH & well centred.                                            
ACSC 22, 22(OS), 39 & 45B, Cat. $940 (4) $180 

1631 6d chestnut, Plate 3 John Ash imprint block of 4 with "White hairline from value circle to map" variety. MLH                
with good colour, perfs & centring. ACSC 22A(3)g/z, Cat. $450 $200 

1632 6d chestnut, Plate 4 John Ash "N over A" imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 22a(4)z, cat. $400 as MUH                       
singles plus premium for imprint block of 4 $120 

1633 6d pale chestnut. Superb MUH. ACSC 22B, Cat. $100 $30 
1634 9d violet. MVLH & well centred with excellent perfs. SG 108, ACSC 28A, Cat. $175 $50 
1635 9d violet. Superb MUH. ACSC 28A, Cat. $375 $90 
1636 9d pale violet in block of 4. Very slightly toned MUH, centred right. Fresh colour. ACSC 28B, Cat. $1500 plus 

premium for block $300 
1637 9d pale violet in John Ash imprint block of 4. MH with vertical perfs reinforced with hinges. Slight gum discolouration 

but frontally fresh & fine. ACSC 28B(3)z, Cat. $1500 $280 
1638 9d red-violet, Plate 3 John Ash "N over N" imprint pair. MUH/MLH with slightly toned gum but frontally fresh.             

ACSC 28D, Cat. $1150 plus premium for imprint $150 
1639 1/- blue-green John Ash "N" over "N" imprint pair. MLH with good centring. ACSC 34A(3)za, Cat. $400 $100 
1640 1/- blue-green, Plate 3 John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. Superb MVLH in gutter only with stamps MUH. 

ACSC Cat. $1000 $300 
1641 1/- blue-green, Plate 3, "N over A" John Ash imprint block of 4. MLH with superior colour, perfs & centring.                  

Ex  Barrett-Lennard. ACSC 34A(3)za, Cat. $400 $200 
1642 1/- blue-green. Fresh MLH & well centred. ACSC 34A, Cat. $125 $30 
1643 1/- emerald. Very fine MUH. ACSC 34C, Cat. $575 $180 
1644 2/- maroon with "colour spot off WA coast" variety ACSC 39A(1)g), another with "white flaw in grass                        

behind kangaroo" (ACSC 39A(2)i) & third showing "break in left frame opposite bast of "A" of AUSTRALIA"                 
(ACSC 39A(2)m). All good to fine used with a combined Cat. $375 (3) $40 



1645 2/- pale maroon John Ash "N over N" imprint pair. MUH. ACSC39Cza, Cat. $1800 plus premium for imprint pair $500 
1646 2/- pale maroon with top right selvedge. MUH, hinged in selvedge only. Light even toning & light gum creasing. 

Frontally attractive. ACSC 39C, Cat. $900 $180 
1647 5/- grey & yellow-orange with repaired Telegraph puncture & part bold 1931 Qld cds. ACSC 45A $40 
1648 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencer's Gulf short" duty plate variety. MLH, centred high. A lovely example.                       

ACSC 45A(D)j, Cat. $650 $160 
1649 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Superb MVLH. ACSC 45A(V)l, Cat. $950 $260 
1650 5/- grey & yellow-orange with  "Cut grass to right of tail" constant variety. MVLH, centred left.                                     

ACSC 45A(d), Cat. $950 $300 
1651 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "cut in kangaroo's throat" vignette variety. Superb MUH example of a scarce stamp. 

ACSC 45A(v)j, Cat. $1750 plus premium for variety $750 
1652 10/- grey & pale pink. Used with rounded top right corner & smudged cds but useful spacefiller.                              

ACSC 49, Cat. $750 $75 
1653 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C sub-type 2 with shaved "P". Fresh MVLH, centred high.                    

A fine example. ACSC Cat. $1750 $400 
1654 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C, subtype 2 with shaved "P". Superb MLH with excellent colour & 

centring. ACSC 49xd, Cat. $1,750 $480 
1655 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fine MUH with good centring. (1920 issued)                                    

ACSC 49x, Cat. $1,250 $220 
1656 10/- grey & pale pink. Fine used, centred down. ACSC 49, Cat. $750 $240 
1657 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH with slightly evenly toned gum. Frontally fresh with reasonable centring.                               

ACSC 49, Cat. $1,100 $280 
1658 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH, centred bottom right. SG 112, ACSC 49, Cat. $1,100 $260 
1659 10/- grey & pale pink. Slightly aged MLH, centred slightly right with small light tone spot. SG 112,                                     

ACSC 49, Cat. $1100 $150 
1660 10/- grey & pink. Superb MUH. ACSC 49, Cat. $3000 $1,000 
1661 £2 grey & rose-crimson with Telegraph puncture. Good to fine used with light cds. A couple of short perfs top left & 

some staining on reverse but a useful "spacefiller" at this reserve. ACSC 57A var. $50 
1662 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used with light cds. Centred low left. Strong colour. SG 114, ACSC 57, Cat. $1,200 $280 
1663 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D noting "shaved top to "2"" constant variety. Fine MUH, centred 

left. ACSC 57Ax, Cat. $1,750 $500 
1664 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "white collar on kangaroo" variety. Fresh MUH, centred top 

left. ACSC 57A(V)t, Cat. $8,000 without ovpt. $500 
1665 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MVLH, centred left. ACSC 57x, Cat. $900 $200 
1666 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fresh MLH & well centred. A superb example! ACSC 57A, Cat. $7,500 (Front cover) $2,600 
1667 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson with small Telegraph puncture & part of 2 bold C.E.T.O. 1931 cds's. Several short 

perfs otherwise sound & well centred. ACSC 57B var. $100 
1668 £2  grey & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fresh MLH, centred to left. ACSC 57Bx, Cat. $900 $260 
1669 £2 black & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fine MUH, centred down. ACSC 57Bx, Cat. $1,750 $320 
1670 £2 black & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Superb MUH. ACSC 57Bx, Cat. $1,750 $480 
1671 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fresh MVLH, centred high. ACSC 57Bx, Cat. $900 $200 
1672 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MLH, centred high. Only 4320 stamps were ovptd. Fine & 

fresh. ACSC 57Bx, Cat. $900 
 
 
  

 
$180 

 

1931-47 CofA  
1673 6d chestnut MUH, ovptd "OS" F/U, 9d violet MLH & 2/- maroon Die II MUH. All well centred. ACSC Cat. $210 (4) $40 
1674 6d chestnut. Superb MUH. ACSC 23A, Cat. $80 $30 
1675 6d chestnut in MUH block of 4 with left selvedge. Attractive & well centred block. ACSC 23A, Cat. $320 plus 

premium for block of 4 $70 
1676 6d chestnut, Plate 3 John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4 with "white hairline from val circle to map" variety.  

Minor perf separation at top of left stamp with centre selvedge, otherwise very fine. ACSC 23A(3)z/g, Cat. $550 
plus premium for MUH $150 

1677 6d pale chestnut, Plate 4 John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. Slightly toned MVLH with light vert crease 
affecting both stamps at left but virtually imperceptible from front. ACSC B(4)z, Cat. $500 $50 

1678 9d violet in lower left selvedge part imprint block of 4 for positions R 49 & 50 / 55 & 56. Position (4) R49 is the Die II 
substitution in pair with Die IIB. Crease in lower selvedge. MUH/MLH, centred top right. Fresh rich colour. ACSC 
29A(4)ra, Cat. $800 +premium for block $180 

1679 9d violet with "shading breaks over "I" of AUSTRALIA" variety & perfined "VG". Lightly used, centred left. ACSC 
29A(3)d, Cat. $125 $30 

1680 9d violet, Plate 3 John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. Small crease in bottom selvedge otherwise fine MLH in 
gutter with 3 stamps MUH. ACSC 29a(3)zb, Cat. $600 $180 

1681 9d deep bright violet, Plate 3, second state in John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. MLH with toned gum but             
well centred with rich frontal colour. ACSC 29B(3)zb, Cat. $600 $140 

1682 9d deep bright violet. Fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 29B, Cat. $325 $80 
1683 9d purple, Plate 3 John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. MLH with mixed centring.                                                    

ACSC 29C(3)z (first state), Cat. $600 $180 
1684 9d purple, Plate 4 first state John Ash "N over N" imprint block of 4. MLH with a few small tone spots on reverse, 

frontally fine. ACSC 29C(4)z, Cat. $700 $150 
1685 9d to £2 CofA wmk set incl both 2/- types. Good to fine used with 9d, 10/-, £1 & £2 having neat cds examples.               

Top 3 vals cat. $1650. (7) $400 



1686 2/- maroon block of 4 with "Chopped neck… State II, additional break in coast above kangaroo" variety, fine MUH 
(ACSC var 40(1)da) plus marginal block of 4 with "Straw in kangaroo's mouth" variety on lower right stamp MLH 
(ACSC 41h). Total cat. $325 $90 

1687 2/- maroon with "chopped neck kangaroo" variety. Top left marginal MUH. ACSC 40A(l)d, state 1, 1L1, Cat. $125 
plus MUH premium $50 

1688 2/- maroon x 3 in top left corner selvedge singles & a pair. Each with "chopped neck kangaroo" variety. (ACSC 
40(1)d). The 4th item without the variety is from Plate 2. All MUH, MLH in selvedge only. ACSC Cat. $400 (5) $100 

1689 2/- maroon Die II MUH single & MUH imprint block of 4 plus redrawn Die with MUH single, MUH imprint pair & 4 
imprint blocks of 4 plus the bottom 2 rows from the redrawn sheet with 2 imprints & 24 stamps. Superb MUH. 
Interesting lot. (8 items) $100 

1690 2/- maroon Die II bottom left corner selvedge block of 4 with top left having the "White flaw under "LI" of Australia" 
variety. MUH/MLH & well centred. ACSC 40A(2)k, Cat. $300+ $100 

1691 2/- Maroon Die II in 3 vertical pairs with the top stamp of each having the "Cut throat kangaroo retouched" variety. 
Each var MLH/MH, other MUH. ACSC 40A(1)va, Cat. $900+ $150 

1692 2/- maroon Die II with 3 horiz pairs & 2 singles with "White flaw on "S" of AUSTRALIA" variety. All MLH. Useful for 
re-seller. ACSC 40A(2)j, Total cat $520+ $100 

1693 2/- maroon Die II x 2 selvedge pairs with "cut throat kangaroo" variety (ACSC 40A(1)l) & "cut throat kangaroo 
retouched" (ACSC 40A(1)la). Selvedge markings can assist in identifying the retouch. Fresh MUH/MLH.                 
Total cat. $560 (4) $200 

1694 2/- maroon Die II x 3 MLH pairs with left unit displaying the "cut throat kangaroo" variety (ACSC 40A(1)l, Cat. $260 
per pair) plus 4 x MLH single with the same variety (ACSC Cat. $250 ea). Majority well centred with one pair & 
single centred high. Useful for reseller. Total cat. $1780 (10) $300 

1695 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) bottom left selvedge block of 12 with "By Authority...."  imprint (rows 9 & 10) with 
"Straw in kangaroo's mouth" variety ( 4th stamp bottom row) plus "White scratch from left frame to map" variety on 
third stamp top row. Superb MUH. ACSC 41Az/f/h, total cat. $380+ $120 

1696 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) in "By Authority...." imprint gutter block of 12 with 6 extra stamps at left & 2 at right 
(14mm block of 4). Second stamp on bottom row with "horizontal scratch through kangaroo" variety. (ACSC 41g). 
Top 2 stamps left & right MLH. Superb cond. & appearance. ACSC41g/zb, total cat. $360++ $120 

1697 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) in 3 positional selvedge blocks with bottom left corner "By Authority...." imprint 
selvedge block of 10 (ACSC 41z) noting "Straw in kangaroos mouth" variety on 4th stamp along bottom row, MUH 
(ACSC 41h, Cat. $290+) & Gutter block of 4 (25mm) with 2 extra at right (ACSC 41Azd, Cat. $190) & to complete 
the trifecta, bottom left selvedge block of 8 positions L 51-54 / 57-60 with one MLH, 7 MUH (tone spot on gum of 1). 
Total cat $630. $150 

1698 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) in bottom left corner "By Authority…" imprint blocks of 4 x 2. Both MUH/MVLH. 
ACSC $100 ea $50 

1699 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) in bottom right "By Authority....." imprint block of 12 with full selvedge on 3 sides. 
Note, "White spot off northern Is" variety is  not present at position 4R58. 8 MUH, 4 MLH. ACSC 41Bz, Cat. $290+ $100 

1700 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) inter-panneau block of 27 (3 rows of 9). Useful for research. Superb MUH.             
ACSC 41A, Cat. $20 each as singles ($540) $150 

1701 2/- maroon redrawn Die (1945) complete sheet in 2 parts separated between the 3rd & 4th vertical columns. 
Perforation patterns strongly support that the 2 pieces are from the same sheet. Noted "White flaw off Cape York" 
variety in position 4R36 (ACSC 41Ai) & "White flaw off Western Australia" in position 4R7 (ACSC 41Al) for which 
the position is listed as "unknown". Note this flaw is very similar to that illustrated in the ACSC. It is similar in size & 
shape but is about 50mm higher up. Maybe the illustration in ACSC is incorrect or this is a new flaw? No other 
listed varieties are apparent. Is this an early sheet or from a late printing where other varieties have been corrected. 
Fine MUH fine & useful for research. Cat. $2800++ $800 

1702 5/- grey & yellow-orange with reversed "VG" perfin. Fine used with light Elizabeth Street, Melbourne cds.                   
Well centred with good perfs. Rarely offered. ACSC 46A var. $120 

1703 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Muzzled kangaroo" variety. MLH, centred high. ACSC 46(V)s, Cat. $800 $180 
1704 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Open-mouthed kangaroo" var. F/U, centred slightly top left. ACSC 46(V)vb Cat. $150 $50 
1705 5/- grey & yellow-orange. Fine MUH with good centring. SG 135, ACSC 46A, Cat. $1500 $500 
1706 5/- grey & yellow perfined "VG"  but reversed with "ewe-faced kangaroo state II" vignette variety. Fine used, centred 

low. ACSC 46B(V)fa, Cat. $150 plus premium for V.G. reversed. $50 
1707 5/- grey & yellow with "Spencer's Gulf short" duty plate variety (ACSC 46B(D)j. Also noted quite a large "coastal 

break in bight" but currently not listed. Good used. An interesting stamp! ACSC 46B(D) $50 
1708 5/- grey & yellow with Telegraph puncture & "broken coast near Sydney" variety. Fine used with neat 1937 cds & 

well centred. ACSC 46B var. $50 
1709 5/- grey & yellow. MVLH, centred high. SG 135, ACSC 46B, Cat. $375 $75 
1710 5/- grey & yellow with "hunchbacked kangaroo" variety. MVLH with a couple of short/pulled perfs at base. ACSC 

46B(V)h, Cat. $800 $100 
1711 5/- grey & yellow-buff 2 line John Ash imprint pair with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety on rh stamp. Unfortunately, 

vert crease affecting variety & some slight buckling from original cellophane wrapping. Otherwise, fresh MUH with 
rich colour & a conservative reserve! ACSC 46Cz/vb, Cat. $3500 + premium for imprint pair. $400 

1712 10/- grey & pink with Telegraph puncture. Fine used with 2 small neat part cds's. Fresh colour & well centred. 
ACSC 50A var. $50 

1713 10/- grey & pink with "Broken coast near Sydney" variety. Fine used with upright part, Fremantle cds. Centred to 
right. Fresh colour. ACSC 50A(D)Ad, Cat. $550 $150 

1714 10/- grey & pink with partial right selvedge. MVLH & well centred. One split perf at base but remains an attractive 
example. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $180 

1715 10/- grey & pink, ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. MLH, centred low. ACSC 50Ax, Cat. $850 $200 
1716 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 50Ax, Cat. $1,750 $400 
1717 10/- grey & pink. MUH, centred high but compensated with top selvedge. Fresh appearance.                                       

SG 136, ACSC 50A, Cat. $2750 $800 



1718 10/- grey & aniline-pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Superb MUH. ACSC 50Dxf, See Note 3 page.145 of 2021 Ed 
for Cat. $500 $160 

1719 10/- grey & aniline-pink top right selvedge single corner example with thinned top right corner selvedge. MUH with 
very slightly "tanned" gum for accuracy but frontally fresh & well centred. A lovely stamp. ACSC 50D, Cat. $1750                
as MLH, no price given for MUH $1,200 

1720 10/- grey & aniline-pink with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. Good used with a couple of short perfs & indistinct cds. 
Well centred. ACSC 50D(D)e, Cat. $750 for shade plus premium for variety. $120 

1721 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson with "ewe faced kangaroo" variety but Sydney Air Mail cds partly obstructs 
variety. ACSC 50C(V)fa, Cat. $550 $60 

1722 10/- dark grey & aniline pink  with "Fox-faced kangaroo" variety. F/U with partial "Late Fee" cds's. ACSC 50E(V)u, 
Cat. $550 $150 

1723 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink with "broken coast near Sydney & white flaw after "I" of AUSTRALIA" variety. Fine 
MLH, centred left but rich true colour. ACSC 50E(D), Cat. $2750 for shade plus premium for variety. $600 

1724 £1 grey with Telegraph puncture & part Telegraph Office cds. ACSC 54 var. $90 
1725 £1 grey with Telegraph puncture. Fine used with an almost complete 1938 Chief Telegraph Office Hobart cds 

ACSC 54 var $100 
1726 £1 grey. Fresh MUH, centred a little high. A most attractive example. SG 137, ACSC 54, Cat. $3500 $1,200 
1727 £1 grey. MLH, centred slightly high. ACSC 54, Cat. $1000 $240 
1728 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Fine MUH, centred slightly right. ACSC 54x, Cat. $120 $30 
1729 £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. Both MUH with £1 centred right & £2 slightly left. ACSC Cat. $370 for MUH. (2) $80 
1730 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. Fresh MUH, centred slightly low. Lovely colour. ACSC 58Ax, 

Cat. $250 $80 
1731 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D with ovpt partially covering "AUSTRALIA". MH with hinge 

remnant & light bend. ACSC 58Ax $50 
1732 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D with "white patch in grass at left" unlisted variety. MUH.                

ACSC 5A8x var. Other varieties cat. $7,500 $400 
1733 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D with "Cut in kangaroo's throat" variety. MUH & well centred. 

ACSC 58A(V)j, Cat. $7,500 without Specimen ovpt. $1,500 
1734 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. Fresh MUH. ACSC 58Bx, Cat. $250 $60 
1735 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. Slightly tanned MLH gum. ACSC 58Bx, Cat. $150 $40 
1736 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D with "Hooked tail" L60 variety. Fine MUH. This variety             

not listed in ACSC for this issue. ACSC 58Bx, Cat. $15,000 without Specimen ovpt. $1,500 
1737 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson with "notch in kangaroo's snout" variety. Fresh MUH, centred low. A scarce 

stamp. ACSC 58B(V)i, Cat. $7,500 as MLH. (Front cover) $4,000 
1738 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson. Centred a little high with very light patchy staining on reverse but MUH & 

frontally fresh. SG138, ACSC 58b, Cat. $15,000 (Front cover) $5,000 
1739 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson. Fine used & well centred with a short perf at top otherwise a lovely example. SG 

138, ACSC 52B, Cat. $900 $200 
1740 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson. Fine used, centred low with uneven perfs at base, split perf at lower left corner. 

Remains most presentable. ACSC 57B, Cat. $900 $200 
1741 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson. Top left marginal MUH & a stunning example of this scarce stamp. SG 138, 

ACSC 58B, Cat. $15,000 (Front cover) $6,000 
1742 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D. MUH/MVLH set of 3. A with mixed centring. Fresh colours.                   

ACSC Cat. $370 (3) $60 
1743 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN", type D. MLH & well centred. ACSC Cat. $600 (3) $120  

Kangaroos NWPI 
 

1744 1915/16 "a, b, c" vert strips of 3 for 2½d 1st wmk with outer stamps MLH (SG 74), 6d with wmk inverted MLH             
(SG 78w, Cat. £975+) & 9d violet, 3rd wmk, all MUH (SG 89, Cat. £54+). An attractive group. (3 strips) $300 

1745 1915/16 6d blue, 1st wmk & 2/- brown, 3rd wmk with 1st ovpt setting, both with inverted wmks. MLH.                          
SG 78w, Cat. £325 & SG 97w, Cat. £30 (2) $120 

1746 1915/16 NWPI ovpts on kangaroos with mixed "a", "b" & "c" types. Incls 2d, 2½d, 3d, 6d, 9d & 1/- 1st wmk & 2d, 6d, 
9d (corner fault), 1/- 2/- & 5/- (fluffy perfs) 2nd wmk plus 2d, 2½d, 3d, 6d, 9d & 1/- 3rd wmk with 1918/22 setting of 
ovpt. Hingeing varies from MUH to odd one with hinge remnant. 3rd wmks have toned gum but all frontally fresh. 
Cat. £700+ (18) $150 

1747 1918 (18th Apr) 2/- 3rd wmk inverted, 5/- 2nd wmk, 10/- 1st wmk & 10/- 3rd wmk kangaroos ovptd "N.W. PACIFIC 
ISLANDS." & tied by neat Rabaul individual cds's on Registered cover addressed to England. "Rabaul (Deutsch-
Neu Guinea) No. 791" red & black regd label. Typed address careful removed by pen eraser not detracting from 
this stunning cover. Sydney Regd 11 MY 18 & 26 JU 18 Regd London S.E. b/s's. An ideal exhibition item. $1,300 

1748 1918/22 10/- grey & bright pink kangaroo with "P" of "PACIFIC" centred over space between "I" & "S" in ovpt. 
MVLH, centred right. SG 117, Cat. £170 $50 

1749 1918/22 3d olive, 3rd wmk. Fifth setting with "P" of "Pacific" over space between "I" & "S" of "Islands" in upper plate 
block of 30 (numbers 31-60). Fresh lightly mounted on stamps 31 & 36 with others all MUH. Typewritten guide at 
base stating 37/8, 43/47, 49/51 & 55/59 all Die II, 37 "Break in lower left frame", 55 "White flaw in shading above "T" 
of "Three". A superb, well centred piece, with Die I's Cat. £75 x 15 plus high premium for MUH & large block. SG 
169a Total Cat. £1500++ $500 

1750 1919/23 3d, 1/- & 2/- kangaroos perfined "OS". Good to fine used, the 2/- with pulled top left corner. Others 
presentable with good colour. 2/- not counted in reserve. SG O8, O11 & O12, total cat. £675 (3) $90  

KING GEORGE V 
  

1920-21 Colour Trials 
 



1751 1920 (31st Dec) 4d bright brown Colour Trial (Plate Proof) on thick ungummed & unwatermarked paper  
with comb perf 14 with the recognised "C" in red ink on the reverse following the lot above. Also ex Arthur 
Grey & a superb exhibition item. Drury Cert. (2024) ACSC 111PP(1) C, Cat. $8,000 $2,750 

1752 1920 (31st Dec) 4d brown Colour Trial (Plate Proof) on thick ungummed & unwatermarked paper with comb 
perf 14 with the recognised "B" in red ink on the reverse. The ACSC states that "Colour Trials for the 
selection of the new colour of the 4d were supplied by the stamp printer on two separate occasions, on 
31st December 1920 (Nos. A-H with each numbered in manuscript on reverse as indicated) and on 11th 
January 1921 (Nos. I, J and K)." This particular example is illustrated in the latest 2022 ACSC KGV 
Catalogue. Ex Arthur Grey. Drury Cert. (2024) ACSC 111PP(1) B, Cat. $8,000 $2,750 

1753 1920 (31st Dec) 4d deep reddish-purple Colour Trial (Plate Proof) again on thick ungummed & 
unwatermarked paper with comb perf 14 with the recognised "N" in red ink on the back as per the previous 
3 lots. Also ex Arthur Grey & another opportunity to add one of these rare survivors to your collection! 
Drury Cert. (2024) ACSC 111PP(1) E, Cat. $8,000 (Front cover) $2,750 

1754 1920 (31st Dec) 4d reddish violet Colour Trial (Plate Proof) on thick ungummed & unwatermarked paper 
with comb perf 14 with "F" in red ink on the reverse similar to the previous 2 lots. Again ex Arthur Grey & a 
wonderful addition to a KGV Specialised collection. Drury Cert. (2024)ACSC 111PP(1) G, Cat. $8,000 $2,750 

 1913-14 1d Engraved 
 

1755 1d rose-red horizontal pair which at first glance appears to be imperforate between stamps but instead has 17 
"blind perfs" between stamps. An interesting aberration considering all perforated outer edges are clearly cut.          
Fine MVLH verging on MUH. RPSV Cert. (2009). ACSC 59B $100 

1756 1d rose-red, Plate 1 imprint block of 8 from the top of the sheet. Reinforced perf separation in selvedge with stamps 
MUH apart from 2 bottom perfs on one unit. Frontally a stunning item. ACSC 59Bz, Cat. $575 $280 

1757 1d carmine-red with "kiss print" variety. MLH with Drury Cert. (2019) stating "A rare stamp".                                   
ACSC 59Cca, Cat. $1,250 $300 

1758 1d carmine-red, Plate 3 imprint block from the top of the sheet. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 59C, Cat. $375 $160 
1759 1d bright scarlet vert pair with "kiss print" variety affecting both stamps. Fine MUH/MLH. Ceremuga Cert. (2005) 

ACSC 59Dca, Cat. $2500 for MLH singles + premium for pair lower stamp MUH. $700 
1760 1d bright scarlet, Plate 2 imprint block from the top of the sheet. Fine MVLH. ACSC 59Dz, Cat. $375 $160 
1761 1d bright scarlet, Plate 4 imprint block of 12 from the bottom of the sheet with "weak entry right of emu's head"           

& "spear in emu"  varieties. MUH, MLH in selvedge only with some perf separation but very well centred block. 
ACSC 59Dza, (4)q & o, Cat. $430+ $220  

1914-20 Single watermark  
1762 ½d blue-green with "cracked electro from left wattle to "U" of Australia" variety . Fine used with neat machine  

cancel & well centred. ACSC 63F(5)k, Cat. $5,000 $1,000 
1763 ½d bluish-green plate 7 selvedge block of 4 with "broken left frame & wattle leaf" & "white flaw below King's ear" 

varieties. MUH, light even toning with some perf separation. ACSC 63F(7)g/i, Cat. $190+ $50 
1764 ½d emerald vertical pair with "vertical scratches through right side" variety in both L6 & L12 stamps.                                

ACSC 63A(1)f, Cat. $160+ $40 
1765 ½d emerald with inverted wmk in block of 4 with "short left leg on "H" of HALF" variety on lower right stamp. Fresh 

MUH. ACSC 63Aa var, Cat. $400++ $120 
1766 ½d green, electro 4 in right CA monogram strip of 3. MUH with toned gum & diagonal crease but surprisingly 

frontally fresh. ACSC 63B(4)zb, Cat. $900+ $160 
1767 ½d orange, electro 6 Harrison imprint block of 18. Positions: left 46-48/ 52-54/ 58-60 & right 43-45/ 49-51/ 55-57 

with "neckless emu", "retouch to crack through King's ear", "headless emu" & "eight wattles at right" varieties plus 
the imprint. Reinforcement of lower section affecting selvedge & 2 stamps with 13 MUH & 5 MLH.                            
ACSC 66A(6)I, j, h, p & z, total cat. $720 + premium for large block. $220 

1768 ½d bright orange, electro 8 Harrison imprint pair with "lower end of left fraction bar thickened" variety. MLH. ACSC 
66B(8)n/z (pair only) $50 

1769 1d brownish-rose (G 23½) with "Dot before "1" variety. F/U with Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 71M(3)m, Cat. $150 $50 
1770 1d brownish-rose (G23½). MUH, centred right. ACSC 71M, Cat. $675 + premium for MUH $150 
1771 1d brownish-red on rough paper, Die II & perfined "OS". MVLH, centred right. ACSC 72N(1)ib, Cat. $1,000 $200 
1772 1d carmine red, Die III. Superb MUH, centred low. ACSC 75A, Cat. $275 $75 
1773 1d carmine-aniline "dot before right 1" in pair with "thinned left frame" variety. Lone with light stain on reverse, fluffy 

perfs. A rarely seen postally used pair with upright Gladstone, Sth Australia cds. ACSC 71z(3)na, Cat. $250 $75 
1774 1d carmine-red (G1) with "dot before 1" variety. Fine used with Starling Cert. (2016). ACSC 70A(3)m, Cat. $350 $60 
1775 1d carmine-red (G10) Die II. Fine MLH & well centred. ACSC 71A(1)I, Cat. $750 $180 
1776 1d carmine-red in top margin vertical pair with inv wmk. MUH, centred slightly left. ACSC 71Aa, Cat. $150 $50 
1777 1d carmine-red as above with wmk inverted & misplaced resulting in the horiz wmk frame line crossing the centre  

of top stamp. ACSC 71Aa, Cat. $150+ $50 
1778 1d carmine-red on rough paper, Die II. Fine MVLH verging on MUH. ACSC 72P(l)I, Cat $750+ $180 
1779 1d carmine-red with "break in upper frame at left" variety. MVLH, centred bottom right. ACSC 75Ah, Cat. $275 $40 
1780 1d carmine-red with "white flaw at base of 1 at right"  variety. Good to F/U, centred low left. ACSC 75Ai, Cat. $200 $40 
1781 1d carmine-red with "white flaw on S of AUSTRALIA" variety. Fresh MH. ACSC 75Am, Cat. $375 $50 
1782 1d carmine-red with "white flaw on S of Australia" variety. Good to fine used. ACSC 75Am, Cat. $300 $80 
1783 1d carmine-red with inverted wmk. Good used. ACSC 75Aa, Cat. $150 $30 
1784 1d carmine-red with inverted wmk. MLH, centred right. ACSC 75Aa, Cat. $250 $50 
1785 1d carmine-red, Die III with "diagonal break in NW corner" variety. Fresh MLH. ACSC 75Ao, Cat. $275 $70 
1786 1d carmine-red, Die III with "notch in right frame" variety. Fine MLH. ACSC 75Bd, Cat. $275 $70 
1787 1d carmine-red, Die III with "white flaw on tip of beard" variety. MLH ACSC 75An, Cat. $275 $60 
1788 1d carmine-red, Die III. Fine MUH, centred top left. ACSC 75A, Cat. $275 $60 
1789 1d carmine-rose (G74) on rough paper. Superb MUH. ACSC 72Q  $30 



1790 1d carmine-rose on rough paper, Die II. MUH, centred right. ACSC 72Q(l)I (G74), Cat. $750 + premium for MUH $180 
1791 1d damson (G70½) on rough paper, Die II. Fine used, centred right. ACSC 72K(l)I, Cat. $750 $150 
1792 1d deep bright red, Die III on War Savings Paper. MLH. ACSC 75C, Cat. $375 $100 
1793 1d deep pink salmon eosin. Used with bold William Street 7 JA 18 cds. A couple of tone spots on reverse, one 

visible in top margin. Drury cert (2019). A F/U example of this shade sold in Ace Auctions Sale 24 for $1700+BP. 
ACSC 71SA, Cat. $2000 $300 

1794 1d deep red (G1) single line perf with "spot in SE corner" variety plus some ink-clogging behind emu. Fresh MLH 
with Starling Cert. (2016). ACSC 70B(4)s, Cat. $750 $120 

1795 1d deep red, Die III with "white flaw on S of Australia" variety. Fresh MH. ACSC 75Bm, Cat. $375 $80 
1796 1d deep-red with "break in upper frame at left"  variety. Fine used, centred right. ACSC 75Bh, Cat. $200 $40 
1797 1d dull red on rough paper perfined "OS". Fine MLH, centred left. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 72Mbb, Cat. $150 $40 
1798 1d maroon (G77) on rough paper with "thin "G"" variety. Fine used on piece, centred right. Superb colour. Drury 

Cert. (2023)ACSC 72R(2)l, Cat. $300 $100 
1799 1d maroon, MLH centred right & a toned perf. Drury Cert. (2023) A scarce shade. ACSC 72R (G77), Cat. $1000 $150 
1800 1d orange-red (G24½) with "Dot before 1" variety. Superb F/U & well centred. Drury Cert. (2023) states a "Scarce 

Stamp". ACSC 71p(3)m, Cat. $350 $120 
1801 1d pale violet from left pane of plate 4 with "ferns" (ACSC 76F(4)ia) & "RA of Australia joined" ((4)j) varieties. Cat. 

$900 plus premium for part imprint block of 4 $120 
1802 1d pink (G28) with "ferns" variety. Fine used & well centred. Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 71T(4)ia, Cat. $200 $60 
1803 1d plum (G71) on rough paper with "rusted top right corner" variety. Noted as a "Rare stamp" on Drury Cert. (2023). 

Good to fine used. ACSC 72L(2)e, Cat. $550 $220 
1804 1d range of shades on Lindner hingeless page with most appearing to be correctly classified. Noticed a couple of 

"doubtful" but remains a useful group. (8 MLH & 14 good-F/U) $100 
1805 1d red, Die II substituted cliché on smooth paper fine used centred top right (ACSC 71(2)ja) plus another on rough 

paper Die I (ACSC 72(2)ka). Cat. $150 & $125 respectively. (2) $50 
1806 1d red selection with MLH pair, attractive block of 6 with 1917 Tasmanian pmk, Plate 4 upper left selvedge block of 

4 with "secret mark" & "break in top frame etc" varieties MUH (ACSC 71(4)d/e) plus Die I sub cliché on smooth 
paper x 2 F/U, rough paper x 4 also F/U plus an "OS" perfin. Finally "rusted corner" examples x 2. High cat. (20) $120 

1807 1d reddish-pink bottom selvedge strip of 3 with double perforation along base. End units MUH with centre pair MLH. 
Exhibition quality. ACSC 71Fba, Cat. $1350 as singles $400 

1808 1d rose-carmine with dry ink. Fine used, centred right. Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 71Lca, Cat. $375 $80 
1809 1d rose-red with inverted wmk. Fresh MLH & well centred. ACSC 72Da, Cat. $140 $50 
1810 1d scarlet-aniline x 2 with rusted cliché varieties. Both fine used with Dowerin, WA & Wagin, WA cds's. A superb 

duo. ACSC 71I(2)j & k, Cat. $750ea (2) $600 
1811 1d violet lower right corner plate 4 selvedge block of 4 with "white spot in SE corner" (ACSC 77A(4)s) & "run "N" of 

One - third state" (ACSC 77A(4)vb) varieties. MUH/MLH with rich colour. Cat. $160++ $50 
1812 1d violet shades on "coarse mesh paper" (ACSC 76aa) with "dot before right one" (ACSC 76(3)m), "secret mark"    

in horiz pair (ACSC 76(4)d) & "RA of Australia joined" in horiz pair (ACSC 76(4)j).  Mixed MLH/MH with some gum 
toning but useful group. Total cat. $225 (6) $50 

1813 1d violet used group of listed varieties incl "Dot before 1", "Secret Mark", "Vertical line in crown", "Ferns", "Wattle 
Line", "Flaw under neck", "RA joined" & VIII/25 "NY joined". Total ACSC val $200 (8) $40 

1814 1d violet. Range of violet & purple shades with 2 pairs & 3 singles. MLH, one with thin, 6 with fine centring. (8) $30 
1815 1d purple plate 4 imprint pair with "RA join" as above. ACSC 76D(4)z $60 
1816 1d purple plate 4 imprint pair with "RA join". Fresh MUH, centred right with "fluffy" perfs (staple holes in selvedge). 

ACSC 76D(4)z, Cat. $750 for imprint block of 4 $60 
1817 1d green with "neck flaw" variety in MUH pair & MUH lower selvedge block of 4 with "kangaroos tongue out" on 

lower right stamp. Fine MUH. ACSC 77(4)f & (4)u, Cat. $150+ $60 
1818 1d green with inverted wmk & perfined "OS". Both MUH & well centred. ACSC 77a/ba, Cat. $105 (2) $30 
1819 1½d black-brown with "white flaw on "E" of Three"  variety. MLH centred right. Drury Cert. (2023) Not listed in 

ACSC as yet. ACSC 83A(var) $60 
1820 1½d bright red-brown block of 4. MUH with tan stripe. Reasonable centred & frontally fresh. ACSC 87A, Cat. $600 $90 
1821 1½d green with coarse mesh paper & "white flaw left of crown" variety (not listed in ACSC). MUH with good colour, 

perfs & better than average centring. Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 88Aab, Cat. $1,250 $300 
1822 1½d green, electro 18 right pane positional strip of 3 incl "Large white flaw obliterating emu's foot" variety. Fine 

used. ACSC 88n, Cat. $100+ $40 
1823 1½d blue-green with "white flaw on emu's leg at 45°" variety in MVLH/MLH block of 4. Drury Cert. (2023) Unlisted    

in ACSC. ACSC 88Cvar. $80 
1824 1½d group with 1½d black-brown perfined "OS" evenly toned MUH (ACSC 83Ab, Cat. $200), 1½d purple-brown 

with inverted wmk MLH (ACSC 83Ba, Cat. $110), 1½d purple-brown with inverted wmk MLH (ACSC 85Ba, Cat. 
$100) & 1½d blue-green perfined "OS" MUH (ACSC Bba, Cat. $200). Total cat. $600 (4) $120 

1825 1½d red with "substituted cliché (deformed right frame)" variety. Fine used with Donnybrook WA cds, centred low. 
ACSC 89D(15)jb, Cat. $1000 $180 

1826 2d orange shades x 2 MUH & well centred (ACSC 95E) plus a perfined "OS" MUH (ACSC 95Eba) & similar with 
inverted wmk F/U. Fine lot. Total Cat. $475 (4) $120 

1827 2d orange with "cracked electro below "2" at right" variety. Used example with variety clear of pmk. ACSC 95(1)g, 
Cat. $350 $50 

1828 2d orange with "cracked electro vertically through right side" unlocated plate variety. Fine used with good centring. 
ACSC 95E(u)m, Cat. $600 $150 

1829 2d orange with wmk inverted & part punched "OS" perfin. Used. Scarce from electros 7, 8 or 8a. ACSC Cat. $100 $30 
1830 2d red shades x 2 (ACSC 96C) plus 2d scarlet (ACSC 96A). All MUH examples with mixed centring. Cat. $180 (3) $30 
1831 2d red-brown with "Deformed crown top & flaw in left wattles" variety. Described as being "Not Plated" on Drury 

Cert. (2023). MLH, centred right. Interesting variety. ACSC 97A var. $50 



1832 3d blue "dry ink" examples x 3 incl pale violet-blue x 2 F/U (ACSC 104Bc) & 3d violet-blue MLH (ACSC 104Ac). 
Mixed centring. Total cat. $225 $40 

1833 3d pale dull violet-blue with "broken leg of emu" variety. MVLH, centred low left. ACSC 104Bl, Cat. $125 $30 
1834 4d blue in 4 diff shades. MH shades with usual mixed centring. Useful comparisons. Cat. $360+ (4) $80 
1835 4d bright ultramarine (Harrison Printing) with inverted wmk with identifying flaw - lower right pane stamp 46 

"horizontal linear flaw affecting lower left corner". MH with good colour & fine centring. ACSC 113Aa, Cat. $225 $50 
1836 4d lemon yellow with "Line through FOURPENCE" variety. Superb fine used by light Melbourne Registered cds, 

partly obscuring variety. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 110C(2)r, Cat. $500 $120 
1837 4d yellow-orange aniline horiz pair with "weeping 4 at right" variety on right stamp. MLHMVLH with good colour, 

perfs & centring. ACSC 110B(2)f, Cat. $325 $90 
1838 4d yellow-orange aniline with inverted wmk. MLH/MH, centred left. Excellent colour. ACSC 110Ba, Cat. $200 $40 
1839 4d lemon-yellow. Fresh MLH & well centred. Superb! ACSC 110C, Cat. $350 $100 
1840 4d lemon-yellow. Fresh MVLH, centred left. ACSC 110C, Cat. $350 $100 
1841 4d lemon-yellow. MLH with good colour, perfs & centring. ACSC 110C, Cat. $350 $100 
1842 4d lemon-yellow perfined "OS". MLH, centred left. Fresh colour. ACSC 110Cb, Cat. $400 $100 
1843 4d orange with "line through "FOUR PENCE"" variety. Fine used with AP 19 17 cds. ACSC 110(2)r, Cat. $250 $50 
1844 4d orange with 5 different shades. First with light gum toning & last with corner crease otherwise all MLH with  

better than average centring. ACSC 110A orange-aniline, ACSC 110B yellow-orange aniline, ACSC 110C lemon-
yellow, ACSC 110H orange & ACSC 110I yellow-orange. Total cat. $700 (5) $150 

1845 4d orange with wmk inverted. Fresh MUH & very well centred. ACSC 110Aa, Cat. $250 $60 
1846 4d orange with wmk inverted. MUH & well centred. ACSC 110Aa, Cat. $250 $60 
1847 4d orange, plate 2 in right selvedge positional block of 4 for positions 11&12/ 17&18 with "weeping 4 at right" 

variety. Top 2 MH, lower MUH with light even toning on back. Fine colour, perfs & centring. ACSC 110H(2)f, Cat. 
$650 as singles plus premium for variety & positional block $150 

1848 4d pale orange-yellow. Fine MVLH verging on MUH with lower selvedge. ACSC 110E, Cat. $475 $140 
1849 4d buff-orange with "White flaw below PO" variety. Superb fine used with bullseye York 14 SEP 18 Western 

Australia cds. One of the scarcest varieties in this value. ACSC 110F(2)e, Cat. $625 $200 
1850 4d buff-orange with inverted wmk. MUH, centred right. Good perfs & rich colour. ACSC 110Fa, Cat. $400 plus 

premium for inverted wmk $120 
1851 4d reddish-violet. Fine MUH, centred right. ACSC 118E, Cat. $125 $40 
1852 4d violet & 4d deep violet. Both with slightly aged gum, the former MLH, latter MUH, centred right.                        

ACSC 111A/B), Cat. $190 (2) $40 
1853 4d olive, 4d greenish olive & 4d olive-yellow. All MLH with reasonable centring. ACSC 114A/B/C, total cat. $660 (3) $180 
1854 4½d reddish-violet with "deformed left bottom frame & white flaw from left wattle to oval" variety, 2nd state with 

"break in left frame". Fresh MLH. ACSC 118Evea, Cat. $150 $50 
1855 5d chestnut & 5d orange-brown . Both MLH.CSC 123A&C, Cat. $200 (2) $50 
1856 5d chestnut with inverted wmk. MUH top selvedge example, centred left. A premium example.                                

ACSC 123Aa, Cat. $2,250 $600 
1857 5d chestnut, line perf vert pair with horizontal double perfs between. One perf hole clear, others blind perfs. Both 

MLH ACSC 122b var. $100 
1858 5d chestnut, SLP with "broken top to crown" variety. MUH. Superb. ACC 122Al, Cat. $375 plus premium for variety $150 
1859 5d orange-brown with "white flaw at base of first leg of first "A" of AUSTRALIA" variety. Unlisted in ACSC. MUH. 

ACSC 123C, Cat. $325 $90 
1860 1/4d turquoise-blue in a bright shade. MLH, well centred. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300 $80 
1861 1/4d turquoise-blue, MLH, centred left. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300 $70 
1862 1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH & well centred. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300 $75 
1863 1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH, centred slightly left. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300 $80 
1864 1/4d greyish-blue, single wmk perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, centred left. ACSC 128E, Cat. $375 plus premium         

for this shade $120  

1918-20 Large Multiple Perf.14 
 

1865 ½d bluish-green block of 4 with "white flaw on last A of Australia" variety on lower left stamp. Well centred & MUH. 
ACSC 65A(6)o, Cat. $120+ $40 

1866 ½d bluish-green lower left Electro selvedge block of 6. Position 43-44/ 49-50/ 55-56 with "thin fraction at right" 
variety. Top 2 units MLH, others MUH. ACSC 65A(5)s, Cat. $250 plus premium for block $60 

1867 ½d bluish-green with "thin fraction at right" variety. Fine used. ACSC 65A(5)s, Cat. $250 $70 
1868 ½d green shades x 3 in MUH singles plus a MLH pair. Good centring & colour. (5) $30 
1869 ½d green x 2 with perfins. The first "OS" with inverted wmk (ACSC 65Aaba) with other having the "thin fraction at 

right" variety with Harris Scarfe & Co Perth private perfin (ACSC 65A with variety (5)s). Both used with neat Perth 
machine cancels. (2) $70 

1870 ½d yellowish-green positional block of 4, positions 43 & 44/ 49 & 50 with "thin fraction at right" variety. Upper pair 
MLH, others MUH. ACSC 65E(5)s, Cat. $265 as singles $80 

1871 1d carmine-pink from 1918 Cooke printing. Good to F/U with Melbourne 21 FEB 18 machine cancel. A lovely 
example. ACSC 73A, Cat. $275 $75 

1872 1d carmine-pink from Cooke printing with Drury Cert. (2023). Light crease & centred left but otherwise MLH  with 
rich, true colour. ACSC 73A, Cat. $500 $50 

1873 1d carmine-pink from Cooke printing. MLH, centred top left. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 73A, Cat. $500 $120 
1874 1d carmine-rose a 3 fine MUH examples, one with excellent centring & two centred right. ACSC Cat. $240 (3) $50 
1875 1d carmine-rose with "flaw under neck" variety. Fine used & well centred with good perfs. ACSC 74(4)h, Cat. $175 $50 
1876 1d carmine-rose with "NY joined" variety. MLH, centred right. ACSC 74(4)o, Cat. $325 $50 
1877 1d green group with Plate 3 vert pair with selvedge superb MUH/MLH (ACSC 78(3)d & e), another pair with                

"secret mark" MUH (ACSC 78(4)d), single with "neck flaw", MVLH (ACSC 84(4)h) & "RA" joined MLH with  
selvedge (ACSC 78(4)j. Total cat. $395 (6) $90 



1878 1½d black-brown with 2 perfined "OS" MLH (ACSC 84Ab) & a purple-brown shade MUH (ACSC 84B) plus a grey-
black also MUH (ACSC 84C). Only first 2 "OS". Total cat. $330 (4) $75 

1879 1½d deep red-brown pair with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. ACSC 86Aa, Cat. $550+ $150 
1880 1½d purple-black block of 4 with inverted wmk. MUH but some creasing & light tan strips. ACSC 84Ba, Cat. $700+ $100 
1881 1½d purple-brown horiz pair, both with "no top to crown" varieties. MH, centred to right, gum thin on left stamp 

reflected in reserve. ACSC 86B(8)k & l, Cat. $120 $25  

1924 No Wmk  
1882 1d green, plate 4 in bottom right corner selvedge vert pair with "secret mark (ACSC 79(4)d) & "break in top frame & 

4th pearl in left of crown joins line" (ACSC 79(4)e) varieties plus horiz pair right stamp with variety ACSC 79(4)j. 
MLH. Total cat. $190 (4) $40 

1883 1½d rose-red pair with left unit showing "white flaw over kangaroo's head" variety.                                                     
ACSC 90(17)k, Cat. $90 + $25 for normal $30 

1884 1½d rose-red with "scratched electro" variety. Fine used. ACSC 90(17)l, Cat. $110 $25 
1885 1½d rose-red with "Two white flaws on kangaroo's shoulder" varieties x 2. Both used with pmks clear of the variety. 

ACSC 90(17)h, Cat. $110 ea. (2) $30  

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf 13½x12½  
1886 ½d orange, electro 9. Complete sheet with selvedge missing on left side & some areas of perf separation. 5 stamps 

with grey smudging on gum but useful for research with most of the 12 ACSC listed varieties readily visible. Please 
handle carefully if viewing. ACSC 68A(9), Cat. $1800 as MUH single stamps $550 

1887 ½d to 1/4d set of 14 incl Dies I & II of 1d green, 2d scarlet & 3d blue. All MLH with better than average centring. 
ACSC Cat. $935 (14) $150 

1888 1d green Die II SMW, perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS". Fine MLH. ACSC 81(1)ib, Cat. $325 $90 
1889 1d green Die II, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS". Fine used by neat machine cancel. ACSC 81(1)ib, Cat. $350 $100 
1890 1d green Die I, Die II pairs x 2 with one MVLH & other fine used with neat part Qld cds. ACSC 81(1)ia, Total cat. 

$280 (4) $70 
1891 1d green Die I, Die II, Die II, Die I strip of 4. Both end stamps MUH with centre MLH. Excellent appearance.              

ACSC 81(1)ia x 2, Cat. $160+ $60 
1892 1d green in Die I, Die II pair with left margin. MUH. ACSC 81(1)ia, Cat. $150 $50 
1893 1d green pair with "secret mark" on left stamp. Fresh MLH. ACSC 81(4)d, Cat. $350+ $90 
1894 1d green with inverted wmk & "rusted top right corner" variety. Side perfs suggest it was originally from a coil. 

ACSC 81a(2)e, Cat. $200 for inverted wmk plus premium for variety MUH $80 
1895 1d green, Die II block of 4 with top pair MH, lower MUH. Frontally vg perfs, centring & colour.                                        

ACSC 81(1)I, Cat. $320 as singles plus premium for block $100 
1896 1½ rose-red Mullett imprint Plate 1 block of 8 with 3 stamps & part of the imprint affected by "slurred print" as  

stated in Drury Cert. (2023). MUH/MLH. An attractive 1L60 + 1R55 & 56 block. ACSC 92A(l)za cd x3 $400 
1897 1½d red Die II positional plate 2 block of 6 for 49-51/ 55-57 with "break in bottom frame under "L" of HALF" variety. 

ACSC 92A(2)e, Cat. $150 + premium for MUH block $30 
1898 1½d red Die II positional plate 2 block of 8 for 37 & 38/ 43 & 44/ 49 & 50/ 55 & 56 with "break in bottom frame under 

"L" of HALF" variety. ACSC 29A(2)e, Cat. $190 + premium for MUH block $40 
1899 1½d red John Ash imprint block of 4 with "N" over "A" setting with part of lowest line guillotined. MUH/MLH & 2d 

red-brown gutter block of 4 with the John Ash "N" over "A" imprint detached. MLH. ACSC 92(l)zb & ACSC 99(2)z $30 
1900 1½d red right selvedge single with strong "Offset" on the back. MUH, MLH in selvedge only, centred right.                   

Drury Cert. (2023) notes "A rare stamp". ACSC 92Bce $300 
1901 1½d pink, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS". Fine MUH with Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 92Cbc $200 
1902 2d red-brown, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS" with "double left frame at top" variety. MUH, centred left.                 

A lovely combination. ACSC 99b(1)k, Cat. $325 plus premium for variety $180 
1903 2d red-brown, Die II postally used pair plus fine postally used single perfined "OS". A well centred trio.                  

ACSC 99 (pair) & 99b, total cat. $105 (3) $30 
1904 3d pale blue, Die I type A  in upper selvedge A/B/A/B strip of 4. First shows "White spot in front of King's             

forehead" variety. Evenly toned MUH gum, MH on selvedge only. Annotations in selvedge on front.                    
ACSC 107C/Dc/3, Cat. $1400 $300 

1905 3d pale blue, Die I type B with lower selvedge. MUH, light tan line. ACSC 107D, Cat. $375 $90 
1906 3d dull blue type A, A/A, B block of with inverted wmks. Fine MUH. ACSC 107Aa top pair, Cat. $1050 as singles, 

ACSC 107A/B lower pair, Cat. $1750. A fine rarity with a total Cat. $2800+ $1,000 
1907 3d dull blue with "White flaw over "IA" of AUSTRALIA" variety. Fine MUH, centred left. ACSC 107(4)j, Cat. $250 $30 
1908 4d greenish-olive F/U pair, right stamp with "broken NE corner" variety &  another pair with "kangaroo's tongue out" 

variety on right stamp, MUH with one short perf at right. (ACSC 116A(3) & 116B(4)e). Total cat. $295 $60 
1909 4d olive with "white flaw on lowest bloom of left wattles" variety. Fine used. ACSC 116(4)f, Cat. $75 $20 
1910 4d olive x 5 with "flaw in 4th bloom left wattles" (ACSC 116(3)j), "top of crown broken" (ACSC (4)d) & "flaw in front 

of kangaroo's nose" (ACSC (4)l) varieties plus 2 flaws unlisted in ACSC appearing as "flaw inner frame lower right" 
& "corner dot lower right". Total cat. $250 (5) $60 

1911 4d olive, plate 3 in John Ash imprint pair with "N over N". MUH & well centred. ACSC 116(3)z, Cat. $500 as block 4 $80 
1912 4½d violet in 2 shades & a reddish-violet shade. All Die II & CTO, one with part gum, others without. One centred 

left, another right & the third with good centring. ACSC Cat. $140ea. ($420) $80 
1913 4½d violet with "Heavy top left frame" variety. Top margin single with stamp MUH. ACSC 120ea, Cat. $360 $60 
1914 4½d violet, Die II with "Flaw on emu's right leg" unlisted variety. CTO, centred left. A fine stamp with Drury Cert. 

(2023) ACSC 121A var. $220 
1915 4½d violet. Very slightly toned MUH block of 4, centred right. ACSC 120A, Cat. $900 $200 
1916 4½d deep violet. MVLH, slightly off centre. Nice example. ACSC 120D, Cat. $275 $60 



1917 1/4d greenish-blue top selvedge pair with "flaw in emu's tail" variety on left stamp & CTO with "International 
Philatelic Exhibition, Melbourne" cds in red dated 31 OC 28 (ACSC 130Ae) plus 1/4d turquoise-blue perfined         
"OS" CTO (ACSC 130Bwa). Total cat. $340 $80 

1918 1/4d greenish-blue with "Flawed shading behind emu's head" variety. Fine used. ACSC 130Ag, Cat. $200 $30 
1919 1/4d greenish-blue. MVLH with very light even toning, centred left. Fresh frontal appearance.                                  

ACSC 130A, Cat. $375 $75 
1920 1/4d turquoise-blue with "flattened cross of crown" variety. CTO, centred right.                                                         

ACSC 103Bfw, Cat. $200 + premium for CTO with gum $50 
1921 1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH with good centring. ACSC 130A, Cat. $375 $100  

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14  
1922 ½ orange Mullett imprint block of 4. MLH with some hinge reinforcing. ACSC 67A(8)z, Cat. $400 $100 
1923 ½d orange with inverted wmk. Fresh MLH, centred slightly left.  Bright colour. ACSC 67Aa, Cat. $250 $60 
1924 1d carmine-red left selvedge block of 6 for positions 19-21/ 25-27 with "dot before right 1" variety . Useful MUH 

exhibition piece. ACSC 70A(3)m, Cat. $950 as singles + premium for block $300 
1925 1d green in left selvedge pair with "wattle line 5th state" (ACSC 80B(4)fd) & "notch 5.25 below top left corner" 

varieties. Note 1 states "only appeared in January 1935" on CofA stamps". Not recorded for SMW Perf. 14.            
ACSC 80B(4)hb on lower stamp - state II of flaw under neck. MUH/MLH & well centred. Drury Cert. (2023)                    
A unique piece & a "new find". $300 

1926 1d green in lower right Plate 4 bottom right corner selvedge block of 4 on translucent paper with "corner dot" (upper 
right stamp) & "run N" state 3 varieties. Superb MUH/MLH. ACSC 80Baa(4)s, vb, Cat. $400+ on normal paper plus 
considerable premium for translucent paper. $400 

1927 1d green in lower right Plate 4 bottom right corner selvedge block of 4 with "corner dot" & "run N retouched" 
Varieties. MUH/MLH with Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 80B(4)s, vc, Cat. $120 + premium for block $50 

1928 1d green John Ash imprint block of 8 with two line "N over N" imprint. MUH, light even toning but excellent centring. 
ACSC 80(2)z, Cat. $175 for block of 4 $40 

1929 1d green Mullett 2 line imprint block of 4 with 2"ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. Fine MUH/MLH, centred top left. 
ACSC 80(4)z/ia/j, Cat. $1000 $240 

1930 1d green vertical pair with "wattle line" & "flaw under neck" varieties. MUH, patchy gum toning but frontally fine. 
ACSC 80B(4)f &h, Cat. $360 $60 

1931 1d green vertical pair with "wattle line" & "neck flaw"  varieties. Superb MUH/MLH. ACSC 80B(4)f&h, Cat. $360 $100 
1932 1d green with inverted wmk in John Ash imprint block of 8 with "N over N". MUH/MH/MLH. ACSC 80(1)z, Cat. $250 $80 
1933 1½d red with "ST" of "Postage" joined" variety plus another in State II. MLH & MUH respectively with part imprint 

attached to each. ACSC 91B(4)n & 91B(4)na) "ST", Cat. $320 (2)  $50 
1934 1½d red, SMW block of 4 perfined "OS". MUH & well centred but 3 stamps affected by diagonal crease not visible 

from front. ACSC 91Bbb, Cat. $400 as MUH singles $40 
1935 1½d red with major ink printing flaw on emus head. MVLH & noted on Drury Cert. (2023) as being of "Exhibition 

quality". ACSC 91Bvar. $120 
1936 1½d rose-red in Plate 1 (dot) top right corner block of 4. MNG. ACSC 91(1)z, Cat. $125 as MLH $25 
1937 1½d carmine with "smudged" print affecting "POSTAGE" & bottom frame. MLH, centred left. ACSC 91Fc, Cat. $175 $40 
1938 2d red-brown. Fine MUH. ACSC 98, Cat. $300 $75 
1939 2d red-brown. MLH, centred low. ACSC 98A, Cat. $175 $40 
1940 3d blue, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS" with inverted wmk (type obscured by pmk). Good to fine used. ACSC 106aa, 

Cat. $175 (type A), $225 (type B) $50 
1941 3d deep blue, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS" with "thickening upper frame at right" variety. MVLH.                            

ACSC 106A(3)d, Cat. $200 for "OS" plus variety $80 
1942 3d blue, type B. MVLH & very well centred. ACSC 106D, Cat. $90 $30 
1943 3d deep blue with "thickening upper frame at right" variety. ACSC 106A(3)d, Cat. $150 plus premium for MUH $60 
1944 4d olive, Plate 3 in right selvedge block of 36 (6x6) perfined "OS" for positions R13 -R48 with 4 varieties incl 

"White flaws in right value shield" (ACSC 114Ab(3)k), "Short right upright to "U" of FOUR" (ACSC 
114Ab(3)l), "Blurred 2nd bloom in left wattles" (ACSC 114Ab(3)m) & "White flaw over "U" of AUSTRALIA" 
(ACSC 114Ab(3)na). Right vertical row affected by creasing & centred bottom right but overall very fresh 
with fine perfs. ACSC states only 93,600 stamps were punctured "OS". An stunning multiple. ACSC Cat. 
$31,500 plus premium for large block with varieties. $9,000 

1945 4d greenish-olive. Fresh MVLH & well centred. ACSC 115, Cat. $200+ $80 
1946 4d greenish-olive. MLH & well centred example. ACSC 115, Cat. $200 $60 
1947 4½d violet in 3 diff shades plus 4½d reddish-violet in 2 distinct shades. All with fresh colour, good perfs & centring. 

ACSC 119A/B var., Cat. $375 (5) $100 
1948 1/4d greenish-blue with "dry ink" variety. MLH. Drury Cert. (2023) states "A rare stamp". ACSC 129Avar. Note: dry 

ink variety not recorded in ACSC. $750 
1949 1/4d greenish-blue with "flaw in right wattles" variety. MLH/MH, centred left. Excellent colour. ACSC 129Al, Cat. 

$700 $150 
1950 1/4d greenish-blue. Fine MLH with good perfs, colour & centring. ACSC 129A, Cat. $425 $100 
1951 1/4d turquoise blue. MLH & well centred. ACSC 129A, Cat. $425 $120 
1952 1/4d turquoise-blue "retouched NE corner" variety. CTO without gum. A fine example. ACSC 129Bkw, Cat. $375 $100 

 1931-36 CofA Wmk  
1953 ½d orange, electro 9 complete intact sheet of 120 with nearly all of the 7 listed varieties in ACSC readily visible. 

Units L22 & L28 thinned. Fresh MUH & an increasingly difficult to source such sheets. ACSC 68A(9), Cat. $2600+ $900 
1954 ½d orange, CofA wmk irregular Plate 8 block of 21 ovptd "OS". Positions R30-32/ 35-38/ 43-47/ 49-53/ 55-59 with 

some minor perf separation. ACSC Cat. $525 + premium for MUH block $150 
1955 1d green vert pair with inverted wmk, fine MLH, plate 4 John Ash imprint pair with "RA join retouch" variety plus 

MUH block of 4. ACSC 82a,82(4)j. (8) $30 



1956 1½d red-brown complete intact sheet of 120. Plate 3 with thick "I" re-entry 3R58, Plate dot block of 4 &                        
John Ash imprint block of 4. Useful for exhibition &/or research. Fresh MUH. Please handle carefully when                      
viewing. ACSC 94(3), Cat. $2775 as individual stamps & 2 blocks plus premium for MUH sheet. $1,000 

1957 1½d red-brown plate 1, plate dot block of 4 with "bottom frame cut under half P" variety. Fine MLH. ACSC 94(1)z/k $40 
1958 2d golden-scarlet booklet pane of 6 with inverted wmk. MUH, guillotined straight at top. ACSC 103Aca, Cat. $225 $50 
1959 4d olive in John Ash imprint block of 4. Folded vertically through gutter but MUH & reasonably centred.                 

ACSC 117(3)z, Cat. $500+ $180 
1960 4d olive, plate 4 John Ash 2 line imprint pair with "diagonal white line on King's neck" variety. Fine MUH.                  

ACSC 116Az/n, Cat. $550 for imprint block of 4 $100 
1961 5d orange-brown with "Eight wattles at left" variety in pairs x 5 MUH plus 3 MLH also in pairs MLH & a single.              

All with the left selvedge (ACSC 127A(3)g). Also 2 MUH/MLH blocks of 4 displaying the "Flaw between A & G of 
POSTAGE" variety (ACSC 127A(3)m)  Useful for the re-seller with a total ACSC cat. of $1500 as single stamps + 
premium for pairs & blocks. $200 

1962 5d orange-brown, plate 3 in part sheet complete with selvedge with 30 left pane units 1-30 & 29 from the right 
plane. Units 1-29 with 6 x ACSC listed varieties. Surface mark & small crease top left otherwise 52 fine MUH 
stamps & 7 MLH/MH. Useful for further research & fine exhibition piece. ACSC 127A(3)d, e, f, g, k & l, Cat. $2615 
as singles + premium for intact part sheet. $750 

1963 1/4d greenish-blue. Fine MUH, centred very slightly right. ACSC 131A, Cat. $375 $120 
1964 1/4d greenish-blue. Fresh MUH, a couple of natural gum bends. Well centred. ACSC 131, Cat. $375 $80 
1965 1/4d greenish-blue John Ash imprint pair with perfs at top right of gutter reinforced & light gum ageing. Useful 

"Budget" example. ACSC 131A, Cat. $1000 for block $100 
1966 1/4d greenish-blue John Ash imprint block of 4. MLH with small paper hinges reinforcing perfs on left side affecting 

2 stamps, others MUH. Frontally stunning. & rarely seen. ACSC 130Az, Cat. $3,250 $400 
1967 1/4d turquoise-blue. Fine MUH, well centred with fresh colour. ACSC 131B, Cat. $750 $180 
1968 1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH & well centred. ACSC 131B, Cat. $500 $140 
1969 1/4d turquoise-blue. MUH, centred right. ACSC 131B, Cat. $750 $120  

KGV NWPI  
1970 1915/16 4d orange. First setting of ovpt on upper plate right pane of 30. Ovpt types "A", "B" & "C" shown, top two & 

bottom two rows show "A" & "C" while centre row shows "B". So rows 2 to 4 yield 6 vertical "A, B, C" strips. Also noted 
constant varieties on stamp II ("nick top of first "C"), 23 ("split right arm of "W") & 30 ("white space at top of first "C") 
while R/3/3 displays "white circle below kangaroo". Centre pair hinged at base of block & all across top. Perf 
separation horizontally between stamps 10/12 & 16/18. SG 70, Cat. £125 plus premium for MUH & large positional 
block. $50 

1971 1916/16 NWPI "a, b, c" settings on KGV ½d in 2 shades, 1d ditto, 4d & 5d plus 1d singles (types b & c) & 4d type a 
plus 1918/22 5d strip & 4d single. All MUH/MLH with majority hinged on outer stamps. Cat. £100 + premiums for type 
"B" ovpt in 1915/16 settings. (7 strips + 4 singles) $40 

1972 1926/30 1d KGV (SG 103) in upper plate right pane of 30 stamps showing Die II on stamps 8, 9, 14 & 15 plus 
recumbent "blunt spear" on 20 & 26. Stamp 17 also shows "Dot left of crown" variety.  Fresh MLH on outer pairs of 
top line with the balance of 26 stamps all MUH . Stated "Only 107 sheets could exist". Cat. £120 x 6 for Die II's & 
£3.75 x 24 for Die I's plus high premium for MUH & large positional block. Total Cat. £800++  

 
 
$300 

   
 

OFFICIALS 
  

The Australian Officials have been lotted in ACSC catalogue number order to allow easy reference. 
 

1973 1913 ½d, 1d Die I & II, 2d, 3d Die I, 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d & 1/- 1st wmk all perfined large "OS". Useful postally used     
group. Odd tone spot but generally good perfs & better than average centring with majority good to fine used. 
ACSC Cat. $800+ (10 excl 2½d indigo) $120 

1974 1913 ½d green, 1st wmk perfined large "OS" with "Two notches in right frame opposite Qld coast" variety. MUH. 
ACSC 1(2)l, Cat. $150 $40 

1975 1913 1st wmk, perfined large "OS" group with ½d pale green MUH (ACSC 1Cbc), 1d red Die II MLH (ACSC 3Aba) 
& 2d grey MUH (ACSC 5Abb). Total Cat. $500 (3) $120 

1976 1913 ½d green, 1d red Die II & Die IIB, 2d grey, 23d, 5d, 6d, 9d & 1/- 1st wmk perfined small "OS" group postally 
used. 2½d deep bright blue has a couple of short perfs & small tone spots & set does not incl 4d orange but others 
all good to fine used with vg perfs & centring. ACSC Cat. $1000 (10) $150 

1977 1913 ½d to 2/- kangaroos incl 1d Die I & II plus 4d in 2 shades, 1st wmk all perfined large "OS". Apart from a pulled 
perf on 2/-, this is a good to fine used selection with above average centring & perfs. ACSC Cat. $1000+ (12) $200 

1978 1915 2d slate grey, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". MUH, centred slightly left. ACSC 2Bba, Cat. $850 $180 
1979 1913 1d red Die I block of 9 with "white flaw over "O" of ONE" variety & perfined small "OS".                                  

ACSC 3A(f)k, Cat. $220++ $60 
1980 1913 1d red, Die II perfined large "OS" horiz strip of 6 with selvedge at each end from plate F positions L7-12 with 

"white flaw over Au of Australia" variety. Superb well centred MUH strip of exhibition quality. ACSC 3Aba with 
variety 3Aba(F)d, Cat. $1050 ++ as singles plus premium for multiple. $400 

1981 1913 2d grey, 1st wmk perfined large "OS" x 2, 1x with "upper right frame retouch" (Cat. $160) plus a small "OS" 
with "thickened upper left frame" (Cat. $240) Also ordinary with "retouched left frame", small tear (ACSC 5(1)k) & 
another with "Scratch from val circle…" variety (ACSC 5(1)f, Cat. $80). Minor faults reflected in reserve. (5) $50 

1982 1913 2d silver-grey, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" MVLH. ACSC 8Ab, Cat. $200 $50 
1983 1913 2½d indigo, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MVLH & well centred. ACSC 9Aba, Cat. $600 $150 
1984 1913 2½d indigo, 1st wmk perfined large "OS" with a couple of short perfs. Fine used. ACSC9Aba, Cat. $300 $70 
1985 1913 2½d indigo, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". MUH, centred high. Excellent colour & perfs.                                  

ACSC 9Abb, Cat. $1,250 $300 
1986 1913 2½d indigo, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". Fresh MUH, centred slightly high. ACSC 9Abb, Cat. $1,250 $260 



1987 1913 2½d light bluish-indigo, 1st wmk perfined large "OS" with "islands south of WA" variety. Pulled perf top right 
reflected in reserve but otherwise MUH & a scarce stamp. ACSC 9Bba(2)d, Cat. $3750 $360 

1988 1915/28 2½d blue, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". MVLH with bottom selvedge. ACSC 11Ab, Cat. $275 $60 
1989 1915/28 2½d indigo, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". MLH, short perf at right. ACSC 11Cb, Cat. $275 $60 
1990 1915/28 2½d pale bright blue, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, centred slightly right. ACSC 11Eb, Cat. $475 $100 
1991 1913 3d olive-green, Die I perfined small "OS" with "break top frame over ST" variety. MUH with a couple of toned 

perfs. Reasonable centring. A scarce combination with variety & perfin. ACSC12Cbc(1)f, Cat. $4,500 $500 
1992 1913 3d olive Die II, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". Good used. ACSC 12bd, Cat. $500 $80 
1993 1913 3d pale olive-green, 1st wmk, Die I perfined large "OS". MVLH with good centring. ACSC 12Eba, Cat. $750 $180 
1994 1915/28 3d olive, 3rd wmk, Die I block of 4 perfined "OS". 2 units with thins from a hasty hinge removal with slightly 

toned MUH/MLH gum. Remains a frontally attractive multiple. ACSC 13Eb, Cat. $1300+ $200 
1995 1915/28 3d pale olive-green, 3rd wmk, Die I perfined "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 13Ib, Cat. $475 $120 
1996 1915/28 3d pale olive-green, 3rd wmk, Die IIB perfined "OS". MUH with a couple of shortish perfs at top.              

ACSC 14Db, Cat. $475 $80 
1997 1913 4d orange, 1st wmk with right selvedge perfined large "OS". A couple of natural gum bends otherwise fresh 

MUH, hinged on selvedge only. ACSC 15Aba, Cat. $1750 $300 
1998 1913 4d orange, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". MUH, centred a little high with a couple of short perfs at left.               

ACSC 15Abb, Cat. $2,500 $400 
1999 1913 4d orange-yellow, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". Fine used, centred a little right. Drury Cert. (2023).                

ACSC 15Eba + premium for rare shade $200 
2000 1913 4d yellow-orange, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". Drury Cert. (2023) Used copies unpriced in ACSC for this 

shade. ACSC 15Fba $150 
2001 1913 4d yellow-orange, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". Fine used with very good centring. ACSC 15Fbb, Cat. $300 $75 
2002 1913 5d chestnut, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 16Aba, Cat. $1000 $300 
2003 1913 5d chestnut perfined small "OS". MH with right selvedge. Fresh colour. ACSC 16Abb, Cat. $750 $160 
2004 1913 6d blue, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". Fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 17Cbb, Cat. $1000 $240 
2005 1913 6d blue perfined  small "OS". MVLH, centred very slightly right. ACSC 17Cbc, Cat. $425 $120 
2006 1913 6d blue with "white flaw I shading below Albany" variety & perfined small "OS". Fine used with a toned perf not 

frontally visible. ACSC 17Cbc(1)g, Cat. $300 $75 
2007 1915 6d ultramarine, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". Fine MVLH, centred slightly right. ACSC 18Aba, Cat. $850 $200 
2008 1915 6d deep ultramarine, 2nd wmk, perfined small "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 18ba, Cat. $2250 $500 
2009 1915 2d to 5/-, 2nd wmk perfined "OS" set of 5, the 9d perfined "OS/NSW" with an extra 2d with same perfin. Good 

to fine used with all cds cancelled bar the 2d NSW.  5/- blunt top left corner reflected in conservative reserve Useful 
"budget" group. ACSC $1700 (6) $180 

2010 1915/28 6d blue, 3rd wmk, Die II perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, a couple of short perfs. ACSC 19Bba, Cat. $425 $80 
2011 1915/28 6d pale ultramarine, 3rd wmk, Die IIB perfined "OS". MLH with excellent colour. ACSC 20Cb, Cat. $375 $70 
2012 1915/28 6d chestnut, 3rd wmk, Die IIB perfined "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 21Aba, Cat. $175 $60 
2013 1929/30 6d chestnut, SMW perfined "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 22Ab, Cat. $125 $40 
2014 1929/30 6d chestnut, SMW with "retouched top frame with additional scratch from Broome to left frame" variety & 

ovptd "OS". MUH, centred high. ACSC 22(OS)a(3)ia, Cat. $250 $70 
2015 1929/30 6d chestnut, SMW ovptd "OS" x 2 MLH (ACSC 22(OS)A x2, Cat. $90 ea) plus 1931/47 ditto CoA wmk 

superb MUH (ACSC 23(OS)a, Cat. $125) & another MLH, a little off centre plus 6d chestnut & 6d pale chestnut 
both CTO & a little off centre (Cat. $125 ea). Total Cat. $625 (6) $150 

2016 1929/30 6d chestnut in SMW & CofA wmks ovptd "OS" with MLH & used for each. SMW MUH but blunt corner with 
CofA MVLH. ACSC $300+ (4) $60 

2017 1929 6d, 9d & 1/- Sm Mult wmk group all perfined small "OS". Couple of split top perfs on 1/-, otherwise very fine.  
ACSC 22b, Cat. $125, ACSC 28b, Cat. $675 & ACSC 34b, Cat. $325 (3) $300 

2018 1929/30 6d pale chestnut, SMW pair perfined "OS". MUH, a couple of short perfs. ACSC 22Bb, Cat. $250 for pair $70 
2019 1929/30 6d pale chestnut, SMW perfined "OS" in large interpaneau block of 50 incl imprint & varieties. Fine CTO by 

Melbourne 24 MR ?? cds's. Plate positions L 33-36/ 39-42/ 45-48/ 51-54/ 57-60 plus right positions 30-60. Varieties 
incl 3L54 "hairline from circle to map" & 3R60 "distorted lower right frame". Superb & a lovely exhibition piece. 
ACSC 22Bwb3g & 3j $780 

2020 1931/47 6d chestnut, CofA wmk John Ash imprint  block of 4 with the Plate 3 "hairline from val circle to map"  
variety & ovptd "OS". Fine MUH/MLH with centre selvedge a little short at top. ACSC 23(OS)A(3)g/z, Cat. $800 $300 

2021 1931/47 6d pale chestnut, CofA wmk "N" over "A" John Ash imprint pair ovptd "OS". Fresh MUH. ACSC 
23(OS)B(4)za, Cat. $350 + premium for MUH $180 

2022 1931/47 6d pale chestnut, CofA wmk, Plate 4 Ash imprint block of 8. Gum toning with stripping on reverse 
otherwise MUH & well centred with fine perfs. ACSC 23(OS)B(4)z, Cat. $1250+ for MUH imprint block $300 

2023 1913 9d violet, 1st wmk perfined large "OS" with "Break in right frame at middle" variety. F/U with Market Street 
Melbourne cds. ACSC 24Aba(2)h, Cat. $350 $120 

2024 1913 9d violet, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MVLH with strong colour. ACSC 24Aba, Cat. $600 $150 
2025 1913 9d violet, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 24Abb, Cat. $1250 $360 
2026 1913 9d pale violet, 1st wmk perfined small "OS", MUH, centred a little low. ACSC 24Bbb, Cat. $1250 $280 
2027 1915 9d violet, 2nd wmk perfined "OS". Fine used with neat Perth 1916 Parcel Post cds. ACSC 25Aba, Cat. $375 $120 
2028 1915 9d pale violet, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". MLH with good centring. ACSC 25Bba, Cat. $675 $180 
2029 1915/28 9d violet, 3rd wmk, Die II perfined "OS". Fine MLH with good centring & perfs. ACSC 26Aba, Cat. $275 $70 
2030 1915/28 9d pale violet, 3rd wmk, Die II perfined "OS". MUH with excellent centring. ACSC 26Bba, Cat. $525 $180 
2031 1915/28 9d pale violet Die IIB, 3rd wmk, perfined "OS". MLH with selvedge, centred left. ACSC 27Bba, Cat. $375 $50 
2032 1915/28 9d pale violet, 3rd wmk, Die IIB perfined "OS". Superb MUH. ACSC 27Bba, Cat. $500 $160 
2033 1915/28 9d red-violet, Die IIB perfined "OS". MUH/MLH block of 4 with shortish perfs on a couple & top 2 units 

creased but true colour & rarely seen in a multiple. ACSC 27Cba, Cat. $2000+ $280 
2034 1929/30 9d violet (centred high) (ACSC 28Awb), 1/- blue-green (centred low) (ACSC 34Awa), 2/- maroon (ACSC 

39Awa), 5/- grey & yellow-orange (centred high) (ACSC 45Awb), SMW perfined "OS" & CTO. Total Cat. $435 (4) $100 



2035 1929/30 9d pale violet, SMW perfined "OS". Very slightly toned MUH & centred a little high but frontally fresh. 
ACSC 28Bb, Cat. $675 $150 

2036 1913 1/- green, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MLH. Closed tear at top right reflected in low reserve.                            
ACSC 30Ab, Cat. $900 $60 

2037 1913 1/- pale blue-green, 1st wmk horiz strip of 5 with part selvedge at right & "colour flaw in bight" variety (2nd 
stamp from right) . Fine used by Nov 1915 Sydney Ship Room cancels. ACSC 30Dba(4)d, Cat. $485+ $140 

2038 1915 1/- green perfined small "OS". MLH, centred slightly top left. Fresh colour. ACSC 31Aba, Cat. $2,250 $400 
2039 1915 1/- green, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". MH with 3 hinge remainders but 75% o.g., centred left. A useful 

"budget" example. ACSC 31Aba, Cat. $2,250 $200 
2040 1915/28 1/- blue-green, 3rd wmk, Die II perfined "OS". MUH, centred left. ACSC 32Ab, Cat. $475 $100 
2041 1929/30 1/- blue-green, SMW Die IIB perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, centred a little low. ACSC 32Ab, Cat. $325 $80 
2042 1915/28 1/- dull blue-green, 3rd wmk Die IIB perfined "OS" in MUH top left selvedge block of 9. Centred low but 

remains a striking multiple. ACSC 33Cba, Cat. $3825 + premium as MUH block $850 
2043 1915/28 1/- dull yellowish-green, 3rd wmk Die IIB perfined "OS". MUH, centred low. ACSC 33D, Cat. $425 $80 
2044 1929/30 1/- blue-green, SMW with "LI of SHILLING retouched" variety & perfined "OS". Superb CTO with full gum. 

ACSC 34Abw(4)ha, Cat. $100 $30 
2045 1929/30 1/- blue-green, SMW block of 4 perfined "OS". Superb MUH & well centred. Ex Arthur Gray. Superb.  

ACSC 34Ab, Cat. $130++ $200 
2046 1929/30 1/- emerald, SMW John Ash imprint pair perfined "OS". Fine MLH & well centred.                                

ACSC 34Cza, Cat. $450++ $150 
2047 1913 2/- brown, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MVLH with toned patchy gum but frontally fresh.                                   

ACSC 35Aba, Cat. $1,750 $180 
2048 1913 2/- brown perfined large "OS". Fine used with light Melbourne cds. Drury Cert. (2023).                              

ACSC 35Aba, Cat. $250 $100 
2049 1913 2/- brown, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". MUH, a little off centre & one short perf but a scarce stamp with 

strong colour. ACSC 35Abb, Cat. $5,000 $900 
2050 1913 2/- brown, 1st wmk perfined small "OS".  MLH, centred low with a couple of light gum bends.                           

ACSC 35Abb, Cat. $2,750 $500 
2051 1915 2/- light brown, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". Fine MLH, one pulled perf at right. ACSC 36ba, Cat. $5,000 $1,000 
2052 1915 2/- light brown, 2nd wmk perfined small "OS". Good to fine used, centred right. ACSC 36ba, Cat. $400 $80 
2053 1915/28 2/- brown, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Superb MUH example with excellent centring.                                          

ACSC 37Aba, Cat. $3,250 $900 
2054 1915/28 2/- pale brown, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". MUH with lovely colour & good centring. ACSC 37Bba, Cat. $1,500 $380 
2055 1915/28 2/- maroon, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". MUH, well centred with lower selvedge. ACSC 38Aba, Cat. $1,250 $280 
2056 1913 2/- dark brown, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". 3mm closed tear at right otherwise fine used with good perfs.      

An excellent "budget" example. ACSC 38Bba, Cat. $250 $40 
2057 1929/30 2/- maroon, SMW John Ash imprint pair perfined "OS". MLH/MH with good centring.                                     

ACSC 39A(2)za, Cat. $1,000 $220 
2058 1929/30 2/- maroon, SMW & perfined "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 39Ab, Cat. $1,250 $300 
2059 1913 5/- grey & chrome, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MLH/MH, with a few "blind" perfs. Well centred with strong 

fresh colour. ACSC 42Aba, Cat. $3,250 $800 
2060 1915 5/- deep grey & chrome perfined small "OS". Strong colour. ACSC 43Bb, Cat. $3,250 $1,000 
2061 1915 5/- deep grey & chrome, 2nd wmk perfined "OS". Fine used by "Late Fee Rly" cds. Well centred.                     

ACSC 43Bb, Cat. $700 $200 
2062 1929/30 5/- grey & bright yellow-orange, SMW with "white collar on kangaroo" variety & perfined "OS". Much 

brighter yellow-orange shade than others similar in this section with aniline tendencies. CTO, centred high.     
Unlisted shade. ACSC 44Abaw(v)t, Cat. $400+ $180 

2063 1915 5/- grey & pale yellow, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" with "broken coast near Sydney &break in right frame" variety. 
Used with neat corner cds clear of variety. ACSC 44(D)d, Cat. $450 x 3 for variety perfd "OS" $120 

2064 1915/18 5/- grey & yellow, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" with "Kangaroo's ear missing" variety. CTO with full gum, centred 
bottom right. Rich colour. ACSC 44(V)bn, Cat. $750 $180 

2065 1915/28 5/- grey & deep yellow, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" with "Fox-faced kangaroo" variety. CTO, centred high. 
ACSC 44(V)bu, Cat. $650 $180 

2066 1915/28 5/- grey black & chrome, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" with "break in coast near Bonaparte Gulf" variety. Fine 
used, centred high. ACSC 44Ab(D)k, Cat. $450 $100 

2067 1915/28 5/- grey & pale yellow, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Superb MVLH & well centred. ACSC 44Db, Cat. $1,250 $300 
2068 1915/28 9d pale violet Die IIB (ACSC 28Bw), 2/- maroon (ACSC 38Awc), 5/- grey & pale aniline (ACSC 44Dwa)          

& 10/- grey & pale aniline pink (ACSC 48Ewa) all 3rd wmk & perfined small "OS". All fine CTO, 5/- with gum.            
Total Cat. $550 (4) $120 

2069 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow-orange, SMW perfined "OS". Fine MLH with rich colour. ACSC 45Aba, Cat. $1,250 $320 
2070 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow-orange, SMW perfined "OS".  MLH, centred high. ACSC 45Aba, Cat. $1250 $280 
2071 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow-orange, SMW with "misplaced kangaroo" variety with part of kangaroo head 

outside map & perfined "OS". Superb CTO with gum. ACSC 45Abacw, Cat. $7,500 (Front cover) $2,200 
2072 1929/30 5/- grey & yellow-orange with  "broken coast near Sydney & Spencer's Gulf elongated" variety & perfined 

"OS". CTO with gum MLH. Well centred & premium quality. ACSC 45Abaw(D)f, Cat. $400 $100 
2073 1929 5/- grey & yellow-orange, Sm Mult wmk perfined "OS". CTO, centred low. ACSC 45ba, Cat. $250 $50 
2074 1929 5/- greyish-black & yellow-orange Sm Mult wmk perfined "OS". MUH. Centred bottom left but right selvedge 

helps appearance. ACSC 45Bba, Cat. $2250 $300 
2075 1913 10/- grey & pink, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MH, couple of lightly toned perfs top right but a rarely seen 

stamp. ACSC 47Ab, Cat. $10,000 (Front cover) $1,800 
2076 1913 10/- grey & pink, 1st wmk perfined small "OS". Fine used, upper left corner repaired with piece              

of selvedge but remains most presentable. Ceremuga Cert. (2011) states "Genuine in all respects, 
contemporary "OS" extremely rare". SG O28, ACSC 47Bba, Cat. $12,500 (Front cover) $2,000 



2077 1915/28 10/- grey & pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Fine used or CTO & well centred. Fresh colour.                         
ACSC 48wa, Cat. $200 $60 

2078 1915/28 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". CTO with Melbourne cds. Rough perfs but 
reasonable centring with fresh colour. ACSC 48aw, Cat. $200 $40 

2079 1918 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" CTO with good centring. ACSC 48ba, Cat. $200 $70 
2080 1915/28 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" with "misplaced kangaroo" (top of the head & back 

both out of the map) variety. Superb CTO (no gum) with excellent centring. ACSC 48Bcb, Cat. $5,000 $1,500 
2081 1915/28 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". MUH with very slight even gum toning. Good perfs & 

centring. ACSC 48Cba, Cat. $3,750 $400 
2082 1915/28 10/- grey & pale aniline pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Fine MLH with very good centring. ACSC 48Eba, 

Cat. $2,000 $500 
2083 1915/28 10/- grey & aniline-pink with "broken coast near Sydney" duty plate variety & perfined "OS". CTO with           

full gum. Centred right but a very fine fresh example. ACSC 48Ebaw(D)d, Cat. $850 $180 
2084 1918 10/- grey & pink, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". CTO with tanned gum. Well centred. ACSC 48Awa, Cat. $200 $50 
2085 1913 £1 red-brown & blue, 1st wmk perfined large "OS". MUH, centred slightly top right. A rare stamp with 

strong colour. Ex Lord Cornwallis. ACSC 51Ab, Cat. $22,500 (Front cover) $7,500 
2086 1915/28 £1 grey, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Fine MLH with very slight gum bend otherwise well centred with good 

perfs. ACSC 53Ab, Cat. $3,250 $700 
2087 1915/28 £1 brown & blue, 3rd wmk perfined "OS" noting "broken coastline right of Spencer's Gulf" variety. 

Fine postally used with Sydney Registered cds. Very good centring & perfs. This variety is not recorded in 
ACSC. ACSC 52Db(var), Cat. $10,000 (Front cover) $3,000 

2088 1915/28 £2 grey black & crimson, 3rd wmk perfined "OS". Fine MLH & well centred with rich colour.              
A premium example of this difficult stamp. ACSC 56Bb, Cat. $10,000 (Front cover) $3,200 

2089 1914/20 ½d orange on single wmk coarse mesh paper perfined "OS" but inverted. MLH with very light 
crease at left. Good perfs & centring complete with Drury Cert. (2023). Cert states, "Very rare stamp" & 
currently unlisted in ACSC. ACSC 66Abb (CMP) (Front cover) $2,800 

2090 1924 1d green & 1½d red KGV, no wmk perfined "OS". Fine used. ACSC 79ba & 90aba, total cat. $325 (2) $80 
2091 1926/30 ½d pale orange, SMW perf. 14 strip of 3 perfined "OS/NSW". Not listed in ACSC. Fine postally used, 

centred right. ACSC 67B var. $80 
2092 1926/30 ½d pale orange, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". Fine used. A difficult stamp . ACSC 67Bba, Cat. $325 $90 
2093 1914/20 1d crimson (G23) single wmk perfined "OS" with "Dry ink" & "neck flaw" plate variety. Dury Cert. (2023) 

notes "A rare stamp". Fine used, centred left. ACSC 71Nbbca(4)h $260 
2094 1914/20 1d carmine-rose Die II, single wmk perfined "OS". MLH, centred extreme right. ACSC 72(1), Cat. $1,000 $150 
2095 1914/20 1d rosine, Single wmk perfined "OS" with "PENAVY" variety. Fine used, centred low left. Starling Cert. 

(2015). ACSC 72bb(2)d, Cat. $325 $75 
2096 1914/20 1d rose-pink on rough paper perfined "OS". Superb MVLH. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 72Hbb, Cat. $800 $220 
2097 1914/20 1d deep rosine on rough paper perfined "OS". MLH, centred top right. Drury Cert. (2023) A scarce shade. 

ACSC 72Jbb, Cat. $800 $180 
2098 1914/20 1d rosine on rough paper perf "OS". Fresh MUH, centred right. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $450 $120 
2099 1914/20 1d blue-violet, single wmk KGV perfined "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 76Ebb, Cat. $300 plus premium for           

this scarce shade $70 
2100 1918/20 1d green, LMW, perf.14 perfined "OS". Fine MUH, centred left. ACSC 78b, Cat. $225 $50 
2101 1918/20 1d green, LMW, perf.14 perfined "OS" with "white flaw in right frame opposite emu's feet" variety .          

Fine used, pulled perf at right but remains most presentable. ACSC 79b(3)r, Cat. $480 $70 
2102 1914/20 2d orange with single wmk inverted in bottom marginal block of 4 perfined "OS". MH in selvedge only, 

stamps fine MUH. Drury Cert. (2023) ACSC 95Eaba $1,200 
2103 1914/20 2d scarlet perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. Fine used & well centred. ACSC 96Aab, Cat. $375 $90 
2104 1914/20 2d red with inverted wmk perfined "OS". Fine used & well centred. ACSC 96ab, Cat. $300 $40 
2105 1914/20 2d scarlet, single wmk perfined "OS" with the "Dry ink" variety. Lightly used, centred bottom right with 

Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 96Abc, Cat. $275 for dry ink + premium for "OS" $70 
2106 1914/20 2d red perfined "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 96Cb, Cat. $275 $70 
2107 1926/30 2d red-brown, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". Fine used. ACSC 98, Cat. $300 $75 
2108 1926/30 2d red-brown, Die II, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS" with unlisted "white patches near kangaroo & in 

left value tablet " variety. MUH, centered left with very light crease. ACSC 99b, Cat. $325 $50 
2109 1926/30 2d golden-scarlet, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined. "OS". MLH with right selvedge & F/U examples.             

ACSC 100Cba(i), total cat. $120 (2) $30 
2110 1926/30 2d golden-scarlet, SMW perf. 13½x12½  perfined "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 100Aba, Cat. $175 $40 
2111 1926/30 2d deep golden-scarlet, Die II, SMW perfined "OS" in fine MUH lower right selvedge pair. ACSC 100Cba, 

Cat. $400 as singles + premium for multiple $120 
2112 1932 2d deep golden scarlet, Die III, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ ovptd "OS". Fine used with a part Corryong cds.                    

Scott Starling Cert. (2018) ACSC 102C(OS)a, Cat. $12,000 $900 
2113 1932 (26th Sept) 2d golden scarlet, SMW, perf 13½x12½ ovptd "OS" tied by Sydney slogan cancel on pre-printed 

OHMS "Commissioner of Police Box 45A, GPO, Sydney" env & addressed to the Commissioner of Police, Hobart, 
Tas. VG cond. ACSC 102(OS)A, Cat. $150 $50 

2114 1914/20 3d blue Die IA, type A perfined "OS". Fine MUH, centred low right. ACSC 105Cb, Cat. $325 $80 
2115 1926/30 3d dull blue, SMW perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS". MUH, centred right but selvedge compensates.                    

ACSC 107A, Cat. $375 $90 
2116 1926/30 3d dull blue, SMW perf. 13½x12½, Die IA, type A perfined "OS". MUH marginal single, centred right. 

ACSC 107A, Cat. $375 $90 
2117 1926/30 3d dull blue, SMW perf. 13½x12½ marginal block of 4 perfined "OS". MUH, centred right.                            

ACSC 107A/B, Cat. $1300 if A/B which the "OS" perfin makes difficult to ascertain. $300 
2118 1926/30 3d pale dull blue, SMW perf. 13½x12½ block of 6 perfined "OS". Fine MUH with good centring.                    

ACSC 107Cea, Cat. $6000 $1,500 



2119 1929 3d blue Die II, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 108b, Cat. $125 $30 
2120 1929 3d blue Die II, SMW, perf. 13½x12½ perfined "OS" in left marginal block of 10 (5x2). MUH & as close to 

perfect as you can find! ACSC 108b, Cat. $1250+ $200 
2121 1914/20 4d yellow-orange aniline, single wmk KGV perfined "OS". MLH, centred top right. ACSC 110Bb, Cat. $325 $60 
2122 1914/20 4d violet KGV, single wmk perfined "OS". MUH, centred right. ACSC 111Ab, Cat. $500 $100 
2123 1914/20 4d violet KGV, single wmk perfined "OS". MNG, well centred example. ACSC 111Ab, Cat. $375 as MLH $40 
2124 1914/20 4d violet, single wmk perfined "OS". MLH with good centring, rough perfs. Drury Cert. (2023).                       

ACSC 111Ab, Cat. $275 $60 
2125 1914/20 4d violet, single wmk perfined  "OS" with "PE joined" variety. Fine used. ACSC 111Ab/va, Cat. $140 $40 
2126 1914/20 4d blue, single wmk from Cooke Print perfined "OS". MUH, centred left otherwise a fine example.                  

ACSC 112Cb, Cat. $475 $120 
2127 1914/20 4d olive KGV, single wmk perfined "OS". Fine MUH, centred slightly left. ACSC 114Aba, Cat. $225 $75 
2128 1918/23 4d olive-yellow, single wmk, perf. 14 block of 4 perfined "OS". MUH, centred top left.                           

ACSC 114Cba, Cat. $900 $200 
2129 1914/20 4d olive-yellow, single wmk perfined "OS". MUH, centred bottom right. ACSC 114Cba, Cat. $225 $40 
2130 1926/30 4d greenish-olive, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". Fresh MLH, centred top left. ACSC 115b, Cat. $475 $90 
2131 1926/30 4d greenish-olive, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". MLH, centred bottom left & a fine postally used example 

centred top left. ACSC 115b, Cat. $600 (2) $120 
2132 1926/30 4d olive, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". Fresh MUH. ACSC 115b, Cat. $875 $220 
2133 1926/30 4d greenish-olive, SMW perf. 14 perfined "OS". MUH, centred to left. ACSC 115b, Cat. $875 $200 
2134 1926/30 4d olive, SMW perf. 13½x12½ plus another with left margin in greenish-olive shade. Both perfined "OS" & 

MLH, the latter centred high but MVLH. ACSC 116Aba & Bba, total cat. $185 (2) $50 
2135 1926/30 4d greenish-olive, SMW perf 13½x12½ perfined "OS". Fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 116Aba, Cat. $125 $40 
2136 1914/20 4d yellow-olive single wmk with bottom selvedge perfined "OS" with double perfs at base. Also noted              

"flaw under "UR" of FOUR" variety. Fine MUH, centred left. ACSC Cat. $300 "OS" with double perfs $300 + 
premium for MUH & shade $150 

2137 1926/30 4½d violet & pale violet shades, SMW perf 14 perfined "OS" with former postally used & well centred 
(ACSC 119Aba, Cat. $125) while pale shade is MH with small part o.g., centred right (ACSC 119Aba, Cat. $450). 
Total cat. $575 $90 

2138 1914/20 5d chestnut, single line perf 14, perfined "OS". MLH with slightly toned gum, centred left.                               
ACSC 124Ab, Cat. $425 $80 

2139 1914/20 5d bright chestnut, single wmk, single line perf. 14 perfined "OS". Fine used, centred low left. Bright colour. 
ACSC 124, Cat. $250 $50 

2140 1914/20 5d bright chestnut, single wmk, single line perf. 14 on rough paper perfined "OS". Centred low left.                    
Fine used by oval Regd cancel. ACSC 124, Cat. $250 $50 

2141 1914/20 5d bright chestnut SLP on rough paper perfined "OS" with "damaged NE corner state 2" variety. Superb 
fine used with Drury Cert. (2023). ACSC 124sa, Cat. $750 $200 

2142 1926/30 5d brown Die II, SMW perf 13½x12½ perfined "OS" with "thin words of value" variety (note dot on "P" of 
"PENCE"). Off centre with tone spot on reverse. ACSC 126Ab(2)h, Cat. $275 "OS" + premium for variety $60 

2143 1931/36 5d orange-brown KGV, CofA wmk ovptd "OS" in top selvedge block of 4. Fresh MUH & reasonably well 
centred. ACSC 127(OS), Cat. $360 $120 

2144 1914/20 1/4d greenish-blue, single wmk perfined "OS". MLH & well centred. ACSC 128Aba, Cat. $225 $75 
2145 1914/20 1/4d deep turquoise blue perfined "OS". Superb MUH & well centred with Drury Cert. (2023).                

A rare shade with "OS" & MUH. Exhibition quality. Unpriced in ACSC. ACSC 128Fba (Front cover) $4,000 
2146 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith pair ovptd "OS". MLH & appearing to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct 

characteristics however are sold "as is". SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Cat. $600 (2) $90 
2147 1931 2d carmine-red Kingsford Smith Plate 7 top left corner block of 4 ovptd "OS". Fine & fresh MUH/MLH with 

Drury Cert. (2023). A useful exhibition item. ACSC 141(OS)zf $1,200 
2148 1932 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge ovptd "OS" in bottom right corner block of 24 with full selvedge. Fresh MUH & an 

attractive multiple. SG O134, Cat. £330++ $100 
2149 1927-1930 Commems all perfined "OS" incl 3d Airmail with types A & B. 1930 Sturt MLH but earlier all MUH.  

ACSC Total Cat. $565 (7) $150  

NSW Perfins Kangaroos 
 

2150 1913 ½d green & 1d pale red Die IIA, 1st wmk, perfined "OS/NSW". Both fine MUH. (2) $60 
2151 1913 2d slate, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". MVLH with good perfs & centring. ACSC 5D var. $50 
2152 1913 2½d indigo, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". Fresh MLH. $70 
2153 1913 3d pale olive-green Die I, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". Fine MUH, centred low. ACSC 12E var. $80 
2154 1913 4d orange, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". MLH, small ink spot on front. Fresh colour. ACSC 15A var. $90 
2155 1913 6d blue, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW", located to right. Fine MVLH. ACSC 16C var. $60 
2156 1913 9d violet, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". MLH, gum toning at right & small corner crease. ACSC 24A var. $30 
2157 1913 1/- green, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". Fine MLH, a few short perfs. ACSC 30A var. $40 
2158 1913 1/- pale blue-green, 1st wmk perfined "OS/NSW". Scarce shade, small spot at bottom not detracting from this 

scarce shade. ACSC 30D, Cat. $1000 MLH for normal stamp without perfin. $120 
2159 1915/28 6d blue & 9d pale violet, Die IIB, 3rd wmk both perfined "OS/NSW". Both MLH/MH. ACSC 19B/27B vars. (2) $50  

AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMAL 
 

2160 1911 stamp design competition illustrated on 1968 Promotional "reprints" on 6 individual cards. ACSC Kangaroo 
Cat. states "100 sets in six colours sequentially numbered were letter press printed on thin, glazed white card".        
Full set in fine & fresh cond. (6) $30 

2161 1914 1d engraved carmine-red CTO with JY 17 14 Melbourne cds plus 1914 6d engraved kookaburra with a 
genuine commercially used part Victoria cds. ACSC 59wb & 60A Total cat. $135 (2) $30 



2162 1914 1d deep brown KGV, Die I  perf.12½ "North Terrace, Adelaide" illust Lettercard. Private printing for 
"Mercantile Mutual Insurance Co Ltd". Rated "Scarce to rare with private printing" noted on Drury Cert. (2023). 
ACSC LC18-(93) $300 

2163 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. MUH with left part imprint selvedge. Fine MUH & well centred. Superb!                   
ACCS 60B (reddish-maroon shade), Cat. $275 $90 

2164 1915 "Place d'Opera et le Theatre" titled incoming Cairo b&w UPU postcard to Melbourne with "On Active Service 
O.C."B" Company" h/s in violet overstruck with "AUSTRALIAN BASE DETAILS P.O. 9-XI-15" cds. Fine cond & not 
seen by us before. $40 

2165 1927 (9th May) "Perth-Adelaide Air Mail" in m/s on cover addressed to Victoria Unusually with 1½d Canberra (FDI) 
as this flight did not take place until June 1929? It is in combination with pair of ½d orange KGV stamps (issued 
Nov 1928) & the 2d grey kangaroo Die I 3rd wmk (earliest known use November 1915) which have all being tied by 
the same Queens Park Westn Aust cds? No backstamps. The mystery remains?? Ex Brian Pope. $50 

2166 1927 1½d Canberra half sheet of 40 with selvedge of 3 sides noting what appears to be a perf pip in right margin? 
Minor perf separation in selvedge otherwise fresh MUH. ACSC 132 $50 

2167 1928 (24th July) Airmail cover from Carnarvon to Perth franked with 4½d violet KGV single wmk with neighbouring 
"FORWARDED BY AIR MAIL" cachet in mauve. "A. Woolley Sandhurst Hotel Carnarvon WA" printed on flap with 
"Woolley" struck out & replace with "WILLIAMS" in m/s above. Good cond. SG 118A $40 

2168 1928 3d blue kookaburra in top left corner block of 32. Aged MUH with light crease on 2 outer selvedge tabs but a 
striking multiple. SG 106, total cat. £176 (32) $40 

2169 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet from bottom of sheet. MUH, slight ageing of gum with light tan lines. 
SG MS 106a $80 

2170 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet from the middle of sheet. Fresh MUH with a minute "shadow" on gum 
mentioned for accuracy. SG MS 106a $80 

2171 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet from left of sheet. Fresh MUH. SG MS 106a $100 
2172 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheets x 6 from different sheet positions. Majority are fresh MLH/MH with 

odd fault reflected in reserve but remain useful. SG MS 106a (6) $300 
2173 1928 (1st Nov) 3d kookaburra Miniature Sheet on "Remember the Date...Town hall, Melbourne October 30 - 

November 3 1928" printed Exhibition env with handwritten Geelong address & pmkd International Philatelic 
Exhibition Melbourne with both red & blue cds's. A WM Ackland cover with his cachet in violet on reverse. Minor 
surface staining in places but does not detract from this lovely & rarely seen cover. SG 106a $400 

2174 1929 (? ?) "Parcels Post" Form P.P. 1 with 1/- blue-green & 2/- maroon kangaroo franking tied by indistinct GPO 
Perth cds's. "Brown & Dureau Etc, Perth" (Chemical Supplier) h/s in pinkish red below. A lovely genuine franking. $280 

2175 1929 (22nd July) "Parcels Post" Form P.P. 1 with 4½d violet, SMW perf. 13½ KGV pair tied by crisp Goomalling 
cds's plus neighbouring s/l "GOOMALLING." h/s in violet. An eye catching piece. $260 

2176 1929 3d Airmail in both types A & B John Ash imprint blocks of 4. All fresh & fine MUH.                                            
ACSC 134z/35z, Cat. $800 (2 blks) $260 

2177 1929 3d Airmail, type B in John Ash imprint block of 4. Minute natural inclusion on one stamp otherwise fresh MUH. 
ACSC 135z, Cat. $550 $150 

2178 1929 3d Airmail, type B in Plate 3 block of 4. Fine MUH with a couple of natural gum bends. Very fresh.                
ACSC 135zc, Cat. $500 $120 

2179 1929 3d Airmail, type B mesh paper in Plate 1-4 blocks of 4. Pl. 2 top selvedge creased & Pl. 4 left "worn" selvedge 
otherwise all fresh MUH. ACSC 135za/zd, Cat. $2000 (4 blks) $600 

2180 1930 "TWO PENCE" surcharge on golden-scarlet KGV plus "FIVE PENCE" on pale violet & violet shades. All        
in blocks of 4 with former MLH (reinforcing), the latter MUH & well centred. ACSC 101, 125A & 125A (3 blks) $40 

2181 1931 (3rd Aug) "Stores Stock No. 111" Parcels Post label with 5d KGV strip of 3 tied by Manjimup cds's. Most 
attractive usage. $150 

2182 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct characteristics 
however are sold "as is". Fine MUH SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Cat. $1250 (2) $150 

2183 1931 3d Kingsford Smith block of 4 with "Plane dropping mailing"  variety top left. Fine used with Perth 2 NO 31 
cds's. Useful multiple. ACSC 142d, Cat. $125+ $30 

2184 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Air Mail Service Plate 1 in John Ash imprint block of 6. Small stain in selvedge at base  
but stamps are fine MUH. ACSC 144zd, Cat. $425 $75 

2185 1931 6d Kingsford Smith John Ash imprint block of 6. Fresh MUH with numerous blind perfs.                                  
ACSC 143z, Cat. $190+ $60 

2186 1932 (19th Mar) 2d & 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge pair on plain Regd cover Celebrating the formal Opening with 
"Sydney Harbour Bridge S.E. PYLON" Reg label (No. 1027) & matching cds plus the same for the "N.E. PYLON" 
(No. 93). Both addressed "Supt of Mails Perth WA" with Sydney & Perth b/s's. Good cond & an attractive pair. (2) $50 

2187 1932 (9th May) 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge (type B) ovptd "OS" tied to "Parliament N.S. Wales" printed env (insignia 
on flap in blue) & tied by "PARLIAMENT HOUSE N.S.W." cds. Typed address to Waverton. Staining around stamp 
& env with vert fold otherwise fine & attractive commercial usage. ACSC 146(OS)B, Cat. $450 $120 

2188 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with bold part Melbourne cds. Postally used examples are 
much scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, 
creases, thins, heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 CTO stamps, there may be two or three 
postally used examples. Irregular perfs at top & ironed out corner crease but a genuine commercially used 
example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $500 for commercially used. $75 

2189 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO with fine MUH gum & well centered. SG 143, ACSC 148 $100 
2190 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum & just a touch of the postmarker top right. Good centring & 

colour. SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $400 $100 
2191 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO without gum. Good centring & perfs with fresh colour.                                       

SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $400 $100 
2192 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Superb CTO without gum. Excellent centring & colour.                                                

SG 143, ACSC 148w, Cat. $400 $120 



2193 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. CTO with a superb central upright "ABERDEEN STREET PERTH" cds for FDI. A 
stunning example! ACSC Cat. $400+ $150 

2194 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with even gum toning but frontally fine & well centred.                                        
SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $150 

2195 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with top selvedge. Slight brown paper adhesion on gum edge of selvedge but 
stamp fine MUH. Well centered. SG 143, ACSC 148 $400 

2196 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MUH. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $1500 $440 
2197 1932 6d Kookaburra top left corner marginal block of 4 perfectly centred. Trivial lower left corner crease one 

otherwise fresh MUH. SG 146, ACSC 150 $50 
2198 1933 (5th Dec) "Parcels Post Form P.P. 1 with centrally applied 9d violet, CofA wmk kangaroo & 6d kookaburra  

tied by neat Northam cds's. $200 
2199 1934 3d Vic Cent perf. 10½ in joined marginal pair with both having the “Flag right of tower nearest native’s hand” 

variety. MUH. ACSC 152d. Cat $180 $50 
2200 1934 1/6d dull claret Hermes in John Ash 42.5mm imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. ACSC162za, Cat. $175 $50 
2201 1934 1/6d dull claret Hermes on white wove paper in John Ash gutter imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH/MLH. 

ACSC161z, Cat. $375 $100 
2202 1934 1/6d Hermes Airmail, no wmk, perf.11 used on 1937 Airmail covers x 2 from Perth to England. One (upside 

down on cover" with "extra island west of Java" variety. Good cond. ACSC 161e, Cat. $100 + premium on cover (2) $50 
2203 1937/48 1/6d Hermes set of 3 printings all in matching McCracken imprint blocks of 4 with the different lower 

selvedge perfs. MUH/MLH. ACSC Cat. $350 (3 blocks) $100 
2204 1935 (6th April) 1/6d Hermes perf.11, 2d Anzac strip of 3 & 1/- Anzac x 2 tied by Perth cds's on Airmail cover to 

Basel Switzerland. "Per Australia - Italy Air-Mail" endorsed at top with Paris & Basel b/s's. Accompanying notation 
suggests postage was deficient by 1d. Some minor creasing & small closed tears but remains presentable. The 1/- 
black Anzac is rarely seen on cover & has ACSC Cat. $450 on multi-franked cover. Ex Brian Pope. $150 

2205 1935 (2nd May) KGV Silver Jubilee set of 3 on cover tied by individual Adelaide "machine" cancels & addressed to 
Unley South Aust. Two blue vertical lines through centre of cover & "Express Delivery" in blue pencil  added in m/s. 
The 2/- violet with "vertical line through tablet" variety from just right of "R" of Silver & between "GE" of George. 
Unley b/s's. Small tear at top otherwise in good cond. SG 168f, Cat.  $250 as a var. & $475 on cover. $180 

2206 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 in John Ash imprint pairs. 3d both MUH with others MUH/MLH. Hinge mark on selvedge 
with odd light tone spot on gum of 2d only. ACSC Cat. $520 for MLH blocks $60 

2207 1935 (6th May) Silver Jubilee set of 3 tied by crisp Wentworth, NSW cds - 4 days after FDI. "The City Stamp Shop, 
1 St Swithin's Lane, London EC 4" h/s address. Fresh & fine. ACSC for FDI is $475! $60 

2208 1935 (6th June) Perth Registered cover to Germany by air via Athens with vert pair of 1/6d Hermes, no wmk perf.11 
& 1/4d greenish-blue KGV CofA wmk tied by neat Perth Registered cds's. The 1/4d is Cat. $400 on a multi franked 
cover. Good cond with centre fold not affecting stamps. Both Greek & German b/s's. $100 

2209 1936 (25th Jan) Airmail letter from Perth to a passenger on R.M.S. "Comorin" c/o P&O Agents Port Said with 
"Received after Ships Departure" cachet in violet at top. Taxed h/s applied Australia with Egyptian PD's on front. 
1/6d Hermes, no wmk perf.11 tied by Perth machine cancel with Alexandria, Port Said & P&O b/s's. Re-addressed 
to P&O Agents London. Good cond with character! $50 

2210 1936 (9th Aug) Airmail cover to England with 3d blue x2 & 1/- green SA Cent tied by bold Perth cds's with Epping 
Essex receival cds also on front tying Air Mail vignette. Some light creasing otherwise sound. ACSC Cat. $225 on 
multi-franked cover $50 

2211 1936 (3rd Sept) 3d blue & 1/- green SA Cents tied by Perth cds's on Airmail cover to England with Epping b/s. 
Readdressed from Essex to Middlesex. Some staining but sound & cat. $225 as a multi-franked cover $40 

2212 1936 (17th Oct) "Parcels Post" Form P.P. 1 with 1d & 4d x 2 KGV tied by bold upright Toodyay cds's. Aattractive. $90 
2213 1936 Cable pair, 1936 SA Cent, 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF sets. All fresh MUH & fine used. Total SG Cat. £200+ (24) $70 
2214 1937 (21st Jan) Waroona WA to USA with 1932 1/- large lyrebird, 1932 6d brown kookaburra & 1936 3d SA Cent 

tied by Waroona cds's with boxed "UNDER PAID FOR ARIAL SERVICE" cachet next to address plus 1940 (17th 
Feb) Fremantle to New Zealand Airmail cover with 1938 5d merino perf. 13½x14 tied by Fremantle cds with 
Melbourne machine cancel & boxed "AERIAL SERVICE COMPLETED SYDNEY" cachet in red above the address. 
Good cond & ex Brian Pope. (2) $60 

2215 1937 (3rd Apr) Airmail letter to Germany with 3d green Airmail & 1/6d Hermes no wmk, perf.11 tied by neat 
Fremantle cds's. Ex Brian Pope & annotated as going by air to Italy & then by rail. VG cond. $30 

2216 1937/41 3d blue KGVI, Die IA. MUH & MLH examples. SG 168b. Retail $400 (2) $150 
2217 1937/59 1/- Lyrebird, Perf. 13½x14 in John Ash imprint strip of 4. MUH/MLH. ACSC 208Aze, Cat. $375 as block, 

stamps alone cat. $250 $80 
2218 1937/48 5/- to £1 Robes on thin paper. £1 with good centring, 10/- slightly left with 5/- perfect & all fresh MUH.            

SG 176a/78a, retail $295 (3) $90 
2219 1937/48 5/- to £1 Robes on thin paper in corner "By Authority..." imprint blocks of 4 with good centring. One stamp 

MVLH & in selvedge on £1 value only with others fresh MUH. Incls matching 5/- on tinted paper. ACSC 212z/za, 
215z, 217z, total cat. $1500+ (4 blocks) $300 

2220 1937/48 5/- to £1 Robes on thick paper. £1 fresh MUH, others MVLH. All very well centred.                                        
SG 176/78, ACSC 212/16 (3) $60 

2221 1937/48 5/- & £1 Robes on thick paper in corner John Ash imprint blocks, the 10/- "By Authority...". All with good 
centring. Fresh MUH. ACSC 212z (Cat. $150), 214za (Cat. $250) & 216z (Cat. $850) $400 

2222 1937/48 £1 Robes on thick paper in vert strip of 4 & pair with 3 singles. All good to fine used with good centring. 
ACSC 216, Cat. $400 (9) $50 

2223 1937/48 £1 Robes on thick paper in John Ash imprint horiz pair perfined "WA". MLH & well centred. The first we 
have seen on this value. SG 178 var. $100 

2224 1937/49 £1 Robes on thick paper ovptd "SPECIMEN". Sold "as is" but displays all the characteristics of being 
genuine. Fine MUH & perfectly centred. SG 178s, ACSC 216Ax, Cat. $1,750 $220 



2225 1938 150th Anniversary of Australia complete sheets of 49 cinderellas showing iconic scenes & animals. Selvedge 
indicates "Printed in Australia" by Bloxham & Chambers Pty Ltd x 3. Apart from some tone spots in top selvedge 
they are all fresh MUH & the freshest we have seen! (3 sheets) $90 

2226 1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI coil pair. Fine MUH. ACSC 188Bl, Cat. $750 $200 
2227 1938 2d scarlet KGVI, Die II in Plate 5 block of 8 with "5" top centre between perf pips. MLH in top selvedge & 

gutter only. Fresh & fine MUH. ACSC 188Azd, Cat. $2500 $500 
2228 1939 (8th Sept) 1/6d Hermes pair on England addressed cover reflecting the outbreak of war & the postage rate 

reverting to 1/6d per ½oz plus the service reduced to twice weekly. This cover addressed to Birmingham was 
carried on flight SW 170 which left Sydney on Saturday 9th Sept & arrived Poole on 20th Sept. Ex Brian Pope. 
Related to AAMC 879h $40 

2229 1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamp horiz pair in the rarely seen perf. 11. Fresh MUH. $30 
2230 1940 6d Spitfire War Savings Stamp on original "Commonwealth of Australia War Savings Stamps" PO folder. 

"Don't be an Onlooker - Be in the fight..." emblazoned at base & "Sixpence a Day Keeps Invaders Away" on back. 
Stamp area reads "Speed Victory Buy War Savings Stamps 6d". Excellent & increasingly collectable. $40 

2231 1941 2d bright purple KGVI with "medal flaw" in MUH top marginal block of 9 (MLH in selvedge only).                                   
SG 185b, Cat. £85, ACSC 189e  $40 

2232 1941 2d bright purple KGVI with "medal flaw" in MUH (MLH in selvedge only) marginal blocks of 9 & 24.                     
SG 185b, Cat. £180+ $50 

2233 1941 3½d deep blue KGVI surcharge in complete sheet of 160 with central gutter & 2 x John Ash imprints. Clear 
type I perf pips at top with 2 line gutter. MUH folded down gutter. ACSC 223b, Cat. $360 $100 

2234 1942 5½d emu in top right corner selvedge block of 6 showing misplace of "WA" perfins due to slippage plus 
numerous blind holes. MUH/MLH & something a little different! $50 

2235 1946 5/10d Food Parcel label. Fine & fresh MUH. $30 
2236 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper. Fresh MLH with mixed centring. 5/- with small paper inclusion on 

gum side. SG J1/7, Cat. £250 (7) $50 
2237 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper. Fresh MLH with good centring on album page annotated with 

purchase price of $150 in 2009 auction. SG J1/7, Cat. £220 (7) $90 
2238 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper. Fine MUH with 5/- well centred. SG J1/7, Cat. £220 (7) $90 
2239 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. MVLH with reasonable centring. SG J1/7a, Cat. £200 as MUH (7) $50 
2240 1946 BCOF ovptd set of 7 to 5/- on thin paper. MUH, 5/- with light, even toning. SG J1/7a (7) $60 
2241 1949 2d purple KGVI coil pair. Fine used. SG 205b, Cat. £120 $30 
2242 1949 1/6d Hermes left marginal block of 12 (6x2) with pre-printing paper crease horizontally showing partial double 

perf discontinuity & breaks in shading at base of upper row. MUH $100 
2243 1949 2½d Lawson in marginal block of 6 with upper left & bottom centre items showing white stripe from pre-

printing paper crease. Upper right with complimentary angle crease not affecting coloured area except "U" of 
"AUSTRALIA". ACSC 275var $50 

2244 1949 3½d UPU sheet of 84, 1951 3d scarlet KGVI Booklet Pane sheet with 24 panes of 6 so sheet of 144 with     
horiz gutters & 1956 3½d Responsible Govt sheet of 80 (12 affected by tone spots) & 1955 3½d Cobb & Co sheet 
of 80 without right selvedge plus 1953 2/- Coronation left pane of 40 plus folded gutter & right pane vertical strip          
of 10. All MUH. $100 

2245 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. Fine MLH, £2 with pulled perf but MUH. SG 224a/d (4) $50 
2246 1949/50 Arms set in "By Authority…" imprint corner blocks of 4. The £2 has black album page adhesion affecting 1 

stamp and part selvedge otherwise all fine MUH & frontally fresh. ACSC Cat. $1875 for MUH. (4 blks) $200 
2247 1949/50 Arms set in "By Authority..." imprint blocks of 4. 5/- (without left selvedge) & 10/- MUH while £1 MVLH on            

2 units & £2 MLH in selvedge & 1 stamp only. ACSC 268za/271xa, Cat. $1,500 $400 
2248 1949/50 10/-, £1 & £2 Arms ovptd "SPECIMEN" MVLH plus normal 5/- & a marginal £2 both fresh MUH.                   

ACSC cat. $390 (5) $90 
2249 1950 2½d scarlet KGVI in complete sheet of 160 with perf pip on top selvedge & "Printed By Authority…" imprints at 

bottom. Light fold down gutter. Fine MUH. ACSC 249b/zd/ze, Cat. $380 $50 
2250 1952/65 2/6d aboriginal with wmk sideways inverted (top of crown facing to the left as seen from behind). Fine 

used. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 31 for $480+BP. SG 253aw, Cat. £1500 $300 
2251 1961/64 5/- Cattle on cream & intermediate papers in marginal blocks of 4 MUH & a white paper marginal single 

also MUH plus a cream paper block of 6 superb used by Thursday Island 27 MY 64 cds's. A desirable group.    
ACSC Total Cat. $300 $90 

2252 1959/64 5/- Cattleman on white paper in MUH marginal block of 4. SG 327a, retails $500+ $120 
2253 1963 2/3d Cable block of 4 MUH with "broken cable" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 411d, Cat. $50 $25 
2254 1964 £1 Bass Navigator on cream paper in bottom left corner marginal block of 24 (6x4) tied by multiple Sydney 

cds's. A seldom seen large postally used multiple. SG 359, Cat. £380+ $75 
2255 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 plus 1940 AIF set of 4. All fresh MUH. SG 355/60 & 196/99, retail $200+ (10) $60 
2256 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2 King. £1 MLH with black paper adherence, others MUH SG 355/60 retail $180 (6) $40 
2257 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2 King. Fine MUH SG 355/60, retail $180 $50 
2258 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2. All well centred with 10/- MLH but others fine & fresh MUH. (6) $75 
2259 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 to £2 King all in bottom left marginal blocks of 4. Stamps fresh MUH, MLH in selvedges 

only. Well centred noting 10/- & £1  on cream paper. SG 355/60, Cat. £480+ $220 
2260 1963/64 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 4 with the 7/6d, £1 & £2 MUH, while the 10/- is MLH with a tone spot. 

The ovpt on £2 is at lower right (ACSC 409xb) with £1 on cream paper (ACSC 408x). All fresh & well centred. $120  

AUSTRALIA-DECIMALS 
 

2261 1966 7c purple QEII horiz row of 10 with blank "stamp" due to the design moving one row right thus 10th impression 
appearing in right hand selvedge & guillotined through QEII head. Not listed in ACSC. Fine MUH & a striking error. $50 

2262 1966 7c purple QEII sheet of 100 with intense dr blade flaw running vertically affecting 5 units, 2 with the Queens 
face defaced by the effect. Attractive early decimal area. Fine MUH. SG 388a var. $200 



2263 1966 $1 Flinders perf. 14¾ with 2 x MUH (1 with very slightly toned gum) & one F/U plus a good used example. 
Reasonable centring. SG 401c, Cat. £200 (4) $40 

2264 1966 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN" sets of 4 x 2. Accompanying notes indicate the $2 & $4 vals have a 13½mm 
ovpt while the second has a 13mm ovpt. Not convinced but you be the judge. Vendor paid $130 for the 2 sets. 
Others all vals matching ovpt sizes. Fresh MUH. (8) $40 

2265 1969 (10th Mar) 1c brown QEII with "5" surcharge in thick black print over the "1c" & used in combination with 1968 
5c Christmas & tied by Perth 6000 slogan pmk. Addressed to DB Dewhurst in Eden Hill, WA giving away the 
likelihood this was "unofficial"! $40 

2266 1970 (April-June) "Capt. Cook Centenary Celebrations" set of 12 "long" covers with the strip of 5c & 30c 
postmarked at each of his landing points down East coast. Small tape stain on reverse of each but frontally fine (12) $30 

2267 1971 7¢ Desert Pea with "buff & green omitted". Fine MUH with normal for comparison. ACSC 535cg, Cat. $125 $30 
2268 1971 20c Aboriginal Art with blue omitted resulting missing shading in background. Incls normal for comparison. 

Fresh MUH. Sold for $945 incl BP at Status Auction in 2006. ACSC 563cd, Cat. $1250 $300 
2269 1971 Christmas set of 7 good to fine postally used sets x 300. SG 498/504, Cat. £350 (700) $40 
2270 1971 Christmas half sheet of 50 on cream paper with sheet no on selvedge. Fresh MUH. SG 498ab x 2, retail $160 $40 
2271 1973 1¢ Banded Coral Shrimp with yellow omitted. Fine CTO. ACSC 635cb, Cat. $2000 as MUH, unpriced CTO. $220 
2272 1973 7c Agate with black omitted resulting in "7c" value missing. MUH. ACSC 642c, SG 550a, Cat. £95 $40 
2273 1974 9c on 8c Opal with "surcharge misplaced to right" variety in marginal MUH block of 4. ACSC 646c, Cat. $300 $80 
2274 1974 $4 Shearing Rams complete sheet of 50. Incls 2 sheet numbers & "red dot on shearer's back" variety. Fresh 

MUH. ACSC 666d & za/zd, Cat. $300+ FV $200 $100 
2275 1974 (25th Nov) London to Perth Airmail env addressed to Narrogin (Misspelt "Narrogen" on env) with "DELAYED 

EN ROUTE AIRCRAFT HIJACKED" 2 line cachet in black on reverse. This is a different type of cachet to the ones 
offered in Sales 24 & 25 in that it is in a "typed" style which has left a reversed imprint above the address on the 
front of the cover plus has had "ED" added to Hijacked. This would appear to be far scarcer than the hyphenated 
version. Roughly opened at top but does not impact cachet plus comes with the added bonus of the original "The 
West Australian" newspaper front page for Monday November 25 1974 complete with photos of the VC10 aircraft 
on the tarmac surrounded by fire engines & Mrs Kath Walker, one of the Australians on board who was on her way 
home from attending the "World Black Festival of Arts" in Lagos. (2 items) $180 

2276 1975 18c Wildflower with perforations misplaced in horiz MUH pair plus 18c with black dramatically misplace 
downwards outside of design. SG 608var. (2) $40 

2277 1979 (13th Nov) 20c 50th Anniv Blood Donor PSE with red pictorial "Australian Red Cross "I Feel Fine, I'm a Blood 
Donor" Hobart Tas 7000" pmk. Fine cond. This is Cat. $180 in the old Pictormarks cat! $20 

2278 1988 (19th-24th April) QEII Royal Tour of Western Australia set of 6 commem covers each ovptd with date & 
journey details & a different pmk on each incl Perth Airport. (6) $30 

2279 1988 Bicentenary Leather boxed set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver & 24 carat gold 
plated, this collection cost  $2465 from Australia Post! Box worn & without key (lock is broken) but the ingots are 
complete & in exc cond. No 1291 of 10,000. An enterprising Ebayer is selling these singly at $100 each = $2500! $200 

2280 1992 60th Anniv Sydney Harbour Bridge Replica Card incorporating the pictorial "Official Medal" similar to a PNC. 
First we have seen & accompanied by 2 matching commem ppc's. (3 items) $30 

2281 1992-1994 Box Link Postage Paid S/A labels on 10 envs & commercially used with a couple having the timed 
BOXLINK & Boxlink slogan cancels. Rarely offered & only in use for a couple of years. (10) $30 

2282 1993 $25.50 CPS dummy trial labels x 2 with "candle & holder" upright to the "NPC1" imprint & value. Both fine on 
backing paper. Similar have sold in Ace Auctions before for $200+BP. (2) $80 

2283 1993 Eminent Women - Mary Gilmore $10 polymer banknote with matching numbered Women in Parliament 
sheetlet of 25 in commem folders x 2 for each of the red & black ovpts ovptd versions. Red numbered "AP 93 
000188" & black "2332". Each with a COA. These retail at $350 & $200 respectively. (2 folders) $100 

2284 1993 ICY Reversed Panes of 25 x 8. All fine MUH. Retail $40 each ($320). Reserved at the FV of $90. (8 panes) $90 
2285 1994 45c Threatened Species S/A block of 4 totally imperforate ex $4.50 booklet. MUH. ACSC 1565b, Cat. $600 

for entire booklet. $80 
2286 1994 "Kangaroos & Koalas" CPS set of 6 x 45c vals with "NPC" imprints on a 3 x 2 single piece of backing paper 

with no separation. First we have seen & possibly from a "proof" sheet? $50 
2287 1994 "Kangaroos & Koalas" CPS set of the 6 different designs with "45c SWANPEX 99" ghost imprints inverted            

on the backing paper side but nothing appearing on the labels themselves. Most unusual. (6) $60 
2288 1994 Aeropex Aviation Feats Black Plate Proof sheetlets numbered in red x 6. Exc cond in original packaging. 

Retails at $55 ea. (6) $50 
2289 1994 Hargrave Centenary folder with $20 Hargrave banknote overprinted "Lawrence Hargrave Centenary Portfolio 

4053"  with matching 45c sheetlet of 25 stamps with marginal imprint no "4053" matching the banknote. Exc cond. 
This portfolio retails at $175 & cost $145 from Aust Post. $60 

2290 1994 Zoos M/S's ovptd "Sydney Stamp Show" "Stampshow 94 Melbourne", "Brisbane Stamp Show Zoos" & 
"Stamp Show 94 Fremantle Convention Centre" in gold with respective logos x 5 of each. Fine MUH. Total retail 
$240 & reserved at less than FV. (20) $50 

2291 1995 $50 Howard Florey banknote & stamp sheetlet of 10 numbered in black (HF 002800) with matching banknote 
serial number in commemorative portfolio. Exc cond. Cost $129 with a retail of $200+ $70 

2292 1996 30 Years of Decimal Currency 45c QE B'day gutter block of 10 & $5 Macfarlane/Evans Polymer banknote 
pres folders x 2. Nos. 1508 & 2028 of 3000 with both banknotes & gutters ovptd  in black with matching numbers. 
Retails $125 ea. (2 folders) $60 

2293 1996 AFL Football Clubs set of 16 self-adhesive booklets in presentation folders x 3. Exc cond. FV $216 (3) $75 
2294 1996 Pets M/S's ovptd “Hong Kong International Stamp Exhibition” & “SWANPEX ‘96” in gold with 14 of each ovpt. 

Fresh MUH. Retail at $12 each ($336) FV $75+ (28 M/S's) $90 
2295 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S's ovptd “ITALIA ‘98 Esposizione Mondiale Di Filatelia…....” in gold. MUH x 26.                

Retail $30 each ($780) Reserved at FV $260 (26) $260 
2296 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S's ovptd “PACIFIC ‘97 World Philatelic Exhibition San Fransico…...” in silver. MUH x 26. 

Retail at $30 each ($780) Reserved at FV $260 (26) $260 



2297 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S's ovptd “PHILANIPPON ‘01” in gold with Exhib logo. MUH x 18. Retail at $30 each ($540) 
Reserved at the FV $180 (18) $180 

2298 1997 Emergency Services folder with $20 polymer note numbered "EMERGENCY SERVICES ES 97000060" & 
similarly numbered $1.20 Ambulance Gutter block of 10 additional inscribed "EMERGENCY SERVICES ES 97 
000060" in black & red. A very collectable low number being "60" of 3000 plus the same again but the black 
numbered version with banknote & gutter ovptd in black & numbered "001671". Both in exc cond. Retail $420 (2) $100 

2299 1999 (11th Oct) Lord Howe Island Courier Post FDC with set of 4 x $1.80 Marine Life with "This First Day Cover 
was one of 100 carried aboard the 33ft sloop "Taranaki" departing Lord How Island…..arriving at Bayview, 
Sydney.." cachet in green. Signed by the crew plus the artist/designer, Margaret Murray. Numbered "046" of 100 
with neighbouring "PAQUEBOT" & "DAMAGED BY SEA WATER IN TRANSIT" cachets. Also the block of 4 Marine 
Life & another with each val ovptd in red, "L.H.I. 70 yrs P.M. Prov." MUH & another set on FDC ovptd "Opening 
New LHI Museum 2000". Attractive group. (4 items) $60 

2300 1999 Maritime Heritage folder with $20 polymer banknote numbered "MARITIME HERITAGE 1295" with similarly 
numbered World Stamp Expo sheetlet of 10 overprinted "MARITIME HERITAGE MH99 001295" in black plus the 
same with ovpt in red for "000609" again with matching ovpt "0609" on the banknote . Only 1000 issued of the latter 
& 3000 of the balcl ovpt. Both in exc cond. Cost $210 from Aust Post & now retail $350 (2 folders) $100 

2301 1999 Navigators M/S perfined "A99" pairs x 10 pairs. Fine MUH. Retail $45/pair ($450) (20 M/S's) $90 
2302 1999 Navigators M/S pair with inverted perforations incl the "A99" World Philatelic Exhib perfin. Fine MUH & the 

first we have seen. $100 
2303 1999 Australia '99 Philatelic Exhibition M/S's ovptd "Guiding Young Collectors" & "Supporting Australian Philately" 

in red with APF logo. Each perfined at the show with "A99". Perforations clearly doubled around stamps. MUH & 
ovpt rarely seen with perfin. (2) SG MS 1852a&b var. $50 

2304 2000 $9 Occasions Sheetlets of 45c x 20 with personalised tabs for "New Baby", "Congratulations", "Happy 
Birthday" & "Thinking of You" plus "Best Wishes" with 45c Polly Woodside & World Stamp Expo with 45c PW x 10 
by Sprintpak. All with the personalised photo code in the selvedge. Fine MUH. Reserved at FV. (6 sheetlets) $50 

2305 2000 45c Olympic Gold Medallist, "Simon Fairweather" digitally printed complete A4 rouletted but not separated 
sheet of 20 with grossly misplaced vertical perfs resulting in the Australian Flag & Olympic symbols almost missing 
on second row & the border line running down the last third of each stamp. Platypus imprint reveals a Sydney 
printing. Unusual as we have only seen the complete inverted printing before. Fine MUH. ACSC 2354 var. $200 

2306 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists 45c essay featuring Hayley Lewis "Swimming: 800m freestyle". She ended up not 
actually participating in these Games. She is well known for her performance in the 1990 Commonwealth Games 
where she won 5 gold medals despite being only 15. Fine MUH, centred top right with bottom selvedge. $220 

2307 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists 45c essay as above but featuring Caroline Hildreth for "Swimming: 200m 
breaststroke". She ended up not making the final. Fine MUH & well centred, also with bottom selvedge. $220 

2308 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists 45c essay as above but featuring Matt Welsh "Swimming: 200m backstroke".                    
In the end he won only bronze so did not end up on one of the final stamps! Also MUH, well centred with bottom 
selvedge. $220 

2309 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets offset printed each with the 1 Koala reprint logo in selvedge. 
MUH. ASC 1879msa, retail at $375 (16 sheetlets) $90 

2310 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 digitally printed sheetlets of 10  with the Swan & Kookaburra imprints for the 
Perth & Canberra printings. Fine MUH. FV $144 (32 Sheets) $50 

2311 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 sheetlets of 10 with the 6 diff State imprints for Platypus, Wallaby, Possum, 
Koala, Kookaburra & Swan x 6 sets. MUH & useful for re-sale as rarely seen in such quantity. Retail at $1050 with 
a total FV $430+ (96 sheetlets) $340 

2312 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 Sheetlets with the "Map" imprint for the Offset printing. MUH. Retail $125, 
reserved at less than FV. (16 sheetlets) $50 

2313 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 Sheetlets with the "Possum" imprint for the Digital printing in Melbourne. 
MUH. Retails $175, reserved at less than FV. (16 sheetlets) $50 

2314 2000 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 16 with the 1 Koala reprint logo as above but also incls $4.50 Freeman 
Opening sheetlets of 10 x 4 also with 1 koala reprint, these retailing at $35ea. MUH. ASC 1879msa, total retail 
$500+ (20 sheetlets) $120 

2315 2000 40c Christmas S/A pair totally imperforate (missing die-cut). Fine MUH. ACSC 2406b, Cat. $2000 for pane $120 
2316 2001 $1 Koala Emergency International Post ovpts with personalised tabs in horiz pair x 2 MUH & a CTO example. 

ASC 2024a. Retail at $20 each. (3) $30 
2317 2004 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 17 in sheetlets of 10. MUH with a retail of $165 & FV $85 (17 sheetlets) $50 
2318 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets x 3 sets. All fine MUH. SG MS2607/23. Retail at $540 $180 
2319 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets x 6. All fine MUH. SG MS2607/23. Reserved at FV 

$405, retail at $1080. (6 sets/102 sheetlets) $400 
2320 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 3 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. 

Retail $165 (3 packs) $50 
2321 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 3 as above. (3 packs) $50 
2322 2008 $2 Aust Lighthorse WSC Israel 2008 Exhib M/S's x 10. MUH. SG MS2999, retail $10ea. (10) $30 
2323 2008 $5 Beijing Olympic Games Gold Medallists sheetlets set of 14. Exc MUH cond. Retail $130, FV $70 (14 

sheetlets) $30 
2324 2008 Beijing Olympic Games AP collections x 2 with the Gold Medallists sheets of 10 plus the digitally printed pairs 

with Chinese characters. Also incls the commem issues. Cost $94.95ea with a total FV $160+ & retail of $320 (2) $90 
2325 2008 Olympic Gold Medallists Set of 14 digital printed rouletted sheetlets of 10 with Chinese symbols plus 

additional Australia Offset printed set. Fine MUH cond. FV $140. Retail $250+ $100 
2326 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Legal Tender Stamp Coin in presentation folders & boxes x 2. Limited to 8,000 and 

quickly sold out from AP & Perth Mint. Exc cond. Cost $90 each when issued. $80 
2327 2009 "Isaac Nichols" & "First Post Office and Early Posting Box" Two-coin Sets in Perth Mint pres cases/boxes with 

1oz silver & Aluminium Bronze coins in each. Most attractive. Total retail $160+ (2 items) $50 



2328 2009 Songbirds set of 4 with matching gold foil set in pres box & COA numbered 411 of 1000. A popular thematic. 
Vendor paid $100. $40 

2329 2009 Stargazing imperforate M/S's x 8. All from different parts of the sheet with different sized selvedges.                       
Fine MUH. Retail $30ea. (8) $60 

2330 2010 50c AFL Football 150 Years & 2010 50c Organ Donation sheetlets of 10 x 3 in uncut sheets complete with  
full margins showing cut guidelines & "$5.00" imprints in red on former. All CTO with GPO Melbourne "7 JUL 2010" 
dated cds's. Unrecorded & not listed in the ACSC. (2 sheets) $100 

2331 2010 Emergency Services folder with $20 polymer note numbered "AD 08974894" with matching $6.00 illust gutter 
block of 10 additionally inscribed in black m/s with the same number. Exc cond. Retails $150 $50 

2332 2010 Great Australian Railways set of 4 with matching gold foil set in pres box & COA numbered 167 of 750. Exc 
cond & most attractive. $40 

2333 2011 Remembrance M/S ovptd "Mildura Philatelic Society Annual Stamp Fair May 5-6th 2012" in red. Fine MUH & 
first we have seen. $30 

2334 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance - "Greater love hath no man" PNC with $2 red poppy coloured coin with "C" 
mintmark & M/S tied by gold Canberra pmk. Mc12/23, Cat. $950 $300 

2335 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists collection in AP presentation album. Exc cond with MUH sheetlets of 10. FV $48.      
SG 3807 & 3820/26, Retails $150 $40 

2336 2012 Olympic Gold Medallists set of 7 in sheetlets of 10 x 6 sets. Fine MUH. FV $48. SG 3820/26. Retail $145 per 
set ($870) & FV $250+ (42 sheetlets) $200 

2337 2012 Waterbirds gold foiled box set of stamps. Attractive presentation with original set also displayed. Limited No. 
112 of 750 with COA. Retails at $150 $50 

2338 2012 (28th Sept) Aust Zoos "The Panda" Prestige FDC & $2.40 imperforate M/S numbered 119 of 300 in metallic 
green foil. Both attractively presented in "Impressions" folder. $40 

2339 2012 "Australian Multisheet Stamp Collection" with the full set of 2012 Australian stamps in square, commemorative 
landscape & portrait formats. MUH & each numbered "202" of 500. Cost $100 from Aust Post. $50 

2340 2013 Yearbook with stamps still in unopened env. Exc cond. FV $100+, retails $150+ $30 
2341 2015 Anzac Coin & Stamp Set. Attractively boxed with Perth Mint ½oz silver reproductions of the Aust & NZ stamps 

(Total 1oz). Complete with COA. Cost vendor $180 $60 
2342 2015 Era of sail - Clipper Ships Gold foil set of 4 in display box with normal set. No. 153 of 250 with COA. Exc 

cond. Similar sold on Ebay at $350 $75 
2343 2017 $3 Concession S/A booklets containing 5 x NVI commems x 18. Min. FV $54, retail $12 ea. ($216) (18) $40 
2344 2017 Australian Shipwrecks set of 3 in pres case with large replica medallion. Limited to 100 from the "Impressions" 

cat. Exc cond. Retails $120+ $40 
2345 2017 Caves set of 4 imperforate M/S's ex Impressions & printed on paper of stone, rock & marble! Individually 

numbered "0218" of only 250. Fine MUH.  $80 
2346 2018 Finches sets of 6 embellished M/S's x 30 sets as issued for the Thailand World Stamp Show. MUH & all still in 

original packaging. FV $540 with a retail of $1,350. Reserved at less than FV.(180) $400 
2347 2019/23 Sheepdog Trials, England to Aust Flight, Solar Eclipses & Budgerigars M/S's all ovptd "APF Proudly 

Supports…" the respective Exhib for Aeropex, Newcastle, Hobart & ANPEX shows. Each ltd to 100 & fine MUH. (4) $80 
2348 2020 Civil Aviation 100 Years imperforate M/S ovptd "AUSVIPEX 2020 First Australian Virtual One Frame Exhibition" 

in metallic blue with logo. Numbered 155 of 200. $30 
2349 2020 $1.10 "Milnga-Milnga" by Boxer Milner from the "Art of the Desert" set with the missing "AUSTRALIA" & 

"2020" at base variety. Incls normal for comparison. Appeared in the AP Yearbook in error. $30 
2350 2021 $13.20 "Full Steam Ahead - Stamp Collecting Month Special Collection" packs x 10. Exc cond. Retail at $30 

ea. ($300) Opening at less than FV. $120 
2351 2021 $4.60 QEII 95th B'day M/S in imperforate corner block of 4 with colour bars. Fine MUH & reserved at less 

than $10ea. SG MS5532 var. $30 
2352 2022 (4-6th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Show $4.40 Swan M/S's set of 3 for each day pmkd & numbered in green for 

the Opening day, black for day 2 & red for Closing day. Limited to 120 each day & numbered "021", "232" & "289". $30 
2353 2022 "Animals of the Deep Past" pres folder from the "Impressions" range featuring the M/S's illustrated by Peter 

Trusler. Incls 2005 Large scale “Creatures of the Slime”, 1993 “Australia’s Dinosaur Era”, “Australian Dinosaurs” & 
2008 “Mega Fauna” all with gold fossil ovpts & numbered 157 of 200. Cost $60 $40 

2354 2022 "Australian-Bred Roses" commem folders x 3 from the  "Impressions" range featuring M/S's & Gutter blocks    
of 4 in sheetlets. Former numbered in silver & limited to 200 incl consecutively numbered "089" & "090". Cost $240 
(3 folders) All minisheets include a unique foiled overprint and numbering. $150 

2355 2022 "Australian-Bred Roses" commem folders as above but the "Rose-Scented Stamps" Edition. Also x 3 & from 
the "Impressions" range with an $11.00 "Lorraine Lee" sheetlet of 10 & block of 4 M/S. Each numbered in silver & 
limited to 200. Cost $120 (3 folders).All minisheets include a unique foiled overprint and numbering. $75 

2356 2022 "Bush Seasonings" M/S & Gutter folder also from the "Impressions" catalogue. All M/S's ovptd in silver & 
limited to 200 with illust gutter sheetlets of 4 x 4. Original cost $80 $50 

2357 2022 "Bush Seasonings" Embellished M/S folders x 3 from the "Impressions" catalogue. Each of the designs 
featured as a block four in tête-bêche and standard formats over six M/S's. All ovptd & consecutively numbered in 
silver 130, 131 & 132 of only 150. Original cost $210 (3 folders) $120 

2358 2022 "Under Sail" S/A clear substrate M/S's x 4 in pres folder from the "Impressions" range. Each numbered             
087 of 150 in silver. Cost $60 $40 

2359 2022 Leather Yearbook with all the years issues presented on gummed A4 pages. Exc cond. Cost $150 from       
Aust Post with a FV $110 $75 

2360 2023 (24th-26th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Wren M/S set of 3 each pmkd & numbered in foil with green for the 
Opening Day & red for the Closing Day. Numbered 089, 189 & 289 - a rare matching number combination as sold 
randomly & limited to 120 per day. (3) $50 

2361 2023 (24th-26th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Wren M/S sets of 3 x 2 each pmkd & numbered in foil with green for the 
Opening Day & red for the Closing Day. Limited to 120 per day these are numbered 056, 205 & 351 & 011, 201 & 
353 respectively. (6 M/S's) $50 



2362 2023 Bathurst "Great Race" 60th Anniv PNC with 50c coloured coin & $14.40 S/A sheetlet pack. Both most 
collectable & reserved at less than cost! $40 

2363 2023 (2nd-5th Nov) Perth 2023 National Stamp Exhib at Gloucester Park set of 10 x $4.80 QEII Memoriam & Exhib 
M/S's each with the foil pmks. Incls both 10.00am & 1.00pm M/S's for Saturday 4th Nov. Limited to 120 sets. 
Interestingly, the last day has 3 other Pictorial Exhib pmks incl the Opening day in green. Min retail $175 (10) $90 

2364 2023 $1.20 Kings Charles B'day pair in traffic light gutter blocks of 10 totally imperforate. Fine MUH. (2 blocks) $50 
2365 2023 $1.20 Kings Charles B'day pair totally imperforate strips of 5 with top sheet selvedge incorporating the traffic 

light coloured vars plus sheet total imprints. Both fine MUH. (2 strips) $30 
2366 2023 $2.40 King Charles B'day M/S's x 4 in an uncut corner sheet with "1/08/2023 Single-sided" printers imprint & 

the colour traffic light bars across the top. Fresh MUH. Striking. $50 
2367 2023 Cent of Legacy Sheetlet pres pack containing 4 different foil embellished M/S's. Each numbered 014/150. $90 
2368 2023 Poppies of Remembrance Stamp Artwork Collection in pres folder complete with 5 different imperforate, semi 

perf & perfd M/S's plus the 4 sheets of acetate reflecting the process of the silhouettes. Attractive presentation & 
each numbered 65 of only 200. $75 

2369 2023 Solar Eclipses M/S set of 4 in special A4 Pres Pack excl to the "Collecting Community" (an Aust Post 
Promotion). Incls a part imperf sheet & 3 x $3.60 M/S's with partial background eclipses. Exc cond.  $50 

2370 2023 "Poppies of Remembrance" set of 3 semi-imperforate M/S's with one of each stamp fully perforated while        
the rest of the M/S remains imperforate. Fresh MUH. (3) $30 

2371 2023 "Poppies of Remembrance" complete strip of 3 semi-imperforate M/S's x 6 with one of each stamp in each 
M/S fully perforated while the rest of the sheet remains imperforate. Incls top selvedge sheet with Printers dated 
imprint & colour traffic light bar. Most striking. Fine MUH. $60 

2372 2023 $2.40 Quokka S/A definitive FORGERIES. These were not even issued in a S/A format by Australia Post. 
Quality examples complete with security die-cut slits however the give away (apart from not actually existing in this 
format!), is they are on Avery Labels backing paper in strips of 5 x $2.40. Subsequently reported to Australia Post & 
thought to be printed in Asia. (2 strips of 5) $50 

2373 2024 (8th-10th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 5 PNC's for the "South Perth Uglies", "Xantippe", "May Gibbs 
- Snugglepot & Cuddlepie" & the Giant Ram in Wagin with 1/- coin plus the sought after Perth Mint PNC complete 
with ½oz silver Dragon coin. All numbered "003", a sought-after low number! Cost $320 (5 PNCs)  $300  

AUSTRALIA - BOOKLETS 
 

2374 1928/30 2/3d containing 18 x 1½d KGV with inv wmk & revised text incl John Ash imprint on back cover. Small 
stain on reverse otherwise stamps & cover fine. ACSC B39Ba, Cat. $600 $100 

2375 1930/34 2/- green on pale green containing 12 x 2d red KGV Die III with CofA wmk inv. Complete but no staple. 
ACSC B42a, Cat. $500 $100 

2376 1934/35 2/- containing 8 x 2d red KGV (4 stamps removed). Cover has original text. Light staining on cover but 
useful at this reserve with vendor originally paying $200. ACSC B46A. Cat. $750 as complete $50 

2377 1931 2/- black on green booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2d golden scarlet KGV, Die III with inverted wmks. 
"Accounts" advert IFC. Very slight aging but sound. ACSC B48Aa, Cat. $500 $100 

2378 1938 2/- black on pale green booklet with two panes each of 6 x 2d scarlet KGVI Die II with inverted wmks.               
VG cond. Vendor paid $240+BP for this in Ace Sale 27. ACSC B51Ba, Cat. $800 $150 

2379 1942 2/6d black on fawn cover containing 2 panes 2½d KGVI x 6, wmk inverted. Fine cond. ACSC B28 Cat. $150 $50 
2380 1942 2/6d as above also in fine cond. ACSC B28 Cat. $150 $50 
2381 1942 as above but with the 2 wax interleaves. Unfortunately 2 stamps have been removed & 2 x ½d kangaroo 

attached by selvedge on inside front cover? ACSC B28a, Cat. $500 complete $50 
2382 1949 2/6d black on buff. VG cond. P&C B55, Cat. $90 $25 
2383 1952 3/6d containing 12 x 2½d purple-brown KGVI with revised text & interleaving. ACSC B56Bcv, Cat. $200 $50 
2384 1964 5/- red & dark green Edition G6 with tropical interleaving. Exc cond. P&C B67PdT, Cat. $260 $50 
2385 1965/66 5/- red & dark green on green Edition G7 with waxed interleaving. Exc cond. P&C B69HdT, Cat. $330 $80 
2386 1966/67 60¢ QEII red booklets with 4 diff advertising slogans for "Post Early…", "Registered Post…" (Ed V67/1), 

"Send Money…" (Ed. DG8) & "Post Your Parcels…" (Ed DS8), the latter with waxed interleaving & stapled.             
Total ACSC Cat. $640 $120 

2387 1966/67 60c blue & black on yellow-green Edition DG9 with white stitching. VG cond. P&C B71Fey, Cat. $165 $30 
2388 1967 50c Defence Forces booklets with 10 x 5c Thornbill affixed to the left hand side. P&C B128Aa, Cat. $120 $30 
2389 1989 $4.10 Cycling with "AUSTAMP 90 Canberra 16-19 March 1990" ovpt in black & 3 koala reprint logos in 

selvedge with part perf on left hand selvedge with heavy ovpt. Exc cond. P&C B158Cb(2), Cat. $250 $50 
2390 1997 $9.95 Classic Cars Prestige ovptd "Australian War Memorial NATSTAMP 98 March 14-16" in gold. Exc cond 

& rarely seen. P&C PB1(1), Cat. $325 $80 
2391 1997 $9.95 Classic Cars Prestige ovptd "Qld Stamp & Coin Expo '97 ASDA Dinner - June 7th" & numbered 

"00045". Another difficult booklet to source. P&C PB1(2), Cat. $325 $80 
2392 1997 $9.95 Classic Cars Prestige with last pane inverted. Exc cond. Sold in Ace Auctions Sale 31 for $160+BP. 

Pfeffer & Crum PB1x, Cat. $200 $100 
2393 2002 $9.95 Lighthouses with both ovpts for "Queensland Cricket Winners" & "Campbelltown Philatelic Society".                

Exc cond. P&C PB3(1) & (2), Cat. $150 (2) $40 
2394 2003 "Special Occasions" set of 4 Prestige plus the extra "Christmas with barcode 173166. Exc cond.                              

P&C PB14a/17, Cat. $200 (5) $60 
2395 2003 $10.95 Rugby World Cup Prestige booklet set of 6 serial numbers/letters on the reverse stickers. Exc cond. 

P&C Cat. PB13A/K, Cat. $360 (6 booklets) $90 
2396 2003 Special Occasions Prestige set with "White tape" & "Black tape" for all occasions except "Celebrations" & 

"Birthdays" plus "RAFLATAC" inverted for each except "Celebrations". Also "Cricket Team Winners" ovpt in silver 
on "Celebrations". All in fine cond. P&C PB6-PB11a, Total cat. $730 (16) $200 

2397 2003 $5 Murray River Shipping Prestige booklet with inverted first pane. Fine. Pfeffer & Crum PB12v, Cat. $170 $50 
2398 2004 $10 Railways in Australia Prestige ovptd "2004 S.A.P.C. Salisbury Congress" in gold. Rarely seen.                        

P&C PB38 (1), Cat. $220 $50 



2399 2004 AFL Clubs Prestige set of 16 but with the additional St Kilda with barcode sticker "176228". Exc cond.                    
P&C PB19/34 & PB31b, Cat. $520 (17) $180 

2400 2005 "Occasions" set of 5 Prestige type by SNP Sprint however this set also incls the "Royal Weddings" & "The   
Big Day" in a diff cover shade, glued instead of stapled & without the standard black take on the spine. A lot for the 
specialist. Not listed in P&C Cat. Exc cond. P&C PB55/61, Cat. $270 excl the 2 "unlisted" versions. (9) $150 

2401 2005 AFL Clubs Prestige set of 16 with extra "Sydney Swans" ovptd in gold "Congratulations Sydney AFL Grand 
Final Winners 2005". P&C PB62/77 & PB75(1), Cat. $500 (17) $180 

2402 2005 Pacific Explorer "Snapshot" Generic in both types incl the version with first pane incorrectly showing the $1.80 
Int Post. P&C PV78C/Ca, Cat. $180 (2) $50 

2403 2005 Pacific Explorer "Snapshot" Personalised in both types incl the version with first pane incorrectly showing               
the $1.80 Int Post. P&C PB78/a, Cat. $180 (2) $50 

2404 2005 Zodiac set of 12 Prestige Booklets. FV $120. SG SP40/51, P&C PB42/53, Cat. $330 Similar sold in Ace 
Auctions Sale 27 for $100+BP. (12) $80 

2405 2006 Commonwealth Games $19.95 "Snapshot" types with both the Generic & Personalised issues.                           
P&C PB86/86A, Cat. $110 (2) $40 

2406 2006 Commonwealth Games $24.95 "Sports of the Games" containing 4 x 50c coins plus the $10.95 Prestige 
standard booklet and another with "Opened by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II" gold ovpt & numbered "026".                     
Each in exc cond. P&C PB84 & 85(1), Cat. $135 (3) $50 

2407 2006 QE II Royal Visit Coin & Stamp Prestige type with pictorial coin x 3. Pfeffer & Crum PB87, retail $28ea. (3) $20 
2408 2006 $22.95 Aust Legends 10 Years with standard & ovptd "Fisher's Ghost 35 Years" plus 2006 Driving ovptd 

"River City" in gold. P&C PB110(1) & PB113(1), Cat. $195 (3) $60 
2409 2007 "Behind the Stamp" Prestige booklet Issue 1 x 8 plus Issue 2 x 2. Exc cond. Total FV $200 with a               

P&C Cat. $350+ (10) $120 
2410 2007 $10.95 Threatened Wildlife ovptd "Queensland Stampshow" in gold, 2008 "Up, Up and Away" ovpt 

"SunStamp 2008", 2008 Rugby  with "GEORGEPEX Golden Jubilee" & 2009 Favourite Stamps with "Queensland 
Stampshow. All fine with ovpts in gold. Also 2008 "Love is...." Special Occasions with 2nd last page inverted. P&C 
PB135(1), PB157(91), PB155(2), PB183(1) & PB167v, total cat. $310 (5) $120 

2411 2007 AFL Teams with each having an encapsulated club medallion. Complete set of 16. Cost $240 from Aust Post. 
P&C PB116/31, Cat. $440 (16) $150 

2412 2008 Rugby Cent with $1 coin embedded in front cover & Official Licensed sticker with "H" prefix x 2.                          
P&C PB155-H (2) $30 

2413 2008 Rugby Cent x 2 overprinted as above but numbered "055" & "016" respectively.                                                    
P&C PB155(1) & (2), Cat. $200 (2) $60 

2414 2008 Rugby Cent x 2 with both the "Philas Library Appeal 2008" & "GEORGEPEX Golden Jubilee" ovpts in gold, 
the former numbered 074 of 250 & latter 008. P&C PB155(1) & (2), Cat. $200 (2) $60 

2415 2009 $12.95 Parks & Gardens with both the "St George Philatelic Society" & "Melbourne Stampshow 200 Club" 
ovpts in gold, the latter with imperf panes. Exc cond. P&C PB184(1) & (2), Cat. $380 (2) $80 

2416 2012 Capital City Transport Imperf Prestige Booklets ovptd "2012 PSWA Centennial Exhibition 17-20 May" in      
gold x 2. Limited to 250 & consecutively numbered "237" & "238". Exc cond. (2) $50 

2417 2018 Newcastle Philatelic Society Centenary booklet sets of 3. Each numbered "73" of only 150. Incls original                   
1947 set tied by NPS cachet & the Personalised stamp pmkd at Newcastle exhibition. (3 booklets) $30  

AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS 
 

2418 1929 (28th Sept) 1½d WA Centenary pair tied by "Airmail Saves Time" slogan machine cancel. Greensborough, 
Victoria h/s address in violet. Some spotting & hinge marks on reverse but presentable. ACSC 138y (FDC), Cat. $175 $40 

2419 1938 (1st Sept) 9d Platypus tied by Registered Rockhampton cds on illustrated FDC with red R6 Registration label 
completed in M/S with "North" added to the "ROCKHAMPTON" h/s. Light handwritten address in pencil. Some light 
staining but remains characterful & an attractive example with the red label. $30 

2420 1949 (28th Nov) & 1953 (19th Aug) John Forrest & 1d QEII Challis illust covers with neat GPO Perth cds's.                     
Both Fresh & fine. (2) $30 

2421 1953 (3rd Sept) 3½d Young Farmers FDC on "Casino Club" illust cover with neat typed address & crisp             
Casino, NSW cds. A rarely seen cover in vg cond. $30 

2422 1954 (23rd June) 6½d QEII orange (FDI) on "West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd" illust env commemorating the 
Opening of the New Learmonth PO. Crisp cds tying stamp with additional neighbouring strike. An attractive & 
unusual FDC combined with PO First Day of Operation. Reverse endorsed with details incl "drawn and printed at 
Wapets Camp at Learmonth" & stating approx. 200 were produced. Similar sold in Ace Auction Sale 12 for $80. $50 

2423 1955 (4th May) 3½d USA Memorial pair & 3½d YMCA (stamp pair inverted) Guthrie illust covers with neat typed 
addresses & tied by North Perth cds's plus a Guthrie unaddressed but worn 1955 (23rd Feb) 3½d Rotary with 2 
singles beautifully pmkd in between by bold Wooroloo cds.  $50 

2424 1955 (21st Sept) 3½d Nursing pair, 3½dSA Resp Govt block of 4 & 1956 Olympics set of 4 all on Guthrie illust 
covers & pmkd North Perth. Superb unaddressed cond. (3) $60 

2425 1957 (6th Nov) Christmas pair on "On Earth Peace, Good will Toward Men" 3 wise men illust Arthur Bergen 
unaddressed cover pmkd "Paradise, South Aust". Exc cond. $50 

2426 1961 (26th July) 5/- Stockman on WCS illust cover with crisp & clear Wembley West cds. Exc unaddressed cond & 
finest we have seen. $30 

2427 1963 (8th May) 5d Red Cross block of 4 on Challis illust cover with neat typed address & tied by GPO Perth FDI 
cds. Exc cond. $20 

2428 1966 (14th Feb) 1c to $4 Decimal Currency set of 4 Australian Cover Collector Society (ACCS) illust covers for the 
"Elizabethan Series", Birds, Fish & Navigators tied by Canberra City ACT FDI cds's. VG cond with typed addresses. $30 

2429 1966 (14th Feb) Decimal Currency 1c to 4c QEII, Birds, Fish & Navigators on individual Gower, Largs North 
addressed WCS envs with $4 King additionally addressed in pen to Bayswater WA. 1c QEII block of 4 &2c & 3c 
with pairs, others all singles. Navigator set plus 25c & 30c Birds Registered "Mail Exchange Branch (A) South 
Australia" with R6 blue labels. VG cond with neat upright Adelaide FDI cds's. (22) $50 



2430 1970 (16th Mar, 31st Mar & 13th Apr) Expo, Royal Visit & Grasslands Official AP covers with former tied by GPO 
Perth pmks & latter Russell St, Vic. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail $295 (Sydney Philatelics). (3) $30 

2431 1970 (20th Apr) Capt. Cook strip of 5 & 30c on long Royal (unaddressed) plus strip of 5 & 30c imperf cut from M/S's 
on large Royal tied by Brisbane FDI cancels & same on long Official APO cover hand addressed with GPO Perth 
cds's. Also set on APO long cover tied by Capt. Cook Bicentenary Celebrations pictorial pmks & "Philatelic Society 
of Woodville Exhibition" with 5c single & Cook cachet in green. Interesting lot. (5) $40 

2432 1970 (1st May) Cook M/S ovptd ANPEX on large Excelsior illust cover tied by pictorial exhib pmks in reddish pink. 
Unaddressed & fine. Rarely seen. Similar sold in Ace Sale 33 for $70+BC $30 

2433 2008 (4th March) World Youth Day Sterling Silver Stamp FDC's x 4 in consecutive number "2701" to "2704". 
Limited to 5000. Usual light tarnishing to the Pope stamp. Retail $85ea. (4) $40 

2434 2008 (4th March) World Youth Day Gold Stamp FDC with Sydney Gold postmark. Limited to only 500 (Scarce           
low number - No. 18). Australia's first 9ct gold stamp. Comes in wooden presentation box. This very FDC sold           
in Ace Auctions Sale 6 for $720! $100 

2435 2010 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup gold stamp on FDC Pmkd in gold Flemington, Victoria in wooden 
presentation box. Ltd No. 329 of 500. Retails $500+ $100 

2436 2010 60c 150th Anniv. Melbourne Cup as above but numbered 460. $100 
2437 2012 (3rd Apr) QEII Diamond Jubilee Gold Stamp FDC Win pres folder. No. 086 of 500. Exc cond. Similar sold on 

Ebay at $250! $50  

AUSTRALIA - PNCs 
 

2438 1988 (26th Jan) Aust Bicentennial with 1988 $2 coin & matching USA 22c & Aust 37c commems pmkd Washington 
& Sydney respectively. Complete in original presentation folder. Excellent cond & rarely seen.       $100 

2439 2000 (21st Jan) Aust Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Covers x 2. Exc cond Mc00/01 Retail $110 each (2) $40 
2440 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS x 2 & 2001 (15th Feb) Army Cent x 2. All with pictorial coins & a 

popular thematic. Exc cond. Mc00/01 & Mc1/01 with a total retail $450. (4) $120 
2441 2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC with pictorial coin. Exc cond. Mc00/02 Retails $225 $60 
2442 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC with 50c pictorial coin. Exc cond. Mc 02/01 Retails $320 $40 
2443 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 Pictorial coin x 3. Numbers 0427, 1169 & 1177        

of 8000. All in exc cond. These retail at $180 but this is conservative considering their scarcity. Mc 07/02 (3) $120 
2444 2008 (11th November) 90th Anniv WWI Remembrance PNC with the limited-edition Diggers Rest, Victoria postmark 

in gold. No. 1081 of 1111. Exc cond. Last sold in Ace Auctions for $130 + BP & cost vendor $300. Mc98/07a $100 
2445 2010 (23rd Feb) Commonwealth Coinage $1 Pictorial coin & M/S PNC ovptd "Adelaide STAMPEX 2010" in gold 

with neighbouring logo in colour. Exc cond. Retails $100+ Mc10/03f $40 
2446 2010 (9th Mar) Cent of Powered Flight ovptd "LONDON 2010 Festival of Stamps Series 1" in red with neighbouring 

"Australia 2013 Centenary of Kangaroo Stamps" with logo also in red & numbered 087 of 500. Mc10/04b $50 
2447 2010 (8th Sept) National Service Memorial with matching coin & stamp, the latter pmkd Canberra & ovptd "APTA 

12th-13th February 2011" in gold & number 131 of 200. Mc10/10c, Cat. $150 $40 
2448 2011 (11th Jan) Year of the Rabbit with Perth Mint $1 pictorial coin & stamp pair tied by Christmas Island pmk. 

Ovptd "APTA Sydney 31st March-3rd April" in gold with APTA logo. No. 033 of only 200. Mc11/01d $40 
2449 2011 (2nd Nov) Remembrance Day 11.11.11 with $5 red coloured Poppy coin & matching 60c tied by        

Canberra pictorial pmk. No. 03189. Exc cond. Similar sold in Ace Auction Sale 33 for $320+BP. Mc11/16 $200 
2450 2012 (3rd April & 17th April) QEII Diamond Jubilee & Anzac Day ovptd "2012 PSWA Centennial Exhibition 17-20 

May 2012" in gold with exhib logo. Numbered 061 & 245 of 250 respectively. Exc cond. Mc12/05a & Mc 12/07c (2) $50 
2451 2012 (August) Olympic Gold Medallists set of 7 PNC's in Official AP album. All with the $1 Olympic coins & covers 

pmkd on day of medal awarded. Each numbered "0284" of 1000. Cost $150 & retails at $250. Mc12/10-16 $100 
2452 2012 (17th Oct) Anzac Day with 60c Rising Sun Badge tied by Canberra slouch hat pmk with $1 Pictorial coin. 

Ovptd "100 CLUB 2012 APTA Proudly supporting the PERTH STAMP & COIN SHOW 6th-7th October 2012" in 
gold with APTA logo. Numbered 057 of 100. The very first PS&CS PNC & rarely seen. Exc cond. Mc12/07d $150 

2453 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance - "Greater love hath no man" PNC with $2 red poppy coloured coin with "C" 
mintmark & M/S tied by gold Canberra pmk. Mc12/23, Cat. $950 $300 

2454 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance - "Greater love hath no man" PNC with $2 red poppy coloured coins with                       
"C" mintmark & M/S tied by gold Canberra pmk. Consecutively numbered "02068" & "02609" pair.                                
Mc12/23, Cat. $950ea (2) $600 

2455 2013 (10th-15th May) Kangaroo & Map 50c coin with matching $10 commem set of 6 all with coloured metallic foil 
pmks & individually numbered. Exc cond. Mc13/07a-07f, Cat. $1800 (6) $200 

2456 2013 Bush Babies Collection set of 10 for Series I & II in 2 luxury presentation folders with each PNC numbered & 
pmkd in gold plus additional ½oz silver coloured coin for the Platypus & Koala with matching $4.65 matching M/S's. 
All individually numbered. Cost $299 when purchased through "Impressions". (2 folders) $80 

2457 2014 (11th Nov) Remembrance PNC with $2 green dove coloured coin & Defence Forces issue pmkd Canberra.           
Exc cond. Retails $120+ Mc14/16 $50 

2458 2015 (14th Apr) 1915 Cent of WWI - Gallipoli 50c pictorial coin with 70c "The Landing" pmkd Liverpool, NSW & 
ovptd "Queensland Stampshow 2015" in gold & numbered 30. These ovptd PNC's are becoming increasingly 
collectable. Mc15/08a, Cat. $135 $40 

2459 2018 (6th July) QEII 65th Coronation Anniv PNC pmkd Perth Stamp & Coin Show with cover signed by the coin 
designer, Neil Vance from Perth Mint. Numbered 44 of 150. Exc cond. Mc18/12a $50 

2460 2020 & 2021 Supercars group of 7 different with matching $1.10 tabbed stamps & 50c coloured coins for Holden 
VT Commodore, Chevrolet Camaro, Nissan Skyline GT-R, Ford BF Falcon, Holden VS Commodore, Mazda RX-7 & 
Ford XE Falcon. Most attractive & collectable. Cost $175 from AP. (7) $75 

2461 2020 (8th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rat $1.10 & $3.30 pair with matching $1 pictorial coin & ovptd "OPBCC 
Overprint Booklets Collectors Club 2020 12th Anniversary" in gold. We believe this was limited in its sale due to the 
gold not adhering properly to the cover & hence many were returned at the time. It is definitely patchy around the 
year & Anniversary. This is the first we have handled and note that it is not listed in the latest PNC catalogue? $50 



2462 2020 (23rd Nov) Supercars 1971 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed  
Bob Jane pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2463 2020 (23rd Nov) Supercars 1983 Mazda RX7 with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed Allan Moffat 
pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2464 2020 (23rd Nov) Supercars 1991 Nissan Skyline GTR with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed           
Jim Richards pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2465 2021 (19th Jan) Supercars 1984 Ford XE Falcon with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed Dick 
Johnson pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost 750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2466 2021 (19th Jan) Supercars 1998 Holden VS Commodore with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed 
Craig Lowndes pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2467 2021 (19th Jan) Supercars 2000 Holden VT Commodore with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed 
Mark Skaife pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2468 2021 (19th Jan) Supercars Ford BF Falcon with matching 50c RAM coloured coin & $1.10 tabbed Jamie Whincup 
pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Cost $750 ($24.95 ea.) - Retail $45 ea. (30) $180 

2469 2021 (9th Feb) RAAF Cent $1 pictorial coin & $1.10 & $3.30 stamp cover postmarked Point Cook, Vic. Limited to 
7500 & sold out within the week! Exc cond. Mc 21/09 $30 

2470 2021 (21st Sept) QEII 95th b'day with $1.10 commem tied by Elizabeth SA pmk & matching $1 pictorial coin x 5. 
Retail $40ea (5) $50 

2471 2021 (26th Oct) Animalia Graeme Base with matching 20c pictorial colour coin x 10. Cost $24.95 ea. Retail at 
$45ea. (10) $60 

2472 2021 Year of the Ox with coloured coin, 2022 Smith Family with $1 pictorial RAM coin & 2023 Edward the Emu with 
coloured 20c. Total cost $74 (3) $30 

2473 2022 (4th Mar) Australia's Frontline Workers $2 coloured coin PNC ovptd "Perth Stamp & Coin Show 4-6 March 
2022 Celebrating 10 years" in gold with show logo & numbered 100/300. A "sought after" number. Mc22/04b $60 

2474 2022 (23rd Aug) 2023 "SUPPORTER'S CLUB" ovpt with the "Perth 2023 National Stamp Exhibition" logo below on 
150 Years Overland Telegraph $1 PNC. Unfortunately this design was a late replacement due to an error in 
receiving the anticipated Bathurst PNC. Numbered 019 of 100 & a difficult to source PNC. Ex cond. $75 

2475 2022 (1st Oct) West Coast Eagles AFL 30th Anniv of their First AFL Grand Final Win with $1 Football coin & signed 
by Brett Heady (Jumper No.1 & 156 Games). No. 005 of 300. Mc22/43 $50 

2476 2022 (2nd Oct) $2 coloured Bee coin in Perth Stamp & Coin Show PNC signed by Brendon Fewster, Chairman of 
the WA Bee Industry Council. No. 005 of 333. Mc22/45i $50 

2477 2022 (30th Sept) Ross Edwards "170 Not Out" signed PNC with "C" for cricket coin & pmkd Perth Stamp & Coin 
Show. No. 005 of 300. Mc22/42 $50 

2478 2023 (17th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rabbit with $1.20 & $3.60 stamp pair & $1 pictorial coin ovptd "Overprint 
Booklets Collectors Club 2023 15th Anniversary" in gold with Club logo. Exc cond. Low numbered "15". $40 

2479 2023 (24th-26th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 4 PNC's incl Socceroos & Kristina Krystic Gold Medallist 
both with coloured $2 coins and the latter signed by Kristina plus The Pinnacles with $3 Int Post & the Gloucester 
Park Perth Exhibition PNC carried around the track 3 times & signed. All bar Krystic (No. 291) numbered "010" of 
only 300 & sold out prior to the show. Exc cond. (4) $200 

2480 2023 (24th-26th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 4 PNC's as above but all numbered "292" of only 300. (4) $220 
2481 2023 (5th Oct) AC/DC 50c coloured coin with matching $1.20 tied by Melbourne pictorial pmk. Sold out within               

6 hours! Exc cond. $40 
2482 2023 (7th Oct) Port Adelaide & Adelaide Crows pair with $1 AFL matching club coins issued by AC/BC for the 

Numismatic Society of SA. Nos "042" of 150. (2) $80 
2483 2023 (8th Oct) 60th Bathurst "Great Race" with coloured 50c coin & pmkd Bathurst, NSW. Exc cond. $30 
2484 2023 (10th Oct) Sydney Opera House $3 Int Post stamp & 50c pictorial coin PNC. Sold out from AP. Exc cond. $30 
2485 2023 (1st Nov) "Creatures of the Deep" with $1 matching pictorial coin with Privy Mark. Ex Impressions & numbered 

097 of only 500. $100 
2486 2023 (1st Nov) "Merry Christmas" 50c coloured coin with 65c card rate stamp tied by Merrylands, NSW & ovptd in 

gold "PERTH 2023 National Stamp Exhibition" in stamp logo. Number 19 of 200. Exc cond. $40 
2487 2023 (1st Nov) "Merry Christmas" 50c coloured coin with 65c card rate stamp tied by Merrylands, NSW & ovptd in 

gold "PERTH 2023 National Stamp Exhibition" in stamp logo. Consecutive number pair (17 & 18 of only 200). It 
appears most collectors missed this overprint. $80 

2488 2023 (1st Nov) Disney "100 Years of Wonder" with matching coloured Tuvalu 50c coin & $2.40 M/S tied by Sydney 
blue pmk. Ex Impressions & numbered 048 of 200.Limited Edition of 200 Prestige PNC $180 

2489 2023 (1st Nov) King Charles III Coronation PNC with GB £5 commem pictorial coin & $1.20 Aust issue tied by 
Charleston cds in metallic blue. Most attractive. Numbered 111/150.$1 matching pictorial coin with Privy Mark.              
Another Impressions issue & numbered 097 of only 500. $180 

2490 2023 (2nd-5th Nov) Perth 2023 National Stamp Exhib at Gloucester Park set of 5 incl Eagles AFL (Day 1 in green), 
QEII Memoriam with bronze pmks, Dockers AFL (10.00am in silver) & QEII Memoriam (1.00pm in gold) & "Aussie 
Big Things Giant Ram" with red closing day pmk. Ltd to 150. Retail $550 (5) $300 

2491 2024 (8th-10th Mar) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 5 PNC's for the "South Perth Uglies", "Xantippe", "May Gibbs 
- Snugglepot & Cuddlepie" & the Giant Ram in Wagin with 1/- coin plus the sought after Perth Mint PNC complete 
with ½oz silver Dragon coin. All numbered "008", a low number & great for the Chinese New Year Dragon issue!       
Cost $320 (5 PNCs)  $300  

AUSTRALIA - MEDALLION COVERS 
 

2492 2010 (20th April) Kokoda Medallion FDC pmkd Kingsbury, Vic x 5. Limited to 10,000 with a retail of $50ea ($250) $75 
2493 2010 (27th Oct) Animals in War - Our Forgotten Hero's Medallion set of 5 covers in pres case. Each with gold FDI 

Canberra pmk. No 137 of 1000. Cost $159.95 from AP. Exc cond. $80 



2494 2014 (28th Feb, 8th Apr & 10th Oct) "Bound for South Australia" set of 3 Medallion covers with diff frankings,              
the latest with 70c "Congress 2014". Each internal info card details the story for each vessel on the respective 
medallion incl SS Aurora, RY "Gothic" & Clipper "City of Adelaide". Each numbered "27" in red & the first set            
we have seen. (3) $60 

2495 2014 (17th June) KGV Cent of Stamp. A stunning cover with the design engraved on large medallion. Increasingly 
difficult to source. Retails $100 $30 

2496 2020 (8th Jan) Year of the Rat with Christmas Is $1.10 tied by pictorial cds with attractive large red medallion x 20. 
Limited to 3000 incl 3 consecutive numbered pairs. Cost $500, retail $45 ea. (20) $120 

2497 2020 (8th Jan) Year of the Rat as above but numbered 0005 of 3000. A very low number for this issue! (20) $30 
2498 2020 (11th Feb) Transcontinental Railway with attractive bi-colour "Indian Pacific" train medal & matching             

stamp tied by Perth pictorial cancel x 15. Limited to 3000 including 2 x 4 consecutive numbered groups.                    
Cost $375 with a retail $45 ea. (15) $90 

2499 2020 (4th Aug) Wildlife Recovery with 3 different coloured medals in each with the matching stamps for each             
tied by Sydney Koala cancels x 20. Limited to 1200 incl 5 & 4 consecutive numbered groups & 5 pairs.                
Original cost $500, retail $68 ea. (20) $120 

2500 2020 (27th Oct) Aust Sports Stadiums with set of 8 x $1.10 & engraved medallion x 60. A most attractive cover & 
useful for re-sale with a retail of $55 ea. Cost $1500 (60) $400 

2501 2020 (2nd Nov) Opalised Fossils with medallion containing a small opal. $1.10 matching stamp tied by blue 
Lightening Ridge, NSW pmk. Numbered 080 of 200. Striking appearance. Retails $250 $75 

2502 2020 "Under Sail", 2021 "Full Steam Ahead", 2023 Fairy-Wrens with 4 medals & 2023 "Poppies of Remembrance. 
An attractive group with an original cost of $125 (4) $40 

2503 2022 (3rd Oct) "Brock - King of the Mountain" set of 5 incorporating medallions for Holden Torana GTR, 
Commodore VL, Commodore VC, Commodore VK & Torana SS A9X with matching stamps pmkd Bathurst. 
Stunning & limited to 2022 sets. Retail $300 (5) $120 

2504 2023 (19th Sept) QEII In Memoriam group of 5 for "Devotion to Service", "Passion for Horses", "Strength & Stay", 
"Visits to Australia" & "Affection for Corgis". Exc cond & most attractive. Retail $250 (5) $100 

2505 2023 (24th Oct) Poppies of Remembrance "For Service & Sacrifice" with coloured medallions x 2 consecutively 
numbered 2031 & 2032 of 3000. Exc cond. (2) $80  
AUSTRALIA - FRAMAS  

2506 1986 (25th Aug) 36c, 50c & $1 Platypus button set on WA local suburban FDC's pmkd at Cloverdale, Fremantle, 
Hillarys, Midland, Morley, Perth Stirling St, Rockingham & Willeton. A scarce group to replicate & required a lot of 
driving on the day! (8) $50 

2507 1987 (1st July) 37c, 53c & $1 Platypus button sets for the increase in postage rates. Similar group to the above but 
incls the additional Rockingham SSPS machine. Exc cond. Another rarely seen group. (9) $50 

2508 1995 00.01 Emu paper with "25 YEARS 1970-1995" typed on  A13 Scarborough S/A rouletted pair with South Perth 
Stamp Collectors' Association club logo plus single MUH label with logo but no type. Also a "Miniature Sheet" being 
a label with the Frama attached & then typed over with "25th Anniversary 8-1-70 to 8-1-95" & numbered "18". Incls 
a copy of letter from Derek Dewhurst giving details of the issue incl the fact there were only 50 numbered M/S's & 
"Horizontal Coil Pairs". An interesting group for the specialist. (4 items) 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
$60 

 

AUSTRALIAN STATES   

NSW 
 

2509 1850 1d reddish-rose shade Sydney View "no clouds" with 4 generous margins & crisp obliterator. SG 3, Cat. £550 $150 
2510 1850 1d carmine Sydney View "with clouds" on laid paper. Good margins all round with slightly smudged 

obliterator. SG 3, Cat. £750 $180 
2511 1850 1d gooseberry-red Sydney View  "with clouds" on hard greyish paper. 4 clear margins, tight at right.                   

Lightly used by obliterator leaving all details of design clear. SG 10, Cat. £600 $220 
2512 1856 2d Prussian blue Sydney View "worn impression" with wide margins & light obliterator. SG 26, Cat. £200 $90 
2513 1856 2d ultramarine Sydney View plate III (bale not dated, no dots in stars) with generous margins., Fine used                       

with light obliterator "socked on the nose". SG 29, Cat. £275 $100 
2514 1851 2d Sydney View plate V ("pearl in fan"). Clear margins, large at top. Indistinct obliterator at base leaving 

design details very clear. SG 37, Cat. £225 $80 
2515 1850/11 3d yellow-green on bluish to grey wove paper. 4 clear margins & F/U by light obliterator. SG 42, Cat. £300 $120 
2516 1888 4d purple-brown, perf. 11x12, ovptd "OS" in top left marginal block of 8 with "POSTAGE" across 3 stamps in 

top margin. MUH with minor selvedge disturbance & odd tweezer dent. Most attractive. SG O41, Cat. £10) plus 
premium for multiple & position $60 

2517 1890/91 5/- map in lilac shade, perf 10 & ovptd "OS" CTO. Superb. SG 049, Cat. £170 $60 
2518 1890/91 5/- map in dull lilac shade, perf. 12 ovptd "OS". F/U & perfectly centred. SG 049b, Cat. £170 $60 
2519 1885/86 5/- lilac & green fiscal, perf. 12x10 ovptd "POSTAGE" in black. MNG with a couple of nibbled perfs.                   

SG 238, Cat. £950 as MLH $90 
2520 1853 8d orange-yellow imperf on bluish paper with broad margin at right & others close to touching. Used by                  

BN "82". SG 80, Cat. £650 $80 
2521 1854 2d Prussian blue with 3 broad margins, touching at top. MLH with large part o.g. SG 85, Cat. £500 $80 
2522 1854/59 6d greenish-grey diadem with two broad margins, others clear but close. MLH & rarely seen so fine.                    

SG 90, Cat. £300 $500 
2523 1885/86 10/- mauve & claret fiscal, perf. 12x11 ovptd "POSTAGE" in blue. Postally used, centred high.                    

SG 241c, Cat. £250 $70 



2524 1970's Govt Railways Parcel Stamps with 5¢ red in sheet of 60 MUH folded once with "SYDNEY" station imprint 
plus Victorian Railway 6¢ blue (Korong Vale) & 7¢ red (Maffra) sheets of 42 folded once, also MUH. (144) $50  

Queensland 
 

2525 1907/11 1d QV with Crown/A wmk in horiz strip of 4 with selvedge at left totally imperforate. Some natural gum bends 
otherwise fine MLH with rich colour. SG 288a, Cat. £400 as pair $200  

South Australia 
 

2526 1856/58 1/- orange imperf with generous margins. F/U by bold blue Paid SP 17 1859 cancel. SG 12, Cat. £500 $150 
2527 1856/58 1/- orange imperf with 2 margins used with partial cds in red & light barred obliterator plus rouletted 

example of same with FE 29 1851 cds in blue however stamp listed in SG as issued 18.3.59! SG 12, Cat. £500 
while SG 18, Cat. £50 or if SG 38, Cat. £38 (2) $60 

2528 1858/59 1d yellow-green with clear margins, rouletted at top & one side. Large part o.g. with adherence near hinge. 
SG 13, Cat. £1000 $180 

2529 1860/69 1/- lake-brown from second rouletted issue showing at top & one side. Three margins, broad at base,  
clear on sides but touching at top. MLH, small remnant,  SG 42, Cat. £250 $50 

2530 1891/93 2½d on 4d pale green, perf.10 on 3 sides & perf. 12 on right side. Good to fine used. Unlisted by SG as               
a compound perf. SG 229 var. $50  

Tasmania 
 

2531 1853 1d blue imperf good to fine used on small piece tied by BN "64" & "PAID 7 AP 1855" boxed cancel in reddish 
brown. RPS London Cert. (1947) An attractive quality example with fresh colour. SG 2 $1,200 

2532 1853 4d bright brownish-orange with 3 clear margins, touching at right & showing plate 1 characteristics of all lines 
in network with thin, clear & well defined background. Fine used with neat BN "18". SG 6, Cat. £1,300 $280 

2533 1853 4d red-orange, second state with blurred lines & worn cond in central background. Cut square on piece tied 
by BN "59" lozenge with neighbouring "Pre-Paid 24 AP 24 1855" cancel in red. SG 7, Cat. £475 $120 

2534 1853 4d orange, plate II with 4 clear margins. Coarse engraving with lines in network & background thicker & 
blurred. Boldly used by BN "68" obliterator. SG 10, Cat. £425 $100 

2535 1855 2d deep green Chalon, wmk large star with 3 large margins, close at right. F/U, light cancel. SG 15, Cat. £550 $150 
2536 1858 1/- vermilion imperf pair, wmk "12". MNG with cleaned fiscal cancel. Adjacent stamps visible along base.               

SG 41, Cat. £85 x 2 if postally used. $40 
2537 1860/67 6d reddish-mauve Chalon imperf pair without gum. Clear margins showing part of adjacent stamp top right. 

Brownish paper but scarce multiple. SG 49, Cat. £1300 x2 $300 
2538 1863/71 2d slate-green, perf.12½. MLH with original gum. Centred top left. SG 84, Cat. £700 $120 
2539 1871/91 1/- brown-red perf. 11½ horiz pair , wmk "12" showing clearly through to front. MLH with good gum, uneven 

perfs. SG 140, Cat. £350 x 2 $50 
2540 1892/99 10/- mauve & brown. MVLH. SG 224, Cat. £200 $50 
2541 1892 to 2/6 good to F/U (Cat. £65), 1906/09 9d Cr/A , perf.12½ used & perf. 11 MLH plus 1/- perf. 12½ used (2) & 

MLH. Total SG cat. £120 (12) $30 
2542 1892/99 QV set to 10/- MLH, the latter with hinge remnant & rounded corner. Also 1906/09 1/- rose & green,                 

perf. 12½ Cr/A wmk (SG 257). Total SG cat. £400+ (10) $100 
2543 1892-1899 MLH range duplicated to 10/- comprising ½d (11), 2½d (10), 5d (10), 6d (7), 10d (7), 1/- (7), 2/6d (4),  

5/- (2) & faulty 10/- (2) plus 1/- V/Cr (2) & Cr/A (4). Mostly fine MLH with a couple foxed or sweated but low reserve 
to compensate. (66) $120 

2544 1933/34 Accounts with 3d, 4d & 1/- (3) Stamp Duty affixed to 1934 & 1/- x 6 & 2/6d on 1933 account both items 
from the Municipality of Hamilton with boxed "Audit Dept Tasmania Examined" in violet plus "Analysis of Voucher 
Expenditure" forms with receipts attached on additional 1933 (2) & 1938 documents. Exc cond. (5 documents) $40 

2545 1976 Government Railways rouletted Parcel Stamps in MUH blocks of 10 with values from 1¢ to $1 & 35¢ (this val 
stained) & $2 in block of 8. Also 2 blocks of 10/- fine MUH. Mixed serifed & sans-serif figures. Odd interleaving with 
notations re-errors. Something different! (17 blocks) $50 

2546 1892 ½d, 2½d & 5d in MUH blocks of 4 with extra MUH/MLH incl 1903 V/Cr 1/- perf. 12½ (5), 1906/09 11/- Cr/A  
perf. 12½ (13), perf.11, perf. 12½x11 & the scarce perf. 12½x12½ (Cat. £275). Majority fine.                                     
Total SG cat. £700+ (34) $150 

2547 1914 (19th Sept) "Military Camp" rubber cds impression on 1d KGV in violet. Based on this date & its origin, it is 
thought to be from the recently established A.I.F. Pontville Camp in Tasmania which opened in August 1914.                    
Later that year in October, its name was before changed to the Brighton Army Camp suggesting this was used in 
the interim for a very short period of time & scarce thus. Sold "as is". $200 

2548 A-Z cds collection on stiff cards in 2 large files. Very good coverage incl many covers, the best being 1965 
Meadowbanks Hydrocamp plus 1862 letters to Launceston from Melbourne & Sydney x 2. Also incls "The Post 
Offices of Tasmania, Openings & Closures 1812 to 1991" (Postal History Study Group of TPS) & "Tasmanian Hand 
Cancellations 1913-88, Part 1: Offices A-Z (excl Hobart & Launceston) by Avery & Hardinge" (2 vols). $150  

Victoria 
 

2549 1860 4d rose-pink & 1859 2d grey lilac "emblems" with BN "11" & neighbouring receival "tombstone" framed "Paid 
Liverpool Ship Mr 8 1861 A" on 1861 part cover addressed to Ireland plus an 1874 cover to USA with Melbourne 
FE 11 74 Victoria duplex tying 3d orange pair (trimmed at right, small tear below stamps) & an Australia 1914 1d 
grey Letter Card with photo showing Central Railway Stn, Brisbane used with "Kingswood Sth Australia" cds. (3) $30 

2550 1863/73 8d orange laureate. MLH, centred to right. Good perfs & bright colour. SG 112, Cat. £850 $150 
2551 1867/81 5/- blue & carmine, perf. 13. MVLH. SG 140a, Cat. £850 $200 
2552 1884 2/6d orange-yellow Stamp Statute, perf. 12½, V over Crown (W19) sideways wmk. Centred bottom right with 

large part o.g. MH. SG 226c, Cat. £350 as used, unpriced mint $150 
2553 1884/96 10/- brown on rose on glazed paper, perf 12 from Stamp Duty . F/U with "socked on the nose"                      

1887 Melbourne JE 15 87 cds. Unpriced in SG. $100 



2554 1901c £1 KEVII dull rose, perf 12.4 (ACSC V130) used in combination with 5/-, 1/- x 2 & 9d QV on "Bendigo 
Blue " Parcel tag tied by neat Gaffney's Creek cds's with matching red Registration label. Addressed to 
"Thos Hamilton Esq, 60 Queen Street, Melbourne" on reverse. A rare & attractive combination (Front Cover) $2,000  

The following 6 Postage Due lots were extracted from an 8 frame exhibit at the 2016 Mandurah "Australian   
National Stamp Exhibition". The balance of the original 128 sheets (16 per frame) are offered intact in the 
Australian Collections Section. 

 
2555 1890/94 PD's to 5/- incl both shades of ½d & dull blue & brown lake shades of the others. Sound examples mixed 

MLH/MNG. SG D1/D10 + D1a, Cat. £560 (11) $100 
2556 1890/94 1d, 2d, 4d "a" numbers (1d, 2d MLH, 4d used) plus 1895/96 changed colours to rosine & green to 5/- CTO 

with crisp "Melbourne FE 15 01". SG D2a, 3a, 4a, D11/D20, total Cat. £200 (13) $60 
2557 1902/03 PD Reprints using 1899 wmk (new more elongated V over Crown), scarlet & deep green to 5d, 1/- bluish-

green, 2/- & 5/- yellowish-green. All MLH. SG D26/33 simplified set of 8, Cat. £500 (8) $100 
2558 1890 ½d to 22/- dull blue & brown lake set of 10 ovptd "Specimen". A couple of low vals are MNG with higher vals 

all MLH with light disturbance. Incls ½d x2 & 1d x2 shades. SG D1s/D10s + "a", Cat. £600+ (12) $160 
2559 1896 ½d to 5d Reprints ("a" numbers) plus 1897 set of 5 & 1899 1d to 4d "a" numbers. Mixed MLH/MNG (1897 4d 

faulty). SG D11a/13a, D21/25, D21a/23a, Cat. £330 (13) $160 
2560 1909/10 ½d to £1 for "Australia" using the Victorian Frame plates incl both dies of ½d & 1d. Good to F/U 

throughout. SG D63/D73 + "a" numbers, Cat. £500 (13) $180 
2561 1912 "Australian Pictorial Letterette" b&w six-fold sheet with 8 photos of RMS "Orama" docked at outer harbour, 

South Australia. 1d QV franking & addressed to Melbourne. Good cond & seldom seen. $30 
2562 1973-1977 Fish and Wildlife, Victoria cinderellas similar to "Duck Stamps" with each year represented by $2, $3 & 

$10 vals. MUH with so a total of face value of $75. All fine. (15) $30  

AUSTRALIAN TERRITORIES   

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 
 

2563 1914 "Polar Bears on the ice looking at a Ship" colour Postcard with "30 Juni 1914" in m/s & Roald Amundsen auto 
pen signature. He sold these postcards to finance his North pole expedition. These were carried across the polar sea 
with a Norway 5o tied by Polhavet pictorial cds & addressed to Denmark. VG cond. Ex Shields Stamps & Coins. $180 

2564 1948 (25th Feb) KGVI 2½d PSE uprated with 1/3d bull, 3½d KGVI & 1½d QM Registered Caulfield North, SE7 Victoria 
& addressed to "The Australian Antarctic Research Expedition Macquarie Island Antarctica" with written request at 
base, "Please return to Barbara Caldwell... (address) ...NZ". Cover was then re-registered Macquarie Island with 
"ANARE Macquarie Is" cds applied at left & on reverse (7 MR 48) having been posted in Victoria on 25 FE 48 (incl 
Melbourne cds). Interesting in various respects! HMA Ships struck in black at top of cover. Incls original corres. $40 

2565 1964 (15th Jan) "M.S. Nella Dan unloading off Davies" colour postcard "Produced by A.N.A.R.E. Club Melbourne" 
with AAT 5d surcharge tied by Wilkes Antarctic cds & addressed to Eugene Stanley, Philatelist. Exc cond. $25 

2566 1973 10c Killer Whale x 200 in 2 complete sheets of 100 with numbered gutters. Fresh MUH. The key stamp from 
set of 12. SG 28, Retail $500+ (200) $30 

2567 1984 "Join in National Stamp Week", "Support WAPEX '84" & "Get Stuck into Stamps" W.A.S.P.C.  ovpts on complete 
sheet of 100 x 1c Ships with the thick blue background. First we have seen in this format. Fine MUH $50 

2568 2011 Phillip Law M/S overprinted "ACE STAMP AUCTIONS" with 2012 auction dates listed & the website. MUH.  $25 
2569 2018 Crabeater Seal M/S ovptd "APF Supports Newcastle Stamp and Coin Expo" in black with APF logo. 

Numbered 89 of 100. MUH $30  

CHRISTMAS ISLAND 
 

2570 1989 Stampshow Melbourne ovpts on 41c Nudibranch & $1 butterfly x 5 pairs plus 5 FDC's & 5 covers with pair tied 
by Exhib pmk. All fine unaddressed. SG 283/84, retail $150 (10) $30 

2571 1990 "Birdpex '90" ovpt in green on Abbots Booby M/S's x 5 plus matching Exhib covers with M/S's tied by  
"Birdpex 90 Dec 6-9 Christchurch NZ" pmks. All in fine cond. Retail $565 (5 covers & 5 M/S's) $100 

2572 1990 Transport through the Ages set of 16 to $5 on 4 FDC's with each dedicated & signed by "Connell Lee", the 
stamp & cover designer. An attractive & unusual set with a personal touch. (4) $40 

2573 1994 Year of the Dog M/S's ovptd "Queensland Stamp & Coin Show", "Hong Kong '94 Stamp Exhibition", 
"Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show" & "Canberra Stamp Show 94" all in gold with respective logos x 5 of each. Fine 
MUH. Total retail $220 (20) $50 

2574 2008 $1.95 Olympex Beijing Exhib Year of the Rat M/S's x 10. Fresh MUH. SG MS639, retail $10ea. (10) $30 
2575 2013 Year of the Snake Gold Foil M/S in presentation frame with original box. $50 
2576 2016 Year of the Monkey M/S's ovptd "Overprint Booklets Collectors Club Stamp Fair 2016 Punchbowl Stamp & 

Coin Fair" with OPBCC logo in gold x 3. MUH & numbered 29, 39 & 49. Retail at $65 ea. (3) $30 
2577 2018-2021 Lunar New Year M/S all ovptd in gold " OPBCC Overprint Booklet Collectors Club" in gold followed by 

the respective year & the anniv. Matching numbered "04" group (2020 not numbered). MUH. Retail $120+ (4) $40 
2578 2020 $12.50 Christmas Island Year of the Rat International Post S/A booklet overprinted "OPBCC Overprint 

Booklets Collectors Club 2020 12th Anniversary" in gold. Rarely seen & then like buses, 2 come along! (2) $40 
2579 2023 (17th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rabbit with $1.20 & $3.60 stamp pair & $1 pictorial coin ovptd "Overprint 

Booklets Collectors Club 2023 15th Anniversary" in gold with Club logo. Exc cond. Low numbered "12". $40  

COCOS ISLANDS 
 

2580 1963 Defins set of 6 to 2/3d Tern. Fine used sets on individual Wim Smits 1970's shop cards x 31. Priced at $75 
per card! SG 1/6, current retail $30 per set ($930) (31 sets) $150 

2581 1990 70c Defin Anniv ovptd "New Zealand 1990 24 AUG. 2 SEP Auckland" in red x 7 & Flora M/S's x 2 all on 
matching Exhib cards. All tied by Cocos cachets in pinkish-red. Each retails at $20 for fine used. (9) $50 

2582 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation x 3 with MUH, MLH & genuinely commercially used examples plus NZ 1990 
Auckland ovpt in red on 70c x 2 MUH. SG 228 & 230. Total retail $230+ (5) $40 



2583 1990/91 Locals & Postage Paid Provisional ovptd MUH set of 6 plus the "OFFICIAL PAID MAINLAND" CTO.         
Retail $250+ (7) $50 

2584 2011 "Colours of Cocos" embellished M/S that was only available in the "Colours of Cocos Gift Cards" pack            
plus the standard sheetlet of 20. Both MUH with the former rarely seen. $20  

NORFOLK ISLAND 
 

2585 1947 (10th June) ½d to 2/- Ball Bay set of 12 in blocks of 4 on 3 large Norfolk Island Registered FDC's with typed 
addresses to NSW. All with Air Mail vignettes & the Regd labels in consecutive numbers. Odd minor stain & rough 
edge but does not detract from these stunning looking covers. SG 1/12 (3)  $100 

2586 2003 $2.50 surcharged $1.65 Powered Flight M/S ovptd in red for Hong Stamp Show with "Exhibition Surcharge 
85c" in red. MUH. Retails $120 $40 

2587 2010 $4.15 Fungi M/S's ovptd "Beijing 2010" in gold with Exhib logo x 100. Fine MUH. Retail $16 ea. (100) $180  

PAPUA 
 

2588 1905 4d black & sepia MLH (SG 5a), 4d "small Papua" (SG 57a) & "large Papua" (SG 79a) all F/U & being the 
No.18 stamp in sheet showing "deformed "d" at left" presented on album page with identification written up at top.  
A rare opportunity to acquire all 3 unoverprinted examples. Cat. £1200 (3) $400 

2589 1906 4d black & sepia, large "Papua" ovpt, vertical wmk. Fine used by neat Daru W.D. cds. SG 25, Cat. £160 $60 
2590 1905 2/6d black & brown, line perf, horiz wmk fine used by complete upright Port Moresby 12 OC 06 cds.                      

SG 8, Cat. £550 $220 
2591 1906 2/6d black & brown with large "Papua." ovpt. MUH with the barest hint of toning at base.                            SG 

20, Cat. £170 plus premium for MUH $90 
2592 1906 2/6d black & brown, large "Papua" ovpt, horizontal wmk. Fine used by crisp Samarai E.D. cds.                          

SG 20, Cat. £200 $80 
2593 1908 (5th June) "Cannibals with Captive, Brit New Guinea" titled b&w postcard addressed to England. "Papua." 

small ovpt on 1d BNG tied by "Samarai E.D. Papua" cds with adhesive also tied by Woodbridge JY 27 08 (Suffolk) 
cds. VG cond. $100 

2594 1910/11 ½d to 2/6d large Papua, wmk upright, perf.12½ set incl both types of 2/6d. Fresh looking MUH but all have 
two tone gum from stockbook storage & 1d has foxed top perfs. Any premium for MUH is ignored to take account of 
the gum issues. SG 75/83, Cat. £200+ (9) $50 

2595 1916/31 10/- green & pale ultramarine. Fine used & well centred. SG 105, Cat. £200 $90 
2596 1916/31 Lakatois (bicolour ) to 10/- incl all catalogued shades (excl scarce 98a error). MLH with varied gum.                

John Ash 1/- & 10/- having a hinge remnant but 1/- Harrison shows marginal imprint. Cat. £400 (26) $120 
2597 1930 6d Air ovpts in both Harrison & Ash printings in MUH pairs with the right stamp in each pair showing the 

"POSTACE" variety. SG 116a & 119a, Cat. £180 + normals with MUH premium $100 
2598 1932 Pictorials to £1. MVLH with normal brownish gum with trivial cracking on some. Well above average with              

top vals especially fine. SG 130/45, Cat. £550 (16) $140 
2599 1932 Pictorials to £1 MLH, the 10/- MUH with others varying from MVLH to small remnants but £1 is MVLH. Incls 

extra ½d orange (not the buff shade). SG 130/45, Cat. £550 (17) 
 
 
  

 
$200 

 NEW GUINEA - NWPI 
 

2600 1915/16 1/- green, 1st wmk, surcharged "One Penny" with plate 2 "Break in base of "O" of ONE" variety.                
Superb F/U on small piece with Rabaul cds. ACSC 30C(2), Cat. $150 $50 

2601 1915/16 2½d light bluish indigo, 1st wmk MH (ACSC 9b, SG 74) & 1/- blue-green with  "Break in right of                       
"O" of ONE & in bottom frame under "H"" Plate 2 variety. MLH but corner crease reflected in reserve.                      
SG 81, ACSC 30C(2)I, Cat. $500 $50 

2602 1915/16 2d grey, 2nd wmk in vertical abc strip of 3 with plate 2 "scratch under "P" of POSTAGE" variety. 2 MH             
with 3rd MUH, centred high. SG 86, ACSC 6A(2)g, Cat. $375 for normal variety $70 

2603 1918/22 2/- brown with inverted 3rd wmk & plate 2 "Nick in left frame opposite top of WA" variety. MLH with                  
small tone spot under hinge remainder. SG 97w, ACSC 37Aa(2)e, Cat. $900 as normal. Note inverted wmk                 
Cat. $7500 as normal $100 

2604 1918/22 2/- pale brown, 3rd wmk with plate 2 "Break in left frame opposite base of "A" of AUSTRALIA" variety.   
Fine used with light oval cancel. ACSC 37B(2)m, Cat. $300 $50 

2605 1918/22 2d grey, 3rd wmk vertical abc strip of 3 with plate 2 "scratch under "P" of POSTAGE" variety. All MLH with 
light even toning. SG 86, ACSC 6A(2)g, Cat. $125 for normal variety $30 

2606 1918/22 2d silver-grey Die IIA, 3rd wmk vertical strip of 5 with ovpt settings abcab noting "inner left frame missing 
opposite "T" of TWO" variety. Stamp positions: 34/40/46/52/58 noting breaks in top left shading above "AU" of 
AUSTRALIA" (position 52). A few blunt perfs at top & centred right otherwise fine MLH on 1 unit, others MUH.            
SG 106a, ACSC 8Ap, Cat. $950 as normals $120 

2607 1918/22 3d pale olive-green Die I, 3rd wmk with plate 1 "NW Pacific Islands" & "Break in top frame over "ST"             
of AUST" varieties. MLH, light gum bend. SG 109, ACSC 13C(1)f, Cat. $150 as normal $30 

2608 1918/22 5/- grey & pale yellow with Duty plate "Break in Gulf of Carpentaria just under "N" of NW" variety.                
Fine used with light postmark & a few light ink spots. ACSC 44(D)p, Cat. $450 without ovpt $50 

2609 1918/22 9d red violet Die IIB, 3rd wmk with Plate 4 "Retouched upper right corner" variety. Fresh MVLH & well 
centred. ACSC 27C(4)h, Cat. $250 without ovpt $50  

NEW GUINEA 
 

2610 1914/15 "1d." on 3pf brown ovptd "G.R.I." with value 6mm apart. MLH, centred low. SG 1, Cat. £750 $160 
2611 1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Manus" registration label in vert left marginal joined pair, the top with "no bracket 

before Deutsch" variety. Fine MLH. Diena Cert. (1966) SG 39/a, Cat. £1825 + premium for joined pair. $900 



2612 1925 ½d to £1 Huts simplified set of 13. Fine MLH, small central hinge remnant on 5/-. SG 125/36, Cat. £400 (13) $150 
2613 1925 ½d to £1 Huts incl all 6d shades neatly presented on album page. MLH/MNG with top vals with weak or no gum, 

as often seen. SG 125/36 & 130/b, Cat. £430 (15) $150 
2614 1931 Huts ovptd "AIR MAIL" set to £1. MLH with the 2/- to £1 vals MNG. 9d stained otherwise fine with fresh bright 

colours. SG 137/49, Cat. £250 (13) $70 
2615 1931 "Dated Birds" ovptd "OS". Fresh MUH, the 2/- &  5/- vals with a "touch" of hinge mark for accuracy. SG O31/O41, 

Cat. £225+ (11) $140 
2616 1931 ½d to £1 "AIR MAIL" & plane ovpts on dated birds. Fine MLH. SG 163/76, Cat. £300 (14) $140 
2617 1931 ½d to £1 "AIR MAIL" & plane ovpts on Huts. 2/- with off-set of Airmail plane image on gum with identifying h/s 

alongside. Fresh MLH. SG 137/49, Cat. £250 plus the extra 2/- (14) $120 
2618 1931 1d to 5/- dated birds set of 11 ovptd "OS". MLH, 5/- with hinge remnant. SG O31/O41, Cat. £225 $80 
2619 1932 ½d to £1 undated birds set of 15. MLH with very light even gum toning. SG 177/89, Cat. £300 (15) $90 
2620 1932 ½d to £1 undated birds complete with "AIR MAIL" ovpts. MVLH, the £1 MUH. SG 190/203, Cat. £275 + premium 

for £1 MUH (16) $160 
2621 1932 1d to 5/- undated birds set of 13 ovptd "OS". Majority MUH, a couple MVLH. SG O42/O54, Cat. £275 plus 

premium for MUH $150 
2622 1935 £2 bright violet Bulolo Goldfields. Marginal MUH. SG 204, Cat. £350 plus premium for MUH $200 
2623 1935 £5 emerald-green Bulolo Goldfields Airmail. Fine used. SG 205, Cat. £750 $220 
2624 1935 £5 emerald-green Bulolo Goldfields. MVLH with barely perceptible hinge mark. Superb! SG 205, Cat. £750 $320 
2625 1939 10/- pink Bulolo Goldfields Airmail. Fine used. SG 224, Cat. £425 $180 
2626 1939 £1 olive-green Bulolo Goldfields. MVLH. SG 225, Cat. £140 $75 
2627 1939 ½d to £1 Bulolo Goldfields Airmails set of 14. MLH, a few lower vals with even gum toning & 4d with grease 

stain. SG 212/25, Cat. £1100 for MUH set (14) $220 
2628 1939 ½d to £1 Bulolo Goldfields Airmails set of 14 MUH with usual light even gum toning. SG 212/25, Cat £1100 (14) $400  

PNG 
 

2629 1952/59 Defins to £1 MUH (16) & 1958/60 Pictorials MLH (7). All fresh & fine. SG 1/15 & 18/24, Cat. £100+ $30 
2630 1960 "POSTAL CHARGES 6d" on obliterated 7½d Hut, the first Postal Charges issue. Fine CTO with gum.                 

SG D1, Cat. £450 $150 
2631 1962 5/- Patrol in left & right marginal block of 10. This was the first Australian printed multicoloured stamp 

prepared for release in 1962 but withdrawn before public issue because of the design showing local native police 
carrying rifles in the Highlands. It was thought that this may cause a backlash considering past conflicts. This block 
of 10 is fine MUH. A single in Ace Stamp Auctions Sale No. 21 sale sold for $400 +BP. Retail is $7500+ $1,500 

2632 1984 K5 Bird of Paradise in MUH blocks of 30 x 6. SG 452, Cat. £1080 (180) $180 
2633 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40, retails $425 (11) 

 
 
 
  

$60 

 GREAT BRITAIN 
 

2634 1761-1796 group of early pre-stamp covers with 1761/83 pair of entires to London/Lichfield with "ISLEWORTH"           
or "ISLE/WORTH  strikes, 1796 entire to Chertsey with fine "ISLEWORTH" concave, another dated Nov 1784 to 
London with a fine & rare "HOUN/SLOW" 1st Type Mileage & 1796 entire to Aylesbury with fine Serpentine 
"HOUNSLOW" on front. An unusually fine group. Sold in Cavandish Auctions in 2011 for £180. (5) $50 

2635 1790, 1798, 1830 & Feb 1840 pre-stamp letters plus incoming 1876 "Binny & Co Madras" outer addressed to 
London with "Via Brindisi" in m/s & franked with East India 2a orange & 4a green with Madras Nov 25 h/s & London 
DE 16 76 arrival in red. Attractive group. (5) $75 

2636 1814 pre-stamp letters with "TENTERDEN 60" in black, 1836 Biddeenden to Folkstone with M/S "8" above address 
& 1833 to Margate redirected to "Bridge near Canterbury" with Margate JY 20 1833 b/s, the "letter" being Copy of 
the Will of The Reverend John Davis from Stamp Office, Somerset Place, Legacy Duty Department. $40 

2637 1818 entire with Biggleswade h/s in red & 1818 Bewdley 145h/s in black local usages, 1830 with Montreal 
handstamped in red & "Paid" 4½ in red addressed to "The Hon'ble George Cathcart Comm'd King's Dragoon 
Guards Chambley, Lower Canada" plus incoming 1879 to Turnbridge Wells from "Lucknow May 17" (duplex struck 
on East India 2a orange & 4a green), the reverse showing Outw/Bombay 18 May cds & arrival Turnbridge Wells             
JU 9 79, both in black. All items in good cond. (4) $60 

2638 1834 pre-stamp letter to East India Company in Leadenhall, London with background info on free franks & the 
introduction of Penny Postage followed by 1845 letter from Burford to Bognor showing wax seal impression plus an 
1850 Mourning cover with flap sealed in black. An 1855 letter with perf. 16 1d red tied by BN & 1844 1d red on 
blued paper (3 margins but cover damaged when seal broken) complete this group all well written up & suitable              
for incorporation into a GB QV collection or display. (5 covers) $100 

2639 1840 2d blue Mulready envelope. Fine & fresh mint unused cond. Superb! SG ME4, Cat. £450 $200 
2640 1840 1d black on large piece tied by red Maltese Cross. This 4 margined example is lettered "BF" with            

neighbouring "B 20 AUG 1840" strike in red & overlapping Worcester AU 19 cds in black. A most attractive 
combination. SG 3, Cat. £750 on cover $120 

2641 1840 1d black, plate 2 with 4 clear margins & lettered QB on piece tied by red Maltese Cross with neighbouring 
SEP 8 1840 cds. Incls illust notes showing the characteristics of Plate 2. SG 2, Cat. £375 $120 

2642 1840 1d black, plate 6 on env tied by neat part red Maltese Cross with neighbouring "Addlestone Penny Post h/s & 
a fine Chertsey JA 6 1841 cds on reverse. Clear margins & lettered "SJ". Attractive usage. SG 2, Cat. £800 $180 

2643 1840 1d black, plate 11 on New Road, West London addressed cover tied by black Maltese Cross central cancel. 
Clear even margins, huge on right hand side showing adjoining stamp. Newcastle-on-Tyne FE 25 1841 b/s with 
neighbouring 27 FE 1841 Paid cancels x 2 in red with the remains of black wax seal. BPS Cert. (1977). A rarely 
seen plate on genuinely used cover. SG Spec AS73, Cat. £16,000 on cover $4,500 



2644 1840 2d deep full blue in horizontal strip of 3. Close but clear at lower right otherwise generous margins. Fine used 
by 3 clear strikes of the Maltese Cross cancel in red. Lettered AA/AC. AC with light vert crease but does not detract 
from the striking rich colour. SG 5, Cat. £3600 + premium for multiple $1,200 

2645 1840 2d pale blue pair with clear even margins. Good to fine used with 2 strikes of the black Maltese Cross. 
Lettered BB/BC. SG 6, Cat. £2200+ $500 

2646 1841 1d imperfs written up on album page showing a range of cancel types & shades. SG 8/12 range, Cat. £165            
to £1200 depending upon the accuracy of the shade allocations! Conservative reserve. (14) $90 

2647 1841 1d red selection with numbered Maltese Cross 1-12 cancels complete. Fine clear strikes noting "guide line          
in lower right corner" on No.8. A premium group. SG 8m, Cat. £2700 (12) $300 

2648 1841 1d red-brown with large margins top & right, clear to touching at left & cut into at base. Lettered "KI". Large 
part o.g. SG 8, Cat. £600 $60 

2649 1841 2d blue block of 4 fine used with black "693" struck 3 times. Margins close at right otherwise clear. Lettered 
IJ/IK over JJ/JK. Sold at Linke Auction (2009) for $625+BP. SG 14, Cat. £360+ $300 

2650 1841 2d blue with 3½ margins & lettered "HL". MNG with rich original colour. SG 14, Cat. £5,000 for MLH $400 
2651 1862 3d bright carmine-rose QV with inverted emblems wmk. Used with London barred numeral "12". Better than 

average centring. Karl-Albert Louis Cert. (2019) states "Slight age toning on reverse, perfect perforation, good 
colour". SG 76wi, Cat. £1,200 $360 

2652 1862/64 9d bistre. Fine used with neat part "221" cancel. Fine rich colour. SG 86, Cat. £575 $100 
2653 1867/80 10d deep red-brown, plate 1 on piece tied by "Liverpool 466 24 FE 70" duplex. SG 114, Cat. £600 $120 
2654 1867/83 5/- pale rose, plate 2 good to fine used by neat diamond barred obliterator at left. Lettered BA. Fine colour. 

SG 127, Cat. £1,500 $220 
2655 1867/83 £1 brown-lilac, Plate 1, Maltese Cross wmk, perf. 15½x15. Fine used with central complete "Newcastle-on-

Tyne Quayside AP 27 82" cds. Diagonal red pencil line from registration showing its original use. A sound example 
of this key stamp.  SG 129, Cat. £4,500 $750 

2656 1867/83 10/- greenish-grey, Plate 1, Anchor wmk, perf.14. Sound used with bold BN "96". A conservative reserve. 
SG 135, Cat. £4,000 $700 

2657 1873/80 4d vermilion, plate 15 with large coloured corner letters. MH with a couple of toned perfs but strong colour 
& a sound example of a rare stamp. SG 152, Cat. £3,000 as MLH $300 

2658 1878 (17th May) Mourning env with 8d orange QV boldly tied in London & addressed to Ootacamund, India.              
Fine "T" h/s with a superb neighbouring strike " OVERLAND POSTAGE DUE A-P 10-6" cds for 10annas 6 pies. 
Englefield Green MY 17 1878 originating cds and Egham thimble transit on reverse with Bombay 1 JUN receival.  
Some edge wear but lovely usage. SG 156, Cat. £625+ $75 

2659 1883/84 2/6d lilac. Fine used with complete "St Martins Le Grand E.C. MY 11 98" central cds. Diagonal blue crayon 
line from Registration with a slight lightening of colour from attempted removal. Remains most collectable. SG 178, 
Cat. £160 $30 

2660 1883/84 5/- rose with "Spilsby" undated double ring cancel. Well centred & fine. SG 180, Cat. £250 $50 
2661 1883/84 10/- ultramarine. Fine used with bold "F.B." barred obliterator centrally applied. SG 183, Cat. £525 $100 
2662 1884 £1 brown-lilac, 2 Imperial Crowns wmk with "Hastings AP 18 84" cds overstruck with boxed Railway Parcel 

cancel. Hardly noticeable light ironed-out horiz crease. Good colour & perfect perfs. Useful at this reserve.                            
SG 185, Cat. £3,000 $500 

2663 1883 6d dull green fine used on piece tied by neat hooded London EC cancel. Strong original colour.                                      
SG 194, Cat. £240+ $60 

2664 1887/92 £1 green QV. F/U with central Glasgow thimble cds. Ironed out vertical crease through pound sign at               
right reflected in low "spacefiller" reserve. SG 212, Cat. £800 $100 

2665 1887/92 £1 green QV. Fine used with London NOV 8 01 cds's struck twice as per regulations on "long" stamps. 
Excellent perfs & colour. SG 212, Cat. £800 $300 

2666 1900 British Foreign Office Travel Document with 6d Duty imprint dated 25/5/00 with consular markings indicating 
travel to Russia, Netherlands, Egypt & Palestine when under Ottoman Empire sovereignty. Stamped with Russian 
& Turkish Duty stamps. Former auction lot reserved at $175 (not ours!) $80 

2667 1902/10 1d scarlet KEVII booklet pane of 6 with upright wmk. MUH, trace of rust on staple holes in selvedge.               
SG 218c, Cat. £375 $90 

2668 1912 £1 green Seahorse. Fine used with light oval Registered cancel. Very minor short corner perf. A fine example 
of a highly sought after stamp. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 20 for $510+BP. SG 403 Cat. £1,400 $400 

2669 1919 (23rd Aug) 1½d red-brown KGV on "R.M.S. Melita" liner postcard tied by Quebec cds & obliterator with 
neighbouring "MAILED ON THE HIGH SEAS EXEMPT FROM WAR TAX" cachet also tying stamp. Pencilled 
message & addressed to Surry, England. $30 

2670 1929 £1 PUC. Superb used. SG 438, Cat. £600 $240 
2671 1935 (7th May) KGV Silver Jubilee set of 4 on Westminster Stamp Co. illust FDC. Fresh & stunning. SG Cat. £650 $150 
2672 1936 (4th Apr) £50 KGV "CONSULAR SERVICE" fine used block of 6, block of 4 & pair with neat "British Consulate 

General Alexandria" central cds's. Superb. (12) $100 
2673 1950's "United Nations Appeal for Children" propaganda gummed labels with7 vals to £1 printed in brown, black & 

grey & roughly rouletted. Each with a health theme e.g. 1/- label "Buys D.D.T. to protect 2 children from Malaria", 5/- 
label "Buys Penicillin to treat 2 Children for Yaws", etc. Gum disturbances on each but not seen by us before. (7 
labels) $30 

2674 1960 3d violet QEII in lower right marginal block of 9 showing the "Phantom R" variety at right end of Jubilee line 
plus another similar block showing the retouched variety. As soon as the variety was discovered the printers 
retouched the plate to destroy the "R" but traces of it still remained. MUH/MLH. Extensive notes are included next  
to the blocks & useful information for the purchaser. $50 



2675 1993 24p brown Machin block of 10 forgeries with massive 35mm top selvedge. Fine MUH. This forgery was briefly 
available through London corner shops & as 24p was the first class rate of the day, it was a big seller before the 
Royal Mail in association with Scotland Yard began an investigation. The gang of forgers, nicknamed The Lavender 
Hill Mob by police, were identified and brought to trial at Winchester Crown Court in January 2000 charged with 
forging stamps and banknotes. The leader of the "mob' was Kenneth Maidstone of Upminster, Essex who was 
sentenced to 12 years imprisonment. Three confederates got from three to eight years. A fourth was convicted but 
died of cancer before being sentenced. $180 

2676 1998 2nd class bright blue Machin block of 10 forgery with elliptical perfs. Amateurish in terms of the gum (small 
black paper adhesion on one) & ragged perfs but were certainly on sale from corner newspaper shops when I 
worked in London! SG 1664  var. $50 

2677 1999 Rugby World Cup set of 4 Benham covers incl one with £2 coin. Each with GB 1st class booklet pane with 
illust tab tied by the pmks of the diff venues. The coin cover signed by JPR Williams MBE. Exc cond. (4) $30 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN 
 

2678 Abu Dhabi 1964 Defins to 10r & 1965 Falconry set of 3. Former MVLH with latter MUH. SG 1/14, Cat. £175 (14) $50 
2679 Aden 1937 Dhow set of 13 with 5r in bright aniline-purple shade (SG11a). 2a is MH, others all MLH.                             

SG 1/12, Cat. £1400 as MUH (13) $400 
2680 1937 10r olive-green Dhow. Fine MLH. SG 12, Cat. £750 $200 
2681 Aitutaki 2008 WWF Butterflies set of 4 in sheetlets of 4 x 10 sets. Fine MUH & a popular thematic.                SG 

723/26, Cat. £480 (40 sets) $80 
2682 2020 Butterflies of the World set of 8 to $34.70. MUH corner marginal blocks of 4. SG 926/33, Cat. £400 with              

a FV equivalent of $400! $120 
2683 Austria 1908/13 10k Francis Joseph I. MVLH & well centred. SG 206, Cat. £300 $50 
2684 1922 7½k Musicians' Fund, perf.11½. Fine MLH. SG 521b, Cat. £180 $50 
2685 1932 View defins set excl 40g blue. Fine MLH. SG 678/685 & 687/691, Cat. £240 (14) $60 
2686 Bahamas 1919 (28th Aug) Registered cover to Canada bearing "WAR TAX" ovpts on ½d, 1d, 3d & 1/- KGV tied        

by Nassau cds's with neighbouring "R" h/s. New York 9-4-1919 & Toronto SP 5 19 b/s's. SG 102/05, Cat. £180 with 
premium for 1/- on cover. $50 

2687 Bechuanaland 1895 (2nd May) Registered cover to Beaufort West, Cape Colony with 2d x 3, 1d x 4 & ½d x  ovptd 
QV mixed franking. "Registered 731" in m/s with W.T.P.O. UP MY 21 95 & "T.P.O. Down" b/s's dated the following 
day. Worn in places but a rare survivor & attractive franking. $40 

2688 1920/23 2/6d & 5/- Seahorses from BW printing ovptd "BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE". Fine MUH.                   
SG 88/89, Cat. £200 + premium for MUH (2) $100 

2689 Belgium 1869/78 25¢ bistre (light crease), 1884/88 5¢ green MLH & 1893/1900 1f carmine on green (thin spot). 
Collectable, despite the faults & useful "spacefillers". Cat. £580 (3) $50 

2690 1919/20 2f to 10f King Albert "Tin Hat" defins. 2f & 10f have hinge thins & 5f has pinhole but all have guarantee 
marks on reverse. MH, 5f MLH. Useful "spacefiller" set. SG 748/50, Cat. £900+ (3) $90 

2691 Br. Occ of Former Italian Colonies 1950 Cyrenaica "Mounted Warrior" set of 13. Fresh MUH.                              
SG 136/48, Cat. £225 (13) $90 

2692 British Antarctic Territory 1963 QEII defins to 10/- fine used (Cat. £80) plus 4 later commem sets MUH incl            
1971 Treaty. All fine. (30) $30 

2693 British Solomon Islands 1935 Silver Jubilee set perfined "SPECIMEN". MUH. SG 53s/56s Cat. £130+premium (4) $70 
2694 British Virgin Islands 1938 KGVI chalk surfaced paper to £1 with all vals x 2 or 3 of each to 2/6d plus ordinary 

paper set to 5/-. All MLH, Cat. c£600. Also 1952 set to $4.80 with extras to $2.40 & 1937/50 KGVI commems          
(excl RSW). Total cat. £730 as MUH. (94) $150 

2695 Brunei 1924-1952 script wmk MLH/used selectionnoting 1924/37 10¢ purple on yellow MLH x 2 (Cat. £90) & Jap 
Occ h/s on 9¢ (J10, Cat. £10) plus a modest used range to $2 & MUH to $5 (1952). Total cat. £200+ (83) $50 

2696 Canada 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8. Fresh MUH. SG 188/95, Cat. £550 as MLH (8) $280 
2697 Cayman Is. 1902/03 ½d to 1/- KEVII single crown wmk set. Fresh MUH. SG 3/7, Cat. £110 + premium for MUH (5) $80 
2698 Ceylon 1962 10r dull green & yellow-orange KGVI Revenue. Fresh MUH. SG F1, Cat. £100 $40 
2699 China 1962 30f Mei Lan-Fang in bottom left corner marginal block of 6. Fresh & fine MUH. A scarce survivor in this 

format. SG 2043, Cat. £300ea (£1800) $600 
2700 1967 "Talks on Literature & Art" 25th Anniv. MLH slight hint of toning on "Supporters". SG 2359/61, Cat. £975 (3) $200 
2701 1967 "Our Great Teacher" set & "18th Anniversary" pair. All MLH marginal examples.                                                 

SG 2367/69 & 2370/71, Cat. £960 as MUH (5) $220 
2702 1967 "Poems of Mao Tse-Ting" set of 14. Fresh MLH with 7 marginal. SG 2372/85, Cat. £3800 as MUH. (14) $900 
2703 1967 "Thoughts of Mao Tse-Ting" 8f portrait & both text character strips of 5. The single MLH & the strips each 

hinged on 2 stamps. SG 2343, 2344a & 2349a, Cat. £1900 as MUH $400 
2704 1967 Fleet Expansion (SG 2386), 1968 PLA single (SG 2402) & Mao Goes to Anyuan (SG 2403). All MLH, the          

last mentioned with selvedge at right & base. Faint hint of toning on top perfs. Total cat. £280 (3) $90 
2705 1967 Labour Day set of 5 MLH. SG 2354/58, Cat. £500+ as MUH (5) $120 
2706 1968 "Revolutionary Literature & Art" 1st & 2nd series. All MLH. SG 2387/92 & 2393/95, Cat. £1000+ as MUH (9) $260 
2707 1968 "Directives of Mao Tse-Ting" lower right marginal strip of 5, MLH on 2 stamps. SG 2397a, Cat. £1500 as MUH $300 
2708 1972 Merchant Shipping set of 4. Fine MUH. SG 2485/88, Cat. £180 Similar sold in Ace Auctions for $130+BP (4) $80 
2709 1972 Red Flag Canal set of 4. Fresh MUH. SG 2494/97 Cat. £70 $30 
2710 1973 Revolutionary Ballet set of 4. Fine MUH x 2 sets. SG 2516/19 Cat. £70 $30 
2711 1974 Acrobatics set of 6. Fine MUH SG 2555/60, Cat. £42 $25 
2712 1974 Industrial Production set of 4. Fresh MUH. SG 2593/96, Cat. £300 Similar sold in Ace Auctions for $180+BP $120 
2713 1978 Nat Science Conference M/S. Fine MUH. Similar sold in Ace Auction Sale 30 for $290+BP. SG MS2765a $150 
2714 1978 Galloping Horses M/S. Fresh MUH, trimmed by 3mm on right side reflected in reserve SG MS 2781 Cat. £300 $100 
2715 1979 2y Peonies M/S ovptd in gold for the Int Stamp Fair at Riccione with serial no. "J-42 1-1" also in gold.                  

Fine MUH. MS 2874, Cat. £1,100 $400 
2716 1997 50y Deng Xiaoping M/S in Official China National Philatelic Corp folder. Fine MUH. SG MS 4204, Cat. £80+ $40 



2717 2008 "Olympic Games from Beijing to London" China Post pres book containing various commem issues incl 
"Handover from London" imperf sheetlet of 12. Exc cond with a min SG cat. value of £220 $50 

2718 2008 Olympic Games China Pageant book with 3 commem sheetlets (1 imperf), a M/S & cover plus separate pres 
folder with 4 FDC's & a block of 4 plus Libai Shi Xuan Ji Xian Pian postcard folder.. Exc cond. (3 items) $40 

2719 1895 (17th Aug) Registered cover with 1892 1d to 10d Federation set of 4 neatly tied by individual Rarotonga cds. 
Hane addressed to San Francisco with boxed "COOK ISLANDS RAROTONGA" regd cachet in mauve numbered in 
red m/s "3067". Some light staining around a couple of the adhesives otherwise in vg cond & most attractive. 
"Registered Auckland 26 AU 96" & "Registered SEP 27 1895 Station K San Francisco, Cal." b/s's.  SG 1/4,  $500 

2720 Djibouti 1894/1903 10¢ & 25¢ bisects of obach (SG 71a & 72a) plus 1894-1902 10¢ & 30¢ bisects of Djibouti (SG 
94a & 97a) each tied to piece by appropriately dated Djibouti cds's. Fine cond. Cat. £1900 on covers. (4) $120 

2721 Egypt 1935 1p ultramarine Silver Jubilee with ovpt in red. Fine MUH. SG A10, Cat. £450 + MUH premium $280 
2722 1935 1pi blue Silver Jubilee as above. SG A10, Cat. £450 + MUH premium (Front cover) $280 
2723 Ethiopia 1926 (16th Mar) "Scenes et Types - Un marbout dans l'Oasis" b&w postcard with Dire-Daoua cds tying 1g 

surcharge on 6g Pictorial. Addressed to Luxembourg. Mersch 3-4-26 cds also on front. Toning around stamp. $20 
2724 Falkland Is. 1933 ½d to £1 Centenary set of 12. Fresh & fine MLH with both 10/- & £1 MVLH. One of the 

finest sets we have seen. SG 127/38, Cat. £4,250 (12) (Front cover) $3,800 
2725 Fiji 1871 1d blue & 3d pale yellow-green MNG SG 10 & 11, Cat. £200 as MLH plus 1872 surcharged set of 3                 

MNG imperf. SG states "known but not issued in that condition". Good margins all round. (5) $60 
2726 1872 6¢ on 3d yellow-green (SG 14, Cat. £95) MLH plus 1878/99 2d yellow-green imperf single with wide margins 

top & bottom (single of SG 61), unpriced by SG. (2) $30 
2727 1874 2¢ on 1d blue with "VR" type 5 ovpt. & type 6 ovpt on 2¢ on 1d blue. Both used, latter centred high with horiz 

crease. SG 16 & 19, Cat. £300 & £350 respectively. (2) $30 
2728 1875 "2d." in black on "Six Cents" on 3d green. Part o.g. with odd stained perf. Ceremuga Cert. (2004) noting 

"previously signed Stanley Gibbons". SG 24, Cat. £1900 $220 
2729 1878/99 "Four Pence" 14mm surcharge on 2d dull purple perf. 10. Fine used with light cds. Centred to right,                

very good perfs. SG 43, Cat. £140 $30 
2730 1891 2½d (type 14) surcharge on 2d green MLH, 1892 ½d on 1d (small thin) & 5d on 4d (SG 72/73) plus "FIVE 

PENCE" 3mm spaced surcharge on 6d in 2 shades, one with pulled perf. Total cat. £320 (5) $30 
2731 1915 1d carmine KGV with inverted "WAR STAMP" ovpt. MUH, faint toned perf at top for accuracy. RPSV Cert. 

(1993) SG 139ac, Cat. £600 plus MUH premium $260 
2732 1915/19 "WAR STAMP" ovpts on ½d in 2 shades plus inverted (vert crease & toning) & 1d deep rose & inverted            

on bright scarlet (rounded corner & toning). MLH. Total cat. £1360 (5) $50 
2733 1925 Silver Jubilee set perfined "SPECIMEN" in arc. All fine MUH. SG 242s/245s, Cat. £120 + MUH premium (4) $60 
2734 1938/55 ½d canoe, perf.12 showing "Extra palm frond" variety. F/U & very elusive. SG 249ba, Cat. £200 $80 
2735 France 1861 40¢ Napoleon III unofficial perf.7. Fine used & tied to small but clearly contemporary piece.             

SG 84, Cat. £600 on cover $80 
2736 1903 10¢, 15¢, 20¢, 25¢ & 30¢ "Sower". Fresh MLH with 15¢ MUH. Usual mixed centring. Total SG cat. £650 (5) $120 
2737 1917 35¢ + 25¢ violet & grey War Orphans Fund. Fine used. SG 374, Cat. £190 $50 
2738 1917 50¢ + 50¢ brown War Orphans Fund. Fine used. SG 375, Cat. £275 $60 
2739 1918 Red Cross Fund "Hospital Ship" (SG 378, Cat. £85), 1938 50f Aden on thin paper (SG 612a, Cat. £95) & 1947 

500f 12th UPU Congress (SG 1013, Cat. £75). All fine used attractive examples. (3) $60 
2740 1922 War Orphans Fund surcharges to 1f+25. Fine used. SG 388/94, Cat. £95 (7) $30 
2741 1922 War Orphans Fund surcharged set of 8. Fresh MLH. SG 388/95, Cat. £280 (8) $100 
2742 1925 5f Paris Exhibition. Fine used. SG 412, Cat. £180 $50 
2743 1925 5f Paris Exhibition. Fresh MUH. SG 412, Cat. £180 as MLH $80 
2744 1926 War Orphans Fund set of 4. Fine used. SG 450/53, Cat. £210 (4) $60 
2745 1928 1f50 + 8f50 blue Sinking Fund. MLH. SG 463, Cat. £200 $70 
2746 1929 "Ceres & Pasteur" Sinking Fund set of 3. Fine MUH with bottom selvedges. SG 476/78, Cat. £140 (3) $75 
2747 1929 20f red-brown Pont du Gard, perf.13½ to 14. Fine MLH. Cat. £375 (2) $80 
2748 1930 "Ceres" Sinking Fund set of 3. MLH with bottom selvedges. SG 485/7, Cat. £180 (3) $50 
2749 1930 1f50 + 3f50 "Sourire de Reims" Sinking Fund (SG 480, Cat. £120) & set of ovpts (SG 485/87, Cat. £180). F/U $75 
2750 1930 1f50 reddish purple "Le Saurire de Reims" Sinking Fund. Superb MUH. SG 480, Cat. £120 + premium for MUH $80 
2751 1931 1f50 + 3f50 "French Provinces" Sinking Fund. Fine used. SG 493, Cat. £200 $50 
2752 1931 1f50 + 3f50 "French Provinces" Sinking Fund. MVLH. SG 493, Cat. £200 $60 
2753 1936 100th flight between France & South America. Fine MLH. SG 553/54, Cat. £520 (2) $150 
2754 1936 50f green "Plane over Paris" Airmail. Fine used. SG 540, Cat. £500 $140 
2755 1936 50f green Airmail fine used with neat cds. SG 540, Cat. £500 $150 
2756 1936 50f "banknote" Airmail. Fine used. SG 541, Cat. £475 $120 
2757 1936 50f "banknote" Airmail. Fine used on piece. SG 541, Cat. £475 $150 
2758 1936 50f "banknote" Airmail. Fresh MLH. SG 541, Cat. £1000 $300 
2759 1937 National Museums pair. Fine used. SG 586/87, Cat. £120 (2) $50 
2760 1937 PEXID M/S fine used with hexagonal exhibition pmks dated 23-6-37. Superb. MS 581, Cat. £475 $150 
2761 1937 PEXID M/S. MUH with light bend close to top left of top selvedge, otherwise fine & fresh. Cat. £600 + premium $200 
2762 1943 National Relief Fund strip of 5. Fine used. SG 780a, Cat. £110 $40 
2763 1949100f to 1000f Views-Airmails set of 5. Fine MUH. SG 1055/59, Cat. £390 (5) $100 
2764 French Colonies Anjouan 1913 (11th Oct)  "Diego-Suarez - e Sulazie echoue - Campement des Passagers" titled 

b&w postcard & franked with "05" ovptd 15¢ "Sultanate D'Anjouan" on the picture side plus Niger 1922 (16th Nov) 
"Territoire du Niger" b&w Postcard showing a canal scene with boats on river bank with 1¢, 4¢, 5¢ Upper Senegal 
stamps ovptd "TERRITOIRE DU NIGER" & tied by Niamey Territoire Du Niger cds's. (2) $40 

2765 French Guiana 1905 (27th Dec) "CONAKRY - Le petit Marche.....The small market (native)" titled b&w postcard with 
Fr. Guiana 10¢ carmine on picture side tied by crisp & clear 27 DEC 15 Conakry cds. Address side shows octagonal 
ship cancel Loango A Marseille L.M.No2 29 DEC 05 & Kjobenhaun 15-1-06 arrival cds. Message dated 20 December 
on picture side. Excellent cond. $30 



2766 French Southern Antarctic Terr. 1960 25f Kerguelen, 1962 25f Charcot & 1962 Trans-Atlantic Satellite Link.           
All fresh MUH. SG 23/25, Cat. £130 (3) $40 

2767 1962 8f Elephant Seals, 25f Pylon (Airmail), 50f Adelie Penguins & 5f Crozet Archipelago plus 1963 100f Year             
of the Quiet Sun. All fine MUH. SG 27, 33, 34, 35 & 37, Cat. £300 (5) $80 

2768 1963 20f & 100f Year of the Quiet Sun pair plus extra 100f. All fresh MUH. SG 36/37, Cat. £300+ (3) $75 
2769 1965 30f ITU Cent Airmail & Satellite Launch Airmail se-tenant pair with centre tab. All fine MUH.                                     

SG 39/41, Cat. £255 (3) $60 
2770 1965 50f Discovery of Adelie Land Airmail. Fresh MUH. SG 38, Cat. £140 $40 
2771 1965 30f ITU Cent Airmail. Fine MUH. SG 39, Cat. £225 $50 
2772 1968 50f Port-aux-Francais. Fresh MUH. SG 46, Cat. £200 $50 
2773 1968 30f Dumont D'Urville & 50f Port-aux-Francais. Both fresh MUH. SG 44 & 46, Cat. £350 (2) $100 
2774 1968 30f Human Rights Year & 50f Antarctic Treaty Airmail. Both fine MUH. SG 50/51, Cat. £115 (2) $40 
2775 1969 85 Concorde First Flight Airmail. Fine MUH. SG 53, Cat. £75 $30 
2776 1969 20F ILO, 1970 UPU & 1971 Port-aux Francais se-tenent pair with centre tab. All fresh MUH.                                

SG 58, 60 & 69/70, Cat. £125 (4) $40 
2777 1970 Fish set of 8. Fine MUH. SG 61/68, Cat. £75 (8) $30 
2778 German States 1852 Thurn & Taxis (Southern District) front with 3 Kreuzer black & deep blue tying numeral         

"184" strike. Posted Main 9 SEP 1854. Vendor pair $40 in 2018. SG 53, then Cat. £22 +premium on front. $25 
2779 Holstein 1864 1¼ pale blue roulette trimmed off (SG 59) & deep blue (SG 60) with roulette intact. Good used pair. 

Cat. £80 (2) $20 
2780 Germany 1933 20pf & 10pf Welfare Fund, perf.14 Fine used with Schlegel Cert. (2011) SG 519a, Cat. £160 $50 
2781 1936 Olympics M/S's pair. Both fine MUH. Mi Cat. €240 (2) $50 
2782 Germany-Russian Zone Mecklenburg - Vorpommenn 1945 Victims of Fascism set of 3 on individual pieces with 

central FDI cds's but not tied. Cat. £275 (3) $50 
2783 West Saxony 1946 3pf to 12pf, no wmks set in blocks of 4 on piece each F/U with central cds's but not tied. SG 

RD37/42, Cat. £320 (6 blocks) $60 
2784 Germany-West Berlin 1949 16pf, 1Dm & 2Dm UPU. Good to fine used. SG B54/60, Cat. £375 (6) $60 
2785 Gibraltar 1903 2½d dull purple & black on blue, CA wmk MUH/MLH block of 4, 1904/06 ½d & 1d blocks of 6 MCA 

wmk MUH/MLH plus 2d & 6d blocks of 4 MUH/MLH all on chalky paper "a" numbers. Total cat. value £400 plus 
premium for MUH (24) $75 

2786 1906 4/- black & carmine KEVII, MCA wmk. Fine MUH. SG 73, Cat. £180 plus premium for MUH $120 
2787 1925/32 £1 red-orange & black KGV, script wmk. MUH very slightly aged. SG 107, Cat. £190 plus MUH premium $100 
2788 1999 £1 John Lennon & Yoko Ono Wedding Anniv M/S's showing them standing on aircraft steps. x 200. All MUH. 

SG MS880b, Cat. £850 (200) $80 
2789 1999 90p "Wings of Prey" M/S's x 200. Fresh MUH & a most attractive thematic. SG MS889a, Cat. £800 (200) $80 
2790 2015 £3 175th Anniv Penny Black M/S's x 100. Fine MUH. SG MS1644, Total cat. £700 (100) $100 
2791 2015 WWI Cent & 2016 Battle of the Somme commem sheetlets of 8. Fresh MUH & highly collectable. SG 1628/33 

& 1684/88, Cat. £200 (10 sheetlets) $50 
2792 2016 £2 Prince William & Catherine Wedding Anniv M/S's x 100. MUH with FV £200. SG MS1689, Cat. £550 (100) $80 
2793 Gilbert & Ellice Islands 1940 1d to 1/6d Postage Dues. Fresh MUH. D1/D8, Cat. £180 (8) $100 
2794 Hong Kong 1997 $5 Lantau Link Bridge M/S's x 100. MUH. SG MS892, Total cat. £100 (100) $50 
2795 2000-2018 Chinese New Year M/S's in pres packs all ovptd "SPECIMEN" noting Year of the Ram, Dragon, Dog, 

Rooster, Monkey Horse & Rabbit plus 2015 Rice Terraces & 2016 Grand Canal also ovptd. Exc cond. (10) $60 
2796 Hungary 1951 80th Anniv of Hungarian Stamps M/S's set of 3. Fine MUH. SG 1199a, Cat. £400 (3) $100 
2797 India 1867 Cover to London via Marseilles with 2a, 4a & 8pi franking being the correct rate to Europe tied by 

lozenge cancels with "Madras Surburban No. 8" cds. London EC MR 14 67 Paid" cds in red. Good cond. $75 
2798 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 7 in singles & blocks of 4. All MUH. SG 240/46, Cat. £200 + premium for MUH $100 
2799 Ireland 1925/28 10/- Seahorse with narrow date in ovpt. Superb MVLH. SG 85, Cat. £160 $100 
2800 1937 2/6d to 10/- St Patrick "Se" wmk set of 3. MLH. SG 102/04, Cat. £550 (3) $100 
2801 Italy 1923 (1st Feb) "Venezia Piazzetta S. Marco e Torre Oralogio" Postcard franked with 15¢ vertical strip of 4                  

tied by Genovia Ferrovia cds's whilst address side written in green ink is addressed to Fremantle Western Australia. 
"Esperanto" star over ship imperf label in green tied by same cds as the stamps. Message written in Esperanto. 
Rare & in VG cond. $50 

2802 1944 Italian Social Republic ovpts on Parcel Post. Set of 12 in se-tenant MLH pairs. SG P77/88, Cat £950 $200 
2803 1949 100l Roman Republic Centenary. Fine MUH  with Sorani Cert. (2018) SG 726, Cat. £500 $100 
2804 1923 Manzoni set of 6. Fine MUH with vg centring. SG 155/60, Cat. £900, Scott # 165/70, Cat. US$960 (6)  $900 
2805 Italian Colonies 1932 Dante Air set of 6 to 10l all fine in blocks of 8 with "Bengasi" cds's on 5l & 10l &"Tripoli" on 

others dated 7.11.32 cds. Stunning group. Cat. £800 + premium for multiples. (6 blks) $400 
2806 East Africa 1938 1 lire violet Italian East Africa with "Eagle & Serpent" on Postcard illustrating male with royal 

headgear/regalia & Eritrea 1903 (29th Aug) Italy 2¢ definitive with" Colonia Eritrea" ovpt affixed top centre & tied             
by Asmara Eritrea cds on this b&w postcard showing two semi-naked young Eritrean ladies. Locally used being 
addressed to a regional judge. VG cond with message handwritten on picture side. (2) $40 

2807 Italy-P.O's Abroad 1915 (8th Aug) "Constantinople - Haut Bosphore, Quai Bayuk-Dere" coloured postcard with 
"Constantinapoli 20 Para 20" ovptd on 10¢ carmine franking tied by Constantinapoli 1 cds. The address side    
written in English to London . Fine cond with manuscript annotations on the picture side. $30 

2808 Jamaica 2006 $230 Europa 50 Year of Co-operation M/S's x 500. All fine MUH. Mi Cat. €4500 (A$7350) (500) $50 
2809 Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 1912/21 1¢ to 15¢ plus 50¢ & 2R KGV all ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. Each stuck             

to small pieces. SG 44s/49s, 51s & 54s (8) $30 
2810 Lebanon 1936 Tourist Propaganda Airmails to 15p (missing 25p) MUH & seldom seen thus. SG 191/7, Cat. £80 

plus premium for MUH (7) $30 
2811 Luxembourg 1952 Stamp Centenary set of 5. Fresh MUH. Superb "stamps on stamps" thematic.                                    

SG 552a/e, Cat. £130 (5) $50 
2812 Malaysia-Kedah 1937 Sultan set of 9 to $5. MVLH. SG 60/68, Cat. £300 (9) $90 



2813 1940 6¢ carmine-red, Die II in blocks of 4 & 6. Format size 19¼mm x 22¼mm instead of Die I 18¼mm x 22½mm. 
MUH. SG 56a, Cat. £150  $50 

2814 Malta 1935 ½d Silver Jubilee in lower left corner block with upper left stamp showing "extra flagstaff" variety.                    
Fine MUH. SG 210a, Cat. £26+ $20 

2815 Monaco 1951 Red Cross surcharges set of 4. Fresh MUH. SG Cat. £650 (4) (Front cover) $150 
2816 2006 50th Anniv of Europa x 500 sets in 125 sheetlets. Fine MUH with resale potential. Mi Cat. €6000 (A$9800) $100 
2817 Monsterrat 1986 Halley's Comet imperf M/S's in 2 designs ovptd "CAPEX '87" x 100 of each. MUH                               

SG 729, Cat. £400 (200) $80 
2818 1996 $10.35 James Dean sheetlet of 9 plus $6 accompanying M/S x 40 of each. MUH & ideal for re-sale or                 

a promotion at this reserve. (80 items) $40 
2819 Morocco Agencies 1914/31 2/6d yellow-brown ovptd Seahorse block of 4. Fine MUH. SG 51, Cat. £240 + 

premium for MUH $120 
2820 1935/37 2/6d & 5/- re-engraved Seahorses, Waterlow printing plus latter with second "C" almost totally closed                   

on ovpt. All MUH. SG 73/4 + var, Cat. £125+ (3) $70 
2821 1935/37 5/- bright rose-red ovptd Seahorse block of 4. Fresh MUH. SG 74, Cat. £140 + premium for MUH $80 
2822 1914/26 Spanish Currency ovpts on Seahorses with Waterlow 6p on 5/- in 2 shades (SG 136/37), DLR 3p on 2/6d 

(SG 139) & 12p on 10/- (SG 141) plus Bradbury Wilkinson 3p on 2/6d (SG 142). All fresh MUH. Cat. £390 + MUH 
premium (5) $200 

2823 Netherlands 1940/47 5c to 10G Queen Wilhelmina defins. Fresh MLH plus a used set of the high vals.                           
SG 506/19 & SG 616/19 . Total Cat. £650 (22) $150 

2824 1923 25th Anniv Queen’s Accession simplified set with lowest cat perf. types. Good to F/U.                                       
SG 259/269, Cat £600 (11) $150 

2825 Netherlands Indies 1935 Suerebaja to Melbourne addressed b&w photo postcard showing Balinese dancers in 
traditional costume) with 5¢ definitive tied by oval "SS Nieu Zeeland" Paquebot cancel. Clean & attractive. $30 

2826 New Hebrides-French 1963 5f Bird. Fresh MUH x 2. The key stamp in the set. SG F125, Cat. £64 (2) $30 
2827 New Zealand "Land Deeds" 1/- (2) & 3/- large format plus small 1/- to £5 incl 15/- (4), 20/- (4), £3 & the scarce 8/-. 

Also mounted 1940 Social Security to £1 (16 vals), 1942 £4 & an undated £1 black. Useful group. (40) $80 
2828 "Law Courts" & "Land Deeds" on Hagner & part album leaves. Usual mixed cond but 10/- Law Courts (Cat. $50 x 2) 

& Land Deeds with 7 vals to 20/-. Also incls 2/- Milford Sound perf. 10 fiscally used. (45) $75 
2829 QV "Stamp Duty" perfd 1st series x 29 incl £2/10/-, £3/10/- & £35 vals with mostly pen cancels. Generally better 

than average cond apart from 2/6d surface thins & £1/5/- trimmed perfs). Cat. approx. $500 (29) $60 
2830 QV imperf "Stamp Duty" 20/-, £1/10/-, £2, £5 (latter damaged) & £8/2/- pair, these two with an Elsmore Cat. $3000. 

A rare group! (5 items) $300 
2831 QV imperf "Stamp Duty" types off paper comprising 1d (5), 1/- (2), 1/8d (Cat. $1300), 2/4d (Cat. $400, but 

damaged), 3/- (Cat. $50), 3/4d (Cat. $150), 6/- (Cat. $40), 6/8d (Cat. $1500) & 7/6d (Cat. $1500). Key vals                  
have 4 margins. (14) $500 

2832 QV "Stamp Duty" 2nd series high vals in above average cond comprising £25, £30 in 2 shades, £35 in 2 colours, 
£40, £50 (2), £100 & £200 plus "Counterpart" on 3/- yellow Arms. Also perfin "Duty Paid" in 1/3d "Denoting" Arms, 
KGV 1/- orange Mortgagee's Indemnity Fee & 1868 account with 1d pen cancelled affixed. Cat. $500+ (12 + 
document) $70 

2833 QV "Stamp Duty" 2nd series with vals from 2/6d to £20 on Hagners. Noted 12/6d perfined while 35/- punched &  
pen cancelled with others nearly all with Stamp Duties cds's. One of 2 x £9 & one of 2x £10 with perf faults 
otherwise good cond. Cat. c$400 (25) $75 

2834 1855/58 1d red & 2d blue, no wmk on blue paper. Close but clear margins with both lightly used.                                 
SG 4, Cat. £2,500 & SG 5, Cat. £325 (2) $480 

2835 1857/63 1d dull orange horiz imperf pair without wmk. Margin touching at right (rouletted?) & broad elsewhere. 
Lightly used with central "7" (Wellington) obliterator plus the brighter shade with "16" (Port Victoria) cancel with 
good margins all round. SG 8, Cat. £900 x 3 plus premium for multiple $500 

2836 1857/63 2d pale blue, blue & deep dull blue in 2 shades imperfs, no wmk. Margins clear to touching but much 
above average with neat BN cancels. Ink blot at left of SG 11. Useful group. SG 9/11, Cat. £1190 (5) $200 

2837 1857/63 6d brown x 2, pale brown x 2 & chestnut shades, no wmk. Quality examples with margins close to clear & 
attractively used by light BN cancels incl "10" (Wellington), "11" (Ahuriri) & "18" (Dunedin). Total cat. £2150 (5) $500 

2838 1857/63 6d brown, no wmk. 4 close margins with possible traces of "roulette 7". Used by central BN "7" (Wellington) 
obliterator. Sold "as is". (SG 29, Cat. £3250) $150 

2839 1855/59 1/- yellow-green on blue paper, no wmk. Close but clear margins & lightly cancelled with crisp BN "15". 
Outstanding example of this rare stamp. SG 6, Cat. £4,000 (Front cover) $1,000 

2840 1857/63 1/- dull emerald-green & blue-green shades on no wmk thick paper.  Former with 3 large margins & "10" 
BN cancel, just touching at right, the blue green with 4 good margins & part "17" BN cancel. Impressive examples  
of these scarce stamps!  (Cat. £1800 ea.) $750 

2841 1862 1d vermilion pair & single, orange-vermilion single, 2d shades x 4, 3d, 6d x 4 incl red-brown x2,& 1/- x 3 wmk 
large star imperf set. All selected examples with margins touching in places but all with at least 3 clear to large 
margins. Total cat. £4,000 (16) $900 

2842 1862 2d deep blue & slate blue shades plus 6d black-brown, brown & red-brown shades wmk large star "rouletted 
7" as per SG. SG 49, 50, 53/55, Cat. £3,600 (5) $400 

2843 1862/63 1d orange-vermilion (Cat. £2,750), 6d black-brown with 4 large margins (Cat. £350), 1/- deep green             
(Cat. £1200) on pelure paper & imperf plus 6d black-brown, perf.13 (Cat. £500). Presented on a written up page. 
SG 81, 85, 86 & 93, total cat. £4,800 (4) $900 

2844 1862/64 2d blue pair, 3d single (pulled perf at base) & 4 shades of 6d wmk large star perf.13 written up on page 
describing their use by the Otago goldfields population. Cat. £1450+ (7) $220 

2845 1863 2d perf.13 on no wmk thick soft white paper (Cat. £750), 2d pale blue worn plate imperf on wmk "NZ"               
(Cat. £350) & 1d carmine-vermilion rouletted 7  (Cat. £3,000) plus 2d pale blue (Cat. £225) & 1/- green, both line 
perf.13 (Cat. £750). All fine & written up on album page. (5) $1,000 



2846 1864/71 1d x 5, 2d x 8, incl pair, 3d x 6, 4d rose, yellow x 2, 6d x 4 & 1/- x 6 shades, wmk large star, perf.12½. 
Good to fine used set plus a "NZ" 6d red-brown arranged on album leaves with useful notes. Total cat. c£3,000 (33) $500 

2847 1878 Registrar of Deeds, Southland, handwritten Title Deed on vellum with crowned cds on pair of QV £9 imperfs 
plus separate Registrar of Deeds Southland in black on "Land Deeds" with 10/- (2), 5/- & 2/- plus 10/- single 
similarly cancelled on title page. Exc cond, the £9 imperfs without holes. Cat. £600 ea. $150 

2848 1900 Stamp Duty pieces x 4 with "V.R." Cypher labels on reverse. Fiscals with £10 & 80/- vals & "Fine Paid" all 
imperf, £1.10 perfd, £4/8/- similar & £2 violet plus 5/- Mt Cook with perfs removed. Cat. £690+ $150 

2849 1902/07 5/- dull red, perf. 14 with wmk sideways. Fine used with triple circle Dannevirke cds. Well centred.                
SG 329b, Cat. £375 $100 

2850 1908 (18th Dec) 1d Universal on a brown Postcard addressed to Sydney posing as a luggage label complete with 
punch hole for string. Reverse shows somebody under umbrella, alongside script "Times are hard, so very hard I 
find I'm quite unable to send my greetings otherwise than on a luggage label" printed next to an umbrella-holder. 
Something different! $20 

2851 1913 Supreme Court of New Zealand handwritten document re Last Will & Testament Probate with Invercargill  
oval "Stamp Office" in violet on QV £100, £500, £25, £3 & 8/- revenues plus 1898 5d postage + KEVII 6d 
adhesives. Marginal tears at left but neatly folded & a clean document. Elsmore $265 incl premium on document. $80 

2852 1915/30 1/- orange-brown shade. F/U block of 4 with 1932 cds. This shade issued in 1928. SG 430cc Cat. £950 x 4 $250 
2853 1920 3d & 1/- Victory in left marginal imperfs with the 3d showing double lined capitals wmk. Not listed in CP 

catalogue & likely of "proof" status. Fresh MUH & most collectable (2) $150 
2854 1927 2/- deep blue & 3/- mauve "Admirals". Fine MUH. SG 466/67, Cat. £220 + MUH premium (2) $120 
2855 1931 1d Health "Smiling Boy". Fresh MUH. SG 546, Cat. £80 + premium for MUH $90 
2856 1931 1d & 2d "Smiling Boys". MLH with light tone spotting but frontally fine. SG 546/47, Cat. £160 (2) $60 
2857 1931 1d & 2d "Smiling Boys" Health pair. Fresh MUH. SG 546/47, Cat. £160++ (2) $180 
2858 1931 5d on 3d green Airmail & 1934 7d "TRANS TASMAN AIRMAIL" in top marginal blocks of 4, the former corner 

with sheet No. & MUH, latter MLH in selvedge only. SG £190 + MUH premium (2 blks) $150 
2859 1936/61 1½d red-brown pictorial, perf. 13½x14 ovptd "Official". Bottom marginal block of 20. MUH. SG O116, Cat. 

£600 + MUH premium $100 
2860 1938/51 ½d to 3d Officials with 1½d purple-brown KGVI marginal. Fresh MUH. SG O134/40, Cat. £140 (7) $50 
2861 1939 Postage Dues set of 4  with single star wmk in blocks of 4 with 3d marginal. All MUH with even gum toning as 

issued. SG D41/D44, Cat. £200 $80 
2862 1940 ½d to 1/- Centennial Officials. Fine MUH (8d MLH). SG O141/51, Cat. £225 (11) $70 
2863 1940's Arms low vals plus a couple of £1 all postally used with cds strikes. Roughly sorted into alpha order on 9 

stockcards. Seldom seen in such qty with many complete strikes. (100s) $50 
2864 1947/51 2d-2/- Officials incl both plates of 1/- & both wmks of 2/-. The 1/- Plate 1 & 2/- sideways wmk are both 

MLH, others MUH. SG O152/58, Cat. 135 (9) $40 
2865 1954/63 1d to 3/- Officials & 1959/61 QEII surcharges. All fresh MLH. Total Cat. £50 (11) $20 
2866 1967 Govt Life Insurance surcharges set of 6 in fresh MUH blocks of 4. SG L50/L55a $50 
2867 1984 18c Christmas complete imperforate plate proof half sheet of 50. Ex the Heraclio Fournier Archival Sales.  

Fine MUH & rarely offered on the open market. Block of 4 sold for £120 in the UK. SG 1349 var. $1,000 
2868 1985 18¢ & 50¢ Christmas with the "CRISTMAS" error. These were sent for destruction prior to issue. SG states that 

NZPO regards such stamps as having been "removed unlawfully during destruction process". Fine MUH. (2) $60 
2869 1988 RPSNZ Cent. M/S ovptd Sydpex '88 x 100. Fine MUH. SG MS1450var. Retail $40 Each ($4000!) (100) $100 
2870 1990 Commonwealth Games M/S ovptd "PACIFICA Stamp Bureau World Stamp Exhibition New Zealand" in black 

with 2 logos. First we have seen & no record found so presuming a private overprint? MUH $30 
2871 Nigeria 1936 10/- black & grey Niger at Jebba. MVLG verging on MUH. SG 44, Cat. £90+ $50 
2872 1937 £1 black & orange Canoe Pulling. Fine MUH. SG 45, Cat. £150++ $100 
2873 Niuafo'ou 2012 Butterflies set of 12 to $8 in complete Imperforate sheets of 20 with gutter. An attractive thematic. 

SG 352/63 with a FV 920.00 Tongan Pa'anga = A$560+, Michel Cat. €1000 ($1550) (12 sheets) $90 
2874 Niue 1920 ½d to 1/- Pictorials in imperf plate proof pairs. Natural brown gum streak on one 6d unit otherwise fine 

MLH. (6 pairs) $100 
2875 North Borneo 1907 (7th Jan) "Singapore Full Dressed Chinese Child" titled b&w postcard addressed to Essex. 

Franked with 1¢ & 2¢ Pictorials ovptd "BRITISH PROTECTORATE" in red. Taxed ½d in London with FE 16 07 cds 
plus neighbouring Waltham Abbey arrival. Lightly foxed perfs but overall card cond is fine & Taxed postcards from 
this period & area are seldom seen. $30 

2876 Penrhyn 2008 WWF Reef Egret Birds set of 4 in sheetlets of 4 x 10 sets. Fine MUH & ideal for re-sale.                    
SG 550s, Cat. £350 (40 sets) $60 

2877 Poland 1924 "Na Skarb" charity set to 50gr. Fresh MUH & seldom seen in such fine cond. Fischer 194/202 & 204 
(10) $60 

2878 1962 Ski Championships set 40g-1z50 in 3 sheetlets of 4 stamps. Perf 11 & 11½ instead of normal perf 12 & 12½. 
Fresh MUH. Mi 1294/26, SG ex 1286/90(var) footnote Cat £400. (3 M/S's) $120 

2879 Rhodesia 1913/19 £1 black & deep purple, perf. 15 Die II with telegraph puncture. MNG. SG 254a, Cat. £3000 as 
MLH or £2500 used $100 

2880 1913/19 3/- reddish-brown & deep turquoise-blue, perf. 14 Die IIIA. MLH, tiny surface thin. SG 255m, Cat. £275 $30 
2881 Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1959 £1 black & deep violet Arms fine used on piece with neat Salisbury cds.                     

SG 31, Cat. £65 $25 
2882 Romania 2006 3.20b WWF Birds M/S's x 100. An attractive thematic. SG MS6735, total cat. £275 (100) $50 
2883 Russia 1904 (28th Nov)  Warsaw street scene on this b& w postcard addressed to Tasmania from Poland with 

Russia 1k pair tied by rectangular Warsawa un Cyrillic cancel. Transit marks of Singapore (NO 4 1904) & Deutsche 
Seepost Ost-Asiatische Hauptlinie. A superior example from the period of Russian control that lasted until Polish 
stamps were again used in 1919. $40 

2884 1931 Tambov (also Tulinovka) 15k on 10k olive-green locally cancelled by violet h/s on pair with Tambou in Cyrillic 
cds for 19.6.31 plus single with partial similar cancel. Listed in Michel at €900 each in 2011/12 Eastern Europe cat. 
(pair & single) $180 



2885 Samoa 2006 50th Anniv of First Europa Stamps set of 4 in sheetlets of 4 plus the accompanying M/S's x 100 of ea. 
Fine MUH. FV WST$8800 (A$4830). SG 1168//71 & MS1172, Cat. £5150 $200 

2886 2006 50th Anniv of First Europa Stamps M/S's x 500. Fresh MUH. FV WST$8800 (A$4830).                                                 
SG MS1172, Cat. £4750 (500) $200 

2887 San Marino 1935 Melchiore Cent set of 12. Fine MVLH. Sassone €320, SG £225 (12) $75 
2888 Sarawak 1889/92 "5¢" surcharge" on 12¢ with stop after "C", the "5" normal, whilst "C" & the stop are clearly 

double. SG 25c var., Cat. £1200 $300 
2889 1892 1¢ on 3¢ brown with "Stop after "THREE" variety. Fine used. SG 27c, Cat. £65 $30 
2890 Serbia & Montenegro 2005 Europa set of 4 in in both perfd & imperf M/S's x 100 of ea. MUH with resale potential. 

Mi Cat. €3000 (A$4900) (400 M/S's) $50 
2891 Solomon Is. 1991 65¢ Health Campaign - "Less Healthier Food" top right corner block of 6 complete with "1D" 

plate letters & traffic lights printed on CA sideways wmkd paper. This 65c value was unissued due to the intended 
wording being “Less Healthy Food". Upon arrival of stock in the Solomons, it was decided not to issue this stamp. In 
error however, a small number of sheets were delivered to some remote Post Offices. They were certainly used on 
commercial mail & a few have turned up from charity kiloware over the years which have sold for up to $750 each. 
A block of sold in Ace Auctions sale 29 for $300+BP $200 

2892 2017 $40 Red Cross M/S with dramatic double mis-perf resulting in top 2 stamps "halved" by perfs & bottom 2 
double perfd along top. MUH & unusual. $40 

2893 South Africa 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 se-tenant pairs MUH plus ½d pair with "cleft skull" variety. SG 65/a/68, 
Cat. £55 + premium for MUH $30 

2894 South Africa-Cape of Good Hope 1853 1d & 4d on blued paper, latter with right corner a trifle short before              
slightly blued paper for 1d brick-red & 2 shades of 4d (SG 3, 4 & 4a). Also 1855/63 1d rose & rose-red, 4d in 2 
shades, 6d in 3 shades & 1/- in both catalogued shades. The 1/- dark green has tight margins, as does the                
6d slate-lilac but others are all clear 3 margin examples. Ex Barratt-Lennard. Total SG cat. £4,400 (16) $1,000 

2895 1855/63 1/- bright yellow-green. Fine used with clear even margins. SG 8, Cat. £325 $80 
2896 1855/63 1/- deep dark green with close to clear margins. Fine used. SG 8b, Cat. £550 $90 
2897 1860 (March) 1855 4d deep blue on white paper pair with generous margins & neat killer cancel on cover 

addressed to South Aust complete with" JU 7 1860 GPO South Australia" receival cds to right. An impressive cover 
with George & Cape Town b/s's in red. Ex Barratt-Lennard. SG Cat. £360 on cover $150 

2898 1861 4d pale milky blue "woodblock" with wide margins on all sides. SG 14, Cat. £2,750 $800 
2899 1863/64 1d in 3 shades, 4d in 4 shades, 6d joined pair & 1/- bright emerald-green. Apart from 1d deep brown-red 

with margin touching at base & deep carmine-red touching left side & left part of base, all are 3 margins incl the 6d 
bright mauve pair. All from the DLR printing from Perkins Bacon plates. Fine used in exceptional cond. Ex Barratt-
Lennard. SG Cat. £3950 (8 + pair) (Front cover) $1,000 

2900 1864/77 "Outer Frame Surrounding Design Change" with 1d rose-red (2 MLH, 4d fine used & 3 MLH, 6d pale deep 
lilac in 3 shades MLH plus bright violet also MLH before 1/- green & another with wing margin both MLH & a deep 
green used. Also 1868 "Four Pence" surcharge used x 3 with 1 showing the "FONR" instead of "FOUR" variety       
(SG 27b, Cat. £700). Ex Barratt-Lennard. Total SG cat. £3400+ (16) $600 

2901 1871/80 "Griqualand West" used group mounted & annotated by Barratt-Lennard on 2 leaves. Noted 4d with "GW" 
ovpt in red (Cat. £100) & a range of various "G" ovpt types to 5/- in black & on 1877/88 5/- in red. Also a couple 
MLH incl sans-serif large "G" on 1d (SG 5f, Cat. £48) & inverted small "G" in black on ½d (SG 14a, Cat. £29).                
All are good to fine. (19) $150 

2902 1893 QV 1d Pre-stamped "Reply Paid Postcard" uprated with CGH ½d black & posted Barmen 10-4-93 with neat 
neighbouring "Siegel & Mosheim" cachet in violet. London AP 12 93 transit in 93 in red with Capetown arrival/transit 
for MY 5 93 & "Lady Grey Diva Aliwal North" 11 MY 93 arrival cds. Manuscript message in German. Couple of 
minor soiling marks but remains a lovely item. $40 

2903 1899 COGH ovptd during Boer Occupation of Vryburg with ½d, 1d, 2d & 2½d surcharged "PENCE" & "ZAR".                 
All fine used with partial "Vryburg" cds's, the 1d with rounded top right corner, otherwise fine. Ex Barratt-Lennard. 
SG 1/4, Cat. £1200 (4) $400 

2904 1909 (4th Feb) UPU CAPE OF GOOD HOPE pre-stamped QV Postcard surcharged "ONE PENNY" on  ½d grey 
tied by neat Walfish Bay cds. Addressed to Kiel, Germany. The place of sending is a South African enclave in (at 
the time, German) South West Africa & the message is written in German. $30 

2905 Mafeking Siege selection used on album page & written up in Barratt-Lennard's own hand. Comprises many fine 
examples of "MAFEKING BESIEGED" ovpts on CGH ½d with both types & 1d (SG 1-3) plus on ovptd 
Bechuanaland Protectorate 1d, 3d & 6d, the latter on piece with full cds strike. (SG 6-8). Also, Bechuanaland              
"6d." on 3d lilac (SG 10) plus Cadet Sgt Major Goodyear 1d pale blue (damaged), deep blue (fine) & General 
Baden-Powell 3d deep blue also fine (Cat. £450). Total Cat. val. £1610 excl damaged SG 17. (10) $440 

2906 Spain 1984 "Concerto Espana" folder with embossed Arms affixed at top & numbered 001625 inside noting the 
attendance at the concert of Sophia, Queen of Spain with her signed colour photo on following page. Last 2 pages 
with M/S's both perfd (No. 0009737) & imperf (No. 03627) plus pictorial cachets on Europa 1984 pair & FIP stamp. 
A beautiful production, which cost vendor €100. $75 

2907 St Helena 1864/80 2d yellow, perf.14. Fine & fresh MLH. SG 28, Cat. £160 $50 
2908 1934 Centenary set to 10/-, plus ½d imprint pair, all MLH. SG 114/22, Cat. £425 $150 
2909 St Kitts Nevis 1938/1950 1/- KGVI perf.14 showing "break in value tablet frame" below RUT variety. MLH                     

SG 75ba, Cat. £150 $50 
2910 1938/50 1/- KGVI, perf. 13x12 with "break in value table frame" variety. MLH, tanned gum. SG 75a, Cat. £250 $50 
2911 St Lucia 1949/50 12¢ claret, perf.14½x14. Fresh MUH. SG 153c, Cat. £800 (Front cover) $300 
2912 St Vincent 1938 env addressed to St Lucia with 1½d brown KGV tied by boxed "PAQUEBOT" cachet with 

neighbouring Castries St Lucia 5 MR 38 crisp cds. Fine "LADY NELSON POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS Canadian 
National Steamships" circular cachet in mauve. Closed tears at top from rough opening & light staining but remains 
highly collectable. $30 

2913 Switzerland 1945 3f to 10f Peace set of 3. Fine used. SG 457/59, Cat. £800 (3) $100 



2914 Tonga 1934 & 1936 Tin Can Mail covers, the former franked with 2½d Queen Salote cancelled Niuafo'ou & 
addressed to Nukualofa with "Despatched by Canoe Mail" cachet in blue. The 1936 cover is addressed to NZ                
& franked with 1½d Queen Salote block of 4 tied by Niuafo'ou cds with special cachet at left with longitude & 
latitude etc in blue. (2) $30 

2915 1994 T$10 "Tonga & Walsall Security Printers in Self-Adhesive Stamps" Prestige booklet with stamps on every 
pane ovptd "SPECIMEN" in black. This special publicity booklet was produced in limited numbers by Walsall for 
promotion to postal administrations. Rarely seen with one selling on Ebay recently for £70 ($125) $30 

2916 2012 $27 Democracy 1st Anniv imperf M/S's x 70. Fresh MUH. SG MS1643, Cat. £1890 (70) $70 
2917 2012 $3 "Education - Penmanship" with the lithographic printing omitted resulting in most of the central design, 

"Education - Penmanship" words & year missing. Incls normals for comparison. SG 1656var. $50 
2918 2012 $3.85 Titanic Loss perfd & imperf M/S's x 100 of each. Fresh MUH & a popular thematic for re-sale. (200) $180 
2919 2015 $8 Year of the Sheep in full sheetlets of 16 with commem tabs in each corner x 4. Fresh MUH.                               

SG 1761, Cat. £480 (4 sheetlets) $50 
2920 Turks & Caicos 1921 6d KGV with wmk reversed. Somewhat off centre but compensated by bottom selvedge. 

Fresh MUH. SG 160x, Cat. £100 $50 
2921 1938/45 KGVI defins incl ½d, 2/- & 5/- shades. Fine MLH. Cat. £250 (17) $60 
2922 1917 3d purple on yellow left selvedge example with WAR TAX" ovpt doubles. MLH in selvedge only, stamp           

MUH. SG 144a, Cat. £50 plus premium for MUH $30 
2923 Tuvalu 1997 $1 Year of the Rat M/S's ovptd "PHILA SEOUL" Exhibition x 100. MUH. SG MS752 though this             

ovpt does not appear to be listed? (100) $50 
2924 USA 1929 "Kans" & "Nebr." ovptd sets of 11. MLH with moderate hinge remnants. SG 655/76, Cat. £600 (22) $120 
2925 1934 Byrd Antarctic Expedition "Crossing a Crevasse with Loaded Sledge" b&w postcard. Address side with 3¢ 

blue Byrd  commem tied by "Little America JAN 31 1934 Antarctica" machine cancel & MAR 26 1935 San Francisco 
"Little America Mail Received" slogan cancel. "Greetings from Byrd Antarctic Expedition II This card was carried 
from America to Little America on the Ice Breaker S.S. "Bear of Oakland" cachet in mauve & signed by Captain. 
New York address at lower right in pencil. Fine cond. $50 

2926 1948 3¢ violet Fort Kearny vertical pair with grossly misplaced perfs horizontally resulting in perfs being just below 
"United States Postage". Fine MUH. $25 

2927 USA-Hawaii 1945 2¢ "Pacific Map" in green UPU Postcard tied by Honolulu Hawaii 1 duplex. Sender's details in 
m/s top left with message on correspondence side to collector highlighting its use "from Hawaii without US 
adhesives". Fine cond. $20 

2928 Vanuatu 2006 Underwater Post Office set of 4 in imperforate strips of 4 plus matching M/S, also imperforate.                  
All fresh MUH. $60 

2929 Wallis & Futuna 1983 Shells, 2nd series, set of 6 in imperforate sheet of 24 with colour traffic lights & shell               
names in selvedge area plus 1984 Shells (3rd series) but correctly perforated in the same format. MUH.                       
SG 428/33 var. & 440/45. (2 sheets) $40 

2930 Zanzibar 1921/2920r black & green Dhow with script wmk. MVLH verging on MUH. SG 296, Cat. £425+ $160 

 


